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Preface 

This monograph considers problems of optimal control for partial differential equa
tions of elliptic and, more importantly, of hyperbolic types on networked domains. 
The main goal is to describe, develop and analyze iterative space and time domain 
decompositions of such problems on the infinite-dimensional level. 

While domain decomposition methods have a long history dating back well 
over one hundred years, it is only during the last decade that they have become 
a major tool in numerical analysis of partial differential equations. A keyword in 
this context is parallelism. This development is perhaps best illustrated by the 
fact that we just encountered the 15th annual conference precisely on this topic. 
Without attempting to provide a complete list of introductory references let us 
just mention the monograph by Quarteroni and Valli [91] as a general up-to-date 
reference on domain decomposition methods for partial differential equations. 

The emphasis of this monograph is to put domain decomposition methods in 
the context of so-called virtual optimal control problems and, more importantly, to 
treat optimal control problems for partial differential equations and their decom
positions by an all-at-once approach. This means that we are mainly interested 
in decomposition techniques which can be interpreted as virtual optimal control 
problems and which, together with the real control problem coming from an un
derlying application, lead to a sequence of individual optimal control problems 
on the subdomains that are iteratively decoupled across the interfaces. This task 
can be accomplished in a very general way that applies to elliptic, parabolic, and 
hyperbolic or Petrowski-type systems. 

While this is already a formidable task, we also develop a general theory for 
systems of partial differential equations on multi-linked or networked domains; 
see the introductory chapter for extensive motivation. It is obvious that from a 
physical point of view, any domain decomposition of a multi-link system should 
respect the structural elements as individuals coupled at multiple interfaces. Thus 
it is the decoupling of multiple interface conditions or, in other words, a nonover
lapping domain decomposition procedure, that one is seeking. The engineering 
terminology for this approach is 'substructuring'. 

As the overall requirement of decomposing, optimizing and simulating sys
tems described by partial differential equations on networked domains is beyond 
the scope of any in-depth treatment in a single book, in this monograph we have 
concentrated on the infinite-dimensional level. However, the philosophy outlined 
above, and made more transparent in the introductory chapter, recommends this 
selection. Indeed, once the decomposition into local optimal control problems is 
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established and the convergence of the corresponding scheme guaranteed on the 
infinite-dimensional level, the implementation in parallel of numerical techniques 
for standard optimal control problems on standard domains is a separate and 
independent task. The infinite-dimensional algorithmic procedures can thus be 
seen as a general framework which is completely independent of any discretiza
tion scheme. We therefore develop not only the convergence of those schemes in 
an infinite-dimensional framework but also prove a posteriori error estimates with 
respect to the matching conditions along multiple interfaces. After local discretiza
tion, and after incorporating discrete a posteriori error estimates with respect to 
finite-dimensional approximations of the local equations into the former ones, the 
basis is laid for a parallel and adaptive numerical treatment of optimal control 
problems involving partial differential equations on networked domains. Moreover, 
the iterative domain decomposition techniques may be used as preconditioners of 
global-local type. 

In order to stay within a common theoretical framework, in this work we con
sider optimal control problems for elliptic and hyperbolic problems only. Elliptic 
problems, apart from their natural physical significance, are also more accessible 
at the theoretical level and are used for introductory expositions. Moreover, after 
a semi-discretization in time, hyperbolic systems may be viewed as sequences of 
elliptic problems. We further limit our considerations to linear problems, since 
a nonlinear theory of domain decompositions of optimal control problems is not 
available on a general level at this time. In addition, for the sake of clarity and 
convenience, we consider mainly control problems without control or state con
straints. Let us remark, however, that at the expense of some additional technical 
complexities, one may develop domain decomposition algorithms for all of the ex
amples considered in this book when control constraints are present. Moreover, in 
Chapter 8 we exhibit a domain decomposition procedure for a state constrained 
optimal control problem arising from a problem of exact controllability. 

Another selection we have made is to consider, in the case of hyperbolic 
systems, only final value optimal control problems, that is, problems in which the 
goal is optimal steering of a trajectory from a given initial state to a neighborhood 
of a specified target state at a specified time. This choice is motivated not only by 
important physical and engineering applications, but also by the fact that domain 
decomposition methods for such problems are technically more challenging and 
far less studied than, for example, domain decomposition methods for trajectory 
tracking problems, which have been considered extensively in the literature. For 
exactly the same reasons, we generally restrict our attention to boundary controls 
as opposed to distributed, or locally distributed, controls; the latter are easily 
handled by the same theoretical framework that we develop for boundary control 
problems, and with fewer technical complexities. 

Although, as stated, we do not concern ourselves with the numerical im
plementation of the algorithms that we develop at the infinite-dimensional level, 
some selected numerical tests are displayed in order to illustrate the efficacy of the 
methods. 
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Outline of the Book 

In Chapter 1 we give a somewhat detailed introduction to the field of domain 
decomposition, the state of the art and the scope of this monograph. 

In Chapter 2 we give an introduction to some basic ideas typically used in 
the field of domain decomposition. The material presented is highly selective and 
is not intended to give a survey of all general concepts of domain decomposition. 
Rather we have selected those methods and ideas which admit an interpretation 
as optimal control problems in a wide sense. 

We will deal almost exclusively with problems on an infinite-dimensional 
level. The first part of Chapter 2 is devoted to dynamical problems on one
dimensional domains. We discuss the wave equation and the diffusion-advection 
equation in an unbounded domain as exemplary models, and describe the most 
basic decomposition method going back to Schwarz [95] for elliptic problems with 
overlapping domains. Even on this simple level, the analysis clearly reveals basic 
features (see [27] and also [24], [25]' [26]). For instance, for the wave equation 
one may develop optimal interface conditions such that the iterative domain de
composition procedure terminates after a few steps. Those interface conditions 
correspond to transparent boundary conditions which admit complete transmis
sion of data across the interfaces, with no reflections taking place. Typically, how
ever, this desirable property cannot be realized via local-in-time boundary op
erators across the interface. Similarly, optimal but nonlocal interface operators 
may be constructed for the diffusion-advection equation such that the iterative 
domain decomposition procedure terminates after two steps. Also discussed are 
finite termination and convergence properties for overlapping and nonoverlapping 
decompositions of bounded one-dimensional domains. It turns out that for the 
one-dimensional wave equation with transparent boundary conditions at the outer 
boundary, it is possible to achieve finite termination with local operators. As is 
to be expected, such is not the case for diffusion-advection equations. A conse
quence of this discussion is that a general concept of how to construct domain 
decomposition procedures for nonoverlapping domains begins to appear. 

In Section 2.3 some basic concepts for elliptic domain decomposition methods 
are reviewed. The reader is referred to [91] for an excellent textbook on this ma
terial, also with respect to numerical realizations. The classical Dirichlet-Dirichlet 
method and a Neumann-Neumann method are considered. In both cases the de
sired transmission condition across the interface can be rewritten as a Steklov
Poincare type equation. These variants of the Steklov-Poincare equation may also 
be interpreted as a controllability constraints. This point of view is not typical in 
the domain decomposition literature but has been promoted by J.-L. Lions and by 
the authors of this monograph. Once this interpretation is accepted, many meth
ods which have been developed in the area of optimal control of partial differential 
equations can be applied. 

Subsections 2.3.3-2.3.7 provide a detailed analysis of the most basic algo
rithm given by P.-L. Lions. The approach that we follow there will be repeated 
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frequently in this book: we first describe the method, then give an easy to access, 
two domain proof of convergence for the unrelaxed iterations. We then general
ize to multi-domain splittings and present interpretations as standard iterative 
schemes, such as a Richardson iteration, and give a posteriori error estimates. A 
more explicit treatment of multi-link serial decompositions is then given and the 
iteration discussed in the context of preconditioned iterations. 

Chapter 3 is devoted to partial differential equations on graphs. The concept 
of linear differential operators of a general vector-valued Sturm-Liouville type on 
graphs is introduced, after which domain decomposition procedures, which are 
motivated by the methods and ideas of Chapter 2, are derived. Convergence of 
the iterations, which are again seen to be canonical Richardson-type iterations, is 
then established. The last section of Chapter 3 is devoted to hyperbolic problems 
on graphs, corresponding domain decomposition methods, and their convergence 
properties. 

While Chapters 2 and 3 focus on domain decomposition methods without 
'real' controls, Chapter 4 initiates the discussion of domain decomposition methods 
for optimal control problems for partial differential equations. In order to fix the 
ideas, the relatively simple, but nonetheless fundamental, elliptic case is treated. 
First distributed controls, and then boundary controls, are considered. It is shown 
that the distributed case can be handled by direct application of the methods 
developed for elliptic problems without control. However, this simple connection 
ceases in the case of boundary controls. Nevertheless, the basic methods can be 
extended to this situation as well. After a discussion of the convergence of the 
iterates we provide, for the first time, a posteriori error estimates for the procedure 
of domain decomposition of an optimal control problem. The derivation is strongly 
motivated by the work of Otto and Lube [90]. 

Chapter 5 is devoted to domain decomposition of optimal control problems 
for partial differential equations on graphs. Once again we start with the basic el
liptic case and discuss distributed as well as boundary control problems. Domain 
decomposition procedures are formulated and convergence of the corresponding 
iterative schemes is established. We then proceed to develop and analyze a do
main decomposition procedure for optimal final value control problems for linear 
hyperbolic equations on graphs. 

Chapters 6 through 9 are devoted to the study of domain decomposition 
of optimal control problems for (primarily) hyperbolic partial differential equa
tions in space dimension greater than one. This enterprise starts with Chapter 6, 
which deals with the domain decomposition of optimal final value control problems 
for general wave equations with absorbing (dissipative) boundary conditions, this 
choice being motivated by the spatial domain decompositions in Chapter 2. First 
of all the model problem is introduced and well-posedness questions are consid
ered in detail. In particular, time and space regularity results are developed. The 
section on well-posedness is followed by a description of a general time domain de
composition procedure which is reminiscent of those devised by J.-L. Lions et al. 
[75]. The method is also motivated by the spatial domain decomposition method of 
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Chapters 2 to 5. The time domain decomposition procedure is formulated, and its 
convergence is proved. Then pointwise-in-time and uniform a posteriori error esti
mates are developed. Following that analysis, decomposition of the spatial domain 
is considered. Once again, convergence of the iterative procedure, and a posteriori 
error estimates, are provided. The last section of Chapter 6 concentrates then on 
the possible combinations of time and space domain decomposition procedures. 

Chapter 7 is devoted to domain decomposition of optimal final value control 
problems for the dynamic Maxwell system with a dissipative boundary condition 
known as the Silver-Muller condition, which is in fact the first-order local approx
imation to a transparent boundary condition. The flow of the presentation is the 
same as in Chapter 6 and results analogous to those established there are obtained. 

In Chapter 8 we reconsider general wave equations, but this time with a 
conservative boundary condition. The lack of dissipativity in the boundary con
dition causes a loss of regularity so that, in particular, when considering optimal 
final value control the deviation of the final state from the target state must be 
penalized in a weaker norm than previously. This leads to an optimality system 
that differs from that occurring when dissipativity is present. While this has little 
effect on the analysis of our time domain decomposition algorithm, it necessitates 
significant changes in the spatial domain decomposition algorithm and its analysis. 
Once again, appropriate convergence results, and a posteriori error estimates, are 
established. 

In addition, in Chapter 8 is presented a spatial domain decomposition proce
dure for the optimality system associated with the problem of exact controllability, 
that is, the problem of minimum norm control of a trajectory from a given initial 
state to a prescribed target state. It is shown, in particular, that an appropriate 
domain decomposition for this optimality system is obtained in the limit, as the 
penalty parameter goes to infinity, of the domain decomposition algorithm asso
ciated with optimal final value control to the target state, discussed earlier in the 
chapter. 

Chapter 9 is concerned with domain decomposition of elliptic equations 
(without control), and hyperbolic equations (with control), on 2-dimensional poly
gonal networks in n-dimensional space. The discussion parallels that of Chapters 
3 and 5 dealing with such systems on graphs, but with an unavoidable increase in 
technical complexity. 

Acknowledgment. The authors gratefully acknowledge the advice of K.-H. Hoff
mann, the editor of this series, and the technical support of its publisher, Birk
hiiuser-Verlag. We also wish to express our gratitude to Mrs. Garhammer for her 
professional typing of a significant part of the material, and to Dr. R. Hundham
mer, who performed many of the numerical simulations displayed in this book. 
Research of the first author was partially funded by the National Science Foun
dation through grant DMS-9972034. The second Author was partially funded by 
the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft through grant DFG-Le 595/9-1(2). 
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction 

There is a long history of problems of this type where a dramatic failure was a 
result of not properly modeling the system. As a consequence, systems may fail to 
properly react to controls because of lack of resolution. Optimal control problems 
for such flexible structures have been discussed in the engineering literature for 
more than 30 years. But is only during the last 15 years that the fully continuum 
mechanical structural elements, represented mathematically as partial differential 
equations, have been taken into account on a systematic basis. This development 
came along with the tendency to reduce the weight of the structural constitutives 
of such complex systems. Thinner and lighter structures exhibit many more and 
particularly large modes of oscillations. Thus PDE modeling and optimal control 
of PDE modeled connected systems appeared as a major challenge of the 1990's. 
See the monograph of the authors together with G. Schmidt [61] for an account 
of the state of affairs until 1994. 

Once the modeling of flexible multi-link structures is understood, many 
other applications which are extremely important in civil engineering, ecology 
and medicine can be seen to immediately fall into the same general framework, 
namely, partial differential equations on networked domains. In order to illustrate 
the scope of this theory, let us mention in particular the problems of flood manage
ment and the control of sewer or irrigation systems. These are systems of hundreds 
or thousands of open channels or closed pipes that constitute a network carrying 
the flow of water. The flow is modeled by the shallow-water equations with source 
terms due to friction. The equations are systems of hyperbolic conservation laws 
with nonlinear driving forces, that are sometimes subject to diffusion. The controls 
consist of valves, gates, weirs and pumps located at various nodes of the network. 
The control objective is to operate those instruments according to physical, legal 
and economic constraints such that certain flow requirements are met in specified 
links. In flood management, for example, one has to avoid overflows in cities and 
purification plants; in irrigational systems one has to supply a specified amount of 
water, etc. A very similar problem occurs in the management of gas pipeline net
works, traffic flow problems on road networks, neuronal networks, the blood vessel 
system and root dynamics, just to mention a few more challenging applications. 
Problems of this type have been considered in the engineering literature for a long 
time. However, as resources become more and more expensive, and as the open 
global economy allows for an increasing number of different providers operating 
on the same networks, the dynamics also on the local level becomes more and 
more important. As a result, applied mathematics is left with a grand challenge: 
to make a difference. 

The point to be made with respect to this book is that most of these applica
tions are driven by hyperbolic equations on network-like structures. Indeed, when 
operating a multi-link flexible mechatronic system, or a water or gas network near 
its actual working conditions, linear hyperbolic equations on networked domains 
arise from linearization around trajectories. Such systems, in turn, are the objects 
discussed in this book. 
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For ongoing research on nonlinear hyperbolic networks see Leugering and 
Schmidt [71], Coron et al. [13], Gugat and Leugering [33], Gugat, Leugering and 
Schmidt [34] and Gugat [31]. These papers are concerned with water flow in net
works and corresponding optimal control problems. The work by Gugat, Herty, 
Klar and Leugering [32] is devoted to control problems concerning traffic flow on 
road networks. 

Once the mathematical analysis had been made available, the demand for 
numerical simulation of such uncontrolled and controlled systems became more 
dominant. Obviously flexible structures, general infrastructures or complex biolog
ical systems with several hundred or even thousand structural elements cannot be 
numerically simulated on a very fine spatial and time-wise scale as the dimensions 
easily approach any technical limitation. Therefore model hierarchies and model 
reduction and, in particular, decomposition methods have been the main focus 
of research in recent years. In particular, real-time requirements for the controls 
strongly enhanced this development. Consequently, domain decomposition meth
ods, going back to the work of Schwarz [95] at the end of the nineteenth century, 
have been reintroduced and further developed. We are currently approaching the 
15th annual conference on Domain decomposition methods for partial differential 
equations, and the vast number of individual contributions precludes any attempt 
to give proper credit. We just mention the recent monograph by Quarteroni and 
Valli [91] as a general up-to-date reference on domain decomposition methods for 
partial differential equations. 

It is obvious from the physical point of view that such decompositions should 
respect the structural elements as individuals coupled at multiple joints. Thus it 
is the decoupling of multiple joint conditions or, in other words, a nonoverlapping 
domain decomposition procedure one is seeking. The engineering terminology for 
this approach is 'substructuring'. 

Even though decomposing a complex structure, by whatever means, into sim
ple, more standard pieces is itself a formidable task, the challenge increases when 
it comes to the problem of decomposing optimal control problems for such struc
tures. The ultimate goal is to break the globally defined optimal control problem 
into a collection of smaller, standard, optimal control problems on substructures 
for which standard software is available. 

Typically in continuous control systems, optimal controls are determined via 
optimality conditions which, in turn, can be expressed as coupled forward and 
backward running equations, still defined on the entire structure. As parallelism is 
the governing criterion, a decoupling of both the forward and the backward running 
problems separately does not lead to a complete and parallelizable decoupling. 
Therefore, a decoupling of the entire optimality system appears to be necessary. 
However, if one decouples an optimality system, the result is not necessarily an 
optimality system by itself. In other words, such a decoupling does not necessarily 
lead to decoupled optimal control problems on the substructures. 

Therefore it is natural to investigate methods that achieve these simultane
ous requirements, that is, the substructuring of the system and decoupling of the 
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optimization problem. The design and analysis of such methods is the goal of this 
monograph. The challenge as a whole is prohibitive with respect to a comprehen
sive presentation in the given space and time frame. Moreover, the theory is still 
far from being complete. 

Much is known for elliptic problems on simple domains which admit a natu
ral decomposition. Benamou and Despres [10] and Benamou [6], [7], [8], [9] where 
probably the first to consider this kind of procedure. They employed a simple but 
powerful nonoverlapping adaption, due to P.-L. Lions [82], of the classical Schwarz 
overlapping domain decomposition procedure. In the same proceedings, Glowinski 
and Le Tallec [29] observed that Lions' algorithm could be interpreted as a saddle
point iteration of the Uzawa-type corresponding to an augmented Lagrangian 
formulation of the problem. By this interpretation a domain decomposition pro
cedure, without any underlying optimal control requirement, falls naturally into 
the framework of optimization. Starting from an elliptic optimal control problem 
Benamou and Despres (loc. cit.) observed that the corresponding optimality sys
tem could be reformulated as a complex "elliptic" system with the real part of 
the solution being the direct solution and the imaginary part corresponding to the 
adjoint solution. Once this observation was made, P.-L. Lions' method for domain 
decomposition could be applied. Even though this observation holds only in the 
very special case of distributed controls, it has triggered much of the research in 
the directions outlined above. 

However, the methods which evolved from this starting point do not apply to 
multiple nodes or junctions between more than two subdomains. Moreover, in the 
dynamic case the results do not cover the important final value control problem 
which genuinely appears for relaxed controllability constraints. 

The extension of nonoverlapping domain decomposition methods to systems 
of partial differential equations of hyperbolic type took place only in recent years. 
See papers of the authors of this monograph and their collaborators [64], [66], [65], 
[67], [68], [69], [57], [52], [53], [54], [55], [58], [59], [60]. 

Parallel to this development, J.-L. Lions and O. Pironneau [76], [77], [79], 
[81], [80] and J.-L. Lions [1] (see also [14], [42], [78]) reconsidered the problem 
of overlapping and nonoverlapping domain decomposition from the general point 
of view of optimization. They realized that the interpretation of the P.-L. Lions' 
method as the result of an optimization procedure could be generalized to other 
domain decomposition techniques such that a general concept of virtual controls, 
that is, controls that are responsible for the realization of transmission conditions 
between the subdomains, could be formulated. For Robin type boundary condi
tions as transmission operators across the interfaces, which are typical of the P.-L. 
Lions-type procedures, this observation had been made already by Benamou [8] 
and, for networks, by Leugering [68]. The concept of virtual controls, in turn, trig
gered a more recent development in the field based on the observation that general 
domain decomposition problems, nonoverlapping as well as overlapping ones, can 
be formulated as optimal control problems for partial differential equations. See 
also Gunzburger et al. [36], [38], [19], [37], and Gunzburger and Heinkenschloss [35] 
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for a penalty method. Therefore, methods that have been developed with respect 
to optimal control of partial differential equations can now be applied to decompo
sition problems. On the other hand, as soon as domain decomposition procedures 
are interpreted as virtual optimal control problems, they are genuinely amenable 
to optimal control methods for partial differential equations with real controls, 
that is, with controls entering via the physical model. This is because, as stated 
above, the decomposition procedure and the optimization involving the physical 
process can be handled simultaneously. The controls that undergo optimization 
during the entire process have just a different interpretation. In this sense we can 
speak of an all-at-once approach. 

The more classical procedures would either tend to first decompose the sys
tem and then optimize, or to first optimize on the global system and then decom
pose. In both cases the decomposition would naturally take place on the discrete 
level. 

Decomposition of domains thus adds yet another aspect to the more classi
cal controversy that is still actively discussed, namely, whether one should first 
discretize and then optimize or the other way round. The current tendency, even 
though in particular cases one strategy can be seen to be superior to the other, 
is to use an all-at-once approach in which discretization, decomposition and op
timization are intrinsically coupled. There is currently little theoretical basis for 
the numerical success that can be observed in various applications. We hope that 
this book will be helpful in remedying that situation. 

While on the discrete level we are faced with an abundance of methods and 
their corresponding analyses of convergence, the infinite-dimensional case is far 
less understood. See however Quarteroni and Valli [91] and the references therein. 
When it comes to the analysis of domain decomposition methods for optimal 
control of partial differential equations the literature becomes very sparse. See the 
papers [16], [7], [10], [65], [66], [64], [67], [53], [54], [55], [69], [68], [57], [78], [79], 
[81], [1], [14] and the references therein. 

As domain decomposition procedures of nonoverlapping type originate from 
a decomposition of transmission conditions across the interfaces between adjacent 
sub domains , the matching of such transmission conditions can be expressed as 
certain boundary operator equalities involving the so-called Steklov-Poincare op
erators. Virtual controls are then used to achieve exact matching. This is equivalent 
to the classical notion of exact controllability. On the discrete level the correspond
ing Schur-complement equation is analyzed. Whenever exact matching is relaxed, 
the virtual control problem turns into a problem of approximate controllability or 
into a quadratic optimal control problem. This approach again finds its analog on 
the discrete level in so-called inexact methods. After solving subproblems on the 
local level of the sub domains , a global interface problem is established and solved 
either by direct solvers or in an iterative way. While for a long time iterative 
methods have been favored over noniterative ones, the recent work of Hackbusch 
[40] on elliptic problems provides new alternatives. However, the all-at-once ap-
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proach which we consider is genuinely iterative in nature, having natural discrete 
analogues. 

In this monograph we consider such methods on the infinite-dimensional level. 
Because of space limitations, we have elected to not include convergence results 
on the discrete level and refer instead to forthcoming publications. Obviously, the 
infinite-dimensional analysis provides the basis for the finite-dimensional analysis, 
as the proper space setup for the latter is governed by the infinite-dimensional 
problem. 

In order to make the focus even narrower, we consider mainly (1) linear, 
second-order, problems of elliptic or hyperbolic types on I-dimensional and 2-
dimensional networks; (2) transmission problems for second-order hyperbolic equa
tions in spaces of any dimension; and (3) transmission problems for the time
dependent Maxwell system in space dimension 3. In general, we do not discuss in 
this work systems of order greater than 2, for example, fourth-order problems that 
occur in modeling mechanical structures involving elements such as elastic beams 
and plates. An exception, however, is found in Section 6.3.4 where a time domain 
decomposition procedure is discussed for the dynamic Kirchhoff plate equation. 
See also Leugering [65] and Leugering and Rathmann [70] for results on domain de
composition of optimal control problems for Euler-Bernoulli and Rayleigh beams. 
Methods similar to whose discussed in this book are also available for parabolic 
and diffusion-advection problems on networked domains, however with different 
convergence properties. See Fischer and Leugering [22] for domain decomposition 
results in problems of optimal control for diffusion-advection and transport dom
inant equations in the context of root dynamics. 

As methods of domain decomposition of optimal control problems for partial 
differential equations are intrinsically motivated by the necessity of simulations, 
where parallelism and also adaptivity play key roles, we also focus on a posteriori 
error estimates with respect to the mismatch of transmission conditions. Indeed, 
one may interpret the partition into subdomains as a coarse grain discretization 
of the problem by introducing interfaces or by interpreting the natural nodes in a 
network as coarse grid points. On the other hand we have the local problems on 
the subdomains, or on the edges of the underlying graphs. If those local problems 
are discretized by some methods, their corresponding a posteriori error estimates 
can then be combined with those obtained on the coarse interfacial level. The 
resulting estimates would then govern the convergence and, in particular, any 
adaptive regime. This two-level paradigm (see also [91]) can be used to enhance 
convergence properties, because any iteration on the interfacial level will provide 
global information on the entire domain, or the entire network, respectively. This 
global information is then used to obtain the local solutions in parallel. Therefore 
the methods considered here can also be seen as preconditioning methods of a 
global versus local nature. The latter interpretation, in turn, triggered the most 
recent development in this area, namely time domain decompositions. See J.-L. 
Lions, Maday and Turnici [75], and Maday, Turnici [84] for first-order in time 
equations, and the authors in [57] for hyperbolic problems. 
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In this work, a posteriori error estimates are developed only on the continuous 
level although, at least for the time domain decomposition procedure discussed 
in Chapter 6, similar estimates hold also at the discrete level; see [58J. Let us 
also mention Otto and Lube [90], [83], [4], where a posteriori error estimates are 
obtained in the elliptic case, however without (real) control. 

The book is organized in a way that readers with a background in functional 
analysis and partial differential equations will have self-contained access to the 
theory presented. For those individuals, Chapters 2 through 5 provide the basic 
ideas, fundamental methods and basic convergence proofs. We have chosen a de
scriptive style in the sense that the models, methods and the corresponding ideas 
of proofs are successively developed. The corresponding sections will typically end 
with a summary of results in the form of a Theorem. This presentation is chosen 
in order to make it easy to follow the flux of ideas. 

The second part of the book, even though strongly motivated by the material 
of the earlier chapters, is mainly directed to specialists and is itself largely self
contained. After reading the first part of the book, a nonspecialist should also 
be motivated and able to follow the material in Chapters 6 through 9. These 
latter chapters are organized in a somewhat different style, where results on well
posedness, convergence and a posteriori error estimates are formalized as theorems 
with subsequent proofs, in order to have precise statements of results and complete 
proofs that are readily accessible to researchers. 
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the complementary condition is then relaxed by iteration. The resulting methods 
can be reinterpreted as iterative solves of so-called Steklov-Poincare equations. On 
the discrete level one then deals with Schur complements. Moreover, the iterations 
involved can also be interpreted as damped Richardson iterations. 

Next, we reinterpret the domain decomposition problem as a problem of exact 
controllability. Indeed, taking for example the common Dirichlet traces across 
an interface as a control, we may view the remaining transmission condition in 
the Neumann traces as a controllability constraint, i.e., we want to achieve exact 
tracking by choosing controls with, say, least norm. We may then consider relaxing 
the exact controllability constraints by an approximate matching using optimal 
controls via regularization. This may also be seen as an inexact method. Note, 
however, that the controls entering this problem are artificial in that they do 
not correspond to any physical controls. Hence the name virtual, or artificial, 
controls. Various types of virtual control problems are considered. More precisely, 
we focus our interest on those virtual control problems where the corresponding 
optimality condition decomposes into local optimality conditions for problems on 
the subdomains. Such methods are fundamental to understanding the rest of the 
material in this book. Indeed, it will be seen in subsequent chapters how the 
methods developed in this chapter can be generalized to space and/or time domain 
decomposition procedures for many other optimal control problems, such as elliptic 
or hyperbolic problems on one-dimensional graphs, on two-dimensional polygonal 
networks, and to hyperbolic problems on higher-dimensional domains. 

2.2 Domain Decomposition Methods for 
One-Dimensional Problems 

2.2.1 Unbounded Domains 

This section is intended serve as a first motivation for dynamic domain decom
position methods. The presentation is highly selective and does not attempt to 
account for the vast literature in this area. See the monograph of Quarteroni and 
Valli [91] for an excellent general reference on domain decomposition methods for 
partial differential equations. We begin our discussion with two very simple one
dimensional (I-d) partial differential equations, namely the wave equation and 
the diffusion advection reaction equation. These two models are representative of 
many problems in applied mathematics. 

Define 

in R x [0,00) 
inRx[O,oo). 

To fix ideas, we consider the simplest problem possible, namely, an un
bounded interval where we do not have to account for boundary conditions. Our 
goal is to decompose the real line into half-lines at points x = ° and x = L such 
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that the interval [0, L] is a region of overlap, i.e., R = [21 U [22 := (-00, L] U [0, 00), 
with [21 n [22 = [0, L]. We consider the partial differential equations on each half
line and exchange information on the overlapping interval, or on its boundary. 

The following simple overlapping domain decomposition algorithm is a vari
ant of the classical alternating additive Schwarz algorithm and has been reconsid
ered in the form below by Gander, Halpern and Nataf [27] (see also [26]): 

Algorithm 2.2.1.1 Given initial data, right-hand sides f and boundary data w k , vk 

on the iteration level k, compute vk+l and wk+l according to: 

Li(Vk+1 ) = f in (-00, L] x (0, T) 

v k+1 = wk on x = L, t E (0, T) 

Li(Wk+1 ) = f in [0,00) x (0, T) 

Wk+1 = v k on x = 0, t E (0, T). 

We note that the style in which the algorithms are represented in this mono
graph are somewhat conceptual. It is remarkable that, in the case of the wave 
equation on the real line, this algorithm terminates in finite 'time': 

Theorem 2.2.1.1 For i = 1, Algorithm 2.2.1.1 terminates for k > ~l. 

Proof. As the proof is very simple we reproduce it here. Since we are interested in 
the error, we let f = ° and the initial data be equal to zero. We apply the Laplace 
transform £ to Ll (u) = ° and obtain: 

Thus 

and hence 

But 

implying 

2kLs 
exp( ---) = £(6t _ 2kL) 

c c 

2kL 
v2k (0, t) = vo(O, t - -). 

c 

As seen from the proof, the finite speed of propagation, peculiar to the wave 
equation, is responsible for finite-time-termination. Indeed the 'time' for finite 
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termination is the time the errors need for to travel across the overlapping domain 
and back until they leave the overlapping slab at the top. This property nicely 
shows the transmission mechanism in the case of wave equations. Accordingly, for 
the diffusion-advection problem one obtains ([27]): 

Theorem 2.2.1.2 For i = 2, Algorithm 2.2.1.1 converges superlinearly. 

Proof. Again, the proof is simple and instructive. Therefore we sketch the argument 
given in [27]. We apply the Laplace transform to L 2(u) = ° and obtain by similar 
arguments as above 

fJ2k = l(s)fJO(O, s), 

where p(s) := exp( - y'a2+~v(S+b) L), and similarly for w2k (L, s). This time, how
ever, the inverse transform gives 

where 
X x 2 

K(x, t) = 2Jiit3 / 2 exp( - 4t)' 

Obviously this implies the error-estimate: 

2k a2 kL ° Ilv IILOO(O,T)::; max(l, exp(b - 4)T)erfc( m)llv IILOO(O,T). 

A similar analysis holds for w 2k . Thus we obtain super-linear convergence. Note 
that the convergence rate depends on the size of the overlap. 

Remark 2.2.1.1 For i = 1,2, if L ~ ° convergence is lost. 

In order to restore finite termination or even convergence for vanishing over
laps, we need to enhance the exchange of information across the interface. The first 
and simplest idea to approach this problem is to introduce generalized Robin-type 
conditions instead of Dirichlet (Neumann) conditions. This can also be done for 
the overlapping case as follows. 

Algorithm 2.2.1.2 Given initial data, right-hand sides f and boundary data w k , v k 

on the iterative level k, compute Vk+l,wk+l according to: 

L;(vk+l) = f in (-00, L] x (0, T) 

v~+l + Av(vk+1) = w~ + Av(wk) on x = L, (O,T) 

L;(Wk+l) = f in [0,(0) x (0, T) 

w~+l + Aw(Wk+1) = v~ + Aw(vk) on x = 0, (0, T) 
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Here Av and Aware either constants or local-in-time operators such as time deriva
tives or convolution operators. 

Remark 2.2.1.2 

• For L = 0 and Av(u) = .Au, .A E R this is a nonoverlapping Robin-type
Algorithm. See the next section . 

• For Av,w(u) := .A * u (convolution in time), see Gander, Halpern and Nataf 
[27]. 

The following results on finite termination ([27]) for transmission operators 
Av,w(u) = .Av,w *u reflect the fact that the corresponding transmission conditions 
realize exact transparent boundary conditions on each half-line: 

Theorem 2.2.1.3 For i = 1, Av = lOt, Aw = _lOt Algorithm 2.2.1.2 terminates c c 
in 2 steps. 

Proof. One applies the Laplace transform and obtains after some elementary cal
culations 

Ak+l(O )= (~+.Aw(s))(-~+.Av(s)) (_2~L)Ak-l(O) 
v , s (~ + .Av ( s ) ) ( _ ~ + .Aw ( s )) exp c v , s 

A similar expression is derived for wk+l. The obvious choice 
s 

.Aw(s) = -.Av(s) = --
c 

leads to two-step-termination. 

Remark 2.2.1.3 It is important to note that the finite-termination property of 
Theorem 2.2.1.3 does not depend on the size of the overlap. Note, however, that 
due to the unboundedness of the domain, the 'optimal' transmission operators are 
local operators in time. 

As to be expected, the finite-termination property will not hold in general for 
diffusion-advection-reaction equations, unless we are able to implement non-local 
boundary operators. 

Remark 2.2.1.4 
i) For i = 2 and Av , w according to 

A a 1 ~--~--~ 
.Av,w(s) = - 2v ± 2v Va2 + 4v(s + b), 

Algorithm 2.2.1.2 terminates after 2 steps. 
ii) For i = 1,2 finite termination is independent of L. 

iii) For i = 2, the optimal interface-conditions are non-local. 
iv) We may approximate the non-local transmission conditions by local opera-

tors: 

A _ -a± va2 +4vb;:} 
vw - ± Ut 
, 2vva2 + 4vb 
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2.2.2 Bounded Domains 

We now consider a bounded interval [-L, L] with interface at x = 0. For the sake 
of simplicity, we consider a nonoverlapping version of the domain decomposition 
Algorithm 2.2.1.2. While in the 1-d situation it is always possible to consider the 
entire real axis by applying transparent boundary conditions, the question as to 
whether finite termination is achievable in the case of more general boundary 
conditions, or what kind of approximations are useful in this context, is still not 
completely understood. By using arguments similar to those of [27] we can state 
the following. 

Remark 2.2.2.1 

i) For i = 1 and Av,w chosen according to ~v,w(s) = ±~ coth(~L), Algorithm 
2.2.1.2 terminates after 2 steps. 

ii) The 'optimal' conditions are non-local (even for i = 1). 
iii) The local approximations (for s small): 

A 1 L 2 4 
Avw(S):= ±(-L + -2S +O(s )) , 3c 

yield, upon transformation back into the time-domain, 

1 L 
wx(O, t) + -Lw(O, t) + -2 Wtt(O, t) 

3c 

Note that this adds a mass at the interface. 

To complete the picture we ask: what happens if one works with a trans
parent boundary condition at one end (equivalent to a semi-infinite domain)? By 
using arguments similar to those above, it turns out that in this case one can 
derive 'optimal' transmission conditions which are local; once again, one chooses 
impedance transmission conditions. For a numerical realization of this method see 
Figure 2.1, where two strings are connected at x = ° and two initial displace
ments on each string cause interacting waves. The Figure 2.2 clearly reveals that 
essentially no reflection occurs at the interface. The mismatch at the interface is 
shown in Figure 2.3. See also Hundhammer [46]. We will use the idea of optimizing 
transmission conditions later in this book for higher-dimensional problems. 

2.2.3 Semi-discretization 

As we have seen, the convergence or termination analysis of Algorithm 2.2.1.2 is 
done in the frequency domain. Indeed, we are dealing with elliptic problems param
eterized by the Laplace variable. Now, after time discretization of our equations 
we once again obtain with 'elliptic' problems. Hence it appears natural to consider 
applying the nonoverlapping version of Algorithm 2.2.1.2 to that situation. 
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Figure 2.1: Interacting waves: serial connection 
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Figure 2.2: Interacting waves: serial connection 
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Figure 2.3: Iteration history: dynamic problem 
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Figure 2.4: Two-step convergence in the static case: numerical/exact solution 
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We use Newmark's scheme as in Raviart-Thomas [92] for the wave equation: 

Wr'~Wi(" m<st), 
Z:r~Wi,t(" m<st), 

(With 13 = ~, 'Y = ~ there is conservation of energy.) This time-stepping procedure 
leads to the elliptic problem (followed by an update of the velocity zr'+l) 

w m +l _ <St2j3c2Wm +1 
'I, 'I, 1"XX (2.2.3.1) 

= wr' + 6tzr' + De c; (~ - j3)Wr,'XX =: Jim 

We have to add the continuity and transmission conditions, say, at the interface 
x = 0: 

wm+l(o) = Wm+I(O) Wm+I(O) = Wm+l(o) 
I 2' l,x 2,x (2.2.3.2) 

Thus, for each time step we have to solve an elliptic problem on a serially connected 
domain. At each time step with step size <St and with 

1 L 
Al2 := ± .r 213 coth(.r 213 ), , vt c vt c 

we apply Algorithm 2.2.1.2 to (2.2.3.1), (2.2.3.2). The behavior of the algorithm 
is displayed numerically in Figure2.4. 

As we have seen, Robin-type iterations are motivated from the point of view 
of optimal transmission of information across the interface. In particular, classical 
Robin conditions typically correspond to zero-order or first-order approximations 
of such optimal conditions. In general, therefore, one cannot expect finite termi
nation. 

2.3 Nonoverlapping Domain Decomposition Methods 
for Elliptic Problems 

2.3.1 Review of Basic Methods 

After the preliminary discussion of domain decomposition algorithms for one
dimensional dynamic problems presented in the previous section, we embark on 
partial differential equations on higher-dimensional domains. In order to fix ideas, 
we begin our discussion with a standard elliptic problem. However, as the main 
purpose of this monograph is to deal with nonoverlapping domain decomposi
tions for optimal control problems, we do not pursue the discussion of overlapping 
domain decompositions beyond this point. 
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Here we consider the following model problem 

-!::"u =f in 0 

u =0 on 00, 
(2.3.1.1) 

where 0 c IRd is a bounded domain with piecewise Lipschitz boundary 00. Let 
V = HMO), H = L2(0), DA = H2(0) n V and f E V* (the dual of V). (See, 
e.g., Grisvard [30] for standard notions and properties of Sobolev spaces.) Problem 
(2.3.1.1) is a special case of a class of problems that can be expressed in variational 
form as follows. Introduce the bilinear form 

"J ou ou J a(u,v) := 6 akR OXk oXc dx + cvudx 
k,R !l !l 

(2.3.1.2) 

where c, akC E Loo(O), c(x) 2: Co 2: 0 a.e. in 0, akf is piecewise C1 such that 
akf = aCk a.e. in 0 and satisfies 

(2.3.1.3) 

with a > O. Thus, 
a(u, u) 2: a Ilull~, \lu E V. (2.3.1.4) 

The elliptic operator A corresponding to the bilinear form is given by 

o 0 
Au := - L ~ (akc ~) + cu. 

UXk uXc k,C 
(2.3.1.5) 

We may pose the elliptic boundary value problem 

Au=f in 0 
u = 0 on 00. 

(2.3.1.6) 

{ I k = P-
For ak£ = Okl := 0 else ,c = 0, (2.3.1.6) reduces to (2.3.1.1) and (2.3.1.2) 

reduces to the standard form 

a(u,v) = J V'u V'v dx. 

!l 

Problem (2.3.1.6) admits the variational formulation 

a(u,v) = (j,v)v \Iv E V, 

(2.3.1.7) 

(2.3.1.8) 

where (j, v)v denotes the duality pairing between elements f E V* and v E V. By 
applying the Lax-Milgram Lemma to (2.3.1.8) we obtain, for any given f E V*, a 
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unique solution U E V to (2.3.1.8), which is a weak (mild) solution of (2.3.1.6). A 
strong solution U E D(A) is obtained for f E H. 

We now decompose the domain 0 into disjoint subdomains Oi, i = 1, ... , I, 
I 2: 2. To this end we introduce the notation 

I 

n = U ni, Oi n OJ = 0 
i==l 

"Ii = U f ij , 

JEIi 

f·- U f ij , 

lSi¥j9 

I = {I, ... ,I}, I i := {j E I: f ij =I- 0}. 

(2.3.1.9) 

With this notation, f denotes to the total transmission boundary, "Ii denotes the 
transmission boundary for Oi, Ii is the set of indices of adjacent domains for Oi. 
Let us introduce the following spaces associated with the splitting (2.3.1.9): 

Vi ={u E Hl(Oi): U = 0 On f i } 

Uij = L2(fij) = Uji = L2(fji). 

Then we may consider the operators 

Tji : Vi --> L2(fij) 

Tji Ui := Uilrij' 

Obviously, Ti is linear and bounded, i.e., 

Ti E .c(V, Vi). 

Further 
Tji E .c(Vi, Wji ) 

where Wij = H~(/(fij) := {vir: v E Vi} '-+ Uij . A fortiori, 
'J 

We introduce the forms on Oi 

(2.3.1.10) 

(2.3.1.11) 

(2.3.1.12) 

(2.3.1.13) 

(2.3.1.14) 

(2.3.1.15) 

(2.3.1.16) 

(2.3.1.17) 
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For interior domains Oi with r i = 0, (2.3.1.17) will hold if c(x) > 0 on a set in Oi 
of positive measure. Otherwise we assume (2.3.1.17). It turns out, however, that 
one can dispense with this local coercivity condition. 

Now, to (2.3.1.2) with (2.3.1.4) there corresponds a self-adjoint positive def
inite operator A in H such that (2.3.1.1) or (2.3.1.6) correspond to the operator 
equation 

Au=l, (2.3.1.18) 

as long as I E H, U E D(A) = DA or U E V if I E V*. In the latter case we 
consider the unique unitary extension of A from D(A) in H to V. Thus, A may 
be regarded as the Riesz isomorphism from V onto V*. 

Accordingly, to ai(·, .), given by (2.3.1.16), there corresponds a self-adjoint 
positive definite operator Ai. Moreover 

(Au,v)v =a(u,v) 
I 

= L ai(ui, Vi) 
i=l 

I 

= L (AiUi,Vi)Vi' 
i=l 

(2.3.1.19) 

where now A : Vi --; ~* is the canonical Riesz isomorphism. The splitting (2.3.1.9) 
thus corresponds to the operator splitting (2.3.1.19). 

With this basic notation at hand we may now review various classical domain 
decomposition techniques. The material to follow is, however, selective, because of 
our special interests outlined in the introduction. We refer the reader to [91] for a 
general treatment. 

For the sake of simplicity we go back to (2.3.1.1) and consider two sub domains 
only. Problem (2.3.1.1) is equivalent to 

- Do Ui = Ii in Oi 

Ui =0 on r i 

Ui = Uj on r ij = r 
aUi+ aUj = 0 on r ij = r, 
alii allj 

(2.3.1.20) 

i 1,2. In (2.3.1.20) the third and fourth equation constitute so-called trans
mission conditions. The decomposition of those transmission conditions is at the 
heart of nonoverlapping domain decomposition methods (DDM). 

One may either directly apply an iterative procedure to (2.3.1.20) by some 
alternating step between the problems on Oi or formulate the transmission condi
tions (2.3.1.20h, (2.3.1.20)4 in an operator format as follows. We first concentrate 
on methods that start with (2.3.1.20h The following procedure parallels the one 
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in [91, Chapter 1.2]. We include the presentation for the sake of self-consistency. 
We enforce (2.3.1.20h by setting Tji Ui = uilr = A = ujlr = Tij Uj: 

- ~ Ui = fi in Oi 

Ui = 0 on fi 

Ui = A on f, 

(2.3.1.21 ) 

i = 1,2. Problems (2.3.1.21) can be solved in parallel yielding the unique solutions 
Ui. Thus (2.3.1.20)4, the other transmission condition, may be seen as an equality 
constraint as follows. To this end we decompose Ui = Wi + Zi such that 

and 

-~Wi =0 in Oi 

Wi =0 on fi 

Wi = A on f 

- ~ Zi = fi in Oi 

Zi =0 on fi 

Zi =0 on f. 

(2.3.1.22) 

(2.3.1.23) 

The solution Wi is given by the Dirichlet map, the harmonic extension of A into 
the domain 0i: 

Di : HS(fij) = HS(r) -. HS+~(Oi) 

Wi =: Di A. 
(2.3.1.24) 

In fact, in our situation we may extend (2.3.1.24) as a continuous operator in 

1 

Di : HJo(r) := W -. Vi 
Wi =: Di A. 

(2.3.1.25) 

In order to express (2.3.1.20)4 in operator notation, we need to consider Neumann 
traces 

Ti : H s+2(Oi) -. HS+~(fij) = HS+~(r) 
8U i 

TiUi = -8 Ir 
Vi 

for s 2': O. According to (2.3.1.24), (2.3.1.26) we may write 

8Wi 8 
-=-DiA=TiDiA for AEHl(f). 
8Vi 8 Vi 

(2.3.1.26) 

(2.3.1.27) 

This operator can be extended as a continuous map in L2(r). See [91] for the 
properties of the Steklov-Poincare operator. It can also be extended to a map 

1 

between HJo(f) and its dual. The solution Zi of (2.3.1.23) is 

(2.3.1.28) 
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and hence, 
aZi a -1 -1 -a = -a Ai 1= Ti Ai . (2.3.1.29) 

Vi Vi 

With (2.3.1.27) and (2.3.1.29) the transmission condition (2.3.1.20)4 reads 

aUi aUj (~ ~-1 av + av = L..J Ti Di).x + L..J TiAi Ii = o. 
, J i i 

We denote by 

the Steklov-Poincare interface operator for Sli and by 

P:= PI +P2 

P: H1(f) --> L2(f) 

the total Steklov-Poincare operator. Let 

Then (2.3.1.30) reads 

9i:= - Ti Ai l Ii 

9 :=91 + 92· 

PI .x + P2 .x = 91 + 92 

p.x = 9. 

(2.3.1.30) 

(2.3.1.31) 

(2.3.1.32) 

(2.3.1.33) 

(2.3.1.34) 

Thus, solving (2.3.1.20) is equivalent to solving the Steklov-Poincare equation 
(2.3.1.34) on f. 

The problem (2.3.1.22) admits a variational formulation 

{ ai(Di oX, Vi~ = 0 V Vi E Via := HJ(Sli) 
rji Di .x - .x (2.3.1.35) 

where rji Di .x = .x is the operator notation for trlr Di.x = .x on f (see (2.3.1.12)
(2.3.1.15)). The problem (2.3.1.23) has the variational representation 

ai(Ai l I, Vi) = (j, Vi)' V Vi E Via. (2.3.1.36) 

In order to express the dependence of Zi on Ii in a more compact way, we may 
introduce 

Yi : Vi* --> Via 
Yi 1:= Ail f. 

(2.3.1.37) 

Let Ri be any extension operator from f into Vi (with dense range in Vi) 

RJ-l:={ RIJ-l in SlI 
R2J-l in Sl2 

R:W-->V. 

(2.3.1.38) 
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We have rji Ri /-l = /-l, for all i, j and hence 

rji Ri /-l = rij R j /-l. 

Now, consider 

where Ui solves 
ai(Ui, Vi) = (Ii, Vi) V Vi E Vio 

and (2.3.1.20h holds. We have 

ad Ui, Ri /-l) = J ~~; /-l d, - J tl Ui Ri /-l dx 
r !1 i 

Therefore, (2.3.1.40) amounts to 

Thus, (2.3.1.20) is equivalent to 

ai(ui,vi) = (li,Vi) VVi E Vio 

r21 Ul = r12 U2 
a1(u1, R 1f.l) + a2(u2, R 2f.l) = (11, R 1/-l) + (12, R 2/-l) , V /-l E W, 

which may be combined to 
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(2.3.1.39) 

(2.3.1.40) 

(2.3.1.41 ) 

(2.3.1.42) 

(2.3.1.43) 

(2.3.1.44) 

(2.3.1.45) 

On the other hand, for V E V, Vi = riV E Vi, trlr V =: /-l E W, we have ri v- Ri /-l E 
Vio, since rji(r; V - Ri/-l) = trlrv - /-l = 0 on r. Thus, from (2.3.1.44) 

ai(ui, riV - Ri/-l) = (Ii, ri v - Ri/-l) 

and 
2 

a(u, V) = I)ai(Ui, riV - Ri/-l) + ai(Ui, Ri/-l)] 
i=l 

2 

= L [(1;, riV - Ri/-l) + (1;, Ri/-l)] 
i=l 

2 

= L (Ii, riV) = (I, V), 
i=l 

which implies (2.3.1.8). The reverse inclusion has been already shown. 
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It is now obvious that the variational form of the Steklov-Poincare equation 
(2.3.1.34) can be written as 

Moreover, 

2 

(P)"', 11) = L (Pi oX, 11) 
i=l 

2 J f) = '""' - Di )...11&'( ~ f)Vi 
,=1 r 

2 

= L J V Di )... V Ri 11 dx 
2=1 0i 

2 

= L ai(Di A, Ri 11), V 11 E W. 
i=l 

2 

(g,l1) = L (% 11) 
i=l 

2 

= 2: J (fi Ri f.l - V' 9i J, VRi f.l) dx 
2=1 0i 

2 

= L [(f, Ri 11) - ai(9i f, Ri 11)] V 11 E W. 
i=l 

(2.3.1.46) 

(2.3.1.47) 

Thus, according to (2.3.1.46) and (2.3.1.47) the equation (2.3.1.34) reads in vari
ational form as 

(2.3.1.48) 

which is, in turn, equivalent to (2.3.1.44h- Thus, any iterative procedure for the 
solution of the Steklov-Poincare equation (2.3.1.34) results in such a procedure for 
(2.3.1.44), and vice versa. This is one of the basic aspects for iterative nonover
lapping domain decomposition methods. The most standard such decompositions 
are the Dirichlet-Neumann and the Neumann-Neumann method. Let us display 
their variational forms based on the decomposition of (2.3.1.44) (see [91]). 

Algorithm 2.3.1.1 Given )...k at iteration level k: 

1) Solve for U~+l E VI: 

al(u~+l,Vl) = (h,Vl) VVI E V10 

u~+l =)...k on r 
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2) Solve for u~+1 E v2 : 

a2(u~+l,V2) = (12,V2) VV2 E v20 

a2(u~+l, R2 11) = (12, R2 11) + (iI, Rl 11) 

- al(U~+l, Rl 11), V 11 E W 

Algorithm 2.3.1.1 has an operator format as follows: 
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(2.3.1.49) 

Moreover, it has a sequential character, as the subproblem on O2 has to be solved 
before the step can be completed. 

The so-called Neumann-Neumann method resolves this difficulty with respect 
to parallelism at the expense of introducing an additional Neumann-solve with 
the residual of the transmission condition (2.3.1.20)4 on the right-hand side of the 
Neumann condition. As we will not use this method, we just display its operator 
form, which is 

(2.3.1.50) 

Both iterations (2.3.1.49) and (2.3.1.50) can be interpreted as preconditioned 
damped Richardson iterations in the Hilbert space W. See [91] for a detailed 
discussion of the methods and their discretizations and extensions. 

We start the procedure with equation (2.3.1.20k Thus, we consider 

- ~ Ui = Ii in Oi 

Ui =0 on r i 

OUi = ( -1 t >. on r. 
OVi 

Problem (2.3.1.51) splits into Ui = Wi + Zi according to 

and 

-~Wi =0 in Oi 

Wi =0 on r i 

OWi = ( -1) i >. on r 
OVi 

- ~ Zi = fi in 0i 

Zi =0 on r i 

OZi =0 on r. 
OVi 

(2.3.1.51) 

(2.3.1.52) 

(2.3.1.53) 
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Let the Neumann-map be defined by 

M : L2(r) ~ H~/2(n) 

Wi:= (-I)iMA. 
(2.3.1.54) 

Problem (2.3.1.53) admits a unique solution Zi E Vi, Zi = Qi f where, now, Qi is 
the solution of the homogeneous mixed boundary value problem (2.3.1.53). The 
continuity condition (2.3.1.20h reads 

which is equivalent to 

(2.3.1.55) 

We may then define the Neumann-Dirichlet-type Steklov-Poincare operators 

Pi :=rjiM 

P :=P1 + P2 , 
(2.3.1.56) 

so that, in this context, we arrive at the Steklov-Poincare equation 

PA=g. (2.3.1.57) 

The variational form of (2.3.1.57) is given by 

ai(wi,vi) = ((_I)i BiA,Vi)Vi' VVi E Vi, (2.3.1.58) 

where Bi ).. is the extension of A E L2(r) into Vi*, such that (BiA, Vi)Vi = (A,rjivi)r. 
Thus Bi = rji' As 

ai(Zi,Vi) = (fi,Vi), VVi E Vi, 

we may write the variational form of (2.3.1.51) as 

(2.3.1.59) 

(2.3.1.60) 

i = 1,2, where bi(Ai, Vi) := (BiA, Vi)V; and where Ai + Aj = 0 (or Ai = (_I)i A, i = 
1,2). 

In order to solve (2.3.1.20) we need to require in addition to (2.3.1.60) 

rji Ui = rij Uj Vi, j. (2.3.1.61) 

Equations (2.3.1.60) and (2.3.1.61) give again rise to another family of iterative 
domain decompositions which can then be recast into the format of damped pre
conditioned Richardson iterations. One can also combine the approaches (2.3.1.44) 
and (2.3.1.60), (2.3.1.61). See also [91, Chapter 1.3]. 
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2.3.2 Virtual Controls 

We now come to a major point that is fundamental to understanding the phi
losophy of this monograph. Either of the transmission conditions (2.3.1.20h or 
(2.3.1.30) and (2.3.1.61) can be interpreted as exact controllability constraints 
wherein A is viewed as a 'control' function in the control space W or L2(r), re
spectively. As it is much more convenient to work in the control space L2(r), we 
take the second approach (2.3.1.60). Rather than factoring the kernel of the trace 
operators as above we are now looking for solutions A of (2.3.1.61) with minimal 
norm; see J.-L. Lions and O. Pironneau [77]. We may envision various ways to 
approach the problem (2.3.1.60), (2.3.1.61), such as the formulation 

such that 

. 1 2 

mf 2 L IAiI12 (r) 
i=l 

ai(Ui,Vi) = (!i,Vi) +bi(Ai,Vi), \lVi E Vi 
rjiUi=rijUj, \li,j 

(2.3.2.1) 

(2.3.2.2) 

(2.3.2.3) 

Ai + Aj = 0, \I i, j. (2.3.2.4) 

Problem (2.3.2.1), (2.3.2.2) is an optimal control problem with equality state and 
control constraints (2.3.2.3) and (2.3.2.4), respectively. The optimal controls which 
realize (2.3.2.1 )-(2.3.2.4) are artificial or virtual controls, the objective of the con
trol problem being the continuity of traces along r. 

In the general case of a multi-domain splitting (2.3.1.9) we define 

Ai = (Aij) JEIi 

and, recalling (2.3.1.10), we denote by 

I 

Ui = U Uij , 
JETi 

U = U Ui . 

i=l 

The requirement (2.3.2.4) then reads as 

(2.3.2.5) 

(2.3.2.6) 

(2.3.2.7) 

i 1, ... ,I. Thus in the case of multi-domain splittings the state and control 
constrained optimal control problem is given by 

I 

inf{J(Ai) := L L IAij Ibij } 

i=l JETi 

ai(Ui,Vi) = (fi,Vi) + bi (Ai,Vi), \lVi E Vi, (2.3.2.8) 

rji Ui = rij Uj, j E Ii, 
Aij + Aji = 0, j E Ii, i = 1, ... , I. 
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We add that bi(Ai, Vi) is now replaced with 

JEIi 
(2.3.2.9) 

= (2':: rji Aji' Vi)Vi 
JEIi 

Thus 

Bi Ai := 2.:: rji Aij. (2.3.2.10) 
JEIi 

Obviously, the problem (2.3.2.8) is coupled in i via the adjacency structure of the 
decomposition. The main goal is to derive iterative procedures in order to decouple 
the constraints (2.3.2.8h and (2.3.2.8k 

We first consider a two domain decomposition and eliminate the constraint 
Ai + Aj by setting Al = -A2 = A. Then (2.3.2.8) reads 

.12 
l~f "2 IAI£2([')=:U 

ai(Ui, Vi) = (fi, Vi) + (_l)i+l(Ai' rji Vi) 'V Vi E Vi, i = 1,2 

r21 Ul = r12 U2· 

(2.3.2.11) 

We introduce a Lagrangian relaxation of (2.3.2.11h via a Lagrange-Multiplier 
q E L 2 (f). Thus, we consider the Lagrangian 

1 2 
L(A, q) := "2lAlu + (q, r21 Ul - r12 U2)U 

and then the saddle-point problem 

inf sup L(\ q) = - inf inf L(A, q) 
>. q q >. 

subject to (2.3.2.11h. We define the dual functional i(q) as 

i(q) := - inf L(A, q). 
>. 

As the problem 

inf {£(A, q) =: J(q; An subject to (2.3.2.11h 
>. 

(2.3.2.12) 

(2.3.2.13) 

(2.3.2.14) 

admits a unique optimal solution Aopt , the original problem reduces to the uncon
strained minimization problem 

inf {-J(q; Aoptn. 
q 

(2.3.2.15) 
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We proceed to solve (2.3.2.14). To this end we take variations in J(q;,\) with 
respect to ,\ and write down the optimality condition 

(2.3.2.16) 

where Ui solves (2.3.2.11h with Ii = 0, ,\ = i We then introduce the adjoint 
states Pi corresponding to 

Thus 
a:(pi' Ui) = (_l)i+I (q, Tji Ui) 

=ai(ui,Pi) = (_l)i+l (~,TjiPi)' 

and hence the optimality condition (2.3.2.16) gives 

(2.3.2.17) 

(2.3.2.18) 

We insert the unique optimal ,\ given by (2.3.2.18) into (2.3.2.15) to obtain 

-J(q; ,\opt) = - ~ hI PI - T12 Pll 2 - (q, T2I UI - T12 U2) 

1 2 
=2IT2IPI - T12P21 - (q,T2I WI - T12 W2) 

- (q, T2I ZI - T12 Z2) -IT2I PI - T12P21 2, 

where Wi solves (2.3.2.11h with ,\ = 0 and Zi solves (2.3.2.11h with Ii = 0 (thus 
Vi = Wi + Zi)' But according to (2.3.2.17) 

or 

-J(q; ,\oPt) = ~ IT2I PI - T12 P21 2 - (q, T21 WI - TI2 W2)' 

The directional derivative of -J(q; ,\oPt) with respect to q is 

8(_J(q;,\opt))(q) =(T2IPI-TI2P2,T2Jih -TI2P2) 

- (T2I WI - TI2 W2, q) 

=(T2I PI - TI2 P2, T2I PI - T12 P2) 

- (T2I UI - TI2 U2, q) 

+ (T2I Zl - TI2 Z2, q) 
= - (T2I UI - TI2 U2, ij), 

(2.3.2.19) 
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so the gradient of -J(q; Aopt ) thus is 

The gradient procedure for the Lagrange-multiplier then is 

where 
a;(Pi,Pi) = (_1)i+1 (qk,rjiPi), V Pi E Vi, 

ai(Ui,Ui) = (-1)i(r21P1-r12P2,rjiUi), VUi E 11,:. 

Algorithm 2.3.2.1 

0) Given qk, 
1) solve (2.3.2.22) for p7, 
2) solve (2.3.2.23) for u7, 
3) update qk (2.3.2.21). 
4) Go to step 1) and continue until done. 

Remark 2.3.2.1 

(2.3.2.20) 

(2.3.2.21 ) 

(2.3.2.22) 

(2.3.2.23) 

i) Steps 1) and 2) are forwardly decoupled. Thus the adjoint problems(2.3.2.22) 
can be solved in parallel first. Then the forward problems can be solved in 
parallel. 

ii) However, (2.3.2.22) and (2.3.2.23) does not correspond to an optimality sys
tem of an optimal control problem on ai, separately. 

Thus, if we eliminate the constraint Ai + Aj = 0 in (2.3.2.8) we do obtain a 
parallelizable iterative domain decomposition procedure based on an optimization 
problem, in fact a virtual optimal control problem on a, but the local problems 
to solve on a i do not correspond to local virtual optimal control problems on ai . 

In this monograph we are interested in multi-domain and heterogeneous prob
lems. Therefore it is desirable to be able to directly apply existing optimization 
software developed for a broad variety of problems on standard domains. Hence, 
domain decomposition methods for optimal control problems that lead to local 
optimal control problems are preferred. It is obvious that certain extensions, vari
ations and alternatives may also be considered. 

For instance, instead of using a Lagrange-relaxation (2.3.2.12) one may in
troduce an augmented Lagrangian 

(2.3.2.24) 

See Glowinski and Le Tallec [28] for a general discussion of such methods. Again, 
we can derive a saddle-point type iteration analogous to Algorithm 2.3.2.1. Similar 
remarks as above apply to its parallel features, e.g., There is no decoupling into 
separate optimization problems. 
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Yet another variant is to consider just a penalization of the state constraints 

(2.3.2.25) 

Gradient procedures associated with (2.3.2.25) have been investigated by Gunz
burger and Lee [36] and Gunzburger and Heinkenschloss [35]. 

Penalty based iterative domain decomposition procedures are interesting in 
particular for nonlinear problems, where the existence and regularity of Lagrange 
multipliers is difficult to establish. 

Consequently, we now consider the Lagrange relaxation of (2.3.2.8h and 
(2.3.2.8)4 followed by gradient procedure. This approach has been outlined in [76]. 
We obtain the following saddle point problem 

inf sup [{ -21 '" '" I Aij I~ AEU L....J L....J 'J 
/",q i jEIi 

+ L L (qji, rji Ui - rij Uj)uij 
i jEIi 

+ L L (l1ij,Aij + Aji)UiJ =: £(A,I1,q)] subject to 
i JEIi 

ai(Ui,Vi) = (fi,Vi) +bi(Ai,Vi), VVi E Vi, 

where £(\ 11, q) is the Lagrangian for (2.3.2.8). We have 

£(A,I1,q) =~ L L IAijl~ij 
i jEIi 

+ L (qji - Qij, rij Ui)Uij 
i,j 

+ L (l1ij + I1ji, Aij )Uij" 
i,j 

(2.3.2.26) 

(2.3.2.27) 

Define J(I1, qi A) := £(11, q, A). Upon taking variations in J(I1, qi A) with respect to 
A, the necessary optimality condition is 

i,j 

+ L (qji - qij, rji Ui)Uij 
ij 

+ L (l1ij + I1ji, ).ij )Uij = o. 
i,j 

We introduce the following adjoint problem 

at(pi,pi) = L (qji - qij, rji Pi)Uij , V Pi E Vi, 
JEIi 

(2.3.2.28) 

(2.3.2.29) 
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where ai(Pi,Pi) = ai(Pi,Pi). Thus, 

a;(Pi,ui) = ai(ui,Pi) = L (5. ij ,rjiPi)Uij" 
JEIi 

(2.3.2.30) 

Then (2.3.2.29), (2.3.2.30) used in (2.3.2.28) give the optimality condition 

L P.'ij + r ji Pi + J-Lij + J-Lji, Aij )Uij = 0, V Aij E Uij 
i,j 

or, taking variations in Uij , Vi,j (i E {I, ... , I}, j E Ii) 

Aij = -rji Pi - J-Lij + J-Lji Vi, j. (2.3.2.31 ) 

We are going to use (2.3.2.31) in order to express J(q, J-L; AoPt) as a cost 
functional J(J-L, q). Indeed, 

-J(II q.\OPt)_~ "" Ir"p'+II"+II"1 2 
r" ,A - 2 ~ jt l r'lJ r'jt Uij 

Z,J 

i,j i,j 

where Ui := Wi + Zi such that 

ai(wi,vi) = (fi,Vi), VVi E Vi, 

ai(Zi,Vi) = L (Aij,rjivi)uij' VVi E Vi. 
JEIi 

Equations (2.3.2.33), (2.3.2.34) and (2.3.2.30) imply 

-J(J-L, q; AoPt ) =~ 2: hi Pi + J-Lij + J-Ljilbij 

- L(qji -qij,rjiwi)uij - L(J-Lij +J-Lji,Aij)Uij 

i,j i,j 

- L {ai(zi,Pi) - L (Aij,rjiPi)ui,} 

JEIi 

i,j 

- L (qji - qij, Tij Wi)U;j = J(J-L, q). 
i,j 

(2.3.2.32) 

(2.3.2.33) 

(2.3.2.34) 

(2.3.2.35) 
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We have to consider the dual problem 

inf J(J.L, q) subject to 
p,q 

ai(Ui,Ui) = (fi,Ui) - L (rjiPi + J.Lij + J.Lji,rji Ui)Uii' 'V Ui E Vi, 
JETi 

a;(Pi,Pi) = L (qji -qij,rjiPi), 'V Pi E Vi. 
JETi 
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(2.3.2.36) 

The optimality conditions for the optimal control problem (2.3.2.36) are derived 
as follows: 

0= J J (J.L, q) (ft, (j) = L (rji Pi + J.Lij + J.Lji, rji Pi + J.Lij + J.Lji)Uij 
i,j 

- L ((jji - (jij, rji Wi)Uij 
ij 

= L (rjiPi + J.Lij + J.Lji, rjiPi)Uij 
i,j 

+ L (rji Pi + rij Pj + 2(J.Lij + J.Lij), ftij )Uij 
i,j 

+ L ai(Zi,Pi) - L ((jji - (jij, rji Ui)Uij 
i,j 

i,j i,j 

Hence the gradient of J(J.L, q) is 

\7 J(J.L, q) = -((rji Ui - rij Ujkj, (Aij + Ajikj)· 

Thus we arrive at the following gradient procedure for (2.3.2.36). 

Algorithm 2.3.2.2 
0) Given qk, J.Lk . 
1) Solve for p~ : 

aHp~,Pi) = L: (qJi -qfj,rjiPi)uij 'V Pi E Vi, 
JETi 

2) Solve for u~: 
ai(u~,ui)=(fi,Ui)- L: (rjiP~+J.L~j+J.Lji,rjiui)uij 'VUi E Vi, 

JETi 

3) update qk, J.Lk: 
k+l k (k k) qji = qji + P rji ui - rij u j 
k+l k (\ k \ k ) J.Lij = J.Lij + P Aij + Aji , 

with A~j = rji p~ + J.L~j + J.Lji· 
4) Go to step 1) and continue until done. 

(2.3.2.37) 

(2.3.2.38) 
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This procedure has been proposed by J.-L. Lions and O. Pironneau [76] for over
lapping domain decompositions, in case no constraint on Aij applies. They remark 
that the method can be extended also to the nonoverlapping case. The arguments 
above provide the details. 

In retrospective, going back to the original saddle-point formulation (2.3.2.26) 
of (2.3.2.8) we realize that the cost, for given qk, f.Lk can be written as 

But 

kk ~,,",1,,", 2 
J(f.L ,q ;A) = ~ {~ 2" ~ IAijlUij 

i=l JEIi JEIi 

+ L (q;i - qt, rji Ui)Uij 
JEIi 

+ L (Aij,f.L7j + f.L;i)Uij } 
JEIi 

JEIi 

= L (Aij, ).ij)Uij 
JEIi 

JEIi 

+ aT(pi, Ui) + L (f.L~j + f.Lji' ).ij)Uij 
JEIi 

= L (Aij, ).ij)Uij 
JEIi 

JEIi JEIi 

if (2.3.1.60), (2.3.2.29) and (2.3.2.31) hold or, more compactly, if 

ai( Ui, Ui) + L (rji Pi, rji Ui)Uij 
JEIi 

= (fi, Ui) - L (f.L~j + f.Lji' rji Ui)Uij' \:lUi E Vi, 
JEIi 

aT(Pi,Pi) = L (q;i -qt,rjiPi)Uij' \:I Pi E v;. 
JEIi 

(2.3.2.39) 

(2.3.2.40) 
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This shows that (2.3.2.40) is the optimality condition for the optimal control 
problem 

ai(Ui, Ui) = (Ii, Ui) + 2: (Aij, rji Ui), "lUi E Vi. (2.3.2.41 ) 

JEIi 

Remark 2.3.2.2 The Lagrange relaxation (2.3.2.26) followed by the saddle-point 
iteration given in Algorithm 2.3.2.2 results in a decomposition of the global op
timality system - which, in turn, is obtained from (2.3.2.40) without indices k 
and V' J(/-l, q) = 0 in (2.3.2.38) - into a local system (2.3.2.40) that is itself an 
optimality system of the virtual optimal control problem (2.3.2.41), defined on 
sub domain i. This is precisely the paradigm we intend to pursue throughout this 
monograph. 

Remark 2.3.2.3 It is important to note that if we eliminate the control constraints 
Aij + Aji = 0 first and then optimize with respect to the remaining virtual controls 
(just one function on r ij = r ji V i, j such that Di and D j are adjacent), then the 
optimality conditions are coupled. 

It appears to be very natural to stabilize and possibly accelerate Algorithm 2.3.2.2. 
The typical procedure is to consider an augmented Lagrangian instead of the 
original Lagrangian (2.3.2.26), where one introduces a penalty parameter r > 0 
and considers 

',J (2.3.2.42) 

i,j 
It turns out, however, that the corresponding optimality systems would not de
couple into a local penalized problem. 

In order to derive an augmented Lagrangian method that leads to a decom
posed set of optimization problems in each individual domain, we further relax the 
transmission condition rji Ui = rij Uj by introducing yet another virtual control TJ 

(2.3.2.43) 

TJij = TJji· We may then consider the Lagrangian relaxations of (2.3.2.43). Let us 
first look at the two-domain case with Aij = - Aji = A on r, TJij = TJji = TJ, 

inf sup {£(3(A, TJ; q) = IAI2 + q21 (r2' Ul - TJ) 
>','7 q 

+ q12(r12 U2 - TJ) + ~ {l r 21 Ul - TJI2 + h2 U2 - TJI} s.t. 

al(ul,vl) = (h,vd + (A,r21 udr, VVI E VI 

a2( U2, V2) = (12, V2) - (A, r12 v2)r, V V2 E V2. 

(2.3.2.44) 
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Equations (2.3.2.44h,3 imply 

(2.3.2.45) 

which is, in turn, equivalent to 

(2.3.2.46) 

On the other hand, (2.3.2.44h,3 is equivalent to 

(2.3.2.4 7) 

If in (2.3.2.46) we have rji Ui = rij Uj, then (2.3.2.46) is the original problem. In 
this case J1(Ul) + J2(U2) = J(Ul,U2). Thus the PDE-constraints (2.3.2.44) are 
equivalent to yet another optimization problem, if the continuity of traces holds 
across r. Thus, we may rewrite problem (2.3.2.44) as the unconstrained problem 

2 1 
inf sup{,C,6(u,1];q)=:I: -ai(ui,ui)-(!i,ui) 

(Ui),ry q i=1 2 

+ I: (qji, rji Ui -1]) + ~ I: hi Ui -1]1 2 }. 

(2.3.2.48) 

Now (2.3.2.48) is a saddle-point problem for which we may use various extensions 
of the classical Uzawa algorithm. See Glowinski and Le Tallec [28J for a very nice 
presentation of the general subject. 

We use a fractional step method with respect to the gradient procedure for 
the dual problems as advocated in [28J (ALG3). 

Algorithm 2.3.2.3 

0) 1]k-l, qk given 

1) solve fOT u~, i = 1, 2: 
aUi L,6( uk, 1]k-\ qk) = 0 

2) update qJi' i = 1,2: 

k+! k ( k k-l) qji = qji + Pk rji ui - 1] 

3) solve for 1]k: 
aryL,6(uk,1]k;qk+!) =0 

k+l 
4) update qji 2 

HI k+! ( k k) qji = qji + Pk Tji ui - 1] . 
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or 

2 

0= L ai(UiUi)-(ii,Ui)+ L(q;i,T"jiUi) 
i=l i,j 

+ (3 L (T"ji u7 - Tjk-l, T"ji Ui) 
i,j 

i,j = 1,2. In fact for k -+ k + 1, (2.3.2.49) reads 

The third step gives: 

or 
k+l k+l ((3 ) (k k 2 k) 0 qji + qij + - Pk T"ji ui + T"ij u j - Tj = , 

after applying step 4). From (2.3.2.50) and (2.3.2.52) we obtain 
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(2.3.2.49) 

(2.3.2.50) 

(2.3.2.51 ) 

(2.3.2.52) 

where we use variations satisfying T"ji Ui = T"ij Uj. According to steps 2) and 4), 
(2.3.2.52) gives 

ai (u7+1, Ui) + (3(T"ji u7+1, T"ji Ui) 

= (ii, Ui) + (qt + 2Pk T"ij uj - Pkl T"ji Ui) 

+ ((3 - Pk)(T"ij uj + T"ji u7 - Tjkl, T"ji Ui) 

= (Ii, Ui) + (qt + 2(3T"ij uj - (3Tjk-l) 

+ ((3 - Pk)(Tjk+l - Tjk + T"ji u7 - T"ij uj) 

= (ii, Ui) + (fJ, Uj) - aj(uj, Uj) 

+ (3hj uj, T"ji Ui) 

+ ((3 - Pk)(Tjk-l - Tjk + T"ji u7, T"ij Uj). 

In conclusion, Algorithm 2.3.2.3 results in the following iteration: 

(2.3.2.54) 
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Algorithm 2.3.2.4 
0) 7]k-l, qk given, 
1) solve for u~, i = 1,2 

ai( u7 Ui) + ,6(rji u7, rji Ui) = 

(h, Ui) - (q;i - ,6 7]k-l ,rji Ui) V Ui E Vi· 

2) Update: 
k+~ k ( k k-l) qji = %i + Pk rji ui - 7] . 

3) Compute 7]k as 

k _ 1 ( k+ ~ k+ ~ ) 1 (k k) 
7] - 2,6 qij + qji + "2 rji ui + rij uj . 

4) Update: 
k+l k+~ ( k k) qji = qji + Pk rji ui - 7] . 

Thus, Algorithm 2.3.2.4 can bee seen as a parallel iterative solution of 

where 

Now 

ai(ui,ud = (h,Ui) + (Cig~,TjiUi) 
M gk+l = N gk + dk 

k " k"", 

(
2(,6-Pk) -1 -1) (0 00) 

Mk := Pk 1 0 , Nk = -Pk 1 0 
Pk 0 1 -Pk 0 1 

Mi: 1 dk = :/3 (2[1 + Pk -,6] (rij uJ + Tij uJ), 

(3/3 - Pk) Tji u7 - (/3 + Pk) Tij uJ, 

- (/3 + Pk) Tji u~ + (3/3 - Pk> Tij u7f· 

(2.3.2.55) 

(2.3.2.56) 
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The iteration matrix Mkl Nk has the eigenvalues {O, 1, 1- 2 '} with correspond

ing eigenvectors (""!",l,lf, (O,-l,lf, (~,l,lf for (3 1= Pk, and {0,-1,1}, 
Pk ,,-Pk 

(....!.., 1, l)T, (1,0, of, (0, -1, l)T for (3 = Pk. 
Pk 

It therefore appears optimal to choose Pk = (3/2. The limiting value is (3 = 
Pk. However, the convergence of Algorithm 2.3.2.4 cannot be analyzed from the 
spectrum and the eigenbasis of Mkl Nk alone. Indeed, a convergence analysis for 
(3 1= Pk is not known in this context of domain decompositions. The case (3 = P for 
all k will be precisely the one considered in this monograph. See Glowinski and 
Le Tallec [28] for a discussion of the convergence properties of this version of the 
saddle-point algorithm. 

We return to Algorithm 2.3.2.4 and set (3 = P, V k. However, by (2.3.2.52) 
this implies 

qk+l = _qk+l 
J' 2J 

and (2.3.2.53) implies 

( k+ 1 -) (3( k+l -) (1 -) (k+ 1 (3 k - ) ai U i , Ui + rji U i , rji Ui = i, Ui + qij + 'TJ, rji Ui . (2.3.2.57) 

In the strong form (2.3.2.57) leads to the boundary condition 

auk+1 
_2_' _ + (3r .. uk+l = qk+l + (3'Ylk a J2., 2J ./ 

VA i 

which, according to steps 2) and 4), reads as 

Thus, for (3 = P, V k we can completely eliminate the Lagrangian multipliers and 
obtain an iteration based on the boundary conditions 

(2.3.2.58) 

for i, j = 1,2. As in the previous, more general setting, consistency of this algo
rithm is easily assessed. 

The decoupling of the original transmission conditions 

rji Ui = rij Uj on r 
au au __ 2+ __ J=0 on r 

aVA i aVA i 

(2.3.2.59) 

according to (2.3.2.58) is due to P.-L. Lions [82]. 
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2.3.3 The Basic Algorithm of P.-L. Lions 

For easier reference, we now summarize the algorithm of P.-L.Lions [82] described 
at the end of the last section and show convergence of the algorithm. To fix ideas, 
we begin with the simple and standard Poisson problem. Let 0 be a bounded 
Lipschitz domain in ]R2 with piecewise Lipschitz boundary 80 which admits the 
decomposition 0 = 0 1 U O2 , 0 1 n O2 = 0, 0 1 n O2 = r, such that 80i = r U (80i n 
(0), i = 1,2; see Figure 2.5. 

Q, r 

Figure 2.5: Nonoverlapping domain decomposition 

In 0 we consider the problem 

-~U = fin n 
U = 0 on 80. 

This problem is equivalent to solving the coupled problems 

- t:l.Ui = Ii in Oi 

Ui = 0 on 80i n 80 

Ui = Uj on r 

",8 Ui + ",8 Uj = 0 on r, i,j = 1,2, 
UVi UVj 

(2.3.3.1) 

(2.3.3.2) 

where Vi, Vj denotes the outward normal on r for Oi towards OJ, e.g., Vi = -Vj' 

The idea pursued by P.-L. Lions [82] is very natural and simple. Namely, one 
reformulates the equality constraints on r in (2.3.3.2) as 

(2.3.3.3) 

and relaxes (2.3.3.3) by the way of an iteration in the spirit of the alternating 
direction or operator splitting paradigm as follows: 
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Algorithm 2.3.3.1 Given ui, 8~i ui i = 1,2 compute u~+l, 8~i u~+l, 
according to 

A n+l I . (") - u U i = i ~n ~ 6i 

U~+ 1 = 0 on aOi n ao 

a n+l j3 n+l a n j3 n r·· 1 2 -a ui + ui = --a uj + uj on ,~,J = , . 
Vi Vj 
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1,2 

(2.3.3.4) 

(2.3.3.5) 

(2.3.3.6) 

We first show that this algorithm is consistent with the original problem (2.3.3.1) 
and (2.3.3.2). Indeed, (2.3.3.3) is equivalent to the transmission conditions on r 
in (2.3.3.2) since (2.3.3.3) gives 

a a 
-a Ui + j3ui = --a Uj + j3Uj 

Vi Vj 
a a 

-a Uj + j3Uj = --a Ui + j3Ui 
Vj Vi 

which upon addition first yields 

a a 
-Ui+-Uj=O 
aVi aVj 

and then Ui = Uj, provided j3 =f=. 0 (we always take j3 > 0). Now for consistency, 
assume convergence in Algorithm 2.3.3.1. Then the iteration (2.3.3.6) reduces to 
(2.3.3.3), so that the limiting problem is precisely (2.3.3.1), or (2.3.3.2). 

We proceed to prove convergence of Algorithm 2.3.3.1. To this end we intro
duce the spaces H = L2(0), V = HJ(O) and Vi = {u E Hl(Oi) : Ul o in8o = O}, 
Hi = L2(Oi), i = 1,2, where standard notation from functional analysis is em
ployed. Let us for simplicity assume 

(2.3.3.7) 

such that (2.3.3.3) , (2.3.3.6) are well defined on L2(r). In fact U E HJ(0)nH3/2(0) 
and tv U E L2 (r) would also be sufficient. 

The local errors (that is, the differences ui - Ui between the local and global 
solutions) satisfy (2.3.3.4) with Ii = O. Let Aij E L2(r), i,j = 1,2, i =f=. j, and let 
Ui solve 

-~Ui = 0 in Oi, 

Ui = 0 on aOi n ao 

au -' + j3Ui = Aij on r 
aVi 

Thus Ui E H2(Oi) n Vi, and hence -~ + j3Uj E L2(r), =f=. j 

X = (A12' A2d and define 

au 
(TX)i = (- avJ + j3uj)lr, i = 1,2, 

J 

TX = (7lX, ~X). 

(2.3.3.8) 

1,2. Set 

(2.3.3.9) 

(2.3.3.10) 
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Then 
(2.3.3.11) 

where X := L2(f) X L2(r) and, moreover, Algorithm 2.3.3.1 (with Ii = 0) is 
equivalent to the fixed point iteration in X: 

(2.3.3.12) 

where XO E X is arbitrary. 
We proceed to show that T is non-expansive, i.e., IITXllx ::; IIXllx, where 

we set 
2 1 J 2 2 IIXllx := (3 (lAd + IA211 ) dry. (2.3.3.13) 

r 

Now 

and 

so that 

(2.3.3.14) 

By integration by parts 

2 

liT XII~ - IIXII~ = -4 L J IV' uil2 dx 
2=1 fli 

(2.3.3.15) 

which shows that T is indeed nonexpansive. 
Convergence of Algorithm 2.3.3.1 is equivalent to showing that 

T Xn = X n+1 --7 O. (2.3.3.16) 

Before we embark on a proof of convergence, we emphasize that, from the point of 
view of numerical procedures based on Algorithm 2.3.3.1, one should also consider 
some (under-)relaxation, namely, instead of (2.3.3.6) we consider: 

a a 
- un +1 + (3un +1 = (1 - (0)( -- Un + (3u'") 
aVi 2 2 aVj J J 

+c( ~a U~ + (3u~), i,j = 1,2. 
UVi 

(2.3.3.17) 
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This amounts to the relaxed iteration 

xn+l = (1- E) T Xn + E Xn (2.3.3.18) 

which, obviously, has the same fixed points. We proceed to show convergence of 
the iterations (2.3.3.18) for any E E [0,1). 

From (2.3.3.15) we have 

Ilxn+11li 

= (1 - E)211T Xnlli + c:2 l1xnlli + 2c:(1- c:)(xn, T xn)x 

2 

= (1 - E)2(llxnlli - 4 L J IV' ufl2 dx) + E21/Xnl/i + 2c(1 - E)(xn, T xn) 
,=1 0 

2 

= ((1 - E)2 + E2) Ilxnlli - 4(1- E)2 L J lV'ufl2 dx + 2E(1- E)(xn, T xn). 
)=1 0i 

On the other hand 

where 

2 

IIXnlli = 1 L J {18~i ufl2 +;32 lufI2}&y 
,=1 r 

2 

+ 2 L J IV' ufl2 dx 
2=1 Oi 

2 

= En + 2 L J lV'ufl2 dx, 
2=1 oi 

Thus, from (2.3.3.19)and (2.3.3.20) we obtain 

2 

En+1 =((1 - E)2 + E2) En - 2(1 - 2E) L J IV' ufl2 dx 
2=1 0i 

2 

-2 L J IV'U~+112dx+2E(1-c:)(xn,Txn). 
,=1 ni 

(2.3.3.19) 

(2.3.3.20) 

(2.3.3.21 ) 
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Now 

(2.3.3.22) 
Thus, 

E n+1 ::::; ((1 - c:)2 + c:2 + 2c:(1 - c:)) En 
, J 

v 
=1 

2 

- 2 L J ((1- 2c:) lV'u?12 + lV'u~+112) dx. (2.3.3.23) 
,=1 Oi 

Define c1 (E) := 1 - 2E, Cn +1 (E) = 1, CC(E) = 2(1 - E), £ = 2, ... ,n. We then 
have from (2.3.3.23) 

2 

E n +1 ::::;En - 1 - 2 L J ((1 - 2c:) IV' u?-11 2 + IV' ufl2) dx 
,=1 [Ii 

2 

- 2 L J ((1 - 2c:) IV' ujl2 + IV' u?+112) dx 
,=1 Oi 

(2.3.3.24) 

2 

=En - 1 - 2 L J (C1 (c:) IV' u~-112 + C2(C:) IV' u?12 + cn +! (c:) IV' u~+!12) dx 
,=1 OJ 

n+1 2 

=E1 - 2 L cc(c:) L J IV' u~12 dx. 
£=1 ,=1 Oi 

Thus 
n+1 2 

E n+1 + 2 L cc(c:) L J IV' u;12 dx ::::; E1 
C=1 ,=1 0i 

(2.3.3.25) 
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and we conclude J 1\7 url 2 dx ---> 0, i = 1,2, n ---> 00 (2.3.3.26) 

lli 

and 
En is bounded. (2.3.3.27) 

As the ur satisfy Dirichlet boundary data On n i n an with meas(ni nan) > 0 and 
ani = fi U (ni n an), from 

IIurllHl(lli) ::::; c 11\7 Urll£2(lli) ---> 0 n ---> 00, i = 1,2 (2.3.3.28) 

we deduce that ur ---> 0 in H1(ni ), ur ---> 0 in L2(r), i = 1,2, n ---> 00. We also 
have by (2.3.3.27) 

(2.3.3.29) 

with a generic constant C. 
For 'Pi E Vi we have 

0= - J ~ u~+l 'Pi dx = - J a~~~l 'Pi d"( + J \7 U~+l \7 'Pi dx 
lli I' lli 

= J ((JU~+l - A0) 'Pi d"( + J \7 U~+l 'Pi dx. (2.3.3.30) 

I' lli 

Thus by (2.3.3.26), (2.3.3.28), (2.3.3.30) and a compactness argument we conclude 
weak convergence of xn to zero in L2 (f). We summarize in the following Theorem. 

Theorem 2.3.3.1 Let u E HJ n H~ (n) be a solution (2.3.3.1) and ur E Vi, i = 1,2 
be the solution of (2.3.3.8) with 

An:-l = (1 - E)(-~ un- 1 + (Jun- 1) + E(~ un- 1 + (Jun- 1) 
'J aVj J J f)Vi ' , (2.3.3.31 ) 

and E E [0,1), A?j E L2(f) given. Then 

2 

IIun - UllHl = (L IIur - uill~l(ll;))! ---> 0 as n ---> 00, (2.3.3.32) 
i=l 

and the transmission conditions hold in the sense that, as n ---> 00, 
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From the point of view of numerical simulations, the fact that the update (2.3.3.6) 
involves a Neumann-derivative of uj on r is not very convenient. We can refor
mulate (2.3.3.6) as 

o n+l 
~ + fJun+1 = gn+l g;,+1 = 2fJuJn - gJn. 

OVi t t 0 
(2.3.3.33) 

But 
Oun oun 

gn+l = 2fJun _ gn = ___ J _ fJun + 2fJun = __ J + fJun. 
t J J OVj J J OVj J 

Thus (2.3.3.6) is equivalent to (2.3.3.33). This variant has been used by Deng [15], 
where a proof of convergence without a relaxation parameter can be found. 

2.3.4 An Augmented Lagrangian Formulation 

Let us repeat that it has been observed by Glowinski and Le Tallec [29] that 
Algorithm 2.3.3.1 could be retrieved from an augmented Lagrangian relaxation 
followed by an Uzawa-type saddle-point iteration. For the sake of clarity in this 
simple standard situation, we display the arguments in the strong form. More 
precisely, we relax the continuity condition 

by introducing the augmented Lagrangian 

£(u,>.,q):= L J (I\7UiI 2 -Udi) dx 
't Oi 

+ 2.:= J {Ai(Ui - q) + ~ lUi - q12} d"(. 
t r 

(2.3.4.1 ) 

(2.3.4.2) 

with Lagrange multipliers Ai i = 1,2, and penalty parameter fJ > O. Let us the 
following saddle-point iteration: 

Algorithm. 2.3.4.1 
0) Let qn-l, Ai, i = 1,2, be given 
1) Solve for ui, i = 1,2: 

2) update >-i; i = 1,2: 

3) solve for qn: 

4) d t \ n+ ~ . 1 2 Up a e Ai ,Z = , : 
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Indeed, 

o =OUi £(Un, qn+1, >.n)('Pi) = L J (V' u~ V' 'Pi - 'Pi Ii) dx 
Z [1i 

+ L J [>'~ 'Pi + j3( U~ - qn-1) 'Pi] d"( 
t r 

+ L J (>'~ + j3(u~lr - qn-1)) 'Pi d,,(, V'P E Vi, 
t r 

which implies, for n + 1 instead of n, 

The third step gives 

-Ll U~+l = Ii on ni 

U~+l = 0 on Oi non 

0= L J (>.~+~ + j3(u~1r - qn)) ~ d,,(, V ~ E L2 (f). 
t r 

The fourth step then says >.~+l = _>..j+1. Then (2.3.4.3) reads as 
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(2.3.4.3) 

(2.3.4.4) 

which is precisely (2.3.3.6) of Algorithm 2.3.3.1. Thus, Algorithm 2.3.4.1 and Al
gorithm 2.3.3.1 are equivalent. Algorithm 2.3.4.1 has been labeled variant 3 of the 
classical Uzawa Algorithm in Glowinski and Le Tallec [28]. 

The convergence proof in [29], however, is given in the finite-dimensional 
context. See also Quarteroni and Valli [91], where this algorithm is shown to be a 
variant of a more general one by Agoshkov. There it is also noted that convergence 
rates are still unknown. We will, however, provide numerical evidence that the 
convergence is linear. 
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Remark 2.3.4.1 Algorithm 2.3.3.1 and Algorithm 2.3.4.1 easily extend to the trans
mission problem 

-ai ~ Ui = Ji in 0 

Ui = 0 on Oi n 00 
Ul = U2 on f 

OUl OU2 
al ~ + a2 ~ = 0 on f. 

UZJl UZJ2 

2.3.5 General Elliptic Problems and More General Splittings 

(2.3.4.5) 

In this section we consider elliptic problems more general than the Poisson problem 
studied in Section 2.3.3 in order to fix ideas. Let A be the differential operator of 
second order in 0 C IRd given by 

" 0 OU Au=-~ ~(ak£(x)~)+c(x)u, 
UXk ux£ k,£ 

(2.3.5.1) 

with 0 as above, c(·) E LOO(O), c 2: 0 a.e, aij E LOO(O), and piecewise C1, 
ak£ = aRk a.e. such that A := (aij) satisfies 

L ak£(x) 'ljik 'Iji£ 2: ,81'1ji12, 'V 'Iji E IRd on 0, ,8 > o. 
k,£ 

Consider the model problem 
Au=JinO 
U = 0 on 00 

We associate with A on 0 the bilinear form 

J" ou OU an(u, v) = (~ak£(x) ~ ~ + c(x) uv) dx 
UXk ux£ 

n k,£ 

(2.3.5.2) 

(2.3.5.3) 

(2.3.5.4) 

and denote the inner product in L2(0) by (., ·)n. The canonical weak formulation 
of (2.3.5.3) then is 

an(u,v) = (f,v)n, 'Vv E HJ(O). (2.3.5.5) 

By the Lax-Milgram-Lemma it is well known that (2.3.5.5) possesses a unique 
solution u E H6(O). 

We decompose 0 into I(2: 2) arbitrary disjoint sub domains Oi, i = 1, ... ,I, 
as in (2.3.1.9). For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that the sub domains 
are connected and the areas f ij meet the boundary 00 at right angles, in order 
to have convex subdomains. This assumption can be relaxed, however. We also 
assume the regularity 

(2.3.5.6) 
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and set 
au ~ au . 
~ := ~ (OOk£(X)~) Vik, Z = 1, ... ,1, 
UVAi k,£ ux£ 

(2.3.5.7) 

Vi = (Vil,' .. ,Vid) and Ai := AI;. We generalize Algorithm 2.3.3.1 to the following 
algorithm. 

Algorithm 2.3.5.1 

1) C · n Bur f 1 < '''''/'' . < 1 'th n Bur L2(f) wen ui , Bv Ai on ij, _ Z r J _ ,WZ Ui ' BVi E ij , 

2) compute U~+l, i = 1, ... ,1 according to 

Ai u~+l = f; in ni , 

U~+l = 0 on fi 

au~+l (3 n+l _ auj (3 n._ \n f 
-!:)-- + ij ui - -~ + ij u j .- Aij on ij 
UVAi UVAj 

3) n-tn+1, go t02). 

(2.3.5.8) 

Here Ai is the natural restriction of A to ni . The weak formulation of 
(2.3.5.8) is obtained as follows: 

(2.3.5.9) 

where we have used the notation of (2.3.1.9). 
Let Hf,i (ni ) denote the subspace of Hl(ni ) of functions vanishing on fi. 

Then (2.3.5.9) in condensed form is 

ani ( u~+1 , Vi) + L (3ij J u~+1 Vi df 
JEIi rij 

= L J ,Xij Vi df + (fi, Vi)ni , '1Vi E Hf,i (ni)' (2.3.5.10) 
JEIi rij 
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In order to establish convergence of this scheme, we introduce the following space 
setting: 

1 

H := L2(0) = II L2(Oi) 
i=l 

V:= {(Vl,'" ,VI) IVi = Vloi' V E HJ(O)} 

= {(V1,"" vI)1 Vi E HEi (Oi), Vi = Vj on f ij , 
for j E Ii} 

I 

W := II HEi (Oi)' 
i=l 

(2.3.5.11) 

(2.3.5.12) 

(2.3.5.13) 

Let u, un E W, Ui = Ufoi' ui = unlni' en = un - u, ei = ui - Ui = enloi. Hence 
en denotes the error at the iteration step n if u is the solution to (2.3.5.3). Indeed, 
by linearity, en solves 

or 

A n+1 - o· I> i ei - m Hi 

!::> n+1 aen ue, f3 n+1 ) f3 n \ n f . 'T -- + ') e, = -~ + 'J eJ = A,) on 'J' J E .1.-" aVA, UVAj 
ei = 0 on f; 

where (Ui,V;)r ij = J U;Vi df. 
r ij 

We proceed as in Section 2.3.3. We introduce the space 

1 

X:= II L2("(i) 
;=1 

with the norm given by 

(2.3.5.14) 

(2.3.5.16) 

(2.3.5.17) 

where X = (A;, i = 1, ... ,1), Ai = (Aij )jEIi' We also introduce the operator 

I:X~X, 

au 
(IX);j:= (-~ +f3ijUj)lr' UVAj 'J 

(IX)i = {(IX)ij : j E I;}, 
IX = {(IX);: i = 1, ... ,l} 

(2.3.5.18) 
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Iteration (2.3.5.14) then is equivalent to 

xn+1 = T(xn). (2.3.5.19) 

As in Section 2.3.3 we have 

and 

I "'""' "'""' J ( 1 1 OUj 12 OUj 1 12) = ~ ~ -13"" OV" - 2 OV Uj + f3ij Uj dr. 
"-I ·EI 2J AJ J 
2- J 'I'ij 

I I 

As L L = L L we have with f3ij = f3ji > 0 
i=1 JEIi j=1 iEIj 

(2.3.5.20) 

But with ei = Ui - U, 

(2.3.5.21 ) 

thus (2.3.5.20) applied to X corresponding to e is 

I 

IITXII~ -IIXII~ = -4 L afli (ei' ei) (2.3.5.22) 
i=1 

which is analogous to (2.3.3.15). 
We state this result in terms of the iteration (2.3.5.14). 

Lemma 2.3.5.1 Let en be given and xn = {::i + f3ij ei : j E Ii, i = 1, ... , I}. 
Then we have ' 

I 

IITxnll~ = Ilxnll~ - 4 L afli(er,er)· 
i=l 
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We concentrate on the (under- ) relaxed iteration (2.3.3.18), i.e. 

x n+1 = (1 - c) T Xn + c X n, c E [0,1). (2.3.5.23) 

The calculations in (2.3.3.19) are reproduced to give 

"xn+!l1~ = ((1 - c)2 + c2) "xnll~ 
I 

-4(1-c)2 L aoi (e7,e7) +2c(1-c)(xn,Txn). (2.3.5.24) 
i=l 

Also, with 

(2.3.5.25) 

we have 
I 

Ilxnll~ = En + 2 L aO i (e7,e7) (2.3.5.26) 
i=l 

In complete analogy to Section 2.3.3 we obtain 

and 

I 

E n+ 1 ::::; En - 2 L [(1 - 2c) aO i (e7, e7) + aO i (e7+l , e7+ 1 )]. (2.3.5.27) 
i=l 

Thus with the same coefficients c(c) as in (2.3.3.25) we obtain the crucial estimate 

n+1 I 

En+! +2 L c£(c) L aoi (e7,e7)::::; El. (2.3.5.28) 
£=1 i=l 

We, therefore, conclude 

I 

L aO i (e7 , e7) -> 0 as n -> 00 (2.3.5.29) 
i=l 

(2.3.5.30) 

From this point on we may argue as in [15]: If c(x) 2: Co > 0 a.e., we obtain 

I 

IlenllHl := (L Ile711~I(Oi))~ -> 0, as n -> 00. (2.3.5.31 ) 
i=l 
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However, in the general case c(x) 2: ° a.e. we obtain only 

IIVe71IL2(Oi) --7 ° as n --7 00, 
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(2.3.5.32) 

i = 1, ... ,I. In order to achieve convergence in this case, we have to proceed from 
the boundary aO of 0 where Dirichlet conditions hold. To this end we introduce 
the set G1 of domains adjacent to the boundary, i.e., 

We proceed into the 'interior' regions as follows 

Gr+l := {UOi, meas (aOi nOr) > 0, aOi n G£ = 0, 'V £:::; r}. 

Now, for all i with Oi c G1 we have 

Hence, from (2.3.5.32), (2.3.5.35) and the Poincare inequality we infer 

Ile71lHl(Oi :::; c IIVe711£2(!1i --70, as n --7 00, 'V i : Oi C G1 . 

This, again, implies for those sub domains 

Ile711£2(rij) --7 ° as n --7 00, j E h 
From the weak representation (2.3.5.15) we deduce that 

1lA7JII _1(. --70,n--7oo,jEIi,i:Oi cGl. 
H 2 r'j) 

(2.3.5.33) 

(2.3.5.34) 

(2.3.5.35) 

(2.3.5.36) 

(2.3.5.37) 

(2.3.5.38) 

We are now in position to penetrate further into the layer of interior subdo
mains 0i C G2 . In particular, 

(2.3.5.39) 

i.e., for those subdomains adjacent to G1 . We may use as test functions 

(2.3.5.40) 

together with (2.3.5.15) and (2.3.5.29), (2.3.5.39) in order to conclude 

Ile71IL2(rij) --70, n --7 00, j E Ii, OJ E G1. (2.3.5.41) 

As for each Oi C G2 there is at least one j such that OJ C G1 with meas(fij) > 0, 
we conclude 

Ile71IHl(Oi) :::; G(II Ve711£2(!1i) + I: lIe711£2(rij )) --70, 
j,Oj CG, 

JEIi 

n --7 00, Oi C G2 . (2.3.5.42) 

By induction on r one obtains (2.3.5.31) also in the case a:o(x) 2: ° a.e. Thus, we 
have proved the following result. 
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Theorem 2.3.5.1 Let u E HJ n H~(n) with ",au Ir .. E L2(fij ), 1 :::; i i= j :::; I, be 
UVAi tJ 

the solution of (2.3.5.3), and ui E Ht, (n), i = 1, ... ,I the solution of 

Ai ui = Ii in ni 

ui = 0 on fi 

fJu~ f3 n ( )( fJuj-1 f3 n+1) 
~ + ij ui = 1 - E - -!)-- + ij u j 
ul/ Ai Ul/Aj 

( fJu~-l f3 n-1) 
+E -!)-- + ij Ui 

Ul/A, 

with E E [0,1). If 

then 
I 

Ilun - ullHl = (2.:: IIUi - uill~'(Oi))~ ---> 0, U ---> 00. 

i=l 

2.3.6 An a Posteriori Error Estimate 

(2.3.5.43) 

(2.3.5.44) 

(2.3.5.45) 

The convergence results established so far guarantee convergence. However, for 
a numerical implementation, and in particular for adaptivity with respect to the 
splitting, we need reasonable stopping criteria, first on the infinite-dimensional 
level. Moreover, the question how the parameters of the algorithms have to be 
chosen in order to obtain fast convergence is not answered. Otto and Lube [90], 
[83] have obtained 'a posteriori' estimates for the algorithm of this section at least 
for the two-domain case. We are going to reproduce their arguments for the sake 
of self-consistency. We adopt the notation of Section 2.3.5. 

Consider the problem 

ao(u, v) = L(v), 'tj v E HJ(n) = V, (2.3.6.1) 

which is equivalent to 

2 2 

2.:: aoi(ui,Vi) = 2.:: Li(Vi), Vi E Hti(ni ), i = 1,2. (2.3.6.2) 
i=l i=l 

The domain decomposition method of Section 2.3.6 gives at iteration level n + 1: 

aOi (u~+l, Vi) + J f3i u~+l Vi df = J Aj Vi df + Li( Vi)' (2.3.6.3) 

r r 

(2.3.6.4) 
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In fact we may extend, if necessary, the L2(f) pairing to the duality pairing be-
l 1 1 1 

tween W:= Hoo(f) := {vir: v E HJ(O)} C H'i(r) and Hoo(f)* = H-'i(f), and 
denote this by (-, .)r. Thus, in general, (2.3.6.3) and (2.3.6.4) can be rewritten as 

= Li(Vi) + (Aj,Vi)r on V;:= Hfi(Oj), 

(A~+I, <P)r = ((/3i + /3j) uj+I, <P)r - (Aj, <p)r, V <p E W. 

It is well known that the trace operator 

is continuous and that there is a continuous extension of tr i 1 

tri1 : W ~ 11;. 

(2.3.6.5) 

(2.3.6.6) 

(2.3.6.7) 

(2.3.6.8) 

Moreover, W is continuously embedded into L2 (f), see, e.g., [90]. We may therefore 
express elements Vi E V; by Vi = tri1 <p + v? where <p E Wand v? E V; n HJ(Oi). 
Hence, (2.3.6.5) reads as 

(2.3.6.9) 

Moreover, v? can be extended by zero across f to an element of V. Thus, if we 
consider the errors 

where Ai satisfies (2.3.6.6) (for n) and Ai is given by 

(Ai,<p)r = aoi(ui,tri1 <p) + (/3i, Ui,<p)r - Li(tri1 <p), V<p E W, 

then the error satisfies 

(17~+l, <P)r = ((/3i + /3j) e~+l, <P)r - (17'1, <p), V <p E W. 

Suppose that /3i E LOO(O). Then 

(17~-1 - /3ie~,<p) = aoi(ei,tril<p):::; Ci IItri1111leilivi 11<pllw 

with Ci = max{ IIAllux>, IklILoo} as in Section 2.3.5, and 

(/3i <p, e~+l)r = J /3i <p e~+l d, 

r 

:::; II/3iIILOO(r) 11<PIIL2(r) Iitri ei+lII£2(r) 

(2.3.6.10) 

(2.3.6.11) 

(2.3.6.12) 

(2.3.6.13) 

(2.3.6.14) 

(2.3.6.15) 
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Let us now consider ani (e~+l, vI) + an2 (e2', V2). We obtain, with (2.3.6.13) 

Thus upon setting V1 = e~+l, V2 = e2' we obtain using (2.3.6.14) 

ani (e~+l, e~+1) + an2 (e~, e~) 

:::; (jh(u~ - u~+1), e~+1)r + C211tr211111e~llv2 Ilu~ - u~+lll 

:::; Cwlltr11111,811ILOO(n) Ile~+lllvl + C21Itr21111Ie~llv2) Ilu~ - u~+lll ~ Hoo(r) 
(2.3.6.17) 

(1Ie~+lllvl + Ile~llvJ '1Iu~ - u~+lll l 
Ho2o(r) 

:::; max{Cwlltr111, 11,811ILOO(n)}, max{IIAIILOO(n), IICIILOO(n)} IItr211 

. (1Ie~+lllvl + Ile~llv2) Ilu~ - u~+111 l . (2.3.6.18) 
Ho2o(r) 

On the other hand, we have ani(v,v) 2: m11Ivll;, so that (2.3.6.17), (2.3.6.18) 
become 

min{m1,m2} (1Ie~+lll~1 + Ile~II~J 

:::; C(II,811ILoo, IlallLoo, IkiILoo) (1Ie~+1llvI + Ile~llv2) 
'1Iu~ - u~+1IIHo~o(r) (2.3.6.19) 

and hence 

with 

C(,81,A,c): = 2C(II,8111~00, IIAIILoo, IkiILoo) 
mm{m1,m2} 

= min{m1,m2}-1 max{Cwlltr11111,8Ii1Loo, 

max{IIAIILoo, IlcllLoo} ·lltr2111}· 

(2.3.6.20) 

(2.3.6.21 ) 
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Theorem 2.3.6.1 Let U be a solution of (2.3.6.1) and u~+l be solutions of (2.3.6.3), 
(2.3.6.4) or (2.3.6.5), (2.3.6.6), fori = 1,2. Let the errors ei, TJi, i = 1,2, be given 
as in (2.3.6.10). Then we have the a posteriori estimate 

(2.3.6.22) 

Remark 2.3.6.1 

i) Note that the error estimate is not symmetric with respect to the domains. 
But this asymmetry can easily be removed by starting at domain 2 and then 
combining the estimates. 

ii) The estimate (2.3.6.22) allows one to optimize the error bound C(/3, a, c) with 
respect to the transmission coefficients /3i appearing in the Robin data. This 
is a major advantage as the convergence results do not give any hint in this 
direction. 

2.3.7 Interpretation as a Damped Richardson iteration 

In order to fix ideas we consider the simplest problem as in (2.3.3.5), (2.3.3.6) and 
(2.3.3.7), i.e., 

and 

i = 1,2. 

-~u=f m n 
U =0 on 8n 

-~Ui =fi m n 
Ui =0 on 8n n 8ni 

8 8 
!:} Ui+/3ui = -!:} Uj + /3Uj on f 
UVi UVj 

We decompose Ui as follows. Let Gi(fi) =: Zi solve 

-~Zi =fi m n 
Zi =0 on 8n n 8n i 

8 
- Zi+/3 Zi = 0 on f, i = 1,2. 
8V i 

Moreover, let Wi := Ri Aij solve 

-~Wi =0 in n 
Wi =0 on 8n n 8ni 

8 
!:} Wi +/3 Wi = Aij on f, i = 1,2, j =I i. 
UVi 

(2.3.7.1) 

(2.3.7.2) 

(2.3.7.3) 

(2.3.7.4) 

Finally, define Si(Aij) = wilr. The operator Si is an example of a Poincare-Steklov
type operator, and Ui = Wi + Zi solves (2.3.7.2), iff Aij = - a~ Uj + /3Uj, i =I j. 

J 
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Let us express (2.3.7.2) in terms of the operators Gi , Ri , Si as follows: 

On the other hand, (2.3.7.5) equals Aij. Thus 

(2.3.7.6) 

i,j=1,2,iij· 
Equations (2.3.7.6) can be interpreted as a Poincare-Steklov-type equation 

to be solved on the common interface. This interpretation of the nonoverlapping 
domain decomposition of P.-L. Lions seems to not have been recognized in the 
literature. For easier reference, let us denote 

Thus, (2.3.7.6) reads as 

>. = 2(3 S2 J.l - J.l + 2(3 G2 h Ir 
J.l = 2(3S1 >. - >. + 2(3G1 hlr. 

Yet another way of writing this is as follows 

(2.3.7.7) 

(2.3.7.8) 

The damped Richardson iteration of (2.3.7.8) is given as follows. First set 

A .= ( I -(2(3 S2 - I) ) 
. -(2(3S1-I) I 

x:= ( ~ ) , 

Then (2.3.7.8) is the same as 
Ax=b 

which is solved iteratively as follows for some () E IR: 

(2.3.7.9) 
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This Richardson iteration is rewritten as 

or 

An+1 =An - B(An - (2(352J-ln - J-ln) - 2(3G2hlr) 

J-ln+1 =p,n - B(p,n - (2(351 An - An) - 2(3 G1 h Ir) 

An+! =(1 - B) An + B(2(3 52 J-ln - J-ln + 2(3 G2 hlr) 

J-ln+1 =(1 - B) J-ln + B(2(3 51 An - An + 2(3 G1 hlr). 
Going back to the variable Ui we can express iteration (2.3.7.10) as 

An+1 =(1 - B) An + B(2(3u~lr - p,n) 

J-ln+1 =(1 - B) p,n + B(2(3 u~lr - An). 

Converting B into 1 - E converts (2.3.7.11) into 

An+1 =E An + (1 - E)(2(3u~lr - J-ln) 

J-ln+1 =E J-ln + (1 - E)(2(3u~lr - An). 
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(2.3.7.10) 

(2.3.7.11) 

(2.3.7.12) 

Thus it is seen that the damped Richardson iteration (2.3.7.9), (or (2.3.7.10)) 
for (2.3.7.8) with damping parameter B is precisely the underrelaxed fixed point 
iteration considered in this chapter, where we set 

(2.3.7.13) 

and recall that gl = A, g2 = p,. 
Obviously the problem (2.3.7.8) is not always symmetric, which makes it 

difficult to apply convergence theory for the Richardson iteration, in particular 
in the given case of a Hilbert space setting in infinite dimensions. If, however, 
the subregions are identical, then the problem is symmetric and the theory of 
J. Bialy [11] applies; for parameters B E (0, 11;11) we have strong convergence of 

the g;'s in L2(r). This implies convergence for the fixed point iteration (2.3.7.12) 
with relaxation parameter E = 1 - B. As the norm of A can in principle be small, 
depending on the choice of (3, B may be large. Therefore, E may even be negative 
and still there is convergence (for Asymmetric). 

A Schur Operator Formulation 

According to (2.3.7.3), (2.3.7.4) the solution Ui of (2.3.7.2) can be uniquely ex
pressed as 

(2.3.7.14) 

where Wi = riAij, Zi = Gi(fi) := Ail k Furthermore, 5i(Aij) := RiAijlr =: 
tri Ri Aij. We have Wi E H 2(Oi), and with the extension of A; = -.6. on 0i to 
Ai : Vi ---t V;* we can write 

(2.3.7.15) 
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Moreover, according to (2.3.7.7) 

A12 =2(382 A21 - A21 + 2(3 tr2 Z2 

A21 =2(381 A12 - A12 + 2(3 tr1 Zl· 
(2.3.7.16) 

We can rewrite (2.3.7.15), (2.3.7.16) in terms of the variables Zi, Aij as follows 

-~Zl - ~Rl A12 = h 
-~z2-~R2A21 =h 
- 2(3 tr2 Z2 + A12 + A21 - 2(3 tr2 R2 A21 = 0 

(2.3.7.17) 

-2(3tr1 Zl + A12 + A21 - 2(3trl R1 A12 = 0 

or in operator matrix format 

o 
-~ 

-2(3tr2 
o )Uf:) (0 

(2.3.7.18) 
The Schur complement of this block-operator-matrix equation is precisely 

(2.3.7.16). Equation (2.3.7.18) can easily extended into a weak operator-matrix 
equation 

Bll 

o 
I 

I - 2(381 

(2.3.7.19) 

It is evident that for more general splittings the following pattern for the operator 
matrix in (2.3.7.19) evolves; for example, for p domains we have 

Al 0 Bll B 1q 

0 A2 0 B21 B 2q 

0 Ap BpI Bpq (2.3.7.20) 

Cll Cp L:1 0 
C21 C2p 0 L:2 0 
Cq1 Cqp 0 L:q 

where the matrices (Bij ), (Cjk) have a sparsity pattern according to the adjacency 
structure of the subdomains. In particular, the number q equals the sum of all 
cardinalities of adjacent sub domains 

where Ii = {j E {I, ... ,p}\{i}1 r ij i ¢}. 
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The structure of the operator (2.3.7.20) remains after discretization. We note 
that Robin-type decomposition discussed here differ from the more standard split
tings in the structure of the Schur operator. This can be seen from Quarteroni and 
Valli [91]. For the sake of self-consistency, we reconsider the standard problem and 
decompose 

as follows. Introduce Yi by 

- ~ Ui = Ii in ni 

Ui = 0 on ani n an 
Ul=U2 on r 

aUl a U2 -+- on r 
aVl a V2 

-~Yi = Ii in ni 

Yi = 0 on ani n an 
Yi = >. on r. 

Then Yi can be decomposed into 

where 

and 

- ~ Zi = Ii in ni 

Zi = 0 on ani n an 
Zi = 0 on r 

-~Wi = 0 in ni 

Wi = 0 on ani n an 
Wi = >. on r, 

see Quarteroni and Valli [91] Section 1.1. 

Now with Wi = Ri >. we obtain 

(2.3.7.21) 

(2.3.7.22) 

(2.3.7.23) 

(2.3.7.24) 

(2.3.7.25) 

In other words, (2.3.7.21) is solved if and only if, with Si := a~i Ri , S = Sl + 
S2, and X := - a~l All h - tv A;-l 12, we have the Steklov-Poincare interface 
equation 

S>.=X. (2.3.7.26) 
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The counterpart of (2.3.7.18) can now be expressed as 

- ~ Zi - ~ Ri ).. = J;, i = 1, 2 

- tr1 Zl - tr2 Z2 + (81 + 82 ) .. = 0 

or, in block format 

(2.3.7.27) 

(2.3.7.28) 

The extension to more general splittings can again be put into the formal pattern 

A1 0 0 Bll B 19 

0 A2 0 B21 B 29 

0 Ap Bp1 Bpq 
(2.3.7.29) 

Gll G1p ~ll ~lq 
G21 G2p ~21 ~2q 
Gq1 Gqp ~q1 ~qq 

where the matrices (Bij ), (Gij ) have a somewhat condensed sparsity pattern when 
compared with the corresponding matrices of (2.3.7.20) and (~ij) is dense. How
ever, the q of (2.3.7.28) is half of the q in (2.3.7.20). 

Typically, (2.3.7.29) is expressed compactly as 

(2.3.7.30) 

with the obvious definitions (Bi1 ... Biq) =: Ai,I:, i = 1, ... ,p, (G{;, ... , G~f =: 
AI:,i, AI:I: := ~. After discretization, the structure remains as in (2.3.7.30). The 
matrix representation (2.3.7.30) is the paradigm for most of the known domain
decomposition techniques, whereas the special sparsity structure of the Robin 
method resulting in (2.3.7.20) does not seem to have been noticed in the literature. 

It is important to note that equations with matrices according to (2.3.7.30) 
have been shown to possess the structure of the hierarchical matrices, or H
matrices, introduced by W. Hackbusch [18]; see also [40] for the particular sit
uation of (2.3.7.30). Corresponding equations, after discretization, can be very 
effectively solved in order O(n), where n is the order of the matrix, by a direct 
solve. 

As a very simple example to illustrate these remarks consider the problem 

-u" =/ in (-L, L) 
u(-l) =u(l) = O. 

(2.3.7.31) 
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The subproblems to be solved are, for example, 

-u~ = h in (-L,O) 
ul(-L) = 0 

u~(O) + ,8Ul(O) = A 

- u~ = 12 in (0, L) 
u2(L) = 0 

- u~(O) + ,8U2(0) = J.l. 
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(2.3.7.32) 

(2.3.7.33) 

In discussing the properties of A (see (2.3.7.8)) we are interested in the solutions 
Wi to (2.3.7.32), (2.3.7.33) with h = 12 = O. Thus 

1 
Wl(X) = l+,8L(x+L)'A 

1 
W2(X) = l+,8L (-x+L)·J.l. 

(2.3.7.34) 

But SI A = WI (0) = 1+'\,6L' S2 J.l = W2(0) = 1:,6L and, therefore, SI = S2 = 1+1,6L' 
In this case A is given by 

A = ( _,6~-] 
,6L+l 

_ ,6L-l ) ,6LH 
1 

and, as A, J.l are just scalars, the problem is 2 x 2. The eigenvalues of A are 

hence, Wi E [0,2], V,8 E [0, 00). The minimum with respect to ,8 of the maximum 
eigenvalue occurs for ,8 = 1/ L, where W] = W2 = 1. Thus () E (0,2) and hence 
E E (-1, 1). Obviously, for ,8 = 1/ L we have A = I and the Richardson iteration 
matrix I - A = 0 for () = 1. Thus, after step 2 we are done. The case () = 1 relates 
to E = 0, that is to the unrelaxed iteration. In addition, () = 1 is also the optimal 
choice according to the standard theorems; see Hackbusch [39]. The case () =I- 1, 
E E (0,1) leads to a convergence rate max{ll- () 1~,61, 11- () 1~,61}. Note also that 
the optimal choice of ,8 > 0 depends on the geometry. 

This trivial exercise shows that, under certain circumstances, the iteration is 
easy to analyze. Note, however, that even in the two-dimensional completely sym
metric case, the iteration takes place in a trace space which is infinite-dimensional. 
Hence, a spectral analysis of the Poincare-Steklov-operators is needed to proceed 
further. The more common situation in this book will be one where there is no sym
metry with respect to the subdomains. Thus the matrix operator in (2.3.7.8) will 
generically not be symmetric. While to our knowledge the nonsymmetric case is 
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handled only in the finite-dimensional setting in the framework of the Richardson
iteration, we can resort to theorems of Schaefer [94] and Opial [89]. See also Fortin 
and Glowinski [23]. 

To apply these theorems, we need the notion of asymptotic regular operators 
in a Banach space. In fact, one can work in a closed convex subset C. Let X be a 
Banach space, C ~ X be a closed convex subset. A nonexpansive map T : C ---t C is 
said to be asymptotically regular if, for any x E C, the sequence {Tn+ I X - Tn x} = 
{(T - 1) Tn x} tends to zero as n ---t 00. We also introduce the family of mappings 

4:=EI+(I-E)T,EE[0,1). (2.3.7.35) 

Now suppose that X is uniformly convex and has a weakly continuous duality 
map. Under these assumptions we can state the following three results. 

Proposition 2.3.7.1 (Schaefer [94]) If T has at least one fixed point in C, then the 
mapping 4 is asymptotically regular for all 10 E (0,1). 

Proposition 2.3.7.2 (Opial [89]) If the asymptotically regular map T has a fixed 
point x E C then, for all x E C, {Tn x} is weakly convergent to a fixed point of T. 

Proposition 2.3.7.3 (Opial [89]) Let T be non expansive with at least one fixed point. 
Then for each 10 E (0,1) and x E C the sequence {~n x} is weakly convergent to a 
fixed point. 

As the iteration with 4 corresponds exactly with the underrelaxed iteration 
(2.3.7.12) and, in turn, with the damped Richardson iteration for () = (1 - E), 
we infer weak convergence of the iterates to the only fixed point x = 0. Thus, 
generically we will expect convergence in the relaxed case 10 E (0,1). However, 
proving convergence of the solutions of the partial differential equations involved 
remains a difficult problem. This is particularly true for time-dependent problems 
which are at the heart of this monograph. 

2.3.8 A Serial One-Dimensional Problem 

The Steklov-Poincare Equation 

In order to further explore the structure of the iteration and the Schur operator 
equation, we consider a seriall-d situation. To this end, we decompose the interval 
(0, C) into N + 1 subintervals 

and we set Li := (Ci , CHI), i = 0, ... , N. Let us assume that at ° = Co we have 
a Dirichlet condition, whereas at CN+! = C a Neumann condition is imposed. Let 
Ui = UILi be the restriction of u to L i . Thus, 

(2.3.8.1) 
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The transmission conditions at the interfaces, represented by the break-points Ci, 
i = 1, ... , N, are 

ui(Ci+d = Ui+l (Ci+l), i = 0, ... , N - 1, 

u:(Ci+1) = u:+1 (Ci+l), i = 0, ... , N - 1. 

(2.3.8.2) 

(2.3.8.3) 

Obviously, the standard Robin-Robin-type domain decomposition procedure leads 
one to consider the relaxation of (2.3.8.2), (2.3.8.3) as usual: 

u: (Ci+d + !3Ui(Ci+l) = Ai,i+l 

and 
-U: (Ci) + !3 Ui(Ci) = Ai,i-l 

= -U:_l (Ci) + !3Ui-l(Ci ), i = 1, ... , N. 

On the bounding intervals i = 0, i = N we have to solve 

and 

- u~ + Co Uo = fo in Lo 

uo(O) = ° 
U~(Cl) + !3uo(CI) = Ao,1 

-U'/v +CNUN = fN in LN 

U~(CN+1) = ° 
- U~(CN) +!3 UN(CN) = AN,N-l 

respectively, whereas in Li i = 2, ... , N - 1, we have 

- u:' + Ci Ui = fi in Li 

- u:(Ci ) + !3Ui(Ci ) = Ai,i-l 
U:(lli+1) + !3ui(£i+d = >"i,i+1' 

(2.3.8.4) 

(2.3.8.5) 

(2.3.8.6) 

(2.3.8.7) 

(2.3.8.8) 

Problems (2.3.8.6), (2.3.8.7), (2.3.8.8) are to be decomposed according to 

Ui = Zi + Wi i = 0, ... , N (2.3.8.9) 

where Zi solves (2.3.8.6), (2.3.8.7), (2.3.8.8) with AO,1 = Ai,i-l = Ai,i+l = AN,N-l =0 
and Wi satisfies (2.3.8.6), (2.3.8.7), (2.3.8.8) with fi = 0. Define 

(2.3.8.10) 

(2.3.8.11) 

(2.3.8.12) 
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Si,Hl(Ai) = Wi (£Hd 

Si,i-l(Ai) = Wi(£i), i = 1, ... , N - 1, 

Ri Ai := Wi, i = 1, ... ,N - 1. 

Going back to (2.3.8.4), (2.3.8.5) we have 

Ai,i+l =W~+l(£HI) + ,8 WHI (£HI) 

+ Z~+1 (£Hl) +,8 ZHl(£Hl) 

and 

= (Ri+1 (AHd)' (£Hl) + ,8 SHl,i (AHl) 

+ C i+1 (fHd' (£i+I) + ,8 C i+1 (fHI)(£HI) 

= - AHl,i + 2,8 SHl,i(Ai+I) 

+ 2,8 CHI (fHI)(£Hl) 

Ai,i-l = - W~+1 (£i) + ,8 Wi-l (£i) 

- Z:_I(£i) + ,8 Zi-l (£i) 

= - Ai-l,i + 2,8 Si-l,i(Ai-I) 

+ 2,8Ci- 1(fi-I)(£i). 

From (2.3.8.15), (2.3.8.16) we obtain 

( Ai,i-l ) = _ (01 0) ( AHl,i ) + 2,8 ( Si-l,i(Ai-d ) 
Ai,i+l 0 AHl,i+2 0 

(2.3.8.13) 

(2.3.8.14) 

(2.3.8.15) 

(2.3.8.16) 

Now using the elementary matrices a~t =l5i ,£l5j,k, Eij = (a~t)c,k' we write (2.3.8.17) 
as 

Ai = - Ell Ai+ 1 + 2,8 E12 Si-l (Ai- I) 

- E22 Ai-l + 2,8 E21 Si+l (AHl) 

+ 2,8(EI2 Ci- 1(fi-d(£i) + E21 CH1 (fi+I)(£Hl)). 

Let us define 

hi := 2,8(EI2 Ci- 1 (fi-I) (£i) + E21 CHI (fi+l) (£i+I)) 

f i,Hl := 2,8(E21 Si+l - Ell) 
f i ,i-l := 2,8(E12 Si-l - E22). 

Then (2.3.8.18) can be written as 

(2.3.8.18) 

(2.3.8.19) 

(2.3.8.20) 
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i = 2, ... , N - 2. Accordingly, for i = 1, i = N - 1 we have 

Al - fl,2 A2 = hl 

- fN,N-l AN-l + AN = hN, 
(2.3.8.21 ) 

where Al := Al,2, AN := AN,N-l. Note that (2.3.8.21) are scalar equations. 
Therefore, the "Steklov-Poincare" equation associated with this serial prob

lem, i.e., (2.3.8.20), (2.3.8.21), can be written as 

I -f12 

-f21 I -f22 

fN-l,N-2 I 
-fN,N-l 

Al 

A2 

x (2.3.8.22) 

We may write (2.3.8.22) compactly as 

[I-Q]A=H. (2.3.8.23) 

A Preconditioning Method 

It is common practice in the numerical implementation of domain decomposition 
methods to discretize the Steklov-Poincare equation which, in the context of a 
seriall-d problem, is (2.3.8.22) or (2.3.8.23), thereby obtaining the Schur comple
ment equation to which is applied a preconditioning step. The general philosophy 
is discussed in Quarteroni and Valli [91, Chapter 3]. The strategy can be most 
easily explained in the context of the very simple I-d serial problem which, in the 
case of constant coefficients, can be solved analytically. The reason for the choice 
of this model problem, besides its exemplary character, is that the same procedure 
can be applied to time domain decomposition problems discussed in Chapters 6-8 
of this book. For the latter decomposition problems, there will be a strong relation 
to the very recent preconditioning methods of Maday, Lions and Turinici [75], [84]. 
As discretizations are not the focus of this book, however, we confine our attention 
to this I-d problem. 

The idea behind the two-level approach discussed in [91] is to use global 
information that can be computed fast and efficiently to accelerate the iteration 
of the local problems. As in our situation of a Robin-Robin-Jabobi-type iteration 
(see, e.g., [91, Chapter 1.3, iteration 3 and 4] for the Gauss-Seidel version and [91, 
Remark 1.3.1]), the Steklov-Poincare operator is not necessarily symmetric and 
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elliptic but rather an operator-valued matrix and the two-level approach is not 
identical to the one explained in [91]. 

In order to obtain global information on the Ai's fast, we consider a coarse 
grid discrete problem as follows. Let Ui '" U(£i) be the approximation to the 
solution of 

- u" + U = I in (0, £) 

u(O) = 0, u'(£) = ° 
evaluated at x = £i, the breakpoints, as follows: 

Ui+! - 2Ui + Ui-1 . 
- f:). £2 + CUi = Ii, Z = 1, ... , N , 

Uo = 0, 

(1 + Cf:).£Rr+1) UN+! - UN-1 = IN+!. 

(2.3.8.24) 

(2.3.8.25) 

This is a second order in f:). £i approximation to (2.3.8.24). We proceed to retrieve 
information on Ai's from the u/s by simply approximating (2.3.8.4), (2.3.8.5), even 
to first order only. 

Ui+2 - Ui+l 
f:). £ + (3 Ui+! =: Ai,i+1 

i+1 

Ui+1 - Ui 
- f:).£i + (3ui =: Ai,i-1. 

(2.3.8.26) 

With Ai given by (2.3.8.26), i = 1, ... ,N - 1, we have a first data set in order to 
start the iterative solve of (2.3.8.23): 

An+1 =An-8((I-9)An-H). (2.3.8.27) 

In order to proceed further, we need a numerical solution based on the data A. 
To this end we transform the local equations (2.3.8.6), (2.3.8.7), (2.3.8.8) into 
first-order two-point boundary value systems 

(1,0) ( ~~ ) (0) = ° 
((3,1) ( ~~ ) (£1) = Ao,l, 

(2.3.8.28) 

(2.3.8.29) 
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(0,1) ( ~~ ) (£N+d = 0 (2.3.8.30) 

(/3,-1) (~~) (£N)=AN,N-l, 

with the matching condition 

(2.3.8.31 ) 

We may use the methods of Asher, Matheij and Russell [3] in order to solve 
(2.3.8.28)-(2.3.8.30). In particular, we may use a single shooting step on each 
interval Li , i = 0, ... ,N. Note that this can be done in parallel. Even though in the 
1-d context of a decomposition in space, this observation may not seem relevant, 
it turns out that in optimal control of hyperbolic problems discussed in Chapters 
6 to 9, the analogous time domain decomposition will benefit from parallelism. In 
any case, we will obtain a numerical solution of (2.3.8.28)-(2.3.8.30), a discrete 
analog gil, Hil of g and H given by (2.3.8.23), (2.3.8.22), respectively, such that 

(I - gil) A = Hil . (2.3.8.32) 

The idea is to precondition the damped Richardson iteration (2.3.8.23) by 
rewriting it as 

or as 
(2.3.8.33) 

The interpretation of (2.3.8.33) is very close to the one given by Maday et al. [75], 
[84]. Indeed, replacing the right-hand side of (2.3.8.33) by the residual 

resn = (I - 9) An - H, (2.3.8.34) 

we propagate the error on the coarse grid (using a one-step shooting or a two
point discretization of (2.3.8.28)-(2.3.8.30)), do an updating step (2.3.8.33) and 
perform a local solve on a fine grid (or even an exact solve in this setting of a 
1-d problem) in order to obtain the new residuals. By its nature, the process is 
completely parallel. 
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differential equations on different parts of the structure. One may, for example, 
model the flow of water in channels by a one-dimensional shallow water equation, 
while flooded areas, reservoirs and river sections with higher curvature are taken 
into account by two- or even three-dimensional models. This applies to the mod
eling of blood vessels and heart dynamics, as well as to mechatronical structures, 
where one-dimensional elements such as strings, cables and beams are connected 
to plates and shells. See [61] for some of these models. Moreover, the coupled dy
namics at multiple nodes or interfaces may be of first or second order in time. 
Static problems may be coupled with dynamical ones, and so forth. 

In this book we will concentrate on elliptic and hyperbolic problems on graphs 
and networked domains. In particular, in this chapter we want to introduce the 
reader to the general philosophy of partial differential equations on networked do
mains by examining one-dimensional problems on graphs. In order to allow for 
more generality in this context, we describe a general class of second order vector
valued Sturm-Liouville problems on graphs. We describe the operators, then dis
cuss elliptic problems and give a first introduction to how a domain decomposition 
into equations on single links, the edges of the graph, can be designed. 

Domain decomposition of problems on graphs is motivated by the analysis 
of Chapter 2. More precisely, in the elliptic case we consider Robin-type decom
positions, as discussed in Section 2.3 of Chapter 2, while in the hyperbolic case 
we appeal to ideas that were introduced in Section 2.2.2 of Chapter 2. We fur
ther introduce an analog of the Steklov-Poincare operator on graphs, which in the 
context of wave equations can be interpreted as a scattering operator at multiple 
nodes. Indeed, it turns out that the domain decomposition of wave equations on 
graphs is essentially a Schwarz-type nonoverlapping domain decomposition ap
plied to the Riemann invariants. Obviously, such a natural decomposition has the 
potential to be extended to higher dimensions, as will be seen in Chapters 6 to 9. 
We also provide an interpretation as a Richardson iteration in order to embed the 
problem into more standard notions. We dispense with a posteriori estimates in 
this chapter, as they will be obtained for the more complex problems with controls 
in subsequent chapters. 

3.2 Partial Differential Operators on Graphs 

Consider a simple graph G = (V, G) in IRd with vertices V = {Vj : J E .J} and 
edges E = {ei : i E I}, where we index vertices and edges with capital and lower 
case letters, respectively, and where .J and I denote the index sets for vertices 
and edges, respectively. For a given vertex v j we consider the set of edges that are 
incident at v j. The corresponding set of edge-indices is denoted by 

I J := {i E I : ei is incident at Vj}. 

The cardinality of I J is the edge degree at Vj, that is, dj := IIJI. To each edge 
incident at Vj we assign a positive or negative sign according to whether the edge 
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ei ends at v J or starts at v J, respectively. That is C iJ = + 1, if ei ends at v J and 
eiJ = -1, if ei starts at v J. This incidence structure turns G into a directed graph. 
We are going to consider functions 

r : G --4 JRP = II JRPi 
iEI 

(3.2.1.1) 

where Pi denotes the number of degrees of freedom of rio Indeed, we localize the 
function r to the edges 

ri := rlei i E I. (3.2.1.2) 

The functions ri act along ei as follows: 

ri : [0, Ci] --4 JRPi, i E I, (3.2.1.3) 

where the edge ei is parameterized by x E [0, Cd and Ci denotes the length of the 
edge ei. Indeed, it is possible to consider the edges as smooth arcs parameterized by 
the arclength parameter; see [98]. We will also consider such functions depending 
on time: 

(3.2.1.4) 

The possibility of having different Pi'S on different edges relates to the fact that the 
functions ri may have a different physical meanings on these edges. For instance, 
one edge might represent an elastic string and another a Timoshenko beam; see 
[61] for details. 

An edge ei incident at the vertex v J will either start or end at v J. This can 
be represented by the notation XiJ, where 

{ ° if CiJ = -1 
XiJ = Ci if CiJ = 1 . (3.2.1.5) 

Later on, ri(XiJ) and ri(XiJ, t) will be replaced by the more descriptive notation 
ri (v J) and ri (v J, t), respectively. 

We will consider one-dimensional partial differential equations on the graph 
G. Therefore, it will be necessary to specify boundary and compatibility conditions 
as well as transmission conditions at the vertices V of G. To this end, we subdivide 
the set of vertices (nodes) as follows: 

(3.2.1.6) 

where Vs denotes the set of simple nodes such that dJ = 1, and VM signifies the 
set of multiple nodes where dJ > 1. The set of simple nodes Vs is in turn divided 
as 

(3.2.1.7) 

where the suffixes D and N are chosen to indicate nodes at which Dirichlet con
ditions and Neumann conditions (or Robin conditions), respectively, are imposed. 
Correspondingly, the index set :r is divided as 
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where 

We will consider differential operators Li on the edges of the following form: 

(3.2.1.8) 

where 

K · R· S· E C(O n .. TDlPiXPi) 1" 2, Z ,.(.1,,~ , 

Ki is symmetric and uniformly positive definite (3.2.1.9) 

Si is either symmetric and positive definite or the zero matrix. 

A simple calculation shows that the differential operator Li is symmetric. In fact 

Ri Ri 

j Li ri . ¢i dx = j {-[Ki(R~ + Riri)]' + R; Ki(r~ + Riri) + Siri} . ¢i dx 
o 0 

Ri 

= -Ki(r; + Riri)· ¢d~:~i + j[(Ki(r; + Riri))· (¢~ + Ri¢i) + Siri· ¢i] dx 

o 

= [Ki(r; + Riri)]· ¢il~i + ri . [Ki(¢; + Ri¢i)]I~i 
Ri 

+ j ri . {[-Ki(¢; + Ri¢i)]' + R; K i(¢; + Ri¢i) + Si ri ¢d dx 

o 
Ri 

= Bh, ¢i)l~i + j ri . Li ¢i dx, 
o 

where 
B(ri, ¢i) = [Ki(r; + Riri)]· ¢i + ri . [Ki(¢~ + Ri¢i)]. 

Thus for ¢i E CO'(O,£i)Pi we have 

where 

(3.2.1.10) 

(3.2.1.11) 

(3.2.1.12) 
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is the canonical Hilbert space of square integrable Il~'pi-valued distributions. The 
definition (3.2.1.8) of Li is motivated by applications to multi-link structures such 
as networks of elastic strings, or Timoshenko beams, or combinations thereof; 
see [61, Chapter II]. Suffice it to say that Li is a generalization of a classical 
Sturm-Liouville operator to vector-valued functions, since obviously the choice 
Ri = ° reduces Li to the classical case. Eventually one might wish to consider also 
nonsymmetric differential expressions obtained by adding a "transport" -form to 
L i , for example, 

(3.2.1.13) 

In order to describe boundary and transmission conditions at simple and 
multiple nodes, we introduce matrices 

of full rank qJ with 
qJ = Pi if dJ = 1 

qJ '5. Pi if dJ > 1. 

We impose continuity conditions across multiple nodes of the form 

This means that 

(3.2.1.14) 

(3.2.1.15) 

(3.2.1.16) 

(3.2.1.17) 

Obviously, if CiJ = I E ]R.Pi XPi, then all variables are continuous across the node 
VJ. As CjJ has rank qJ, there is a right inverse C"/j such that CiJ C"/j = I. Let 
ITiJ denote the orthoprojector onto the kernel of CiJ , and ITt, the corresponding 
orthoprojector onto (ker CiJ)~ = Rg c5, that is, 

(3.2.1.18) 

At simple nodes Dirichlet-type conditions may be imposed, for example. For the 
sake of simplicity, we restrict ourselves to "full" Dirichlet conditions 

Notice that IIJI = 1 for J E :rD. 
Let us introduce the space 

Pi 

'W(O,£i) := II HS(O,£i) 
k=l 

(3.2.1.19) 

(3.2.1.20) 

with the standard product norm, where HS (0, £i) is the standard Sobolev space of 
order s on scalar-valued functions defined on (0, £i). We also introduce the Hilbert 
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spaces (H, 11·11), (V, 11·llv) as follows. Let ¢ E G ---t IRP such that ¢i : [0, £'iJ ---t IRPi. 

Set 

Cj 

11¢11 2 := L f Mi ¢i . ¢i dx, 
iET 0 

(3.2.1.21) 

where Mi E IRPi XPi is a symmetric and uniformly positive definite matrix with 
smooth entries, and P = maxl::;i::;n Pi. Further set 

where 

V:= {¢ E H: ¢i E H1(0,£'i),¢i(VJ) = 0, J E :lD, i E LJ, 

GiJ¢i(VJ) = GkJ¢k(VJ), Vi,k ELJ, J E :1M}, 

11¢llv:= a(¢,¢) 

Cj 

(3.2.1.22) 

a(r, ¢) := L f [Ki(r~ + Ri) . (¢~ + Ri ¢i) + Si ri . ¢iJ dx, Vr, ¢ E V. (3.2.1.23) 
iET 0 

By standard reasoning, we see that V is densely and compactly embedded in H. 
The space H is identified with its dual space and dual space of V is denoted by 
V*. Thus we have the dense and continuous embedding V '--+ H '--+ V*. 

3.3 Elliptic Problems on Graphs 

We consider the following problem on the graph G 

a(r, ¢) = (I, ¢), V¢ E V (3.3.1.1) 

where a(·,·) is given by (3.2.1.23) and (I, ¢)v denotes the duality pairing between 
elements f E V* and ¢ E V. It is assumed that either 

i) for each i E L either Si is uniformly positive definite 

on [0, £'iJ or, when Si = 0, at least one the nodes x = 0, x = £'i 

is a Dirichlet node; or (3.3.1.2) 

ii) VD i- 0 and for each vertex in V there is a path in G to a vertex 

in VD along which the corresponding matrices Gik are regular. 

It has been shown in [61, Lemma 3.1J that, under assumption (3.3.1.2), 

11¢llv = [a(¢, ¢W/2 (3.3.1.3) 
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is a norm on V equivalent to that induced on V by the standard Sobolev norm 

where 'Hl(G) := I1 'Hl(O,£j). Therefore, we may and do equip V with the norm 
iET 

given in (3.3.1.3). 
We now define local spaces On the edges of the graph whose norms are con

sistent with those defined globally. Set 

Ci 

'Hi := 'H°(O, £i), 114>II~i:= J Mi 4> . 4> dx (3.3.1.4) 

° 
where Mi is symmetric and positive definite. We further define the local forms 
ai(" .) by 

C·i 

ai(ri,4>i) := J [Ki(r~ + Riri) . (4)~ + Ri, 4>i) 

° 

so that for r,4> E V we have 

a(r,4» = L ai(ri,4>i). (3.3.1.6) 
iET 

However, ai(4)i,4>i) defines a norm on Vi := 'H 1 (O,£i) only when (3.3.1.2) i) is 
fulfilled. Denote by Vt the dual of Vi with respect to the pivot space 'Hi. Then V 
is a closed subspace of I1 Vi' Let 

iET 

A: V --+ V*, A: Vi --+ V; 

be the corresponding Riesz isomorphisms. Then 

and the relation to the forms can be expressed as 

(Ar,4»v = a(r,4», 'ir,4> E V, 

(3.3.1. 7) 

(3.3.1.8) 

(3.3.1.9) 

(3.3.1.10) 
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On the other hand, taking functions r, ¢ E IT 1£2(0,£i) we obtain from (3.2.1.10) 
iET 

Ci 

a(r, ¢) = L J [Ki« + Ri ri) . (¢; + Ri ¢i) + Si ri . ¢;] dx 
iET 0 

Ci 

= L J Li ri . ¢i dx + L [Bi(ri, ¢i)]gi. 
iET 0 iET 

Now 

iET iET 

-Ki(O)(r; + Ri ri)(O) . ¢;(O) 

= L L CiJ Ki(vJ )«(VJ) + Ri(vJ) ri(vJ)) . ¢i(VJ) 

+ L L ciJ(Cii)T Ki(r; + Riri)(VJ)CiJ¢i(VJ). 
JEJ\JD iETJ 

That is, if we impose the boundary and transmission conditions: 

ri(VJ) = 0, i E I J, J E .:JD, 

CiJri(VJ)=CkJrk(VJ), Vi,kEIJ, JE.:JM, 

L ciJ(Ciif[Ki(r; + Riri)](VJ) = 0, V J E .:J\.:JD, 

IIdKi«+Riri)](VJ) =0, ViEIJ , JE.:J\.:JD, 

then we obtain 

Ci 

a(r,¢) = L J Liri· ¢i dx = L (Mi- 1 Liri, ¢i)Hi· 
iET 0 iET 

If we define an operator A in 1£ by 

A r = (Mi- 1 Li ri)iET 

D(A) = {r E II 1£2(0,£i) : r satisfies (3.3.1.11)-(3.3.1.14)}, 
iET 

(3.3.1.11) 

(3.3.1.12) 

(3.3.1.13) 

(3.3.1.14) 

(3.3.1.15) 

(3.3.1.16) 
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then A is self-adjoint and positive definite, provided assumption (3.3.1.2) holds, 
and its unique extension to V, denoted by the same letter A, is precisely the 
Riesz-isomorphism between V and V* when V is equipped with the norm II</>II~ = 
a(</>, </». It is clear that as an operator acting in Ji, A has a compact resolvent and, 
consequently, A has a discrete spectrum whereas, as an operator acting between 
V and V*, A is unitary. 

3.3.2 Domain Decomposition 

In order to decompose the transmission conditions (3.3.1.11)-(3.3.1.14), we intro
duce the following 'scattering' operator S J defined at the vertex v J, J E .J M , 

acting on Z = (Zil" .. ,Zid ) E IRqJ, qJ:= L: qi: 
J iEIJ 

(3.3.2.1) 

Obviously, S3 = I on IRq.! and SJ1 = 1, 1 := (1, ... ,1). We apply this operator 
to the displacements CiJ ri(vJ) and the strains EiJ(c+f Ki(r~ + Riri)(VJ). Our 
candidate for domain decomposition then is obtained from 

EiJ( C"!J f Ki(r~ + Riri)(VJ) + Ih CiJ ri( vJ) 

= f3J SJ(C*Jr*(vJ ))i - SJ(Ed(C:JT K*(r: + R*r*)(vJ ))i 

= SJ[f3J C*Jr*(vJ) - Ed (C:J f K*(r: + R*r*)(vJ)] 
=: giJ, 'Vi E IJ, J E.JM 

(3.3.2.2) 

where g* := (gi)iEIJ denotes the vector g. As SJ1 = 1 and hence (l,SJ(z))IRQJ = 
(1, Z)IR, summation of (3.3.2.2) over IJ leads to 

=f3J L CiJri(VJ)- L EiJ(ctfKi(r~+Riri)(vJ)' 

which shows that 

L EiJ(C"!J f Ki(r~ + Riri)(VJ) = O. 
iEIJ 

For Z such that L: Zi = 0 we have SJ Z = -z. Hence, (3.3.2.2) reduces to 
iEIj 

which implies C*J r * (v J) = 0: 1, or, in other words, 

CiJri(VJ) = CjJrj(vJ), i,j E I J. 
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Setting qJ := c*J(C:J)T K*(r~ + R*r*)(vJ), rJ '- C*Jr*(vJ) and using 
gJ := (g*J), from (3.3.2.2) we obtain 

gJ + SJ gJ = 2 fh SJ rJ. (3.3.2.3) 

On the other hand, 
qJ + (3J rJ = SJ((3J rJ _ qJ). 

Thus, we may decouple the dynamic node condition as follows 

(qJt+1 + (3J(rJt+1 = SJ((3J(rJt - (qJt) 

= SJ(2(3J(rJt - (gJt) =: (gJ)n+l. 
(3.3.2.4) 

We have, in fact, two choices corresponding to the first and second equality sign 
in (3.3.2.4). For the sake of easier reference we restate (3.3.2.4) as two statements: 

or, equivalently 

(qJ)n+l + (3J(rJt+1 = ().J)n, 

().J)n =SJ(_(qJ)n+(3J(rJ)n) 

(qJt+1 + (3J(rJt+1 = (gJt+1, 

(gJ)n+1 = SJ(2(3J(rJ )n - (gJt). 

(3.3.2.5) 

(3.3.2.6) 

Set (gJ)i = giJ and ().J)i = ).iJ, respectively. As before, one may introduce a 
relaxation parameter c E [0,1) and restate (3.3.2.6) as follows 

(qJt+1 + (3J(rJ)n+l = (1 - c) SJ( _(qJ))n + (3J(r Jt) 

+c((qJt + (3J(rJt) =: (gC,Jt+1· 

Then the equivalent condition in terms of gJ is 

(qJ)n+l + (3j(rJ)n+1 = (gJt+1, 

(gJ)n+1 + (1 - c) SJ(gJ)n - c(gJ)n = 2(1 - c) (3J SJ(rJ). 

(3.3.2.7) 

(3.3.2.8) 

In order to analyze the convergence properties of the above iteration, let 
us first display the corresponding local problems that are to be solved on each 
individual edge. 

-[Ki(r; + Riri]' + RT Ki(r~ + Riri) + Siri = Pi on (0, l'i), 

ri(vJ) = 0, J E JD, i E I J , 

ciJ(ctf Ki(r~ + Riri)(VJ) = h, J E IN, i E I J , 

CiJ IIiJ Ki(r; + Riri)(VJ) = mJ, J E IN, i E I J, 
+ T , ) _ . ciJ(CiJ ) Ki(ri+Riri)(vJ)+(3JCiJri(vJ -).iJ, JEJM, zEIJ , 

CiJ IIiJ Ki(r; + Riri)(VJ) =0, JEJM, iEIJ. 

(3.3.2.9) 

(3.3.2.10) 

(3.3.2.11) 

(3.3.2.12) 

(3.3.2.13) 

(3.3.2.14) 
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In particular, if ei is an edge incident to a Dirichlet vertex v J, J E J D, then, 
unless the connected graph is trivial, the edge ei is also incident at a multiple 
vertex (node) VJ, J E JM. In that case we consider problems (3.3.2.9), (3.3.2.10), 
(3.3.2.13) and (3.3.2.14). Similarly, an edge incident at a Neumann node will cor
respond to (3.3.2.9), (3.3.2.11)-(3.3.2.14), while such an edge connecting multiple 
nodes will correspond to (3.3.2.9), (3.3.2.13) and (3.3.2.14). 

Remark 3.3.2.1 It should be pointed out that the global problem on the graph 
can be interpreted as a discrete dynamical system (in the iteration index) on the 
vertices of that graph, the state of which serve as boundary inputs for the local 
continuous systems on the edges. 

We proceed to describe the variational formulation of these local problems. 
Multiply (3.3.2.9) by 'Pi and integrate over [0, fi]. With the notation of the first 
section we have by (3.3.2.9) 

Ri Ri Ri J Fi 'Pi dx = J Li'Pi dx = J [Ki(r~ + Riri) . ('P~ + Ri'Pi) + Siri'Pi] dx 

o 0 0 

+ Bih, 'Pi)IZi = aih, 'Pi) + Bih, 'Pi)l~i. (3.3.2.15) 

In particular, for an edge connecting a 'controlled' Neumann node VN with a 
multiple node VJ we have 

Ri J Fi 'Pi dx = ai h, 'Pi) + m N . IIiN 'Pi ( V N ) - iN . GiN 'Pi ( V N ) 
o 

Ri 
For simplicity we set the 'moment controls' mN to zero, set (Fi' 'Pi) := J Fi · 'Pi dx 

o 
and define 

biN (fN , 'Pi) := iN . GiN 'Pi(VN), 

aiJ(ri, 'Pd := (3J GiJ ri( vJ) . GiJ 'Pi ( VJ). 

We may then rewrite (3.3.2.16) as 

ai(ri, 'Pi) + aiJ(ri, 'Pi) = (Fi' 'Pi) 

+ biN(f, 'Pd + biJ(>-'?J, 'Pi), V 'Pi E Hl(O, f i ). (3.3.2.17) 

Obviously, the form 

(3.3.2.18) 
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is positive definite, as long as assumption (3.3.1.2) holds. Moreover, for given 
f N E IRqi, biN (f N, .) is a bounded functional and so is biJ (>\iJ' .) for given data 
>'iJ' Thus, taking Fi E L2(0, Ci) or in (1{1(0, Ci))* the right-hand side of (3.3.2.17), 
rewritten as Ci('Pi), is a bounded linear form on Vi and, hence, problem (3.3.2.17) 
is a classical variational problem 

(3.3.2.19) 

which, by the Lax-Milgram Theorem, admits a unique solution ri E 1{l(O,Ci ). 

We may write down problem (3.3.2.17) together with the update at the com
mon interface v J, J E V M as follows: 

ai(rr+ 1 , 'Pi) + aiJ(rr+l, 'Pi) = (Fi' 'Pi) 

+ biN(fN,'Pi) + biJ(>'~Jn,'Pi)' 'V'Pi E 1{6, (3.3.2.20) 

>'~Jn := (1 - E) SJ( -(qJt + J3J(rJ)rt) + E((qJt + J3J(rJ)n), (3.3.2.21) 

where again 

(qJ)i = qiJ = EiJ(C:jj)T Ki((ri)' + Riri)(vJ), 

(rJ)i = riJ = CiJri(vJ), 

ai(ri+1 , 'Pi) + aiJ(ri+ 1 , 'Pi) = (Fi' 'Pi) 

(3.3.2.22) 

+ biN (fN, 'Pi) + biJ ( (gC,J)i+l, 'Pi), 'V 'Pi E 1{2 (0, Cj ) (3.3.2.23) 

3.3.3 Convergence 

We introduce the space X = I1 I1 IRPi with the norm 
JEJM iEIJ 

where 
9 = ((gJ)JEJM)' 

and define an operator 7 : X ~ X by 

(7 g)iJ := 2J3J SJ(rJ)i - SJ(gJ)i 
(7g)J:= {(7g)i;,i E 7J } 

7g:= {(7g);,J E .JM}' 

(3.3.2.24) 

(3.3.3.1) 

(3.3.3.2) 

(3.3.3.3) 
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We have 

Clearly 

and 

Hence 

2 ",,,,1 2 
Ilgllx = ~ ~ 73 IgiJl , 

JEJM iEIJ J 

IITgll~ = L L ;J 12,6J SJ(rJ)i - SJ(gJ)iI 2. 
JEJM iEIJ 

L (SJr J); = L r;J 
iEIJ iEIJ 

IITgll~ = L L ; {4,6}(SJ(rJ)j)2 
JEJM iEIJ J 

+ (SJ(gJ)i)2 - 4,6J SJ(rJ)i SJ(gJ)j} 

'" 1", 222 = ~ 73 ~ {4,6j riJ + giJ - 4,6J riJ giJ} 
JEJM J iEIJ 

=lIgll~ - 4 L L (giJ - ,6J riJ) riJ· 
JEJM iEIJ 

From (3.3.2.22) and (3.3.2.17) we then obtain 

= L L biJ (giJ , ri) - aiJh, ri) 
JEJM iEIJ 

= L {aih,ri) - (Fi,ri)}, 
iEI 
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(3.3.3.4) 

(3.3.3.5) 

(3.3.3.6) 

(3.3.3.7) 

(3.3.3.8) 

(3.3.3.9) 

As we will deal with errors, without loss of generality we may set Fi == O. Thus 
from (3.3.3.9) and (3.3.3.8) we obtain 

IITgll~ = IIgll~ - 4 L aih,ri) (3.3.3.10) 
iEI 

which is completely analogous to (2.3.5.22). One may now consider the relaxed 
procedure which consists of the iteration 

(3.3.3.11) 
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where, as usual, we consider the errors r~+l - ri =: e~+l between the uncoupled 
local and the coupled global solutions after restriction to edge i. 

In order to establish convergence of the iteration (3.3.3.11) we proceed in 
much the same manner as in Section 2.3, beginning with the calculation 

Ilgn+lll~ = ((1 - c)2 + c2) Ilgnll~ - 4(1 - c)2 L ai(ei, ei) 
iEI 

+ 2c(1- c)(gn, Tgn). (3.3.3.12) 

Now 

(gn, Tgn) = L L ;J giJ T(gn)iJ 
JE.JM iEIJ 

= L L ;J giJ(2f3J SJ(eJ)i - SJ(gJ)i· 
JE.JM iEIJ 

(3.3.3.13) 

From (3.3.3.13) and (3.3.2.24) we infer 

2c(1-c)(gn,Tgn)=2c L L; giJg~fl_2c2 L L ;J(giJ)2 
JE.JM iEIJ J JE.JM iEIJ 

which, together with (3.3.3.12), implies 

Ilgn+lll~ = (1- 2c) Ilgnll~ + 2c L L ; giJg~fl 
JE.JM iEIJ J 

- 4(1- c)2 L ai(ei, ei)· (3.3.3.14) 
iEI 

For c E [0,1] we obtain from (3.3.3.14) 

Ilgn+lll~ :::; Ilgnll~ - 4(1- c) L ai(ei,ei)· 
iEI 

Iterating (3.3.3.15) down to n = ° we conclude 

gn is bounded 

(3.3.3.15) 

(3.3.3.16) 

(3.3.3.17) 

Moreover, according to (3.3.3.16) and (3.3.2.23), (3.3.2.24) (these can be rewritten 
in terms of (3.3.2.20) and (3.3.2.21)) with iN, Pi equal to zero, we infer that ei is 
bounded in 1t1 (0,£i). Thus, for some numbers ei, Wi we have 

ei ---+ ei weakly in 1t1 (0,£i), 

CiJei(vJ) ---+ ei(vJ), (CtfKi(ei)' ---+ Wi, 
(3.3.3.18) 
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on a subsequence nk. Now, in the case Si is positive definite for i E I we conclude 
directly from (3.3.3.17) and the local equation that 

e~ n~ ° strongly in HI (0, .ei ) 

GiJe~(vJ) ~ 0, V J E .JM, i E IJ 

(Gt? Ki(e~)' n~ 0, V J E .JM, i E I J . 

(3.3.3.19) 

In fact, in contrast to (3.3.3.18) which holds possibly only on a subsequence, the 
convergence in (3.3.3.19) holds on the entire sequence. If, however, some Si are 
only semidefinite, we may proceed as follows. If we have a tree with rigid joints, i.e., 
GiJ = I, VJ E VM , i E I J , and all but possibly one simple node obeying Dirichlet 
(or Robin) conditions, we may proceed from the simple Dirichlet or Robin nodes, 
where we have uniqueness in the limit and where consequently e~ n~ ° strongly 
in HI(O,.ei ), to the set of penultimate nodes, where, in the limit, zero boundary 
conditions hold. We proceed through the entire tree and obtain 

(3.3.3.20) 

Note that the arguments above are true for E E [0,1). We will state the results for 
E = ° in the theorem below, separately. 

If now E E (0,1), even without the special assumptions on the graph above, 
according to Opial's Lemma 2.3.7.3 and the uniqueness assumption (3.3.1.2) we 
have 

(3.3.3.21) 

on the entire sequence n. 
But then, according to (3.3.2.23), (3.3.2.24) and (3.3.3.18), we infer from 

(3.3.3.21) that the convergence in (3.3.3.18) take place on the entire sequence 
as well. Moreover, the traces GiJe~( vJ) tend to zero. By assumption (3.3.1.2) at 
least one of the bounding vertices for edge i carries a matrix GiJ with zero kernel. 
Therefore, we may conclude that the convergence of the errors ei to zero takes 
place strongly in H(O, .ei ). We collect these results in the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.3.3.1 Let G be a graph, and let (3.3.1.2) be satisfied. 

i) Let E = 0. Then 
a) ai (ei, ei) ---+ 0, as n --7 00. 

b) If all Si are positive definite, then the errors ei converges to zero 
strongly in HI (0, .ei ). 

c) If some or all Si are only semidefinite, the errors ei converge to zero 
strongly in HI (0, .ei ) provided the graph G is a tree with all but possibly 
one of the simple nodes satisfying Dirichlet or Robin conditions. 

ii) Let E E (0,1). Then the errors ei' converge to zero strongly in HI (0, .ei ). 
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Remark 3.3.3.1 It should be pointed out that the iteration operator for the one
dimensional static problem on a graph acts between finite-dimensional trace 
spaces, which allows a relatively easy convergence analysis. This case, however, is 
not typical for the control problems considered in this monograph. Consequently, 
we dispense with a more detailed analysis here. Suffice it to say that, already at this 
point, we observe that networks whose geometry admits their exact controllability 
(see in particular [61]) are also well designed for domain decomposition with an 
unrelaxed iteration, while relaxed iterations require fewer geometric presumptions. 

3.3.4 Interpretation as a Richardson Iteration 

For the sake of simplicity, in this section we focus on the simple scalar elliptic 
equation on an graph G 

" f -Ui = i ill (O,£i), 

Ui(VJ) =0, i E LJ, J E .10, 

ciJU~(vJ)=O, iELJ, JE.1N, 
Ui(VJ) =Uj(vJ), i,j E LJ, J E.1M 

L ciJU~(vJ) =0, J E .1M. 
iEIJ 

(3.3.4.1) 

In this case the matrices are as follows: Ki = 1, Ri = 0, Si = 0, CiJ = 1, 
IIiJ = 0, Mi = 1. The standard decomposition of (3.3.4.1h-(3.3.4.1h is based on 
the iterative decoupling of 

CiJ u:(vJ) + (3ui(VJ) = AiJ 

=(3(: L Uj(VJ)-Ui(VJ))- (: L cjJu~(vJ)-ciJu:AvJ)), (3.3.4.2) 
J jEIJ J jEIJ 

'</ i E LJ, J E .1M. As in Section 2.3.7 we introduce Zi and Wi as follows. To i E L 
there correspond two nodes, say VJi' VMi E M, such that edge i is bounded by 
nodes VJi' VMi • Accordingly, to each i E L, there are two parameters AiJ, AiM, if 
edge i is incident at two multiple nodes. If edge i is incident at a simple node only 
one parameter, say AiJ, J E .1 M, is assigned to i. Let Zi solve 

-z~/=Ii in (O,£i), 

Zi(VJ) =0, i E LJ, J E .1D, 

CiJZ~(VJ)=O, iELJ, JE.1N, 
CiJ«VJ)+{3Zi(VJ) =0, iELJ,JE.1M. 

We denote these solutions by 
Gi Ii =: Zi· 

(3.3.4.3) 

(3.3.4.4) 
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Let now Wi be the solutions to the systems 

for i E I J, J E J M . 

_W~/=O in (O,£i), 

Wi(VJ) =0, iEIJ, JEJo, 

EiJwHvJ) =0, iEIJ, JEJO, 

EiJ w~(VJ)+(3wi(VJ) = AiJ, 

2 
AiJ = (3 (- " Wj(vJ) - Wi(VJ)) dJ ~ jEIJ 

- (; 2: EjJ wj(vJ) - EiJW~(VJ)) 
J jEIJ 

2 
+(3(-;1 2: Zj(VJ)-Zi(VJ)) 

J jEIJ 

- (; L EjJ zj(vJ) - EiJ z:(vJ)) 
J jEIJ 
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(3.3.4.5) 

(3.3.4.6) 

Define R ( ;ii~ ) := Wi or, in short, Ri(Ai) := WiJ with the understanding 

( AiJ ) ._ ( Wi(VJ) ) _ that Ai = AiM . Let us further set Si(Ai).- Wi(VM) ,SiJ(Ai) - Wi(VJ). 

Then (3.3.4.6) takes the form 

2 
AiJ =(3("d 2: SjJ(Aj) - SiJ(Ai)) 

J jEIJ 

- (d2 2: EjJRj(Aj)(VJ)-EiJR~(Ai)(VJ)) 
J jEIJ 
2 

+ (3(-;1 2: Gj(fJ)(VJ) - Gi(Ji)(VJ)) 
J jEIJ 

- (d2 2: EjJGj(Jj)(VJ)-EiJG~J(Ii)(vJ)) 
J jEIJ 

(3.3.4.7) 

2 
= 2(3 (-;1 2: SjJ(Aj) - SiJ(Ai)) 

J jEIJ 
2 

- (-;1 L AjJ - AiJ ) 
J jEIJ 

2 
+ 2(3(-;1 2: Gj(Jj)(VJ) - Gi(li)(vJ)). 

J jEIJ 
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Thus 

or, in a another format, 

As SiJP'i) is linear, we may split SiJP'i) = SiJ(AiJ) + SiJ(AiJ) by slight abuse 
of notation. Then the trace of Wi at v J is obtained from Wi (v J) := SiJ (>\iJ ), 

Wi(VJ) = SiJ(AiM) such that 

and 

W~' = ° in (0, £i), 
EiJW~(VJ) + (3Wi(VJ) = AiJ, 

EiMW~(VM) + (3Wi(VM) = 0, 

W~' = 0 in (0, Ci ), 

EiJW~(VJ)+(3wi(VJ) =0, 
EiM W~(VM) + (3wi(VM) = AiM, 

(3.3.4.9) 

(3.3.4.10) 

so that Wi = Wi + Wi. Accordingly, Wi(VM) = SiM(AiJ), Wi(VM) = SiM(AiM). 
With this notation in mind we have from (3.3.4.8) 

2", 2",- A 

d ~ AiJ = 2(3(d ~ (SjJ(AjJ) + SjJ(AjMJ) 
J JET] J JET] 

- (SiJ(AiJ) + SiJ(AiM)) + 2(3(: ~ Gj(fJ)(vJ) - Gi(fi)(VJ)), 
J JET] 

or 
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By using the 'scattering' operator SJ, (3.3.4.11) may be written as 

Now, (3.3.4.12) is an equation in the nodal values (AiJ) JE.7M E ]R(..7M )dJ. Let 
iEIJ 

us explicitly solve for Wi = Wi + Wi. 

1 
Wi(X) = (EiJ - EiM + (3(XiJ + XiM ))-l(X - (J EiM - XiM) AiJ (3.3.4.13) 

Wi(X) = (EiM - EiJ + (3(XiM - XiJ ))-l(X -1 EiJ - XiJ) AiM (3.3.4.14) 

for M, J E :I M, that is, for an interior edge i~M J. If, however, J E :1M and 
ME:lD we have 

(3.3.4.15) 

or, if ME :IN, 
(3.3.4.16) 

Thus, for edges i connecting a multiple node VJ to a simple node VM we have 

S . (" ) - AiJ(XiJ - XiM) ME '7D tJ /\tJ - (3( ) , J, EiJ + XiJ - XiM 
(3.3.4.17) 

(3.3.4.18) 

Let SiJ (AiJ) = SiJ (AiJ ), SiJ := 0 for a v J connecting to a simple node. For 
VJ connecting to a multiple node we have 

Wi(XiJ) = Wi( vJ) = SiJ(AiJ) 
1 -1 (3.3.4.19) 

= (3 (EiJ - EiM + (3(XiJ - XiM)) ((3(XiJ - XiM) - EiM) AiJ 

(3.3.4.20) 

Thus 

(3.3.4.21 ) 
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Therefore (3.3.4.9) is equivalent to 

- (2f3 (SiJ AU + SU AiM) - AU) 
2 

+ 2f3 (d L Gj(fJ)(vJ) - Gi(fi)(VJ )). (3.3.4.22) 
J jEIJ 

Equation (3.3.4.22) holds for a given edge i incident at the nodes VJ, VM, where 
AjMj refers to nodal values at VMj such that j E TJ, so that VJ and VMj bound 
the edge j. 

The single equation (3.3.4.22) involves all nodes adjacent to VJ. Therefore 
we may alternatively express (3.3.4.22) as a purely nodal system by setting 

AU =:AMJ if i ETJnTM 

AiM =:AJM if i ETJnTM 

AJ :=(AJM,AJQ, ... ,AJPf ElRdJ 

such that JM, JQ, ... , JP E E. 
As an example, we consider a star configuration with just one multiple node, 

VJ and, say, three branches emanating from this node. For the sake of simplicity, 
let VJ be located at Xu = 0, i = 1,2,3. Thus, XiM = Ci , M J E E. Accordingly, 
EU = -1, EiM = 1. We consider, as a first case, the situation where all 3 simple 
nodes satisfy Dirichlet conditions. Then, according to (3.3.4.17), 

By (3.3.4.9) 

2 3 

AU = "3 L (2f3 sjJ . AjJ - AiJ) - (2f3 SU AU - AU)) 
j=l 

(3.3.4.23) 

2 3 

+2f3 ("3 LGj(fj)(O)-Gi(fi)(O)) (3.3.4.24) 
j=l 

(3.3.4.25) 

where b1 is the last term on the right-hand side of (3.3.4.24). Equation (3.3.4.25) 
can be rewritten as 

(3.3.4.26) 
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where hI = ~ bl . By symmetry, we obtain 

(1 + (3 8d Al - (2(382 - 1)A2 - (2(383 - 1) A3 = hI 

- (2(381 - 1)Al + (1 + (382)A2 - (2(383 - 1)A3 = h2 (3.3.4.27) 

- (2(381 - 1)Al - (2(382 - 1) + (1 + (383) A3 = h2 . 

A d· (33423) 2(3 - 1 - 2{3fi 1 - {3fi-l d 1 (3 - - 2{3£i+1 Th ccor mg to ... , Si - - H{3f i - - {3fi+l an + Si - H{3fi . us 
(3.3.4.27) is equivalent to 

( 

1 

f3Cl-l 
- 2{3f2+ l 

(3£1 -1 
- 2{3f3+l 

1 (3.3.4.28) 

where b2 = hi (l + (38i), i = 1,2,3. Equation (3.3.4.28) may be written in the 
format A A = b. This is a Schur-complement equation. 

The corresponding damped Richardson iteration, again equivalent to the do
main decomposition with relaxation E, is then 

(3.3.4.29) 

Unless £i = £ for all i, the problem is nonsymmetric. In case £i = £ we see that a 
single parameter 0: = tif~ll is involved in (3.3.4.28). In that case 

(
011) A=I-o: 1 0 1 =I-o:B 
1 1 0 

The damped Richardson iteration matrix is then Ro = (1 - 0) I + 0: 0 B. In this 
case, however, we may select 0 = 1, which corresponds to E = 0 in the relaxed 
standard fixed point iteration. Then R = 0: B. Moreover, the choice (3 = ileads 
to B = O. Thus after the second step the iteration terminates in the solution. 

3.4 Hyperbolic Problems on Graphs 

3.4.1 The Model 

With the notation of Section 3.2, we now consider the following second-order in 
time equations on a graph. 

Mi ri = [Ki(r~ + Ri ri)]' - RT Ki(r~ + Ri ri) - Si ri + Ii 
in Qi:= (0, £i) x (0, T), (3.4.1.1) 

ri(VJ, t) = 0, J E .:JD, i E IJ, t E (0, T), (3.4.1.2) 
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(3.4.1.3) 

CiJ Ki(r~ + Ri ri)(VJ, t) + (Xi ri(VJ, t) = gJ(t), 
J E IN, i E I J , t E (0, T), (3.4.1.4) 

L ciJ(Gt)T [Ki(r~ + Ri ri)](vJ, t) = 0, J E JM, t E (0, T). 

CiJ IIiJ Ki(r~ + Ri ri)(vJ, t) = 0, J E JM, i E IJ, t E (0, t), 

ri("O) = riO, riC 0) = ril in (0, £i), 

(3.4.1.5) 

(3.4.1.6) 

(3.4.1.7) 

i E I. Note, that a superimposed dot represents differentiation with respect to 
the time t. Obviously (3.4.1.1) is, locally on an edge ei, a hyperbolic system of 
equations, representing wave equations, Timoshenko or Bresse beam equations, 
depending on the choices of the matrices Ki, Ri , Si. 

Within the operator notation of Section 3.2, (3.4.1.1) can be rewritten as 

(3.4.1.8) 

If we consider the homogeneous problem gJ == ° and if (3.4.1.4) holds with (Xi = 0, 
then (3.4.1.1)-(3.4.1.7) can be written as 

r +Ar = j 
r(O) = ro, r(O) = rl, 

(3.4.1.9) 

where j = M-lj, j = {fihEI and M is a block diagonal matrix with diagonal 
elements Mi. Problem (3.4.1.9) is a standard second-order in time equation in a 
Hilbert space. 

When (Xi i- ° and gJ(O) -=j. ° we proceed as follows. Consider the extension 
operator 

N: II ]RPJ f---+ H 
JE.JN 

defined by setting h = N 9 where h satisfies 

Li hi = ° in (0, £i), 

hi(vJ) = 0, J E JD, i E IJ, 
ciJKi(h~+Rihi)(VJ)=gJ, JEJN, iEIJ, 

GiJ hi(vJ) = GjJ hj(vJ), J E JM, i,j E I J, 

L ciJ(GtfKi(h~+Rihi)(VJ)=O, 

II Ki(h~ + Ri hi)(vJ) = 0, J E JM, i E I J. 
iJ 

(3.4.1.10) 

(3.4.1.11) 

(3.4.1.12) 
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We may then consider the operator 

Then 

acts as follows: 

B: II IRPJ f--o> V*, 
JEJN 

Bg:= -ANg. 

B* : V f--o> II IRPJ 
JEJN 
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(3.4.1.13) 

(3.4.1.14) 

(3.4.1.15) 

(w,Bg)v,v* = (w,A- 1 Bg)v = -(Aw,N g)v*,v = -(N* Aw,g). 

For w E {w E VI Li Wi E Hi, i E I} we have 

£i 

(Aw,N g) = l:: J {-[Ki(W~ + Ri Wi)]' + R; Ki(W~ + Ri Wi) + Si wd (N g)i dx 
iEI 0 

= -l:: B(Wi' (Ng)i)l~i, 
iEI 

according to (3.4.1.11) and (3.4.1.10). However, if wE D(A) we have 

iEI 

+ l:: l:: ciJ(ctf Ki(W~ + Ri Wi)(VJ) . CiJ(N g)i(VJ) 
JEJ\JD iEIJ 

+ l:: l:: lIiJ Wi( vJ) ciJ lIiJ Ki(g~ + Ri gi)( VJ) 
JEJ\JD iEIJ 
~ ~ +T , + 6 CiJ Wi(VJ) 6 CiJ(CiJ ) Ki(gi + Rgi)(vJ) 

JEJ\JD iEIJ 

= l:: Wi(VJ)gJ 'v'gE II IRPJ, 
JEJN JEJN 

where i is the single index in I J , j E J N. Thus, 

In other words 

(3.4.1.16) 

(3.4.1.17) 

(3.4.1.18) 
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Thus, in case ai -=I 0 and gJ ¢ 0 on .IN we can restate (3.4.1.1)-(3.4.1.7) as 

f + Ar + a 88* r = 8g + I 
r(O) = ro, r(O) = rl, 

(3.4.1.19) 

where we replaced Ii with M i- I J;. Indeed, without loss of generality we may set 
Mi = id, 'V i E I. 

We introduce the total energy 

1 
E(t) := "2 {(r(t), r(t)h{ + a(r(t), r(t))} (3.4.1.20) 

with (3.3.1.5), (3.3.1.6) and (3.3.1.3) for the scalar product in H and for a(·, .). 
From (3.4.1.20) we obtain after differentiation with respect to time 

E(t) = (f(t), r(t)h{ + a(r(t), r(t)) 

But 

so that 

= (-Ar(t) - 0:88* r(t) + 8g(t) + I(t), r(t)) + a(r(t), r(t)) 

= (-Ar(t), r(t))Ji - a(8* r(t), 8* r(t)) 

+ (f(t), r(t))Ji + (g(t),8*, r(t)) + a(r(t), r(t)) 
£i 

= L (-gJ(t) - ai fi(vJ, t)) ri(vJ, t) + L J li(t)· ri(t) dx. 
JE.:JN iEI 0 

IgJ(t)1 2 =lciJ Ki(r~ + Ri ri)(vJ, t) + ai ri(vJ, t)12 

=IKi(r~ + Ri ri)(vJ, t)12 + K;lri(VJ, t)12 
+2aciJKi(r~ + Riri)(VJ,t) ·ri(vJ,t) 

CiJ Ki (r~ + Ri ri)(vJ, t)· ri(vJ, t) = _1_ {lgJ(t)1 2 - a; If;(vJ, t)12 
2ai 

(3.4.1.21) 

-IKd(r~ + Ri ri)(vJ, t)12}. (3.4.1.22) 

Use of (3.4.1.22) in (3.4.1.21) allows us to write 
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If we integrate (3.4.1.23) from ° to T we obtain 

(3.4.1.24) 

as long as Qi > 0. 

The point of the energy identity (3.4.1.24) is that it ensures extra L2-trace 
regularity for the velocity at VJ. If Qi = ° for some or for all i, then we still 
have trace the regularity Ki(r; + Ri ri)( VJ, t) E L2(0, T). Following typical a priori 
estimates starting from (3.4.1.24) for Qi > ° or from (3.4.1.21) in case Qi = 0, we 
obtain the following existence, uniqueness and regularity result: 

Theorem 3.4.1.1 Let Ii E L1(0, T; L 2(0,£i)) i E I, gJ E L2(0, T), J E :TN, 
(ro, rd E Vx1t. Then problem (3.4.1.1)-(3.4.1.7) has a unique solution r = (ri)iEI 

such that 

(r, r) E C(O, T; V x 1t), (3.4.1.25) 

(3.4.1.26) 

(3.4.1.27) 

where, in (3.4.1.26) and (3.4.1.27), i is the single element in I J , J E :TN C :Ts. 

Remark 3.4.1.1 Note that for Ki = c; id, Ri = 0, Si = 0, Mi = id, system 
(3.4.1.1)-(3.4.1.7) reduces to the standard wave problem on the graph G = (V, E). 
In this case the boundary condition (3.4.1.4) reduces to 

(3.4.1.28) 

If now Qi > ° matches the impedance of the half-infinite string, in other words, 
if Qi = Ci, then for gJ == ° (3.4.1.28) describes transparent boundary conditions. 
See Gander and Halpern and Nataf [26] and Halpern [41] for more details. In 
the general case, transparent or even absorbing boundary conditions are typically 
nonlocal in time and, hence, cannot be described by (3.4.1.4). Nevertheless, even 
in the general case the boundary condition (3.4.1.4), for suitable choices of Qi > 0, 
is a first-order approximation of transparent boundary conditions. This fact is 
precisely the reason we investigate nonoverlapping domain decompositions for the 
wave equation with velocity traces appearing at the transmission interface. 
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3.4.2 The Domain Decomposition Procedure 

We consider the problem on edge i: 

Mdi = [Ki(r~ + Ri ri)l' 

- RT Ki« + Ri ri) - Si ri + ii, in Qi, i E I, 

ri(VJ,t) = 0, J E JD, i E I J, t E (O,T), 

CiJ Ki(r~ + Ri ri) (vJ, t) + D:i ri(vJ, t) = gJ(t), 
J E IN, i E I J , t E (0, T) 

CiJ IIiJ Ki(r~+ Ri ri)(vJ, t) = 0, 

J E JM, i E I J , t E (O,T), 

ciJ( G1J f Ki(r~+ Ri ri)( VJ, t) + fh GiJ ri( VJ, t) = .AiJ(t), 
J E JM, i E I J , t E (O,T), 

ri("O) =ria, riCO) = ril in (O,l'i), i E I. 

(3.4.2.1) 

(3.4.2.2) 

(3.4.2.3) 

(3.4.2.4) 

(3.4.2.5) 

(3.4.2.6) 

Obviously, if the edge ei connects a Dirichlet node with an interior node, then 
(3.4.2.2) and (3.4.2.4), (3.4.2.5) apply in addition to (3.4.2.1) and (3.4.2.6). If ei 

connects a Neumann node and an interior node, (3.4.2.3) holds instead of (3.4.2.2), 
the other conditions remaining. Finally, if ei connects two interior nodes then 
(3.4.2.4) and (3.4.2.5) apply on both ends. Of course, the two-point graph with 
Dirichlet-Neumann conditions at both ends is also included. Clearly (3.4.2.1)
(3.4.2.6) is a special case of (3.4.1.1)-(3.4.1.7). Therefore, Theorem 3.4.1.1 applies 
to the local problem (3.4.2.1)-(3.4.2.6). 

We introduce an iterative domain decomposition as follows. Consider .AiJ E 
L2(0, T), where n is now an iteration counter. We solve the system (3.4.2.1)
(3.4.2.6) with the data .AiJ for J E J M, and gJ, ii, rio, ril as above. We denote 
the corresponding unique solution by r~+l(x, t). Let us then introduce the trans
mission condition 

.Ai'J(t) := f3J (: L GjJ rj(vJ, t) - GiJ ri(vJ, t)) 
J jETJ 

- (: L cjJ(GjJf Kj(rj' + Rj rj)(vJ, t) 
J jETJ 

(3.4.2.7) 

- ciJ(G1J)l' Ki(ri' + Riri)(vJ,t)). 

With .A?J E L2(0, T) given, (3.4.2.1)-(3.4.2.7), with ri replaced with r~+1 on the 
left-hand sides of (3.4.2.1)-(3.4.2.6), defines an iteration in n = 0,1,2, .... By 
standard calculations as in the preceding sections, we obtain, upon convergence 
as n tends to infinity, the limiting problem (3.4.1.1)-(3.4.1.7). 
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For purposes of analyzing convergence of the errors in the iteration process, 
we may suppose that the data gJ, ii, Tio' Ti, is zero. We introduce for each VJ, 
J E :1M, the vector AJ := (AiJ)iEIJ and collect those into 

We may then write down (3.4.2.7) for all J E :1M and i E IJ and define the 
right-hand sides as a linear map in A as follows: 

A = (AJ)JEJM 
= (AiJ) JE.:JM 

iEIJ 

(7 A)iJ = r.h.s of (3.4.2.7) 

(3.4.2.8) 

(3.4.2.9) 

Then the iteration (3.4.2.7) can be rewritten after a shift in the index n as 

(3.4.2.10) 

We note that A is a fixed point of 7 if and only if the solutions of the local 
problems collectively comprise the solution of the global problem with vanishing 
data. Thus the only fixed point of 7 is A = O. 

As usual, the iteration (3.4.2.10) can be underrelaxed by introducing a pa
rameter c E [0,1) and replaced by 

(3.4.2.11 ) 

Let us introduce the energy of the edge ei by (3.4.1.20) with T replaced with 
Ti and a(·,·) with ai(" .). According to (3.4.1.24), with the changes just introduced 
we obtain, when gJ, ii, Tio ' Ti, = 0, 

1 

2fh 

T T 

J 2 1 J 2 IAi.!(t)1 dt = Ei(t) + 2" Dj 11"i(VN, t)1 dt 
o 0 

T 

1 J 1 2 . 2 + 2" (3J {(3J IGi.! Ti(VJ, t)1 
o 

+ I (G:Jf Ki(T; + RiTi)(VJ,tW}dt. 

(3.4.2.12) 

The energy relation (3.4.2.12) is for an edge ei connecting the Neumann node 
VN to an interior node VJ. The other cases follow in the same manner. By the 
definitions (3.4.2.8), (3.4.2.9) and (3.4.2.7), we have (7 A) = Ai.! J E :1M, i E I J . 
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We need to analyze I AiJ (t)l2. To this end we calculate 

IAiJI2 =,B}(; I L CiJ rj(vJ)1 2 + ICiJ ri(VJ)1 2 
J jEIJ 

- d4 (L CjJ r j ( v J )) CiJ r i ( V J ) ) ) 
J jEIJ 

+ d; I( L EjJ(ctJf Kj(rj + Rj rj)(vJ))12 
J jEIJ 

+ IEiJ(c;jf Ki(r: + Ri ri)(VJW 

- d4 (L EjJ(ctJf Kj(rj +Rjrj)(vJ)) 
J jEIJ 

x (EiJ(c;jf Ki(r: + Riri)(VJ)) 
2 

-2,BJ(d L CjJrj(vJ)-CiJri(VJ)) 
J JEIj 

x (: L EjJ(ctJf Kj(rj + Rjrj)(vJ) 
J jEIJ 

- EiJ(C;j f Ki« + Ri ri)(VJ )), 

(3.4.2.13) 

where the dependence on the time variable has been suppressed for simplicity. We 
define 

E(T) := L Ei(T) (3.4.2.14) 
iEI 

T 

£:= ~ L 1 L j{l(ctf Ki(r: + Ri ri)(VJ)1 2 
2 JE.JM ,BJ iEIJ 0 

We now sum (3.4.2.13) over all i E IJ 

-2,BJ L EiJ(ctfKi(r:+Riri)(VJ)·CiJri(VJ)' (3.4.2.16) 
iEIJ 

Now (3.4.2.14), (3.4.2.15) together with (3.4.2.12) imply 

T T 

E(T)+ L j (lil ri(VJ,t)12dt+£= L L jIAiJ(t)12dt. (3.4.2.17) 
JE.JN 0 JE.JM iEIJ 0 
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Moreover, (3.4.2.16) implies 

T 

liT AI12 := 2: 2: 2~J J IAiJ(t)12 dt 
JEJM iEIJ 0 

T 

= 2~ 2: 2: J l(ctfKi(r~ + Ri ri)(Vj,t)12 + ICiJri(VJ,tWdt 
J jEJM iEIJ 0 

T 

- 2: 2: J CiJ (ctf Ki(r~ + Ri ri)(vJ, t)· CiJ ri(Vj, t) dt 
JEJM iEIJ 0 

T 
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= £ - 2: 2: J ciJ(ct f Ki(r; + Ri ri)(vJ, t) . CiJ ri(Vj, t) dt (3.4.2.18) 
JEJM iEIJ 0 

But, according to (3.4.2.5) we also have 

T 

2: 2: 2~ J IAiJ(t)12 dt = IIAI12 
JEJM iEIJ J 0 

T 

= 2~J 2: 2: J {I(ctf Ki(r~ + Ri ri)(Vj, t)12 +,8; ICiJ ri(vj, t)12 
JEJM iEIJ 0 

+ 2,8J ciJ( ct f Ki(r; + Ri ri)(vJ, t) . CiJ ri( VJ, tn dt 
T 

=£+ 2: 2: J ciJ(CtfKi(r;+Riri)(VJ,t)·CiJri(VJ,t)dt. (3.4.2.19) 
JEJM iEIJ 0 

Combining (3.4.2.18) and (3.4.2.19) gives 

(3.4.2.20) 

where 

T 

F:= 2: 2: J ciJ(ctf Ki(r; + Ri ri)(vJ, t) . CiJ ri(vJ, t) dt (3.4.2.21) 
JEJM iEIJ 0 

We proceed to show that F given by (3.4.2.21) is nonnegative. Then (3.4.2.20) 
shows that T is a nonexpansive map. To this end, we multiply (3.4.2.1) by ri, 
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integrate with respect to x and t and then sum over i E I. The result is 

T €i 

0= L J J {Mi Ti - [Ki(r; + Ri ri)]' + RT Ki« + Ri ri) + Hi rd ri dxdt 
,EI 0 0 

T €i 

= '" J J ~ !£ (M r . r + Hr· r) dx dt 6 2 dt '" '" 
iEI 0 0 

T 

- L L J EiJ(ctfKi(r;+Riri)(vJ),CiJri(VJ)dt 
JE.J\JD iEIJ 0 

T £i 

+L J J Ki(r; + Ri ri)(r; + Ri ri) dx dt 
'EIJ 0 0 

T 

= E(T) - E(O) - F + L J t:Yi Ir;(vJ W dt, (3.4.2.22) 
JE.JN 0 

according to (3.4.2.14). But E(O) = O. Thus 

T 

F=E(T)+ L J t:Y; !T;(vJ)1 2 dt, 
JE.JN 0 

(3.4.2.23) 

which together with (3.4.2.21) gives 

T 

IITAI12 = IIAI12 - 2E(T) - 2 L J t:Y; !T;(vJ)1 2 dt. 
JE.JN 0 

(3.4.2.24) 

Equality (3.4.2.24) clearly shows that T is a nonexpansive map. Going back to 
(3.4.2.18), (3.4.2.21) we see that 

IITAI12 = £ - F, 

whereas (3.4.2.19) yields in 
IIAI12 = £ + F. 

We now iterate the map and obtain from (3.4.2.25), (3.4.2.26) 

IITAn l1 2 = £n _ Fn 

IIAn l1 2 = £n + r. 

(3.4.2.25) 

(3.4.2.26) 

(3.4.2.27) 

(3.4.2.28) 
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Now, according to (3.4.2.11) and (3.4.2.27) 

£n+l + F n+1 =IIAn+1 11 2 = 11(1- c) TAn + c An l1 2 

=(1- c)211TAn112 + 2(1- c) c(TAn, An) + c2 11Anl12 

:::;(1 - c)2(£n - Fn) + (1 - c) c(£n - Fn) 

+ (1 - c) c(£n + P) + c2(£n + Fn) 

according to (3.4.2.27), (3.4.2.28). Thus, 

£n+l + F n+1 :::; £n _ (1 - 2c) P. 
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(3.4.2.29) 

(3.4.2.30) 

This crucial energy estimate can be iterated down to n = 1 on the right-hand side 
of (3.4.2.30), resulting in 

n+l 
£n+ 1 :::; £ 1 + L Ck (c) Fk, (3.4.2.31 ) 

k=l 

where Cl(c) = 1- 2c, Ck(c) = 2(1- c), k = 2, ... , n, Cn+l(c) = 1. From (3.4.2.31) 
we conclude that 

P--+o as n--+oo, VcE[O,l) 

£n :::; c, V n E N. 

We consider the two cases c = ° and c E (0,1) separately. 
Case i) c = 0. 

(3.4.2.32) 

(3.4.2.33) 

In this case, from (3.4.2.32) and (3.4.2.23), (3.4.2.14) we deduce that 

EF(T) = ~ (rF(T), rF(T)) + ~ ai (rF(T), ri(T)) --+ 0, i E I, 

and, for D:i > 0, 

Ilri(vJ, ')II£2(O,T) --+ 0, i E I J, J E :IN. 

Moreover, by (3.4.2.33) and (3.4.2.15) we obtain 

II(ctf Ki((ri)' + Ri ri)(vJ, ')II£2(O,T) :::; c, 

1111} CiJ ri(vJ, ')IIL2(0,1') :::; c, 

(3.4.2.34) 

(3.4.2.35) 

(3.4.2.36) 

for all J E :lM, i E IJ. By (3.4.2.34), (3.4.2.36) and (3.4.2.12) we then obtain 

(3.4.2.37) 

Since gJ == 0, Ii == 0, we obtain in addition 

EFO $ C in LOO(O, T), i E I. (3.4.2.38) 
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In other words 
(rf,ff)HiXV; ::; C in LOO(O,T), i E I 

which implies that, on a subsequence n := nk ---? 00 

(rf,ff) ---? (ri,fi) weakly* in LOO(O,T;Hi x Vi), i EI. 

{ CiJ (ctf Ki((ri)' + Ri ri)(vJ,·) ---? BiJ 
CiJ rI'(vJ,·) ---? AiJ weakly in L2(O, T), J E :1M, i E I J. 

Moreover ri satisfies 

Mi ri = [Ki(r~ + Ri ri)l' - RT Ki(r~ + Ri ri) - Si ri m Qi 

ciJ(ctf Ki(r~ + Ri ri)(vJ, t) = BiJ(t), 

CiJ1\(VJ,t) = AiJ(t), J E :1M, t E (O,T) 

CjN Ki(r~ + Ri ri)(VN, t) = 0 

fi(VN, t) = 0, VN E :IN, t E (0, T) 

riC 0) = fiC 0) = riC T) = fiC T) = O. 

(3.4.2.39) 

(3.4.2.40) 

(3.4.2.41 ) 

(3.4.2.42) 

(3.4.2.43) 

(3.4.2.44) 

(3.4.2.45) 

Note that, according to (3.4.2.35), fi(vJ,·) converges on the entire sequence, 
strongly in L2(O, T). 

Thus, for ei connecting a Neumann node VN to a multiple node VJ, (3.4.2.44) 
constitute Cauchy data at VJ on (0, T), whereas (3.4.2.45) are zero initial and final 
data. Hence 

ri(x,t) =0 in Qi, iEIJ, JE:lN. (3.4.2.46) 

We now consider a special situation, where G is a tree with all simple node but 
one in :IN and the excluded one in :lD. We proceed from the simple Neumann 
(ultimate) nodes to the penultimate nodes at the next layer. In other words: a 
penultimate node VJ is characterized as 

i E IJ =} :3 dJ -1 many VN, N E :IN 
such that i E IN, while the remaining node, say v M, is in J M. 

(3.4.2.4 7) 

The unique multiple node VM is then located in the next layer. 
We go back to the iteration. Let us look at (3.4.2.7). Consider i E I J nIN. 

Then we may pass to the limit in (3.4.2.5), (3.4.2.7) to obtain 

0= f3J AjJ(t) - BjJ(t) j E I J nIM · (3.4.2.48) 

On the other hand, for i E IJ n I M , (3.4.2.5), (3.4.2.7) imply in the limit 

CiJ( ct f Ki(r~ + Ri ri)( VJ, t) + f3J CiJ f i ( VJ, t) 

= f3J (:J - 1) CiJ fi(vJ, t) - (d2J ciJ(ctf Ki(r~ + Ri ri)(vJ, t) (3.4.2.49) 
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or 

0= Ih AiJ(t) + BiJ(t), i E IJ nIM · 

Now, (3.4.2.49) and (3.4.2.50) imply 
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(3.4.2.50) 

(3.4.2.51 ) 

and thus, by unique continuation, ri(x,t) = 0 in (O,£i) X (O,T) for edge ei con
necting the penultimate node VJ to VM E JM in the next layer. 

By this procedure we proceed from all simple Neumann nodes through the 
tree until we reach the single Dirichlet node. On that last edge we also conclude 
ri == o. Thus, ri == 0 in Qi, \;j i E I. 

This shows that for E = 0 (no relaxation) and for G a rooted tree with 
all leaves satisfying impedance type or Robin type conditions, we have weak* 
convergence of (ri,ri), the local errors, to zero in LOO(O,T;V; x Hi)' Moreover, 
the traces EiJ(ctf Ki(ri' +ri)(vJ, t), CiJ ri(vJ, t) at the interior nodes tend to 
zero in LOO(O, T). We will collect these result in the statement of the next theorem 
below. 

Case ii) E E (0,1). 
According to Opial's Lemma 2.3.7.3, with An given by (3.4.2.11) we have 

An -t 0, T An -t 0 weakly in II II L2 (O, T) =: X. (3.4.2.52) 
JE.JM iEIJ 

Thus 

(3.4.2.53) 

and 

2 
f3J (-:1 L CiJ rj(vJ,') - CiJ ri(vJ, .)) 

J jEIJ 

- (: L EjJ(ctf Kj((rj)' + Rj rj)(vJ,') 
J jEIJ 

- EiJ(ctf Ki((ri)' + Ri ri)(vJ, .)) -t 0 (3.4.2.54) 

weakly in L2(O, T), as n -t 00. 

We proceed to show that the convergence take place in the strong topologies. 
To this end we sum (3.4.2.53), (3.4.2.54) over i E IJ and obtain 

and 
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weakly in L2(0, T). Now, (3.4.2.55) and (3.4.2.56) imply 

L ciJ(ctf Ki((rr)' + Ri ri)(vJ,') ---70, 
(3.4.2.57) 

iEIJ 

weakly in L2(0, T). By using (3.4.2.54) it is seen that (3.4.2.57) implies 

(3.4.2.58) 

weakly in L2(0, T). 
In order to obtain strong convergence in (3.4.2.57) and (3.4.2.58), we have 

to consider the convergence of the norms of the terms involved. Recall (3.4.2.11), 
that is 

Thus 

and hence 

IIAn+l - Anll = (1- c) liT An - Anll 
= II~n Al _ ~n-l Alii ---70, 

as n ---7 00. On the other hand 

which, according to (3.4.2.25)and (3.4.2.26), is equivalent to 

This leaves us with the analysis of (T A, A). Now, 

T 

(3.4.2.59) 

(3.4.2.60) 

(3.4.2.61 ) 

(TA,A)= L L 2~J J[ciJ(ctfKi(r~+Riri)(VJ)+!3;ciJri(VJ)] 
JE:JM iEIJ 0 

2 
x [t3J(d L CjJrj(vJ)-CiJri(VJ)) 

J iEIJ 

- (: L ciJ(ctf Kj(rj + Rjrj)(vJ) 
J jEIJ 

- CiJ(Ct f Ki(r~ + Ri ri)( VJ ))] dt 
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A little calculation gives 

T 

(7A,A)= L 2~ j{L IEiJ(ctifKi(r;+Riri)(VJW 
JEJM J 0 iETJ 

- d2 1 L EiJ(Cti f Ki(r; + Ri ri)(VJ )1 2 

J iETJ 

+fJ} d2 
1 L CiJ r\(vJ)1 2 -fJ} L ICiJ r\(VJW} dt. (3.4.2.62) 

J iETJ iETJ 

We recall the definition of E from (3.4.2.15), together with (3.4.2.62), and obtain 

T 

E - (7 A,A) = L 2~ j {2fJ} L ICiJ r\(vJ)1 2 
JEJM J 0 iETJ 

But 

+ : 1 L EiJ(ctif Ki(r; + Ri ri)(VJ)1 2 
J iETJ 

- 2:}1 L CiJ 1'";(VJ)12}dt 
J iETJ 

T 

= L J {fJJ [L ICiJ r'";(vJ)1 2 - dIlL CiJ r\(vJ)1 2 
JEJM 0 iETJ J iETJ 

1"" +T' 2 + ~ 1 ~ EiJ(CiJ) Ki(ri + Riri)(VJ)1 }dt. 
tJJ J iETJ 

which allows (3.4.2.63) to be written 

T 

E - (7 A,A) = L J {:: L ICiJTi(VJ) - CjJTj(vJ)1 2 
JEJM 0 J i,jETJ 

(3.4.2.63) 

+ (.I 1d 1 L EiJ(ctif Ki(r; + Ri ri)(vJ )12} dt. (3.4.2.64) 
tJJ J iETJ 

Equations (3.4.2.60), (3.4.2.61) and (3.4.2.64), with A replaced by An, imply that 

(3.4.2.65) 
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and 
(3.4.2.66) 

for i, j E I J . Thus the global transmission conditions are satisfied in the strong 
sense in L2(0, T) in the limit. According to (3.4.2.17) and (3.4.2.19) we also have 

t 

En(t) + l: J a; Irr(vJ )1 2 dt 
JE.JN 0 

t 

= l: l: J ciJ(C:/jfKi((rf)'+Rirf)·CiJri(VJ)dt 
JE.JM iEIJ 0 

t 

= l: d1 J {l: ciJ(C:/j f Ki((rf)' + Ri ri)(vJ) 
JE.JM J 0 i,jEIJ 

X (CiJ rf(vJ) - CjJ r'J(vJ)) 

+ l: ciJ(C:/j)tKi((rf)'+Rirf)(vJ).l: CiJrf(vJ)}dt. 

(3.4.2.67) 

According to (3.4.2.36), (3.4.2.65) and (3.4.2.66) we infer from (3.4.2.67) that 

sup En(t) ---t 0, n ---t 00. (3.4.2.68) 
OStST 

Theorem 3.4.2.1 

i) Let E = ° and let G be a rooted tree, with the root clamped and all leaves 
satisfying (3.4.1.5). Then for each i E I the local solutions in the iterative 
procedure based on (3.4.2.1)-(3.4.2.7) converge weakly* in Loo(O, T; VixHi) to 
the solution of the global problem (3.4.1.1)-(3.4.1.7), and there is convergence 
of the traces EiJ(C:/j)T Ki((rf)' + Rirf)(vJ) and CiJrf(vJ) in Loo(O, T). 

ii) Let E E (0,1). Then the iterative local solutions converges to the global solu
tion in C([O, T]; Vi x Hi), Vi E I. 
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the infinite-dimensional level by the method of adjoints. Adjoints, in turn, can be 
viewed as Lagrange multipliers for the state equation. In this context, the opti
mal control problem is viewed as an equality constrained optimization problem, 
the equation to be satisfied being the state equation. Then the unconstrained La
grangian is checked for saddle-points and Uzawa-type algorithms can be devised, 
as in Chapter 2. One may also look into the first-order necessary and, in the convex 
case, sufficient optimality condition. 

This optimality condition consists of a so-called forward equation, which 
is the original state equation, and a 'backwards' equation, which is the adjoint 
equation. These equations are coupled in a way dictated by the cost functional 
and the control inputs. For elliptic and hyperbolic equations, the adjoint, even 
though possibly requiring a different space state setting, is of the same general 
structure as the forward equation. Thus, considering optimal control problems, and 
pursuing the avenue of gradient type methods or directly exploiting the optimality 
system, leads to an additional equation of the same complexity as the forward state 
equation, the two equations being coupled at various locations and by various 
means. 

It is then obvious that domain decompositions in the context of optimal 
control problems are highly desirable, just because of their potential in parallel 
computing. This is even more important for multi-link system or, more generally, 
for partial differential equations on graphs or networked domains, as discussed in 
the previous chapter and in Chapters 6 to 9. 

In this book we pursue the idea of accomplishing such domain decomposi
tions by an all-at-once approach in the following sense. As explained above, an 
optimal control problem can be seen as a constrained optimization problem in 
infinite dimensions. We may design methods based on the discretized optimiza
tion problem. This is what is called the direct approach. On the other hand, one 
may use the optimality condition, which is a coupled set of partial differential 
equations. In this method the optimal control problem is transported into a pure 
PDE problem. Accordingly, software for PDEs enters the focus of interest. This is 
typically referred to as the indirect approach to optimality. On this level, domain 
decomposition methods constitute a modern tool to decompose the problem into 
tractable pieces. One possible approach is to apply domain decomposition methods 
first to the forward equation for the computation of its solution, and then use that 
information in order to compute the solution of the backward equation, again by 
domain decomposition. Such a procedure would, however, not be completely par
allel since there remains, at least, a forward coupling. This is true for gradient-type 
methods in general, where the gradient is computed via an adjoint state. If one 
insists on the optimality system, the forward and the backward equation are two
way coupled. In that case a domain decomposition of the entire optimality system 
is in order. The very natural question that arises here is whether the decoupled op
timality system has itself any relation to an optimality system on the substructure. 
If this is the case, the global optimal control problems breaks down into iteratively 
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coupled optimal control problems on the substructures. Such methods are of great 
importance, in particular for problems discussed in this book, namely, problems 
on networked domains, where possibly different equations govern the process on 
adjacent domains. 

Thus performing optimization and domain decomposition together, as de
scribed above, will lead to algorithms that are completely parallel with respect 
to subdomains. Equipped with such algorithms one is able to resort to standard 
software developed for processes on standard domains. The description of those 
algorithms, proofs of their convergence and the development of a posteriori error 
estimates is central to this book. 

To keep matters as simple as possible in the present chapter, we focus on 
elliptic problems and do not include a treatment of control and state constraints. 
Domain decomposition algorithms for such constrained optimal control problems 
will be the subject of future research, although we do provide such an algorithm for 
a state constrained optimal control problem for wave type equations in Chapter 8. 
The idea pursued in this chapter is very simple and attractive. It has been used by 
Benamou and Despres [10] for a Helmholtz-type problem with a purely distributed 
control (see also [16]), i.e., a control acting on the entire domain rather than just 
on its boundary. They observed that the corresponding optimality system could be 
viewed as a complex Helmholtz equation. Therefore, a domain decomposition of 
the complex Helmholtz equation results in a domain decomposition of the original 
optimality system. We describe their idea, introduce the domain decomposition, 
prove convergence and provide a posteriori error estimates. It turns out, however, 
that this point of view cannot be carried over to boundary control problems. Nev
ertheless, once the domain decomposition method is established in the distributed 
case, one may use the method as a paradigm also in the case of boundary con
trols. Again, we consider a domain decomposition method, prove convergence and 
provide a posteriori error estimates. 

4.2 Distributed Controls 

In order to fix ideas let us begin with a standard elliptic optimal control problem 
which has been considered by Benamou [7] and Despres. [16] 

{

minUEU L (Iw(u) - wdl 2 + vlul 2 ) dx 

-D.w = f + u in st 
w=O onast, 

where U c L2(st) is closed and convex, st eRn, f E L2(st). 

(4.2.1.1) 
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There is a unique solution to (4.2.1.1). The optimality system is given by: 

-tlw = f + U inn 

-tlp = w - Wd in n 
W = 0 =p onan 

In (p + l/u)(v - u)dx 2: 0, Vv E U 

The derivation of (4.2.1.2) follows standard procedures. In particular, if U = L2(n) 
then U is given by the adjoint state p in the following typical form: 

1 
U= --p 

l/ 

Thus, in this case the optimality system is given by 

{

I. 
-tlw=f--;;p mn 

-tlp = W - Wd in n 
W = 0 = p onan 

(4.2.1.2) 

Thus the optimality system is a coupled elliptic problem with the coupling occur
ring in two places. 

In order to obtain a reasonable decomposition procedure of (4.2.1.2), Ben
amou and Despres developed the following embedding into a Helmholtz problem 
with complex coefficient k E <C as follows. Let z be the (complex-valued) solution 
of 

and observe that for 

{
-tlZ + kz = ginn 

z = 0 onan 

Z E HJ(n; C) 

i 
Z = W + foP, 

i 
k = - fo' 

i 
g=f- -Wd 

fo 

( 4.2.1.3) 

(4.2.1.3) is equivalent to (4.2.1.2). Hence, a convergent domain decomposition of 
(4.2.1.3) will result in such an algorithm for (4.2.1.2). This observation leads one 
to suggest a Robin-type algorithm. 
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4.2.2 Domain Decomposition 

Algorithm 4.2.2.1 (Benamou, Despres) Given data >"'0, f-t'0 at level n, compute the 
solutions W~+l, p~+l of the local problems 

together with 

where for n 2: 1 

4.2.3 A Complex Helmholtz Problem and its Decomposition 

Let us consider the complex model problem 

{ 
-~z + kz = f ill 0 
OZ ov + f3 z = h on f 1 

Z = 0 on fo 

(4.2.2.1) 

(4.2.2.2) 

(4.2.2.3) 

(4.2.3.1) 

with 00 = fo U fl' k, f3 E C, f E L2(0; q, hE L2(f1j , q. We are interested in 
solutions Z E Hl(O; q of (4.2.3.1). We proceed as in Benamou ([7]). Consider the 
auxiliary problem 

{ 
-~z + z = J in 0 
OZ ov + f3z = 0 on fl 

z = 0 on fo 

(4.2.3.2) 

with J E L2(0; q. 
We have 

J(-~Z+Z)ZdX=- J :v ZZdl'+ J /V'Z/2+/z/2dx 
o r 1 0 

= J f3/z/ 2 dl' + J /V'Z/2 + /z/2 dx. 
r 1 0 
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Thus 
Re( -~z + kz, z) 2': c liz 11;:l' (njlC) 

if Re,8 2': o. The problem (4.2.3.2) is therefore coercive in Hl(O,;C), if Re,8 2': O. 
We may then describe the original problem (4.2.3.1) as a perturbation of (4.2.3.2) 
as follows. Let R : L2(0,; C) x L2(fl; C) -t Hl(O,; C) be defined by R(j, h) =: 

z, where z E H 1(0,;C) is the unique weak solution of (4.2.3.2). Moreover, let 
T : Hl(O,; C) -t Hl(O,; C) be defined by Tz = R((l - k) z, h). Then with F = 
R(j, h) we see that z solves (4.2.3.1) weakly in Hl(O,; C) if and only if z satisfies 
(I - T) z = F. This is because (I - T) z = F {::} z = Tz + F = R((l- k) z + f, h). 
Now since 0, is bounded, T is a compact map in Hl(O; C). Upon applying the 
Fredholm alternative we are left with a uniqueness problem for (4.2.3.1). To this 
end it is sufficient to consider zero data f = 0 = h. By multiplying (4.2.3.1) by Z 
and integrating over 0 we obtain 

0= J (-~z+kz)zdx= J -:v zZdry + J klzl 2 dx 
n [', n 

+ J l\7zl 2 dx = J ,8lzl2 dry + J l\7zl 2 dx + J klzl 2 dx. 
n [', n n 

This implies 

Im(,8) J Izl2 dry + Im(k) J Izl2 dx = o. 
[', n 

If we assume that Im(,8) and Im(k) have the same sign, then both terms 
are equal to zero. If, in addition, we assume that Im(,8) and Im(k) do not vanish 
simultaneously, then either Im(k) i=- 0, which implies z == 0 in 0" or Im(,8) i=- 0, 
which implies z == 0 on f 1 and, in turn oz / ov = 0 == z on f 1 implies z == 0 in 0, 
by unique continuation. Thus one obtains the following result. 

Theorem 4.2.3.1 (Benamou) Let f E L2(0,; C), h E L2(fl; C) be given. Assume 
that k,,8 E C satisfy 

Re(,8) 2': 0, Im(,8) Im(k) 2': 0; Im(k) + Im(,8) i=- o. 
Then problem (4.2.3.1) admits a unique weak solution z in Hl(O; C). 

With this result at hand we may now consider the following domain de
composition procedure which, for the sake of simplicity, we write down for two 
sub domains in an unrelaxed form. The general case may then be handled as in 
the preceding sections. Let zf E Hl(O; C) be the unique weak solution of 

{ 

- ~ zf + k zf = f in o'i 
ozn 
-" +,8 zn = gn on f 
OVi " " 
zf = 0 on OOi n 00 

(4.2.3.3) 
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with f = L2(0.; q and gi E L2(f; q, i = 1,2. Update the inhomogeneity gi by 

gn+ 1 = 2 (3 zn - gn ,; 1 2 J' .../.. ,; 
, J J'.=" / •. (4.2.3.4) 

Together with (4.2.3.4), the transmission condition (4.2.3.3) at n + 1 reads 

ozn+1 
_i_ + (3zn+1 = gn+1 = 2(3zn _ gn 

OVi ' , J J 

ozn 
= 2(3zn - _J - (3zn 

J OVj J 

ozn 
=-~+(3zj, i=1,2, ji-i, 

UVj 

which, upon convergence, reduces to the correct transmission conditions for the 
global problem across the interface f, as in the real case. 

4.2.4 Convergence 

In order to show convergence, we consider the errors 

e? := zf - Zi ( 4.2.4.1) 

where Zi, i = 1,2, are the restrictions ZI!1 i of the solution z to the global problem. 
Obviously, ei satisfies (4.2.3.3) with f == 0 and (4.2.3.4). Let 9 = (g1,g2) E 
L2(fiq2 be given. The norm of 9 is defined by 

We consider the map 

T: L2(f; q2 ---+ L2(L; cl 
T 9 := (2(3 e2 - g2, 2(3 e1 - gd 

where e solves (4.2.3.3) with f = 0 and (4.2.3.4). We have 

2 

IITgI12=2: J 12(3ei-giI2d')' 
,=1 [' 

2 

= L J [41(3 ei 12 - 4 Re (3 eigi + Igi 12] d')' 
,=1 [' 

2 

=llgI12+4 L J Re((3e;((3ei-gi))d')' 
i=1 [' 

(4.2.4.2) 

(4.2.4.3) 

( 4.2.4.4) 
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If we multiply (4.2.3.3) with f == 0 by (3 ei and integrate over n we obtain 

= - J a~i e;/Jei d"( + 13 J IVeil2 dx + k13 J leil2 dx 
r f1i f1i 

or 

13 J a~i eiei d"( = 13 J IV eil2 dx + k 13 J leil2 dx. 
r f1i f1i 

Therefore (4.2.4.4) gives 

2 

117 gl12 = IIgl12 - 4 z= {Re(lJ) J IV eil2 dx + Re(k 13) J leil2 dx}. (4.2.4.5) 
,=1 f1i f1i 

It is clear from (4.2.4.5) that the operator 7 defined by (4.2.4.3) is nonex
pansive if 

Re((3) 2': 0, Re( k 13) 2': o. ( 4.2.4.6) 

We define an iteration as follows. Given gO E L2(f; <C) set 

(4.2.4.7) 

Then (4.2.4.7) is equivalent to the iterative process (4.2.3.3) with f == 0 and zi 
replaced with ei, together with (4.2.3.4) (again with zi replaced with ei). 

In order to prove convergence of (4.2.4.7) we assume in addition to (4.2.4.6) 

Re((3) + Re(k 13) > o. (4.2.4.8) 

We have from (4.2.4.5) and (4.2.4.7) 

2 

Ilgn+1112 = IIgnl12 -4 z= {Re((3) J IVeiI2dx+Re(k13) J leil 2dx} (4.2.4.9) 
,=1 f1i f1i 

We have three cases to consider 

i) Re((3) > 0 and Re(k13) = O. In this case (4.2.4.9) implies 

ii) Re((3) = 0 and Re(klJ) > O. 
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In this case (4.2.4.9) implies only ei --> 0 in L2(ni ). However, upon multiplying 

(4.2.3.3) (f = 0, Zi +-> ei, n +-> n + 1) by e~+1 we obtain after integration 

0= J(-~e~+I+ke~+I)e~+1dX 
[Ii 

= J :v e~+1 d"( + J IV e~+112 dx + k J le~+112 dx 
r [Ii [Ii 

which implies 

J IV e~+112 dx = -Re(k) J le~+112 dx 

+ Re J ((3 e~+1 - g~+I) e~+1 d"( 
r 

= -Re(k) J le~+112 dx - Re J g~+1 e~+1 d"( 
[Ii r 

where we have used (4.2.3.4) (n +-> n + 1, Zj +-> ej) and Re(3 = O. 

(4.2.4.10) 

Since (gn) is bounded in L2(r; q according to (4.2.4.9), we infer from 
(4.2.3.4) (with n +-> n + 1, Zj +-> ej) that (ej)lr is bounded in L2(r; q. By 
(4.2.4.10) we conclude that (ei) is bounded in HI(ni; q. This implies that eilr --> 

o strongly in L2(r; q. Going back to (4.2.4.10) we then conclude that ei --> 0 in 
HI(ni;q. 

iii) Re((3) > 0 and Re(k~) > O. This case is obvious. 

We conclude that ei --> 0 in HI(ni;q, i = 1,2 

Theorem 4.2.4.1 Let g? i = 1,2, be given in L2(r; q and let (3, k E C satisfy 

Re((3) ::::: 0, Re(~k)::::: 0, Re((3) + Re(~k) ::::: O. 

Then as n --> 00 the solutions zi, i = 1,2, of (4.2.3.3) and (4.2.3.4) converge 
strongly in HI (ni ; q to the restriction of Z on n i , where Z is the solution of 

Remark 4.2.4.1 

{ 
- ~ Z + k Z = f in n 
Z = 0 in an. (4.2.4.11) 

i) The method can be extended to an arbitrary number of subdomains. 
ii) The method can be relaxed as in the preceding chapter. 

iii) The proof is an adapt ion of the one given by Benamou[7] combined with the 
updating procedure given by Deng [15]. 

iv) The method also extends to more general second-order complex equations. 
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4.2.5 Methods for Elliptic Optimal Control Problems 

We consider (4.2.4.11) with k = Fv' (3 = .x + iJL, Z = W + Jv p, g = f - .r, Wd· 

Then 

which is equal to 

i 1 
-~z+ kz = -~w+ - (-~p- w) +-P 

yV v 
i 

= f - yVWd = g, 

1 
-~w+-p=f, -~P=W-Wd in n 

v 
W = 0, P = ° on an 

that is, to the original optimality system. 
We go back to the domain decomposition procedure (4.2.3.3), (4.2.3.4) and 

replace the complex quantities according to our setting above. We obtain 

~ n+1 n_f ~n_ n - Wi ~ Pi - , - Pi - Wi - Wd 

a n+' n JL n n r -a Wi "Wi - r;;Pi = gi on 
Vj yV 

~ pn + .xpn + JL Ivwn = hn on r 
aVi" " y v" " 
Wi = ° = Pi on an nan, 

together with the updates 

{
gf+ 1 = 2 (.x wj - -Tv pj) - gj 

h~+1 = 2 (.xpj + JLyVwj) - hj. 

(4.2.5.1) 

(4.2.5.2) 

The iteration (4.2.5.1) and (4.2.5.2) contains, besides v > 0, the parameters .x, JL 
which have to satisfy 

.x 2: 0, JL ::::; 0, .x - JL > 0. (4.2.5.3) 

The canonical choice in the context under consideration is .x = 0, JL = -15 E 

lR, v = 1 and results in the iteration 

{ 
- ~ wi + pi = f m ni 

-~pi=wi-wd in ni 

Wi = Pi = ° on ani n an 
(4.2.5.4) 

(4.2.5.5) 
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{ gr+1 = 2<5 pj - gj 
hr+! = -2<5wj - hj. 

Of course (4.2.5.6) can equivalently be expressed as 

4.2.6 An A Posteriori Error Estimate 
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(4.2.5.6) 

(4.2.5.7) 

We consider (4.2.3.1) and its decomposed counterpart (4.2.3.3) and introduce the 
error 

as usual. Then zi satisfies 

Then with 

- ~ zr + k zr = 0 in ni 

azn 
-" + (3 zn = fin on f 
a/Ji " " 
zr = 0 on ani n an 

fir+! = 2{3 zj - fij on f. 

ai(Zi, Vi):= J (\7 Zi . \7Vi + k ZiVi) dx 

OJ 

(Wi,Vi;r:= J Wi Vi d1' 

r 

We obtain the variational form of (4.2.6.2) 

together with the update (4.2.6.3), that is, 

ai(Zr, Vi) + {3(Zi,Vi;r = (fii,Vi;r ,'<I Vi E Vi, 
(fir+1 , CP;r = 2{3(zj - fij, cp;r ,'<I cP E W, 

(4.2.6.1) 

(4.2.6.2) 

(4.2.6.3) 

(4.2.6.4) 

(4.2.6.5) 

(4.2.6.6) 

where, for simplicity, we have assumed that {3i = {3j == {3 E C. Using the notation 
of Section 2.3.6, we obtain 

(4.2.6.7) 
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and 

(3 (zi, ¢)r :s:: 1(3ICi Ilzillvi 11¢llw. 

Notice that 

( -n -n) J (31-n I2 d J -n -nd ai Zi ,Zi = - Zi "( + gi Zi "( 

r r 

and thus, as Re(k) = 0, 

Im(k) J IZk'12 dx + Im((3) J Izil2 d"( = 1m J iii zi d,,(, 
n r r 

J IV' zil2 + Re((3) J Izil2 d"( = Re J iii zi d"(. 
ni r r 

We have 

Re al (zr+ l , VI) + Re a2(zi, V2) 
= Re (iir+l - (3 zr+ l , Vl)r 

+ Re (ii~ - (3 z~, V2)r 

= Re (iir+l - (3 zr+ l , VI - V2)r 

+ Re ((iir+1 - (3 zr+ l , V2)r + (ii~ - (3 z~, V2)r) 

= Re (g~+l - (3 z~+I, VI - V2}r 

+ Re (iir+l + ii~ - 2(3 z~ + (3 z~ - (3 zr+l , V2)r 

= Re (iir+1 - (3 zr+ l , VI - V2)r 

+ Re ((3 (z~ - zr+I), V2)r 

(4.2.6.8) 

(4.2.6.9) 

(4.2.6.10) 

(4.2.6.11) 

(4.2.6.12) 

according to (4.2.6.6). Set VI := zr+l, V2 := z2' and insert these into (4.2.6.12) to 
obtain, according to (4.2.6.7) and (4.2.6.8), 

Re al (zr+l, zr+l) + Re a2(z~, z~) 

:s:: CIlitr11111lzr+lllv, Ilzr+1 - z~llr + 1(3IC21Iz~llv21Iz~+l - z~llr· (4.2.6.13) 

Obviously, as k E C\lR and because of the boundary conditions on 80, we have 

Thus, the estimate (4.2.6.13) gives 

(4.2.6.14) 
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where now C((3) is a generic constant depending on (3. By changing the order of 
the domains we may write (4.2.6.14) in a more symmetric way: 

IIZ~+lllvl + Ilzrllv, + Ilz~+1llv2 + Ilz~llv2 
::; C((3){llz~+l - z~llr + IIZ~+l - z~llr) (4.2.6.15) 

By defining the total error as 

(4.2.6.16) 

and the mismatch along r as 

£:r+1 := Ilz~+1 - zjllf (4.2.6.17) 

we obtain the a posteriori error estimate 

( 4.2.6.18) 

Let us translate the estimate (4.2.6.18) into the notation of the original prob
lem (4.2.1.2). Recall z = w + Jv p, where W,p are real-valued functions. Then, of 
course, 

II -n 112 J n -n n -n -n --r}d 
zi Vi = V Zi v Zi + Zi 'i' X 

fli 

Thus Ilzillvi ~ ~ (Ilwilivi + Jv Ilpillv'). Hence with the redefinition of en as 

(4.2.6.19) 

and 

£~,n+1 = Ilw~+1 - wjllf + ~ Ilpr+1 - Pjllf (4.2.6.20) 

we obtain the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.2.6.1 Let the error measure be defined by (4.2.6.19) and the mismatch 
of the consecutive iterates along r be given by (4.2.6.20). Then, there is a constant 
C depending only on the geometry of f21' f22 and (3 > 0 along r, such that 

(4.2.6.21) 
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4.3 Boundary Controls 

Let us consider a standard elliptic problem again, but now with a control acting 
through the boundary on n: 

1/ 2 Ii 2 inf - f d1' + -llw - wdll 
JE£2(r,) 2 2 

r, 
subject to 

-Liw = F in n 

w = 0 on r o, aw = f on r 1 , 
av 

(4.3.1.1) 

where an = r Our1 , meas(r1 ) > O. The optimality condition for (4.3.1.1) is given 
by 

f = -p on r 1, 

where p solves the adjoint problem 

-LiP=Ii(W-Wd) in n 

p = 0 on r o, 
ap 
- = 0 on r 1. 
av 

(4.3.1.2) 

(4.3.1.3) 

The complete optimality system is expressed as a system of coupled problems: 

-Liw = F, 

-Lip = Ii(W - Wd) in n, 
W = 0 = p on ro (4.3.1.4) 

aw ap 
av +p=O, av =0 on r 1 . 

4.3.2 Domain Decomposition 

As the coupling in (4.3.1.4) is both on the boundary, for the adjoint variable, and 
in the interior for the direct variable, a reformulation as a complex problem as 
in (4.2.3.1) is not possible. Still, the analysis in the last section leading to the 
decomposition method (4.2.5.1), (4.2.5.2) suggests the following procedure. 

-LiWf = Fi , -LiPi = Ii(wf - Wdi) m ni 

a n+>.. n+ n n r aVi wi Wi I-lPi = gi on 

~ pn + >..pn _ II. wn = hn on r aVi Z Z r z Z 
(4.3.2.1) 

wf = 0 =pf on ani nro =: rO,i, 
awn = _pn apr = 0 an n r r , on Hi 1 =: 1,i 
aVi Z aVi 
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together with the updates 

(4.3.2.2) 

For simplicity we assume that meas(fO,i) > 0 and meas(f1,i) > o. As always, 
(4.3.2.2) can be underrelaxed by the introduction of a parameter c E [0,1) such 
that 

gr+l = (1 - c)[2(Awj + j.lpj) - gjl + c gf 
hr+1 = (1 - c)[2(Apj - j.lwj) - hjl + chj. 

4.3.3 Convergence 

(4.3.2.3) 

For the sake of clarity we do not consider a relaxation in this section. Relaxation 
will become more essential for dynamic problems. We proceed much like in the 
last section. We introduce the local errors Wi = Wi - Wli, Pi = Pi - Pli' which 
solve (4.3.2.1), (4.3.2.2) with the superscripts removed and with F = 0 = Wd and 
Uh,92, hI, h2) E L2(r)4 =: X. We set 

4 

IIxlli- = L J IXi l2 d'Y-
2=1 [' 

( 4.3.3.1) 

and introduce the map T : X I--t X defined by 

Y(X) = (2(AW2 + J-lP2) - [12, 2(AWI + J-lpd - iiI, 

2(AP2 - j.lW2) - h2' 2(API - j.lWl) - hI). (4.3.3.2) 

A fixed point of T corresponds in a one-to-one way to a solution of (4.3.1.4) with 
F = Wd = o. Hence Y has zero as its only fixed point. 

We first want to see under which conditions T is a nonexpansive map. We 
have 

2 2 

IITXlli- = L J 12(AWi + j.lPi) - 9il 2 d'Y + L J 12(APi - j.lWi) - hi l2 d'Y 
=1 [' =1 [' 

2 

= L J [4(A Wi + j.l Pi)2 - 4(A Wi + j.l Pi) 9i + 9;l d'Y 
2=1 [' 

2 

+ L J [4('"(Pi - j.l Wi)2 - 4('"(Pi - j.lWi) hi + h;l d'Y. 
2=1 [' 
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This may be written 

2 

IITXII~ =IIXII~ + L J 4(>. Wi + J.Lp;){(>,Wi + J.LPi) - gil d"( 
2=1 r 

2 

+ L J 4(>' Wi - J.LPi){(>'Pi - J.LWi) - hi} d"( 
2=1 r 

2 

=IIXII~ - 4 L j (>'Wi + J.LPi) :V Wi d"( 
2=1 r 

2 

- 4 L J (>'Pi - J.LWi) :V Pi d"(. 
2=1 r 

(4.3.3.3) 

We then multiply the homogeneous state equations in (4.3.2.1h by Wi and Pi and 
integrate over Oi to obtain 

O j A - - d j OWi - d J - - d J r7 -2 d = I....l Wi Wi X = OVi Wi "( - Pi Wi "( - v Wi X 
rl i r rl,i rl i 

0= jV1Pi+KWi)Pi= j ~~:Pi+K j WiPidx- j IVPil2dx 
rl i r rl i rl i 

and 

o = J ~ Wi Pi dx = J ~~: Pi d"( - J P; d"( - J V Wi V Pi dx 
rl i r rl,1 ni 

0= J(~Pi+KWi)WidX= J :~:Wid"(+K J w;dx- J VPiVWi dx. 
rl i r rl i rl i 

Thus, 

j (>'Wi + J.LPi) :v Wi d"( = >. j IV wil 2 dx + J.L j V Wi VPi dx 
r rl i rl i 

+ >. j Pi Wi d"( + J.L j P; d"( (4.3,3.4) 

J (>'Pi - J.LWi) :v Pi d"( = >. J IV Pil 2 dx - >. K J Wi Pi dx 
r rli rl 

+ J.LK J w; dx - J.L J V Pi V Wi dx. (4.3.3.5) 
ni rl i 
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If we insert (4.3.3.4) and (4.3.3.5) into (4.3.3.3) we obtain 

2 

IITXII~ = IIXII~ - 4 L ,\ J {IV' wil 2 + IV' pil 2 } dx 
t=l !Ii 

2 

- 4 L (fL I\: J w; dx - ,\ I\: J Wi Pi dx) 
t=l!1i !Ii 
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2 

- 4 L (,\ J Pi Wi d'Y + fL J P; d'Y) (4.3.3.6) 

t=l ",i ".i 

We discuss three cases: 

i) ,\ = 0, fL > ° 
ii) ,\ > 0, fL = ° 

iii) ,\ > 0, fL > ° 
i) In this case (4.3.3.6) reduces to 

2 

IITXII~ = IIXII~ - 4 L {fLl\: J Il wil1 2 dx + fL J P; d'Y}. 
t=l!1i 1, 

Thus, the iteration of errors 

satisfies 

(4.3.3.7) 

2 

IIxn+111~ = Ilxnll~ - 4 I)fL I\: J II wrll 2 dx + fL J Iprl2 d'Y} (4.3.3.8) 
t=l!1i ",i 

Iterating (4.3.3.8) to zero, we can conclude that 

wr -+ ° strongly in L2(Oi) 

prl",i -+ ° strongly in L2 (f1,i)' 

(4.3.3.9) 

(4.3.3.10) 

Hence awn /aVi -+ ° strongly in L2 (f1,i) and pr -+ ° strongly in L2(Oi)' 
since the limit pi solves the Laplace equation with Cauchy data on f1,i. 
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According to (4.3.3.9) and (4.3.2.2) and>' = 0, pi, wi are bounded in 
L 2(f 1,i). But 

J I\7Pi12dx = K J wipidx+f-L J wipi d",(+ J hipi d"'(. 
[Ii [Ii r r 

Hence, pi is bounded in H1(rl i ). This implies pi --+ 0 strongly in L2(r) and 
pi --+ 0 in H1(rl i ). Then, because 

J l\7wiI2dx= J (gi-f-Lpi)wid"'(- J piwid",(, 
[Ii r rl 

we conclude that also wi is bounded in H1(rl i ) and hence wi --+ 0 in 
HL(rli ). 

ii) In this case f-L = 0, >. > 0 and (4.3.3.6) reduces to 

2 

IITXII~ = IIXII~ - 4>. L J (1\7 wil2 + 1\7 pil 2 ) dx 
2=1 [Ii 

(4.3.3.11) 

The convergence in the case thus depends on the geometry and the choice of 
K. There is no general convergence result that we can infer from this analysis. 

iii) In the case>. > 0, f-L > 0 we write (4.3.3.6) as follows 

2 

IITXII~ =IIXII~ - 4>. L {J [I\7wil2 + 1\7 Pil 2 

2=1 [Ii 

f-L -2 - -] d J r,;:; - f-L -2] d } + >: K Wi - K Wi Pi X + ll'i Wi + >: Pi "'( 

r 1 

2 

::;IIXII~ - 4>. L {J [I\7wil2 + I\7PiI2 
2=1 [Ii 

f-L -2 K -2 K -2] d J [ 1 -2 <5 -2 f-L -2] d } + -KW· - -W' - -EP' x+ __ po - -W + -po 'V. >. 2 2E 2 2 2 <5 2 2 2 >. 2 I 

rl 
(4.3.3.12) 

Hence, for X sufficiently large we compensate the terms f ~ E 'Ill; dx and 
[Ii 

f ~ 'Ill; d"'( by the Poincare inequality. We may, therefore, for X sufficiently 
rl 
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large, conclude that 

wf -+ 0 strongly in Hl(ni) 

pf -+ 0 strongly in H1(n i ). 
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The condition on ~ can be made explicit in terms of the geometry of 0" and 
the penalty term K, > O. 

Theorem 4.3.3.1 For>. = 0 and f-l > 0, and>' > 0 and f-l > 0, where in the latter 
case f-l/ >. is sufficiently large, the errors of iterative scheme converge strongly to 
zero in the HI -sense. 

4.3.4 An A Posteriori Error Estimate 

We consider the errors Wi, Pi as in the preceding section. They satisfy the opti
mality system (4.3.1.2) with Fi = 0, Wdi = 0 and fif, hi instead of gi, hi. For the 
sake of simplicity we consider the standard case>. = O. Thus, 

together with 

on fo n 80, =: fO,i 

8pi = 0 on fl n 8ni =: f1,i 
8Vi 

-n+l _ 2 -n -n h-n + 1 - 2 -n hn gi - f-l Pj - gj , i - - f-l Wj - j 

The variational form of (4.3.4.1) is obtained as usual: 

o = - J ~ wf Vi dx = - J 8~i Wf vi dl' + J \7 Wf . \7 vi dx 
lli alli ll; 

j pi vi dl' + j(f-lpi-gf)vi dl'+ j \7Wf·\7Vi dx . 

r',i r lli 

Hence with 

ai(Wi,vi):= J \7 Wi . \7Vi dx , 
lli 

(Wi, Vi)r:= J Wi' Vi dl', 
r 

(4.3.4.1) 

( 4.3.4.2) 

( 4.3.4.3) 
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equation (4.3.4.3) has the form 

( 4.3.4.4) 

Accordingly 

f K, Wf Vi dx = - f ~ fif Vi dx = f (- J.L wf - hf) Vi d, + f V' fif V' Vi dx 
fli fli r fli 

or 

( 4.3.4.5) 

With W = Vilr, the space of traces on r offunctions in Vi, we have from (4.3.4.2): 

(fir+l, ¢)r = 2 (J.Lfij, ¢)r - (9';, ¢)r, V ¢ E W 

(hr+l, ¢)r = -2 (J.Lwj, ¢)r - (hj, ¢), V ¢ E W. 

We use the notation of Section 2.3.6. Thus, Vi = tr;:l ¢ for some ¢ E W. 

Therefore, (4.3.4.4), (4.3.4.5) can be expressed as 

ai(fir,tr;:l ¢) - (J.L,Wr, ¢)r - K,(wr,tr;:l ¢) = (hr,¢)r, V ¢ E W 

ai(wf, tr;:l ¢) + (fif, trlr, tr;:l¢)rl,i + (J.L fif, ¢)r 

= (fif,¢)r, V ¢ E W. 

This gives 

and 

(fif - J.L fir, ¢)r = (fir, trlr1,i tr;:l ¢)r1,i + ai(wf, tr;:l ¢) 

::; c Iltr;:lllll¢llw (1lwfllvi + IlfifllvJ 

Moreover, 

( 4.3.4.6) 

(4.3.4.7) 

( 4.3.4.8) 

(4.3.4.9) 

(J.L¢, wf)r::; C 11J.L1111¢llw Ilwfllvi 

(J.L¢,fif)r::; C 11J.L1111¢llw lifirllvi · 
(4.3.4.10) 

For the sake of simplicity, in (4.3.4.8)-(4.3.4.10), we replace the constants C by a 
generic one. We note, however, that all constants involve just 1,81, the geometry of 
f!i and given problem data. The values of those constants can be given explicitly. 
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Consider 

al (W~+I, VI)+a2(W~, V2) + al (p~+l, UI) + a2(p~, U2) 

= - (P~+l,VI)r\.l + (g~+1 - p,p~+I,VI)r 

- (p~, V2)rl,2 + (g~ - p, p~, V2)r 

+ l>:(w~+1,ud + (h~+1 + P,W~+1,UI)r 

+ 1>:( W~, U2) + (h~+1 + P, w~, U2)r 

= (p~+I, VI )rl,l - (p~, V2)r1,2 

+ I>: (W~+I, UI) + I>: (W~, U2) 

+ (g~+1 - P, p~, VI)r + (p,(p~ - p~+I), VI)r 

+ (g~ - P,P~,V2 - VI) + (g~ - p,p~,UI)r 

+ (h~+1 + p,W~,UI)r - (p,(W~ - W~+I),UI)r 

+ (h~ + P,W~,U2 - UI) + (h~ + P,W~,UI)r 
= - (p~+1, VI)rl,l - (p~, V2)rl,2 

+ I>: (W~+l, UI) + I>: (W~, U2) 

+ (p, (p~ - p~+I), VI)r + (p, (W~+1 - W~), UI)r 

+ (g~-p,p~,V2-VI)r+ (h~-P,W~,U2-UI)r. 
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(4.3.4.11) 

nT t -n+1 -n -n+1 -n db' f (434 11) vve se VI:= WI , V2 = W2, UI := PI ,U2:= P2 an 0 taln rom ... 

a (wn+1 wn+l ) + a (wn wn)+a (p-n+1 p-n+l) + a (p-n p-n) I I , 2 2 2' 2 I I 'I 2 2, 2 
_ «( -n+1 -n+l) + (-n -n) ) - - PI ,WI rl,l P2' W2 r l,2 

+ I>: «w~+1 ,p~+1 )n l + (w~ ,P~)n2) 
+ (p,(p~-p~+1),w~+1)r (4.3.4.12) 

+ (p, (W~+I - w~), p~+I)r 

+ (g~ - p,p~, w~ - w~+I)r 

+ (h~ - p,w~, p~ - p~+I)r. 

We now choose VI = p~+I, V2 = p~, UI = _w~+1, U2 = -w~. Then (4.3.4.11) 
gives 

Ilp~+1IIf,l,l + IIp~lIf,l,2 + I>: Ilw~+III~l + I>: Ilw~II~2 
_ (-n -n+l) -n+l) ( -n+1 -n) -n+l) - p, P2 - PI , PI r - P, WI - W2 'WI r 

- (g~ - p,p~, p~+1 _ p~)r + (h~ - p,w~, W~+I - w~)r. 

On the other hand, the mixed terms in (4.3.4.12), namely 

( -n+1 -n+l) (-n -n) (-n+1 -n+l) (-n -n) PI , WI ,P2 ,W2 ,I>: WI , PI , I>: W2' P2 , 

( 4.3.4.13) 
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can be estimated by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality as follows: 

(pn+1 Wn+1) < v Ilwn+1112 +! Ilpn+1112 1 '1 - 1 [".1 V 1 rl.l' 
1 

(p~,w~) ::; V Ilw~llfl2 + -llp~IIL 2' . v . 

II:(W~+1,p~+l)::; ~ Ilw~+lIIAl +lI:fLllp~+1IIAl' 
fL 

II:(W~,p~)::; ~ Ilw~IIA2 + II:fL IIp- 2n11A1· 
fL 

(4.3.4.14) 

As the terms Ilw~+lllfl.l' Ilw2'llf1.2, Ilp~+lIIAl' Ilp2'IIA2 are not present in (4.3.4.13), 
we need to compensate them by taking v, fL sufficiently small. The size of v, fL will 
depend on Poincare's inequality and, hence, on the geometry of 0 1 , O2 . 

Indeed, for the sake of symmetry, we may equally well begin in (4.3.4.11) 
with 

( 4.3.4.15) 

By putting things together and using estimates (4.3.4.8), (4.3.4.9), (4.3.4.10) on 
the right-hand side of (4.3.4.12), (4.3.4.15) and the corresponding estimates on 
the right-hand sides that would appear in (4.3.4.15), we obtain a constant C > 0 
depending on the geometry only such that 

Ilw~+lll~, + Ilw~II~1 + Ilp~+lll~1 + Ilp~II~1 
+ Ilw~+111~2 + Ilw2'II~2 + Ilp~+111~2 + Ilp2'II~2 

::; C[llw~+l - w2'llr + Ilw~+l - wrllr + Ilp~+1 - P~llr + Ilp~+1 - prllrl 
x [llw~+lllvl + Ilp~+lllvl + Ilw~+1llv2 + Ilp~+11Iv2 

+ IIwrllv1 + Ilp~llvl + Ilw2'llv2 + Ilp~llv21· (4.3.4.16) 

We may then introduce the total error 

2 

en := L [llwfllvi + Ilpfllvil (4.3.4.17) 
i=l 

and rewrite (4.3.4.16) using again the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and another 
constant C to the effect that 

i,j=l 
i:#j 

If we introduce the errors on the interface r by 

(4.3.4.19) 
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then (4.3.4.18) becomes 

(4.3.4.20) 

Then, with 
( 4.3.4.21) 

we obtain the following a posteriori error estimate. 

Theorem 4.3.4.1 Let measure of error en ,n+l be defined by (4.3.4.21) and 
(4.3.4.17). Let the mismatch of the iterates along the interface r be defined by 
(4.3.4.20). Then there is a constant C, depending solely on the geometry of 0 1 , 

O2 and the parameter f.L > 0 along the interface, such that 

en ,n+l < C ([n,n+l + [n,n+l)I/2 
- 12 21 . ( 4.3.4.22) 
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subject to 

-[Ki(r; + Ri ri)]' + Ri Ki(r; + Riri) + Si ri 

= {lwi Ii, i E C x E (0 £) 
0, i E I\C ' , 2 

ri(VJ)=O JE:lD, iEIJ 
EiJ [Ki(r; + Riri)] (VJ) = IJ, J E :IN, i E IJ 

EiJ [Ki(r; + Riri)] (Vj) = 0, J E :IN\:lN, i E IJ 
EiJ IIiJ [Ki(r; + Ri ri)] (vJ) = 0, J E :1M, i E IJ 

L EiJ(Gijf[Ki(r;+Riri)](VJ) =0, JE:lM. 
iElJ 

(5.2.1.3) 

In (5.2.1.1)-(5.2.1.3), C denotes the set of control-active edges and lWi the charac
teristic function of Wi, J'N c :IN is the index set of control-active Neumann nodes 
and K, > ° is a penalty term. 

The optimal control problem (5.2.1.2), (5.2.1.3) can be put into variational 
form as follows 

where 

inf J(f) subject to a(r,cp) = b(f,cp), 'V cp E V, 
fEU 

(5.2.1.4) 

(5.2.1.5) 

By standard arguments, problem (5.2.1.4), (5.2.1.5) admits a unit optimal control 
r pt given by 

I opt - I . C i - -Pi Wi' Z E , 

where P = {pd lEI is the solution of the adjoint system 

-[Ki(P; + RiPi)]' + Ri Ki(p; + RiPi) + SiPi 

= K,(r; - r?), x E (0, £i) 

Pi(VJ) =0, JE:lD, iEIJ 
EiJ[Ki(P; + RiPi)](VJ) = 0, J E :IN, i E IJ 

IIiJ [Ki(P; + RiPi)] (VJ) = 0, J E :1M, i E I J 

I.: EiJ Gil [Ki(P; + RiPi)](VJ) = 0, J E :1M, i E I J. 
iEIJ 

(5.2.1.6) 

(5.2.1.7) 
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(There is an obvious duplication of notation in (5.2.1.7), since the symbol Pi has 
been used previously for the dimension of the system on edge i. However, the 
intended meaning of Pi should be clear from the context in which it is used.) 

The adjoint problem (5.2.1.7) can be expressed in variational form as follows 

a(p,<p) = K,(r - rO,<p), V <p E V. (5.2.1.8) 

The optimality system for the optimal control problem (5.2.1.2), (5.2.1.3) con
sists of (5.2.1.3), (5.2.1.6) and (5.2.1.7), which can be conveniently expressed in 
variational form as 

{ a(r, <p) + b(p, <p) = 0 
a(p,<p) = K,((r - rO), <p), V <p E V. 

(5.2.1.9) 

System (5.2.1.9) is the standard format encountered in Chapter 4 with the notation 
of Section 3.2 of Chapter 3. Consequently, the domain decomposition technique 
which we apply to the optimality system (5.2.1.7) is completely analogous to the 
one discussed in Chapter 3 and applied to the network model of Section 3.2. 

5.2.2 Domain Decomposition 

We consider the following system on a single edge i at an iteration number n + 1: 

-[Ki ((r~+l)' + Ri r~+l)l' + R{ Ki((r~+l)' + Ri r~+l) + Si(r~+l) 

= {_p~+llwi if i E C 
o if i E I\C 

-[Ki((p~+l)' + Rip~+l)]' + R{ Ki((p~+l)' + Rip~+l) + Sip~+l 
= K,(r~+l - r?), x E (0, Pi) 

r~+l(VJ)=p~+l(VJ)=O, jEJD, iEIJ 

{ CiJ[Ki((r~+l)' + Ri r~+l)] (VJ) = _p~+l( VJ), 

ciJ[Ki((p~+l)' + Rip~+l)](VJ) = 0, J E IN' i E IJ 

{CiJ[Ki((r~+l)' + Ri r~+l)] (vJ) = 0, 

ciJ[Ki((p~+l)' + Rip~+l)] (vJ) = 0, J E IN\JN' i E I J 

{
CiJ IIiJ [Ki((r~+l)' + Ri r~+l)] (VJ) = 0, 

ciJ IIiJ [Ki((p~+l)' + RiP~+l)] (VJ) = 0, J E JM, i E I J 

ciJ(ctf [Ki((r~+l)' + Ri r~+l)](VJ) + DJ CiJ r~+l(vJ) 
+(3J CiJ p~+l (VJ) = Ail, 

ciJ( ct f [Ki((p~+l)' + Ri p~+l )]( vJ) + DJ CiJ p~+l( vJ) 
-(3J CiJ r~+l (vJ) = piJ' J E JM, i E I J. 

(5.2.2.1) 

(5.2.2.2) 

(5.2.2.3) 

(5.2.2.4) 

(5.2.2.5) 

(5.2.2.6) 
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The inhomogeneities >"ij, /-lij are given by 

>..fJ:= O:J(: L CjJrj(vJ) - CiJrf(vJ)) 
J jEIJ 

+f3J(: L CjJPj(vJ)-CiJPf(vJ)) 
J jEIJ 

- (: L CjJ(CfJ f [Kj((rj)' + Rj rj)] (vJ) 
J jEIJ 

- CiJ (ctf [Ki((rf)' + Ri rf)](vJ)) (5.2.2.7) 

and 

/-lfJ:= O:J (d2 L CjJpj(VJ) - CiJpf(vJ)) 
J jEIJ 

-f3J(: L CjJrj(vJ)-CiJrr(vJ)) 
J jEIJ 

- (: L cjJ (CfJ f [Kj((pj)' + Rj pj)](vJ) 
J jEIJ 

- (ctf [Ki((pf)' + Ripf)] (vJ )). (5.2.2.8) 

According to Section 3.2 we can express (5.2.2.7) and (5.2.2.8) in a more 
compact form 

QJ(r)i := CiJ (ct f [Ki(r: + ri ri)] (vJ) 
PJ(r)i:=CiJri(VJ), JE.JM, iELJ 

(5.2.2.9) 

and QJ(r) = (Qj(r)i)iEIJ' PJ(r) = (PJ(r)i)iEIr We also recall (3.3.2.1): 

2 
SJ(W)i = d L Wj - Wi, W = (Wi)iEIr 

J jEIJ 

Thus, >..fJ and /-lfJ defined in (5.2.2.7), (5.2.2.8) can be expressed as 

>..fJ = SJ (O:J PJ(rn) + f3J PJ(pn) - QJ(rn))i 
/-lfJ = SJ (O:J PJ(pn) - O:J PJ(rn) - QJ(pn)k 

We introduce 
gn+l ._ >..n iJ .- iJ, 

Then g~fl, h~fl satisfy the relations 

hn+1._ n 
iJ .- /-liJ· 

g~fl =: (g~+l)i = S.1 (20:.1 P.1(rn) + 213.1 PJ(pn) - g"J)i 

h~fl =: (h~+l)i = S.1 (20:J p.1(pn) - 2f3J PJ(rn) - h"Jk 

(5.2.2.10) 

(5.2.2.11) 

(5.2.2.12) 
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We also introduce the nodal forms 

aiJh, 'Pi) := CiJ ri(VJ) . CiJ 'Pi (VJ) 
biJ(h,'Pi):=h·CiJ'Pi(VJ), iELJ. 
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(5.2.2.13) 

In fact, aiJ, biJ do not explicitly depend on i but we keep the index in order to 
indicate that we deal with the edge i. If we also set 

the local system (5.2.2.1)-(5.2.2.8) may be expressed in the variational form 

ai(r~, 'Pi) + aJ aiJ(r~, 'Pi) + j3J aiJ(p~, 'Pi) 
+ biJ(p~, 'P) + bi(P~, 'P) = biJ(g~J' 'Pi), V'P E Vi 

ai(p~, 'Pi) + aJ aiJ(p~, 'Pi) - j3j aiJ(r~, 'Pi) 

= biJ(hu, 'Pi) + I\:(r~ - r?, 'Pi), V 'Pi E Vi 

g~fl = SJ(2(aJ PJ(rn) + j3J PJ(pn)) - gj)i 

h~fl = SJ(2(aJ PJ(pn) - j3J PJ(rn)) - hj);. 

We may also introduce a relaxation parameter E E [0,1) such that 

g~fl = (1 - E) SJ (2(aj PJ(rn) + j3J PJ(pn)) - gj)i + E g~J 

h~fl = (1 - E) SJ (2(aJ PJ(pn) - j3J PJ(rn)) - hj)i + E h~J. 

5.2.3 Distributed Controls 

(5.2.2.14) 

(5.2.2.15) 

In this section we assume that IN = 0 and that Wi = (0, £i), Vi E L. Then 
bi(Pi, 'P) = (pi, 'P) for all i E I. Let us write (5.2.2.15) in complex form. We define 
z := r + ip, where now i denotes the complex unit in order to not confuse the 
notation with an edge index. We define OJ = aJ - ij3J, and set 

and hence 

We extend all real bilinear forms ai(·, .), aiJ(-, .), biJ (·,·) to complex-valued func
tions and set 

af(z,'l/J):= ai(z,if;) 

Ci(Z,'l/J):= -ijK(z,if;) = k(z,if;). 

(5.2.3.1) 

(5.2.3.2) 
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Then 

- i - --
= ai(ri, 1/Ji) + fo ai(Pi, 1/Ji) - i y'K, (ri' 1/Ji) + (Pi, 1/Ji) 

- - i - -
= ai(ri, 1/Ji) + (Pi, 1/Ji) + fo (ai (Pi , 1/Ji) - /'i,(ri' 1/Ji)). (5.2.3.3) 

Thus with ace·) = L: ai(·,·) and so forth, we see that 
lEI 

where V C contains now complex-valued elements, is equivalent to 

a(r, 'P) + b(p, 'P) = 0, \i 'P E V, 
a(p, 'P) = /'i,(r - rd, 'P), \i 'P E V. 

which is the same as (5.2.1.9). 
As for the local system (5.2.2.14), we proceed as follows: Define 

F:;:=gJ+ih'J, G=krd 

ai(zi' 1/Ji) + Ci(Zi, 1/Ji) + bJ afJ(zi, 1/Ji) 
= bfJ(FtJ,1/Ji) + (Gi ,1/Ji), \i 1/Ji E V. 

Then 

This is equivalent to 

ai (ri' 'Pi) + bi (Pi, 'Pi) + aJ aiJ (ri' 'Pi) 
+ (3J aiJ (Pi, 'Pi) = biJ (grJ' 'Pi), \i 'Pi E Vi 

ai (pi, 'Pi) - /'i, (ri' 'Pi) + aJ aiJ (Pi, 'Pi) 

- (3J aiJ (ri' 'Pi) = biJ (h'U, 'Pi) - /'i, (rf, 'Pi), \i 'P E Vi. 

g~fl = SJ (2 (xJ PJ(rn ) + (3J PJ (pIn)) - gJ)i 

h~fl = SJ (2(aJ PJ(pn ) - (3j PJ(rn )) - h'J);' 

Thus (5.2.3.5) reduces to (5.2.2.14) for ri, ,Pi replaced with rr, pro 
As for consistency of the above scheme, upon convergence we have 

FJ + SJ FJ = 2 bJ PJ(z). 

If we apply SJ to (5.2.3.7) we obtain 

FJ + SJ FJ = 2 bJ SJ(z) 

since s3 = I. 

(5.2.3.4) 

(5.2.3.5) 

(5.2.3.6) 

(5.2.3.7) 
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This implies 
SJ FJ(z) = FJ(z) 

and in turn 
(5.2.3.8) 

This is the continuity required for ri and Pi in the global system. On the other 
hand 

which implies 

2 
FJ + SJ FJ = d L FiJ 

J iETJ 

(5.2.3.9) 

In order to check consistency with the global model we have to apply test 
functions'lj;i = 'lj;!ei' 'lj; E V. They satisfy (5.2.3.8). As a result we obtain 

L bYJ (FtJ' 'lj;i) = L F[J' GiJ i[;i(VJ) 

(5.2.3.10) 

= 6J L FJ(Z)i' GiJ i[;i(VJ). 
iETJ 

If we sum (5.2.3.5) over i E IJ we obtain 

L [af(zi' 'lj;i) + Ci(Zi, 'lj;i)] 

But 
a~J (Zi' 'lj;i) = GiJ Zi ( V J ) GiJ i[;i ( V J) = GiJ Zi ( V J ) GiJ i[;io ( V J ) 

for some io E I J, as'lj;i = 'lj;!ei' 'lj; E V. Therefore, and because of (5.2.3.10), 

and, hence, (5.2.3.11) reduces to 

L a~ (Zi' 'lj;i) + Ci(Zi, 'lj;i) = L (Gi , 'lj;i). (5.2.3.11) 

controlled node, the form Ci in (5.2.3.2) reduces Now, each edge connects precisely 
two nodes. Therefore, if we add (5.2.3.12) over all J E .:1, we obtain 

(5.2.3.12) 

which is (5.2.3.4). 
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Convergence 

According to the last section, in order to prove convergence of the iterative process 
(5.2.2.1)-(5.2.2.8), we may concentrate on its complex form (5.2.3.5), which is 

af (zf, 'lj;i) + Ci (zf, 'lj;i) + OJ afJ (zf, 'lj;i) 

= bfJ (F;"j, 'lj;i) + (Gi , 'lj;i), \:j'lj;i E V; (5.2.3.13) 

Fi~+l = SJ (2 OJ PJ (zn) - F:Jk 

System (5.2.3.13) is very much in the spirit of (4.2.3.3) and (4.2.3.4). However, as 
we are dealing with a graph rather than with two or even more serially connected 
domains, we have to give a proof of convergence. To this end we introduce the 
local errors 

ef = zf - Zi i E I, (5.2.3.14) 

where zf solves (5.2.3.13) and Zi = zlei with z solving the global system (5.2.3.4). 
For all J E JM we have FJ := (FiJ )iEIr We introduce F := (FJ )JEJM and define 
a space X = C R, where R:= L dJ L Pi, with the standard norm 

JEJM IEIJ 

(5.2.3.15) 

In (5.2.3.13) we may now eliminate (Gi,'lj;i) and replace z~ by ei. We then define 
the map 

T:X-+X 

T(F) = (SJ (2 oJ PJ(e) - FJ ))JEJM' 
(5.2.3.16) 

As we have proved consistency of (5.2.3.13) with the global problem (5.2.3.4), a 
fixed point F of T 'solves' the global system in the sense that the corresponding 
em 

solves (5.2.3.4). We are thus led to consider the fixed point iteration 

(5.2.3.17) 

In fact, we could as well consider the relaxed version 

(5.2.3.18) 

However, we do not want to obscure the proof by adding yet another complication. 
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We first investigate under which conditions T is non expansive. We have 

- 2 Re (S}(26) P}(e)i . Fi})} 

=IIFII~ + 4 2: 2: Re (S) (6j P}(e))i 

In (5.2.3.19) we have used 

2: IS}(F})iI 2 = (S) F),S} F}) = 1F}1 2 . 

Now 

= -5} 2: aHei, ei) - 2: 5} ci(ei, ei). 
iEIJ iEIJ 

According to (5.2.3.2) 

Thus, with (5.2.3.21) in (5.2.3.20) we obtain from (5.2.3.19) 

(5.2.3.19) 

(5.2.3.20) 

(5.2.3.21) 

- 4 2: Re(5} k) 2: ci(ei, ei). (5.2.3.22) 
}E:JM iEIJ 
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This is precisely the situation met in (4.2.4.9) except for the fact that we took 
liJ = aJ - i/JJ here. For simplicity, we take liJ = Ii at all nodes, even though the 
more general case might give some additional freedom in practice. There are again 
three cases to consider. 

i) Re(li) > 0, Re(J k) = 0. 

We infer ai(ei,ei) ---70, ViE I as n ---7 00. Moreover, (F[J) , J E JM, i E I J 
are bounded. But then, according to (5.2.3.13h (after applying SJ) the traces 
GiJ ei (v J) are uniformly bounded in i, J. Thus there exists a subsequence nj such 
that GiJ e~j (v J) ---7 ~. Together with ai (ei , ei) ---7 ° this implies that e~j ---7 Ui = 
const. i E I and, in turn, that ci(e~j ,e~j) converges to Ci( Ui, Ui). The first equation 
in (5.2.3.13) (always with ei's and G i == 0) then implies that F;"} converges to FiJ. 
But then the second equation in (5.2.3.13) shows that F2j+l is also a convergent 
sequence whose limit FiJ may conceivably differ from FiJ, ViE I J . As Ui is a 
constant solution of (5.2.3.13), necessarily Ui = ° and, hence, CiJ Ui (vJ) = ~iJ = ° 
and GiM Ui (v M) = ~iM = 0, where J, M are the bounding vertices of the edge i. 
We may then infer FiJ = FiM = 0. The same argument applies to all edges. Thus 
FiJ = ° according to (5.2.3.13)z. 

In conclusion, on the subsequence nj, the errors e~j converges to zero strongly 
in Vi. It follows that ei ---7 ° strongly in Vi, ViE I. 

ii) Re(li) = 0, Re(J k) > 0. 

In this case ci(ei,ei) -t 0, Vi E I, and FJ is bounded according to (5.2.3.22). 
But then (5.2.3.13) implies that ai(ei, ei) stays bounded. Hence, the traces ei(vJ) 
converge to zero, which in turn implies (again going back to (5.2.3.13)) (G i 

0, ei <--* Zi etc.)) that ai (ei, ei) ---7 0, which shows that ei ---7 ° strongly in Vf. 

iii) Re(li) > 0, Re(1i k) > 0. 

In this case it is obvious that e~ ---7 ° strongly in Vf. 
We have thus proved the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.2.3.1 Consider the optimal control problem (5.2.1.2), (5.2.1.3) with 
Wi = (O,£i), Vi E I, and J'N = 0. Then there exists a unique family of opti
mal controls f = (ji)iEI and a unique corresponding weak solution r = (ri)iET 
solving (5.2.1.2), (5.2.3.14). 

Furthermore, let rn = (ri)iEI' pn = (pi)iEI be the unique solutions of 
(5.2.2.1), (5.2.2.6) and (5.2.2.8) with aJ = a, /JJ = /J, V J E JM. Then un
der the assumption a 2 0, /J 2 ° and a + /J > 0, the solutions ri, pi converge 
strongly in Vi to the solutions ri, Pi of the optimality system (5.2.1.3), (5.2.1.6) 
and (5.2.1.7) such that ri, Pi are the restrictions to edge i of r, p and the controls 
are computed according to (5.2.1.6). 
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5.2.4 Boundary Controls 

We recall the decomposed system (5.2.2.10)-(5.2.3.2) or equivalently (5.2.3.8), 
(5.2.3.9). As usual, we introduce the errors 

(5.2.4.1) 

where rr+ 1 , pr+1 solve (5.2.2.10)-(5.2.3.2) and ri, Pi solve (5.2.1.4), (5.2.1.7) and 
(5.2.1.8), with ftpt == o. Thus we consider the case of boundary controls, only, 
that is, C = 0. We will repeatedly use the representation (5.2.3.6) for the history
coupling terms. We follow the general philosophy as usual and introduce a state 
vector 

(5.2.4.2) 

with d = I: I: Pi· The space X is endowed with the standard norm 
JEJM iEIJ 

IIXII~ = L L IXiJI2. 
JEVM iEIJ 

The iteration, in terms of the errors, can now be written as follows: 

T: Xt-tX 

T(X) = (SJ(2(aj PJ(r) + (3J PJ(fJ)) - 9J)iEIJ' 

SJ(2(aJ PJ(fJ) - (3J PJ(r)) - hJ )iEIj ) JEJM· 

The fixed point iteration 

(5.2.4.3) 

(5.2.4.4) 

(5.2.4.5) 

is then equivalent to (5.2.2.10)-(5.2.3.2) for the errors if', fJf, hfJ' 9fJ. We can of 
course also consider a relaxation as usual, but for the sake of simplicity we stay 
with (5.2.4.5). 

The following calculation shows that T is non-expansive. 

where 

=1 +II 

- 4(SJ(aJ PJ(i) + (3J PJ(fJ))i (SJ9J)i + I(SJ9J)iI 2 j 

= L L {4SJ(aJ PJ(r) + (3J PJ(fJ))i} 

(5.2.4.6) 
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and 

We can rewrite I, I I as 

. (aJGiJri(VJ) + (3JGiJPJ(VJ) - giJ)} 

II = L L {lhiJ l2 + 4aJ GiJ Pi(VJ) - (3J GiJ ri(VJ)) 

According to the boundary conditions at multiple nodes (5.2.2.15) (taken without 
index because of (5.2.3.5)) 

. (aj GiJ ri (VJ) + (3J GiJ Pi( VJ))} 

II = L L {lhiJ l2 - 4(ciJGtf[Ki(p~ + RiPi)](VJ)) 

Now 

ii 

o = J {-[Ki(r~ + Ri ri)]' + RT Ki(r~ + Ri ri) + Si rd . ri dx 

and 

o ii 

= -Ki(r: + Ri ri) . ril~i + J {Ki(r: + Ri ri) . (r: + Ri ri) + Si ri . rd dx 

o 

= -Bi(ri, ri)l~i + ai(ri, ri), 

iEI iEI 

= Lai(ri,ri) L L ciJ(GtfKi(r:+Rir-i)(vJ)·GiJri(VJ) 
iEI JE:TM iEIJ 

+ L Pi(VJ)ri(VJ), 
JE:TN 
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that is, 

= I>i(Ti,Ti) + L Pi(VJ)' Ti(VJ). (5.2.4.7) 
iEI jE.7lV 

Accordingly, 

£i 

= L ai(Pi,Pi) - K, L J Ti' Pi dx, (5.2.4.8) 
iEI i~I 0 

= L ai(Ti,Pi) + L IPi(VJ W, (5.2.4.9) 
iEI JE.7:; 

£i 

= Lai(Ti,Pi) - K, L J ITil2dx. (5.2.4.10) 
iEI iEI 0 

Let us for simplicity assume that QJ = Q, fh = (3. Then using (5.2.4.7) and 
(5.2.4.9) we find 

L L ciJ(G;j f [Ki(T~ + Ri Ti)(VJ )]. (Q GiJ Ti(VJ) + (3 GiJ Pi(VJ)) 

iEI 

JE.7lV 

+ (3 L IPi(VJ )1 2 , 

JE.7lV 

iEI 

(5.2.4.11) 
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while using (5.2.4.8) and (5.2.4.10) we obtain 

fi 

= a L ai(Pi,Pi) - lia L J fi . Pi dx 
iEI iEI 0 

£i 

- (3 L ai(fi,pd + (3 Ii L J Ifil2 dx. (5.2.4.12) 
iEI iEI 0 

Therefore 

IITXlli = IIXlli - 4a(a(f, f) + a(p,p)) 

-4(a L PI(vJ)·f;;(vJ) +(3 L IfJI(VJ) 12 
JESt, 

~ ~ 

- Ii a L J fi . Pi dx + (3 Ii L J Ifil2 dx) (5.2.4.13) 
iEI 0 iEI 0 

There are three cases to consider: 

i) a = 0, (3 > ° 
ii) a > 0, (3 = ° 

iii) a > 0, (3 > ° 
i) In this case (5.2.4.13) reduces to 

£i 

IITXlli = IIXlli - 4(3( L IPI(VJ )12 + Ii L J Ifil2 dx) 
JESt, iEI 0 

and, obviously, T is non-expansive. The iteration of errors satisfies 

X n+1 = T(xn) 

fi 

IIXn+11Ii = IIXnlli - 4(3( L IPf(VJ )12 + Ii L J Ifil2 dx), 
JESt, iEI 0 

from which we infer as usual 

(xn)nEN is bounded 

fi ---7 ° strongly in L2(0, J!i) 

rl!(vJ) ---70, Z E I J, J E .:TN. 

(5.2.4.14) 

(5.2.4.15) 

(5.2.4.16) 
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According to (5.2.4.15), pi ---t 0 strongly in L2 (0,fi ), i E I J, J E .:IN, since pi, 
in the limit, has to solve the elliptic problem on (0, f i ) with Cauchy data on VJ, 

J E .:IN. Equation (5.2.4.8) has as its local analog 

(5.2.4.17) 

But (5.2.4.14) implies that fi(vJ), pi(vJ) are bounded. Thus a(pi,pi) is bounded 
for all i = 1, ... , n. 

Similarly, 

a( fi , fi) = f/u . CiJ fi (v J ) - f3 CiJ pi (v J ) . CiJ fi (v J ) 

- pi(vJ)· ff(vJ) 
(5.2.4.18) 

implies that a(fi,fi) is bounded for all i E I. This implies that fi(vJ) ---t 0 at 
all nodes, and pi (v J) ---t 0 at all nodes to which a controlled edge is incident. 
In turn, according to (5.2.4.17), (5.2.4.18), we have fi ---t 0 strongly in HI(O,fi) 
for all indices, while pi' ---t 0 strongly in HI (0, f i ) for all edges i incident to a 
controlled node. Assume now that G is a tree with all but possibly one simple node 
satisfying (controlled) Robin conditions. Then we can proceed from the controlled 
simple nodes, where the limiting fi and Pi are all identical to zero. Then, at the 
penultimate nodes we transmit zero Robin boundary data across the vertices. This 
procedure can be repeated until we reach the clamped node. In effect, all solutions 
fi, pi will strongly tend to zero in HI (0, fi). 

ii) In this case (5.2.4.13) does not allow one to infer that T is nonexpansive. 

iii) In this case (5.2.4.13) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality applied to the 
mixed terms show that for f3 / 0: sufficiently large, we have nonexpansivity 
and the same arguments as in case i) apply. 

Note that all this holds true for the unrelaxed iteration. Analysis of the relaxed 
iteration is left to the reader. That case is handled as in Chapter 3. See also 
Chapter 9 for the 2-dimensional case. 

To summarize, we have proved the following result. 

Theorem 5.2.4.1 Assume that C = 0 and that the graph G is a tree with all but 
possibly one simple node satisfying controlled Robin conditions. In the cases 0: = 0, 
f3 > 0, and 0:, f3 > 0 with f3 / 0: sufficiently large, the errors of the iterative scheme 
strongly converge to zero in the HI-sense. 
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5.3 Hyperbolic Problems 

5.3.1 The Global Optimal Control Problem on a Graph 

We consider the following standard final value optimal control problem 

T T 

rJE {J(f) := ~ L J Ihl2 dt + ~ L J 19JI2 dt 
iEC 0 JEJN 0 

+ ~ lI(r(T), r(T)) - (ro, rdllvX1-d (5.3.1.1) 

subject to (3.4.1.1)-(3.4.1.7). Note that this formulation tacitly assumes that all 
simple Neumann nodes are controlled. For this reason we have written IN, the 
index set of all simple Neumann nodes, in place of IN-

In what follows we concentrate on the more difficult case of boundary controls 
and leave the case of distributed controls to the reader, that is, we take C = 0. We 
also make the notational change 9J f--+ h in (3.4.1.4) and (5.3.1.1). There exists a 
unique set of optimal boundary controls h, J E J N such that 

where P satisfies the backwards running adjoint system 

Pi(VJ,t) = 0, J E JD, i E I J, t E (O,T), 

CiJ Pi(VJ, t) = CjJ Pj(vJ, t), J E JM, i,j E I J, t E (0, T), 

L ciJ(C:'f[Ki(p~+RiPi)l(vJ,t)=O, JEJM, tE(O,T), 
iETJ 

p(T) = ~(r(T) - rd, p(T) = -~ A(r(T) - ro), 

(5.3.1.2) 

(5.3.1.3) 

(5.3.1.4) 

(5.3.1.5) 

(5.3.1.7) 

(5.3.1.8) 

(5.3.1.9) 

where again A denotes the Riesz isomorphism between V and its dual V*. The 
superimposed '0' denotes the linear map 

dt : L2(0,T;ffiFi) -7 (Hl(O,T;ffiFi))* 

T 

dtPi :=1\: (Pi,tp) = - J Pi' cjJdt, 'v'¢ E H 1 (0,T;IRPi ). 

o 

(5.3.1.10) 
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where, in abuse of notation, Pi denotes the dimension of the system on edge i 
and not the adjoint variable Pi; we use these notations in parallel as the intended 
meaning should be clear from the context in which the symbol Pi is used. 

The forward system (3.4.1.1)-(3.4.1.7) can be expressed by (3.4.1.19) as 

r + A r + 88* r = 8g 

reO) = ro, reO) = rI, 
(5.3.1.11) 

1 
where instead of (3.4.1.14) we take 8 +--+ va 8, and 9 +--+ va g, or in variational 

form as 

(5.3.1.12) 

reO) = ro, reO) = rI, 

The solution has regularity 

Similarly, the backward system (5.3.1.3)-(5.3.1.9) can be expressed as 

o 

p+Ap-8(8*p)=0 
peT) = li(r(T) - rI), peT) = -IiA(r(T) - ro) 

(5.3.1.13) 

or, with the transformation 

P= q, p= -Aq, (5.3.1.14) 

as 
ij + A q - 88* q = 0 

q(T) = li(r(T) - ro), q(T) = li(r(T) - rI). 
(5.3.1.15) 

Equation (5.3.1.15), in its variational form, reads as follows 

(ij,'lj;)v+a(q,'lj;)-a L qi(VJ)'lj;i(VJ) =0, V'lj;EV, tE(O,T) 
JEJN (5.3.1.16) 

q(T) = li(r(T) - ro), q(T) = li(r(T) - rd. 

Existence and uniqueness of solutions r, q follow as in Section 2.5.1. See also 
Section 9.2 for the higher-dimensional setting. 
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5.3.2 The Domain Decomposition Procedure 

We introduce the following boundary form on J N, J M. 

The local energy form is given by 

£i 

ai(ri,'Pi):= f {Ki(r:+Riri)·('P~+Ri'Pi)+Siri'Pi}dx. 
o 

(5.3.2.2) 

For simplicity, we neglect Mi (it is hidden in the inner product otherwise) and 
introduce, first in the strong formulation, the typical local problem on edge ei: 

ri(VJ, t) = 0, J E :lD, i E LJ, t E (0, T), 

CiJ Ki(r: + Ri ri)(vJ, t) + (Xi Ti(VJ, t) 
= h(t), J E :IN, i E LJ, t E (0, T), 

CiJ IIiJ K i« + R;ri)(VJ,t) = 0, J E :1M, i E LJ, t E (O,T), 

CiJ(C:/j f Ki(r~ + Ri ri)(VJ, t) + fh CiJ Ti( VJ, t) 
= giJ(t), J E :1M, i E LJ, t E (0, T), 

(5.3.2.3) 

(5.3.2.4) 

(5.3.2.5) 

(5.3.2.6) 

(5.3.2.7) 

(5.3.2.8) 

Note that if edge ei connects two multiple nodes, both (5.3.2.4) and (5.3.2.5) are 
vacuous, while if ei joins a simple node to a multiple node, either (5.3.2.4) or 
(5.3.2.5) is vacuous. 

The variational form of (5.3.2.3)-(5.3.2.7) can be written using (5.3.2.1) and 
(5.3.2.2) as follows 

(ri' 'Pi)Vi + ai(ri, 'Pi) + bi(Ti, 'Pi) 

= (Fi,'Pi)Hi + L h· 'Pi(VJ) + L giJ· CiJ 'Pi(VJ), '</ 'Pi E Vi (5.3.2.9) 

We may view the quantities h as real controls and the parameters AiJ as virtual 
controls. Thus for each index i we introduce a control space 

Ui := II jRPi X II jRPi. (5.3.2.10) 
JEJN' JEJM' 
iETJ iETJ 
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More concretely, Ui = IRPi X IRPi if ei connects two multiple nodes or a Neumann 
node to a multiple node; else Ui = IRPi. We define the bounded linear mapping 
13i : Ui ---> Vt by 

With this notation (5.3.2.9) may be expressed in the variational form 

for all !.pi E Vi. The variational equation (5.3.2.12) may equally be reinterpreted 
in the strong formulation as 

(5.3.2.13) 

This is the standard format of Section 2.5.1, and, therefore, for h, AiJ E 

L2(0, T; IRPi) we obtain (3.4.1.25)-(3.4.1.27). Similarly, we obtain the analog 
of (3.4.2.12) 

T 

II(ri(T),1\(T))II~iXHi + L J {ai 11\(VJ,tW 
JE:JN' 0 
iEIJ 

+ ;J I(C;j)T Ki(r~ + Riri)(VJ,tW}dt 

T T 

= II(ro,rl)ll~iXHi + L J ~i Ihl2 dt+ L J ;J IgiJl 2 dt. 
JE:JN' 0 JE:JM' 0 
iEIJ iEIJ 

(5.3.2.14) 

We proceed to derive a similar standard formulation for problems associated 
with adjoint variables. Therefore we consider the system 

Pi = [Ki(p~ + RiPi)]' - Rr Ki(P~ + RiPi) + SiPi in Qi, 

Pi(VJ, t) = 0, J E JD, i E I J, t E (0, T), 
o 

o -
EiJ Ki(P~ + RiPi)(VJ, t) - ai Pi (VJ, t) =1 J (t), 

J E IN, i E I J , t E (O,T), 

EiJ IIiJ Ki(p~ + RiPi)(VJ, t) = 0, J E JM, i E I J, t E (0, T), 

(5.3.2.15) 

(5.3.2.16) 

(5.3.2.17) 

(5.3.2.18) 
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Pi(T) = POi, pi(T) = qOi, 

with (POi, qOi) E Hi X Vt, (iJ, 9iJ) E Ui· 

If we introduce 

and 

f a.- 1 f g{3._ 1 9 J .- va;, J, iJ'- v7JJ U, 

then (5.3.2.15)-(5.3.2.20) can be written as 

iii + Ai qi - Bi B; qi = Bi (f'J , gfJ) 

qi(T) = -Ail qOi, qi(T) = POi, 

(5.3.2.19) 

(5.3.2.20) 

(5.3.2.21) 

(5.3.2.22) 

(5.3.2.23) 

which, in turn, can be written as a forward problem by the transformation t ---+ 

T-t. Thus, the well-posedness of (5.3.2.15)-(5.3.2.20) is governed by transposition 
of Theorem 3.4.1.1 of Section 3.4.1 and (5.3.2.21), (5.3.2.22), (5.3.2.23). 

As a consequence the solution of (5.3.2.15)-(5.3.2.20) has regularity 

(Pi,Pi) E C(O, T; Hi X Vt), 
Pi(VJ,') E L2(0, T;~Pi), J E IN, i E I J, (5.3.2.24) 

CiJ Pi(VJ,') E L2(0, T; II~Pi), J E JM, i E I M. 

Just as in Section 3.4.2 we want to employ absorbing conditions at the in
terfaces VJ, J E JM, or, if possible, even transparent conditions. This choice will 
enhance the speed of convergence. We set: 

CiJ(Cij f Ki((rr+l)' + rr+l)( VJ, t) 

+ fhCiJi'r+l(VJ,t) +'YJCup7+l(vJ,t) = Au(t) (5.3.2.25) 

and 

o 0 

- {3j Cu Pi (VJ, t) + "(J Cu Ti (VJ, t) = /-Lu(t) (5.3.2.26) 
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for t E (0, T), J E JM, i E I J. The coupling parameters >'iJ(·)' J.tiJ(·) are given as 
follows: 

>'iJ(t) =(3j(: L CjJTj(VJ,t) -CiJTi(vJ,t)) 
J jETJ 

+ 'YJ (: L CiJ pj(vJ, t) - CiJ pi(vJ, t)) 
J jETJ (5.3.2.27) 

- (} L CjJ(cjJf Kj((rj)' + Rj rj)(vJ, t) 
J jETJ 

- CiJ (ctf Ki((ri)' + Ri ri)(vJ, t)) 

and 

2 on on 
J.tiJ(t) = - (3J(d: L CiJ Pj (vJ,t) - CiJ Pi (VJ,t)) 

J jETJ 

2 on on 
+'YJ(d: L CiJ Tj (VJ,t) - CiJ Ti (VJ,t)) 

J jETJ (5.3.2.28) 

- (d2 L ciJ(ctf Kj((pj)' + Rj pj)(vJ, t) 
J jETJ 

- CiJ (ctf Ki((pi)' + RiPi)(vJ, t)). 

As for consistency with the original transmission conditions (3.4.1.3), (5.3.1.5), 
(3.4.1.5), (5.3.1.7), we sum (5.3.2.25), (5.3.2.26), (5.3.2.27) and (5.3.2.28) over 
i E LJ, and assume convergence as n ---+ 00. 

We obtain 

- L CiJ (ct f Ki(r: + Ri ri)( vJ, t). 
iETJ 

This provides first of all 

L CiJ (ctf Ki(r: + Riri)(VJ,t) = 0, (5.3.2.29) 
iETJ 
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and secondly, utilizing (5.3.2.25) and (5.3.2.27), 

1 + 'YJ(GiJ Pi(VJ, t) - dJ L GiJ Pj(vJ, t)) = O. (5.3.2.30) 
JETJ 

A similar procedure, applied to (5.3.2.26), (5.3.2.28), leads to 

L CiJ (GtJf Ki(P~ + RiPi)(VJ, t) = 0 (5.3.2.31 ) 
iETJ 

and 

o 1" 0 - j3J (GiJ Pi (VJ, t) - d ~ GiJ Pj (VJ, t)) 
J JETJ 

o 1 0 

+ 'YJ (GiJ ri (VJ, t) - d L GjJ rj (VJ, t)) = O. (5.3.2.32) 
J JETJ 

As the kernel of dt is {O} we infer from (5.3.2.30), (5.3.2.32) that 

1 
GiJ ri(vJ, t) = d L GiJ rj(vJ, t), 

J JETJ 

1 
GiJ Pi(VJ, t) = d L GiJ Pj(vJ, t), 

J JETJ 

ViE IJ and t E [0, T]. 
This implies 

(5.3.2.33) 

because of the compatibility conditions of the initial data. Equations (5.3.2.29), 
(5.3.2.31), (5.3.2.33) constitute the global transmission conditions conditions on 
the graph. 

For easier reference we write down the iteratively coupled system 

{
f7+ 1 = [Ki((r7+1)' + Rir7+1)]' - RT Ki((r7+1)' + Rir7+1) - Sir7+1 

jj7+1 = [Ki((p7+1)' + Rip~+l)l' - RT Ki((p~+l)' + Ri p~+l) - Sip~+l 

in Qi (5.3.2.34) 

(5.3.2.35) 
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{
CiJ IIiJ(Cii)T Ki((rf+l)' + Ri rf+l)(VJ, t) = 0, 

ciJ IIiJ(Ciif Ki((pr+l)' + RiPr+1)(VJ, t) = 0, 

J E JM, i E I J , t E (0, T) (5.3.2.36) 

{
CiJ Kd(rf+l), + Ri rf+l )(vJ, t) + ai rr+l(VJ, t) + pr+l( VJ, t) = 0, 

on+l 
CiJ Ki ((pr+l)' + RiPr+l)(vJ, t) - ai Pi (VJ, t) = 0, 

J E IN, i E I J , t E (O,T) (5.3.2.37) 

CiJ Ki ((rf+l)' + Ri rf+l)( VJ, t) + fh CiJ rf+l (vJ, t) 
+ "(J CiJ pr+l(vJ, t) = A7J(t), 

n+l 
CiJ Ki ((pr+l)' + RiPr+1)(vJ, t) - f3J CiJ ~i 

on+l 
+ "(J CiJ ri (vJ, t) = J-l7J(t), 

J E JM, i E I J , t E (0, T) (5.3.2.38) 

rfH (0) = rOi, rf+l (0) = rli, 
pr+l(T) = K, (rf+l(T) - rli), 

pr+l(T) = -K,A;l(rr+l(T) - rOi), 

together with (5.3.2.27) and (5.3.2.28). 

(5.3.2.39) 

The question of well-posedness of this coupled system is not easily answered 
directly. However, and this is precisely one of the main reasons for this class of 
domain decompositions, the decoupled optimality system (5.3.2.34)~(5.3.2.39) and 
(5.3.2.27), (5.3.2.28) can be interpreted as an optimality system of a decomposed 
optimal control problem. We consider only the case where edge ei connects a 
Neumann node to a multiple node. The other cases are handled similarly. We 
define 

1 
+~ 

2 

T 

J Ihl2 dt + ~ II (ri(T),ri(T)) - ho, ridll~iX1ti 
o 

T 

1 J (lgiJl 2 + I"(J CiJ ri(vJ) - Pu1 2 ) dt, 
"(J 

o 

(5.3.2.40) 
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The optimal control problem on edge i is given by 

inf J(j, g) such that 
(j,g)EUi 

ri = [Ki(r: + Ri ri)l' - R; Ki(r: + Ri ri) + Si ri ill Qi 
ri(Vj, t) = 0, J E JD, i E I j , t E (0, T), 

fiJ Ki(r: + Ri ri)(Vj, t) + ai h(vj, t) = /J, J E IN, i E I j , t E (0, T) 

IIiJ(Gt,f Ki(r: + Ri ri)(Vj, t) = 0, J E JM, i E I j , t E (0, T) 

fij Ki(r: + Ri ri)(vj, t) + (3j GiJ Ti(Vj, t) = .x~j(t) + giJ(t), 
J E JM, i E I j , t E (O,T), 

ri(O) = riO, Ti(O) = rli· 

(5.3.2.41 ) 

Problem (5.3.2.41) is a standard quadratic optimal control problem of tracking 
type, for which there exist a unique solution. Exploiting the optimality conditions 
for (5.3.2.41) one reveals, after some standard calculations, the system (5.3.2.34)
(5.3.2.39) with indices n + 1 placed on ri, Pi. Therefore, iterating (5.3.2.34)
(5.3.2.39) together with (5.3.2.27), (5.3.2.28) is equivalent to iterating (5.3.2.41) 
together with (5.3.2.27), (5.3.2.28). Thus, the decomposition of the globally de
fined optimal control problem into local problems which is coupled upon iteration, 
is equivalent to a decomposition into locally defined optimal control problems cou
pled upon iteration. In addition, this decoupling procedure is completely parallel. 

As for the analysis of convergence of this iteration we refer to Chapter 9, as 
the technical details of the proofs are rather similar. 

We conclude this chapter with the display of some numerical results for a pla
nar grid of 40 elastic strings, see the set of Figures 5.1. We begin with the initial 
configuration. The next figure shows the free evolution after 50 time units. This 
'forward' numerical simulation has been done using the domain decomposition pro
cedure of this chapter. The next two figures (all within Figure 5.1) show the result 
of the action of boundary controls acting at the end of the strings (with the ex
ception of those excited at the beginning) at 10 and 50 time units, respectively. As 
a matter of fact, we display even real time capable suboptimal results which have 
been obtained using the so-called instantaneous control paradigm which, in turn, 
consists of a Newmark discretization with respect to time of the partial differential 
equations and a corresponding discretization of the cost function. Optimization 
then is done with respect to just one time step, at every step. This strategy has 
also come to be known as a one-step moving horizon or rolling horizon control 
law. This paradigm has been considered by Hundhammer and Leugering [47] and 
Hundhammer [46] in the context of wave equations. In these papers more numer
ical experiments and additional references are given. See Hinze and Kunisch [44] 
and Choi, Hinze and Kunisch [12] for instantaneous controls applied to parabolic 
problems. As a matter of fact, the method of instantaneous controls is a very 
active field of research. As this strategy, which also uses the domain decomposi
tion developed in this chapter, is mainly of numerical interest at this point, we 
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dispense with its detailed description here. It is very remarkable that instanta
neous controls perform almost identically to those obtained by exploiting exact 
(and hereafter discretized) necessary optimality conditions. This phenomenon is 
visualized by Figures 5.2, 5.3 following the example of a grid. 

0.2 02 

0.1 

-0.1 

(a) t = 0.0 (b) t = 50.0 

0.2 0.2 

(c) t = 10.0 (d) t = 50.0 

Figure 5.1: Grid of 40 elastic strings (a,b) uncontrolled at t = 0 and t = 50, (c,d) 
controlled at t = 10 and t = 50 time units 
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of optimal control, instantaneous control and one-step 
gradient method 
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of optimal control, instantaneous control and one-step 
gradient method 
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E(t) :S E(O) and E(t) --+ ° as t --+ 00; (b) solutions of (6.1.1.1) have finite energy 
for all t 2: ° provided E(O) is finite and F E L1(n x (O,T)), f E L2(rN x (O,T)), 
and f(x,t) = ° on the set {(x,t) : a(x) = 0, ° < t < T}. The latter requirement 
is crucial for the conclusion. Indeed, if a := ° and f E L2(rN x (0, T)) there is a 
loss of regularity; solutions of (6.1.1.1) will in general not have finite energy for 
any t > ° regardless of the regularity of the other data entering into the problem. 

With regard to optimal final value control, the improved regularity that dis
sipation affords allows one to penalize in the natural energy norm the deviation of 
the solution at the final time from its target state. This choice of norm naturally 
affects the resulting optimality system which, in the case of spatial domain decom
position, leads to an iterative algorithm that is quite distinct from the classical one 
based on the nonoverlapping Schwarz alternating algorithm as adapted to optimal 
control problems and that does not seem to have been previously considered in 
the literature. 

In addition to spatial domain decomposition, we also present iterative time 
domain and combined space-time domain decomposition algorithms. In each case, 
convergence of the algorithm is established and a posteriori error estimates in 
terms of the mismatch of the iterates at the interfaces of the sub domains are 
derived. 

6.2 Optimal Dissipative Boundary Control 

6.2.1 Setting the Problem 

We consider the system (6.1.1.1) where T > 0, 0. is a bounded domain in IRd with 
piecewise smooth, Lipschitz boundary r := r D urN, rN "I 0 and is relatively open 
in r, I'D n I'N = 0, v is the unit exterior normal vector to r. We assume that the 
matrix A = (aij) is symmetric and uniformly positive definite in 0 with LOO(O) 
entries that are piecewise C1 in O. That is, there are open, connected sets Oi C 0, 
i = 1, ... ,1, such that 0 = U{=10i, OinOj = 0, and such that Aln i E C1(ni) and 
has a C 1 extension to Oi. Thus (6.1.1.1i) means that 

~2t~ - \7. (Alni \7w) + clniw = F in ni x (0, T), i = 1, ... ,1, 

together with certain transmission conditions on the interfaces ani n an j (see 
Section 6.4.1 below). 

We further assume that c E LOO(n) with c(x) 2: ° a.e., and that a E Loo(rN) 
such that ao := inf['N a(x) > 0. The boundary term a(aw/ot) makes the above 
system dissipative and improves the regularity of the solution. Indeed, as will be 
shown in the next section, if 
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then (6.1.1.1) has a unique solution with regularity 

ow 
(w, at) E C([O, T]; H), (6.2.1.2) 

neither property of which is true if a = O. Here 

H1(n) is the closure in H1(n) of COO (0) functions that vanish on rD. 

Therefore, for any (zo, Zl) E H one may formulate the optimal control problem 

where 

inf J(f) subject to (6.1.1.1), 
JE£2("J:,N) 

If 2 K OW 2 
J(f) = "2 J"E N If I d~ + 2"11(w(T), at(T)) - (zo,zdIIH· 

This problem has a unique optimal control given by 

where p is the solution of the backwards running adjoint system 

02p ot2 -V·(AVp)+cp=OinQ 

p = 0 on ~D 

op N 
-;:,;-- - adtp = 0 on ~ 
UllA 

p(T) = K(~~ (T) - zd, : (T) = -KA(w(T) - zo) in n 

(6.2.1.3) 

(6.2.1.4) 

(6.2.1.5) 

(6.2.1.6) 

(see Section 6.2.3 below), A is the Riesz isomorphism of Hb(n) onto its dual space, 
and dt is a certain time differentiation operator that is specified in the next section. 
The optimality system for the optimal control problem (6.2.1.3) consists of the 
coupled system (6.1.1.1), (6.2.1.6), (6.2.1.5). In what follows, we shall describe and 
analyze various domain decompositions procedures for the numerical calculation 
of this system. 

Remark 6.2.1.1 Instead of L2(~N) one may choose as the control space those 
L2(~N) functions that are supported in rN x (0, T), where rN is a subset of 
rN of positive (n - 1 )-dimensional measure. The analysis presented below may 
easily be adapted to this more general setting with only minor modifications. 

Remark 6.2.1.2 Instead of controlling the system (6.1.1.1) through the boundary 
function f, one may treat f as a given input to the system and exercise control 
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through the distributed force F. More generally, one may consider locally dis
tributed controls Flw , where w is a nonempty open subset of f! and lw is the 
characteristic function of w. If the control space is taken to be L2(w x (0, T)) and 
if, in the cost functional, F is penalized in the natural norm in this space, then 
the optimal control is given by 

F- -pi - wx(O,T) (6.2.1.7) 

where p is the solution of (6.2.1.6), so that the optimality system in this case con
sists of (6.1.1.1), (6.2.1.6) and (6.2.1.7). The domain decomposition algorithms, 
and their analysis, that are presented in this chapter may be adapted to this opti
mality system with only minor changes. One particular modification of note is the 
following. In order to prove convergence of the spatial domain decomposition con
sidered in Section 6.4 in the case of this optimality system, it is necessary to modify 
the dynamics (6.1.1.1h by introducing locally distributed damping a(8wj8t) into 
(6.1.1.1h, and the corresponding term -a(8pj8t) into (6.2.1.6h, where a E LOO(f!) 
satisfies a(x) ~ 0 and inC a(x) > 0; cf. Section 6.3.4, especially Example 6.3.4.1. 

6.2.2 Existence and Regularity of Solutions 

If (wo, vo), F and f satisfy (6.2.1.1), the existence of a unique solution of (6.1.1.1) 
with regularity (6.2.1.2) and depending continuously on the data in the relevant 
spaces follows, for example, from [63, Theorem 7.6.2.2], which contains the system 
(6.1.1.1) as a special case. However, for the sake of completeness and to set up the 
notation that we use in what follows, we shall outline proofs of these facts here. 

The space H := L2(f!) denotes the standard space of Lebesgue square inte
grable real-valued functions defined on f!. The standard inner product and norm 
on H are denoted by (.,.) and 11·11, respectively. If either 

(i) c(x) > 0 on a set in f! of positive measure, or 

(ii) r D =j:. 0 

then 

(6.2.2.1) 

defines a norm on H1(f!) that is equivalent to the standard Hl(f!) norm. In what 
follows we shall assume that either (i) or (ii) or both are satisfied, and for the 
remainder of this chapter assume that V := H1(f!) is endowed with the norm 
(6.2.2.1). We identify H with its dual space and denote by V* be the dual space of 
V with respect to H, so that V c H c V* with dense and continuous injections. 
The duality pairing between elements 1;* E V* and 1; E V is written (1;*,1;) v· 
When 1;* E H we have (1;*, 1;)v = (1;*,1;) and one should interpret (1;*,1;) as 
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(¢*, ¢)v when ¢* E V* and ¢ E V. We denote by A the canonical isomorphism of 
V onto V*. Define 

(6.2.2.2) 

A is then an isomorphism of D A onto H and, formally, functions in D A satisfy 
the boundary condition 8¢/ 8v A = 0 on rN. 

Set U := L2(rN) and let us define a bounded linear operator f3 : U f--+ V* 
by 

(f3g,¢)v= r /lig¢dr, V¢EV. 
irN 

Its dual operator f3* E .c(V, U) (identifying U with its dual space) is then given 
by 

f3*¢ = /Ii¢lrN. 

With this notation, the system (6.1.1.1) may be written as the abstract equation 

d2w dw 
dt2 + f3f3* & + Aw = F + f3(f / /Ii) in V*, 

dw 
w(O) = wo, &(0) = vo, 

(6.2.2.3) 

where I E L2(0, T; U) and where we may take F E £1(0, T; H), for example. 
Indeed, if we multiply (6.1.1.1(i)) by ¢ E V and formally integrate the product 
over n we obtain by Green's formula 

(~2~ + Aw, ¢)v + r a ~w ¢rJI' = r F¢dx + r I¢dr, V¢ E V. 
ut irN ut if:) irN 

Equivalently, by introducing 

A=(_~ -~f3*)' BI=(f3(fJ/Ii))' 

D(A) = {(¢I, ¢2) E V x V : A¢I + f3f3*¢2 E H}, 

B* (:~) = )af3*¢2 = ¢2IrN, 

W = (dw/ dt)' Wo = (~~), F = (~) , 
we may write (6.2.2.3) as the first-order problem 

dW 
dt = AW +F + BI, W(O) = woo (6.2.2.4) 

The following is well known and not difficult to prove. 
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Proposition 6.2.2.1 A is the infinitesimal generator of a Co semigroup {S(t) : t 2: 
o} of contractions on H = V x H. 

The unique mild solution of (6.2.2.4) is therefore given formally by 

W(t) = S(t)Wo + fat S(t - 8)[.1'(8) + Bf(s)] ds, 0< t < T. 

However, the control-to-state operator defined by 

Lf(t):= fat S(t - s)Bf(8) d8 

(6.2.2.5) 

needs to be properly understood since B f does not necessarily take values in H. 
This is clarified in [63, Theorem 7.6.2.2] where it is proved that that the linear 
map (Wo, .1', f) 1--+ (W, B*W) is continuous from H x L1(0, T; H) X L2(0, T; U) 
into C([O, T]; H) x L2(0, T; U), a property that may be deduced from the a priori 
estimate 

(1 - J)IIWllloo(o,T;"H) + II ~f - foB*w11
2 + IlfoB*WIII2(o,T;U) 

va £2(O,T;U) 

::::; IIWoll~ + ~II.1'llll(o,T;"H) + II ~f112 , 0< J < 1, (6.2.2.6) 
u va L2(O,T;U) 

or, equivalently, 

(1- J) II(w, ~~)I[oo(o'T;"H) + ~N [~I :~ 12 + a I ~~ n d~ 
<; II (wo, vol lilt + ~ (1' (1, W(x, t) I' dx )'1' dt)' + hN ± Ifl'dE. (6.2.2.7) 

The estimate (6.2.2.6) can be proved by standard energy methods. Proceeding 
formally for the moment we obtain from (6.2.2.4) 

~IIW(t)ll~ - ~IIWoll~ = -fat IIB*~~ (t)[ dt 

rT ~ + io [(.1'(t) , W(t))"H + (B(f(t)/v'o:), Yt(t))H] dt. (6.2.2.8) 

We have, or any J > 0, 
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Use of the last two expressions in (6.2.2.8) yields (6.2.2.6). The above calculation 
can be completely justified for data (Wo, F, f) in H x £1(0, T; H) X L2(0, T; U) by 
approximation with smoother data and passage to the limit; d. [43, Section 5.2]. 

Remark 6.2.2.1 When F = ° one has the energy identity 

OW 2 r [1 1 ow 12 low 12] II(w(T)'8t(T))IIH+ J~N ~ OVA +a 8t d~ 

2 /, 1 2 = II(wo, vo)IIH + -If I d~ 
~N a 

(6.2.2.9) 

for every T > 0. 

Let A * denote the dual operator of A. It is an unbounded operator in H* = 
V* x H given by 

* (0 -A) A = I -!3!3* , 

D(A*) = {(1)1, 1>2) E V* x V: 1>1 - !3!3*1>2 E H}. 

The operator A* is the generator of the semigroup S*(t) dual to S(t). Therefore, 
if Po E H* then P(t) = S*(T - t)Po E C(H*) is the unique mild solution of 

~ = -A*P, P(T) = Po. (6.2.2.10) 

By writing 

this system is the same as 

dr dp !3!3* 
dt = Ap, dt = -r + p, r(T) = ro, p(T) = Po, (6.2.2.11) 

from which one sees that p formally satisfies 

d2p !3!3*dp A ( ) dp ( ) * dt2 - dt + p = 0, p T = Po, dt T = -ro +!3!3 Po· (6.2.2.12) 

When (ro,po) E D(A*), then from our previous discussion (6.2.2.12) has a unique 
solution with (p,dpjdt) E C([O,T];H), !3*(dpjdt) E L2(~N). When (ro,po) E H*, 
the solution of (6.2.2.12) is understood as the second component of the mild 
solution of the problem (6.2.2.11). A more useful characterization of the solution 
of (6.2.2.12) in this case is provided in the following result. 
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Proposition 6.2.2.2 Let (ro,po) E 1{*. Then (r,p) is the solution of (6.2.2.11) if 
and only if r = Aq, p = dq/dt, where q be the solution of 

d2q *dq -1 dq 
dt2 - BB dt + Aq = 0, q(T) = A ro, dt (T) = Po· (6.2.2.13) 

Proof. If q satisfies (6.2.2.13), it is trivial to check that r = Aq, p = dq/dt is the 
solution of (6.2.2.11). Conversely, if (r,p) is the solution of (6.2.2.11) and we set 
q = A-1r, then dq/dt = p and 

d2q = dp = -r BB*dq = -A BB*dq 
dt2 dt + dt q + dt ' 

1 dq 
q(T) = A- ro, dt (T) = Po· 

Corollary 6.2.2.1 Let (ro,po) E 1{* and (r,p) be the solution of (6.2.2.11). Then 
B*p E L2(0, T; U). 

Proposition 6.2.2.3 Let (ro,po) E 1{* and (r,p) be the solution of (6.2.2.11). Then 
(r(O,p(O)), p and B*p are the unique elements in 1{*, C([O,T];H*) and L2(0,T;U), 
respectively, satisfying 

(r(O),p(O)), (¢o, ¢dht + loT (p(t), G(t)) dt + loT (B*p(t),g(t)/via)udt 

d¢ 
= (ro,po), (¢(T), dt (T)))'H' 

V(¢o, ¢1) E 1{, G E L1(0, T; H), 9 E L2(0, T; U), (6.2.2.14) 

where ¢ is the solution of 

d2¢ d¢ 
dt2 + BB* dt + A¢ = G + B(g/via) 

d¢ 
¢(O) = ¢o, dt (0) = ¢l 

and where (-, .)'H is the scalar product in the 1{* - 1{ duality. 

Proof. We have 

so that 

d¢ 
(ro,po), (¢(T), dt (T)))'H = (r(O),p(O)), (¢o, ¢d)'H 

(6.2.2.15) 

+ loT(p(t),G(t))dt+ loT(B*P(t),g(t)/via)u dt . 
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Thus (r(O),p(O)), p and B*p satisfy (6.2.2.14). On the other hand, the map
ping ((</Yo, </Yd, G, g) f--+ (</y, d</Y/dt) is bounded H x L1(0, T; H) X L2(0, T; U) f--+ 

C([O, T]; H), so that for any (ro,po) E H* the right side of (6.2.2.14) is a continu
ous linear functional on H x L1(0,T;H) x L2(0,T;U). 

Thus there are unique 

(TO,PO)EH*, pELOO(O,T;H), pEL2(0,T;U), 

such that 

((ro,po), (</y(T) , ~~ (T)))'H = ((TO,PO), (</Yo, </Yd)'H 

+ I T (p(t),G(t))dt+ IT (p(t),g(t)/va)u dt , 

V(</YO,</Y1) E H, G E L1(0,T;H), g E L2(0,T;U). 

It follows that necessarily 

(TO,PO) = (r(O),p(O)), p = p, p = B*p. 

We shall also need to consider the inhomogeneous problem 

~ =-A*P+Bf, P(T) = Po, (6.2.2.17) 

where Po E H* and f E L2(0, T; U), whose unique mild solution is given formally 
by 

P(t) = 8*(T - t)Po - L'f(t), (6.2.2.18) 

where 

L' f(t) = iT 8*(s - t)Bf(s) ds. (6.2.2.19) 

One can prove as above that the mapping (Po, f) f--+ (P, B*p) is continuous from 
H* x L2(0, T; U) into C([O, T]; H*) x L2(0, T; U), so that (6.2.2.18) is indeed the 
mild solution of (6.2.2.17). To see this we write 

Then (6.2.2.17) is the same as 

P = G), 
Po = G~)· 

dr dp * 
dt = Ap, dt = -r + BB p + B(f / va), r(T) = ro, p(T) = Po· (6.2.2.20) 
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From (6.2.2.20) we have, proceeding formally, 

1 iT iT "2(llpoI12 -llp(t)112) = - t (r(s),p(s))v ds + t IIB*p(s)llb ds 

+ IT (B(f(s)/va),p(s))v dt , 

1 iT -(IIA-lroll~ -IIA-lr(t)II~) = (r(s),p(s))v ds . 
2 t 

Hence 

IIp(t)112 + Ilr(t)II~. + 2jT IIB*p(s)llb ds 

= Ilpol12 + 11ro11~. - 2IT(B(f(S)/va),p(S))V dS . 

By writing 

2(B(f/va),p)v = 2(f/va,B*p)u = Ilf/va - B*pllb -Ilf/vallb -IIB*pllb 
one obtains the a priori identity 

IIp(t)112 + Ilr(t)II~. + I T(IIB*p(S)llb + Ilf(s)/va - B*p(s)llb)ds 

= IIPol12 + 11ro11~. + iT Ilf(s)/vallbds. (6.2.2.21) 

The above computation is justified for sufficiently regular Po and f and then may 
be extended to (Po, 1) E 1{* X L2(0, T; U) by density. One can see from (6.2.2.21) 
that the mapping (Po,1) f--+ (P, B*p) is continuous from 1{* x L2(0, T; U) into 
0([0, T]; 1{*) x L2(0, T; U). 

From (6.2.2.20) one formally obtains 

d2p *dp d 
dt2 -BB dt +Ap= dtB(f/va), 

p(T) = Po, : (T) = -ro + BB*po + B(f(T)/va). 
(6.2.2.22) 

If (ro,po) E D(A*) and f is sufficiently regular, say f E Hl(O, T; U) with f(T) = 0, 
then from our previous discussion (6.2.2.22) has a unique solution with (p, dp/dt) E 

C([O, T]; 1{), B*(dp/dt) E L2('L,N). If, however, (ro,po) E 1{* and f E L2(0, T; U), 
the solution of (6.2.2.22) is understood as the second component of the mild 
solution of (6.2.2.20). 

The same argument used in the proof of Proposition 6.2.2.2 yields the fol
lowing result. 
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Proposition 6.2.2.4 Let (ro,po) E H*, f E L2(0, T; U). Then (r,p) is the solution 
of (6.2.2.20) if and only if r = Aq, p = dq/dt, where q be the solution of 

d2q * dq r;: () 1 dq ( ) dt2 -BB dt +Aq=B(f/ya), q T =A- ro, dt T =Po· (6.2.2.23) 

Corollary 6.2.2.2 Let (ro,po) E H*, f E L2(0,T;U) and (r,p) be the solution of 
(6.2.2.20). Then B*p E L2(0, T; U). 

The next result is analogous to Proposition 6.2.2.3 above. 

Proposition 6.2.2.5 Let (ro,po) E H*, f E L2(0,T;U), and (r,p) be the solu
tion of (6.2.2.20). Then (r(O,p(O)), p and B*p are the unique elements in H*, 
C([O, TJ; H*) and L2(0, T; U), respectively, satisfying 

((r(O),p(O)), (¢o, ¢1))?-l + lT (p(t), G(t)) dt + lT (B*p(t),g(t)/va)udt 

d¢ rT *d¢ 
= ((ro,po), (¢(T), dt (T)))?-l - Jo (f(t)/va,B dt )udt , 

V(¢o, ¢1) E H, G E L1(0, T; H), 9 E L2(0, T; U), (6.2.2.24) 

where ¢ be the solution of (6.2.2.15). 

Proof. We start with regular data (¢o, ¢d, G, 9 such that the solution of (6.2.2.15) 
satisfies (¢, d¢/dt) E C([O, TJ; DA x V). From (6.2.2.16) We have 

( (;:) , (:~;)) )" - (S'(T) (;:) , (::) )" 

= loT \8*(T-t) G~), [(G~tJ + (B(9(t~/va))])H dt 

= loT \ G~~D + L'f(t), [(G~t)) + (B(9(t~/va))]) H dt 

= lT (p(t), G(t)) dt + lT (B*p(t), g(t)/ va)udt 

+ lT \ L'f(t), [(G~t)) + (B(9(t~/va))]) H dt. (6.2.2.25) 

From (6.2.2.19) we obtain 

\ L'f(t), [(G~t)) + (B(9(t~/va))]) H 

= iT \ (B(f(S~/va)) ,8(s - t) [(G~t)) + (B(9(t~/va))]) H ds. 
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Therefore 

iT \L'f(t), [(G~t)) + (B(9(t~/va))])1{ dt 

= iT ds 18 

\ (B(f(S~/ va)) ,S(s - t) [ (G~t)) + (B(9(t~/ va)) ]) 1{ dt 

~ [ ( (B(f(,~/ 0») , (:;;)) -Sis) (~:) ) 1l ds 

= IT(f(S)/v'a,B*~~)uda - \ L'f(O), (:~)) 1{. 

(6.2.2.26) 

Equation (6.2.2.24) follows immediately from (6.2.2.25) and (6.2.2.26). 
The above computations are justified for solutions ¢ of (6.2.2.15) having the 

regularity assumed above and may be extended to data (¢o, ¢I) E H, G, 9 E 
LI(O, T; H) X L2(0, T; U) by density, using continuity properties of the mapping 
from data ((¢o, ¢I), G, g) to (( ¢, d¢/ dt), B* (d¢/ dt)). We have therefore proved that 
(r(O),p(O)), p, B*p satisfies (6.2.2.24). On the other hand, using the same proper
ties of this mapping we see that for any (ro,po) E H* and f E L2(0, T; U) the right 
side of (6.2.2.24) is a continuous linear functional on H x LI(O, T; H) X L2(0, T; U). 
It follows that (6.2.2.24) has one and only one solution in H x LOO(O, T; H) x E 
L2(0, T; U) and that (r(O),p(O)), p, B*p is that solution. 

Proposition 6.2.2.5 allows us to interpret (6.2.2.20) as the abstract form of a 
certain boundary value problem. Set 

HI(O,T;U) = {¢ E L2(0,T;U): d¢/dt E L2(0,T;U)} 

II¢II~'(O,T;U) = iT (11¢(t)ll~ + II(d¢/dt)(t)ll~ )dt. 

Denote by (HI(O, T; U))* the dual space of HI(O, T; U) with respect to the pivot 
space L2(O, T; U). A bounded linear operator dt : L2(0, T; U) f-t (HI(O, T; U))* is 
defined by 

(' d¢ 
(dth, ¢)r,N = - Jo (h, dt )udt , V¢ E HI (0, T; U), (6.2.2.27) 

where (-, ·)~N denotes the inner product in the (HI(O, T; U))*, HI(O, T; U) duality 
pairing. We note that dth is not the time derivative dh/ dt of h in the sense of 
distributions; the latter is the restriction of the former to H6(O, T; U). The dual 
operator d; : HI(O, T; U) f-t L2(0, T; U) is given by 

d*¢ = _ d¢. 
t dt 

It is easy to check that R(dn = L2(0, T; U) and thus N(dt ) = {a}. 
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Now consider the system 

a2p 
at2 - V' . (AV'p) + cp = 0 in Q 

p = 0 on ~D 

ap N 
-;::;-- - etdtp = dd on ~ 
UVA 

ap 
p(T) = Po, at (T) = -roo 
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(6.2.2.28) 

If we multiply (6.2.2.28(i)) by the solution of (6.2.2.15) and formally integrate the 
product over n x (0, T) we obtain (recalling the meaning of dtp and of dd) 

(( - ~P (O),p(O)),(¢o,¢dhi + r pGdxdt+ r pgd~= ((ro,po),(¢(T), ~¢ (T))hi 
ut lQ lEN ut 

- r f~¢d~, V(¢o,¢I)E1i,(G,g)EL2(Q)xL2(~N), (6.2.2.29) 
lEN ut 

which is the same variational equation as (6.2.2.24) if we identify ap/at with -r. 
Thus the solution (r,p) of (6.2.2.20) may be interpreted as the solution, of the 
boundary value problem (6.2.2.28) wherein r = -ap/at. That is to say, by defini
tion the solution (p, ap/at) of (6.2.2.28) is (p, -r), where (r,p) is the solution of 
(6.2.2.20). Equivalently, according to Proposition 6.2.2.4 the solution of (6.2.2.28) 
may be expressed as 

where q is the solution of 

aq 
p = at' 

ap 
at = -Aq, 

a2q 
at2 - V'. (AV'q) +cq = 0 in Q 

q = 0 on ~D 

aq aq N - -et- =fon ~ 
OVA at 

aq 
q(T) = A-lro, at (T) = Po· 

We summarize the above discussion in the following Proposition. 

(6.2.2.30) 

(6.2.2.31) 

Proposition 6.2.2.6 For any (Po, ro) E H x V* and f E L2(~N), (6.2.2.28) has 
a unique solution with (p, ap/at) E C([O, Tj; H x V*), PiEN E L2(~N). Further, 
(-(ap/at)(O),p(O)), p and PiEN are the unique elements in V* x H, C([O, Tj; H) 
and L2(~N), respectively, that satisfy (6.2.2.29). Moreover, (6.2.2.30) holds, where 
q is the solution of (6.2.2.31). 
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6.2.3 The Global Optimality System 

Let (zo, zd E 'Ii and consider the optimal control problem 

where 

inf J(f) subject to (6.1.1.1), 
JE£2("2:.N) 

11 K, 8w J(f) = - Ifl2d~ + -(llw(T) - zoll~ + 11-8 (T) - zlI12). 
2 I;N 2 t 

(6.2.3.1) 

(6.2.3.2) 

where K, > O. By virtue of properties of the map ((wo,vo),f) f-+ (w,8wj8t) dis
cussed in the previous section, the existence of a unique optimal control fopt is 
standard. It is characterized as the solution of the variational equation 

1 8w 8~ 
. foPthd~+K,[(A(w(T)-zo),~(T))V+(-8 (T)-Zl'-8 (T))] =0, 
I;N t t 

Ic/h E L2(~N), (6.2.3.3) 

where ~ is the solution of 

82~ 
8t2 - V' . (AV'~) + c~ = 0 in Q 

~ = 0 on ~D, 8~ + a 8~ = h on ~N 
8VA 8t 

~(O) = ~~ (0) = 0 in O. 

Let p be the solution of the backwards running adjoint system 

82p 
8t2 - V' . (AV'p) + cp = 0 in Q 

p = 0 on ~D 

8p N 
-8 - adtp = 0 on ~ 

VA 

8w 
p(T) = K,( {jt(T) - Zl) E L2(0), 

~~ (T) = -K,A(w(T) - zo) E V' 

In view of (6.2.2.29), p satisfies 

r phd~ = K,[(A(w(T) - zo), ~(T))v + (88w (T) - Zl, 88~ (T))] = 0, 
jI;N t t 

(6.2.3.4) 

Ic/h E L2(~N). (6.2.3.5) 
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It follows immediately from (6.2.3.3) and (6.2.3.5) that 

jopt = -pl~N. (6.2.3.6) 

The global optimality system consists of (6.1.1.1), (6.2.3.4) and (6.2.3.6). 
Again we emphasize that, because of Proposition 6.2.2.6, the adjoint variable 

P is given by (6.2.2.30) where q is the solution of 

o2q 
ot2 - V' . (AV'q) + cq = 0 in Q 

q = 0 on ~D 

oq _ a oq = 0 on ~N 
OVA ot 

(6.2.3.7) 

oq ow 
q(T) = ~(w(T) - Zo), ot (T) = ~(Ft(T) - Zl)' 

6.3 Time Domain Decomposition 

6.3.1 Description of the Algorithm 

We decompose the time-span (0, T) into K + 1 subintervals h, k = 0,1, ... , K, by 
setting 

(6.3.1.1) 

i.e., h := (Tk' Tk+l), and introduce locally defined functions Wk := Wllk' Pk := 

plh' and so forth. Next, the optimality system (6.1.1.1), (6.2.3.4) and (6.2.3.6) is 
decomposed into K + 1 subsystems defined on h, k = 0, ... , K, which are coupled 
through the time-wise transmission conditions 

wk(THd = WHI (THd, 
OWk OWk+1 
7jt(Tk+d = ---at (Tk+l) , 

Pk(THd = Pk+l (Tk+d, 
(6.3.1.2) 

OPk (T ) _ OPHI (T ) 
ot HI - ot k+l 

for k = 0, ... , K - 1. The coupling conditions (6.3.1.2) are then uncoupled by the 
following iteration in n: 

OW~+I( ) f3 n+l( ) n 
~ THI - Pk Tk+l = J-lk,k+l 
on+l 

f3 P;t (Tk+d + Aw~+I(THd = rikoHI 

OW~+1 ( ) f3 n+l() n 
~ Tk + Pk Tk = J-lk,k-l 

(6.3.1.3) 

o n+l 
-(J P;t (Tk) + AWk+I(Tk) = 7]k,k-1 
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where 

(6.3.1.4) 

for k = 1, ... , K - 1, where f3 > O. In Io or IK the first or the second half of 
(6.3.1.3) and (6.3.1.4) are valid, respectively. It is readily seen that, upon conver
gence, (6.3.1.3) and (6.3.1.4) reduce to (6.3.1.2), hence (6.3.1.3) and (6.3.1.4) are 
consistent with (6.3.1.2). A similar splitting has been proposed by Benamou for a 
different control problem in [7]. However, no analysis is given in [7]. 

For the sake of reference we write down the complete set of decoupled systems: 

(6.3.1.5) 

Wn+1 - pn+l - 0 "D rD I k - k - on uk:= x k, (6.3.1.6) 

(6.3.1.7) 

8wn +1 

w~+l(O) = wo, T(O) = Vo in n 
8wn +1 

p'].+l(T) = h:( +(T) - zd E H (6.3.1.8) 

8 n+l 
P!!t (T) = -h:A(W'].+l(T) - zo) E V* 

subject to (6.3.1.3), (6.3.1.4). In (6.3.1.7)z, dt is the bounded linear operator from 
L2(h; U) into (H1(h; U))* defined analogously to (6.2.2.27) above. 

We now show that, for {tJ,k,k+l' 1]k,k+l) and {t.tk,k-l' 1]k,k-l) given in H x V*, 
the decoupled optimality system (6.3.1.3)-(6.3.1.8) corresponds, in fact, to an 
optimality system concentrated on the time-interval h. We omit the superscript 
n + 1 for the time being and focus first on the internal intervals h, k = 1, ... , K -1. 
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Define the following cost functional on h: 

Jr: (Jk , gk,k-1, hk,k-d := ~ lr: ifdfdt + 2~ {llwk(Tk+d - A-11]k,k+111~ 

+ II %t wk(Tk+d - Ilk,k+111~ + Ilgk,k-111~ + Ilhk,k-d~*}· (6.3.1.9) 

We then consider the following optimal control problem on h. 

inf Jr:(ik,gk,k-1,hk,k-1) 
ikE£2(Ef:) 

(hk,k-l,9k,k-l)EH* 

subject to 

fPWk ot2 - V' . (AV'Wk) + CWk = Fk m Qk, 

Wk = 0 on ~f, 
OWk OWk -+a-=ik on ~r:, 
OVA ot 

wk(Tk) = A-1(1]k,k_1 + hk,k-d in V, 

O~k (Tk) = -(llk,k-1 + gk,k-1) in H. 

(6.3.1.10) 

In order to derive the optimality system associated with the optimal control 
problem (6.3.1.10) we introduce the auxiliary sensitivity system 

02'IjJk ot2 - V'. (AV''ljJk) + c'ljJk = 0 in Qk 

'ljJk = 0 on ~f 
8'ljJk 8'ljJk -- + a- = ik on ~r: 
OVA ot 

(6.3.1.11) 

) -1 - O'IjJk -
'ljJk(Tk = A hk,k-1, Tt(Tk) = -gk,k-l m n. 

The directional derivative of Jk at ik, gk,k-1, hk,k-1 into the direction of A, 
gk,k-1, hk,k-1 is set to zero. We obtain as a necessary and sufficient condition for 
optimality the variational equation 
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We now consider the following adjoint system 

82Pk 
8t2 - V' . (AV'Pk) + CPk = 0 in Qk 

Pk = 0 on ~f? 
8Pk 
- - adtPk = 0 on ~r: 
81/A 

1 8Wk n 
Pk(Tk+d = 73( 7jt(Tk+1 ) - J-Lk,k+d E H 

8%tk (Tk+1 ) = -~(AWk(Tk+1) - TJk,k+l) E V*. 

(6.3.1.13) 

If (6.3.1.13)] is multiplied by the solution of (6.3.1.11) and the product formally 
integrated over Qk one obtains 

or 

1 (8Wk n 8'1j;k ) + 73 7jt(Tk+l) - J-Lk,k+l' 7jt(Tk+ 1 ) 

+ (A- 1 8gt (Tk), hk,k-l)V + (Pk(Tk), !/k,k-l). (6.3.1.14) 

The above calculation is justified by virtue of the definition, by transposition, of 
the solution of (6.3.1.13); cf. the calculation in the previous section. 

From (6.3.1.12) and (6.3.1.14) we obtain 

111 -
- (Pk(Tk),gk,k-d + 73(9k,k-l,gk,k-l) + 73,A- hk,k-l,hk,k-l)V, 

- 2 N -
't:j fk E L (~k ), (hk,k-l, gk,k-d E Jt*. (6.3.1.15) 

Taking variations in (6.3.1.15) gives 

(6.3.1.16) 
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aPk 
hk,k-I = (3 at (Tk) III V*, (6.3.1.17) 

gk,k-I = (3Pk(Tk) in H. (6.3.1.18) 

If the optimality conditions (6.3.1.16)-(6.3.1.18) are inserted into (6.3.1.10) we 
obtain from (6.3.1.10) and (6.3.1.13) 

wk(Tk) = A-I (7]k,k-1 + (3a%tk (T)) 

a~k (Tk) = -f-lk,k+1 - (3Pk(Tk) 

1 aWk n 
Pk(Tk+d = 73( Tt(Tk+l) - f-lk,k+l) 

aPk 1 ( n ) 
at (Tk+I) = -73 AWk(Tk+I) - 7]k,k+1 , 

which are precisely the conditions (6.3.1.3), where f-lk,k+I' f-lk,k-I' 7]k,k+I' 7]k,k-1 
are given data. 

We conclude that the iterative decoupling procedure for k = 1, ... , K -
1 according to (6.3.1.3)-(6.3.1.8) produces the optimality system corresponding 
to the optimal control problem (6.3.1.10). The interpretation of (6.3.1.10) is as 
follows. One introduces "artificial controls," or "virtual controls" hk,k-I, gk,k-I 
(see Pironneau and Lions [76, 77]), which serve to match the initial and final 
conditions in terms of the iteration history, while optimizing also with respect to 
the "effective control" h. 

Let us now consider the boundary intervals 10 and I K . On 10 define the cost 
functional 

J[;Uo) := ~ J f6d~+ 2~ {llwo(Td-A-I7]o,III~+ Ila~o (Td -f-lo,III~} (6.3.1.19) 

E{! 

and consider the optimal control problem (which contains a slight conflict in no
tation between the solution and the initial data) 

inf J[;Uo) subject to 
foE£2(E{j) 

a2wo 
at2 - V' . (AV'wo) + CWo = Fo in Qo 

Wo = 0 on ~fi (6.3.1.20) 

awo awo 
- +a- = fo on ~r: 
OVA at 

awo . 
wo(O) = Wo, Tt = Vo III n. 
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Problem (6.3.1.20) has the same structure as the global problem (6.2.3.1), (6.2.3.2). 
Hence, the optimality system is analogous to the one considered there. It is only 
necessary to look at the end conditions 

or 

8~0 (T1) - (3Po(Td = f-l~,l 

(3 8;:0 (Td + Awo (T1 ) = 1]g 1 . 
ut ' 

The necessary and sufficient condition for optimality yields 

(6.3.1.21) 

(6.3.1.22) 

The conditions (6.3.1.21) are precisely the matching conditions for wo(t), Po(t) at 
t = T1 . 

The cost functional associated with the final interval IK is 

and the optimal control problem is 

inf Jj«(fK,hK,K-l,gK,K-d subject to 
iKEL2(EfI:) 

(h K,K -1 ,gK,K -1 )E'H' 

82WK 
~-V.(AVWK)+CWK=FK in QK 

WK=O on ~~, 
8WK 8 
~ + Q:-;:)WK = JK on ~~, 
UVA ut 

(6.3.1.24) 

wK(TK) = A- 1 (1]K,K_l + hK,K-d in V, 

8;t (TK) = -(f-lK,K-l + gK,K-l) in H. 
The optimality system for (6.3.1.24) is examined in the same way as above. 
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In conclusion, the decoupled system (6.3.1.3)-(6.3.1.8) is a decoupled system 
of optimality conditions associated with the optimal control problems (6.3.1.20), 
(6.3.1.10) and (6.3.1.24) on 10, {h}~=l\ h, respectively. By observing that the 
conditions 

(11k',k+l' 1Jk',k+ 1) E H x V*, k = 0, ... , K - 1 

(11k',k-l' 1Jk',k-l) E H x V*, k = 1, ... , K 

propagate with n, it follows that the iterative procedure (6.3.1.3)-(6.3.1.8) is well 
defined for n = 0,1, ... , provided (11~,k+l' 1J~,k+l) E H x V* for k = 0, ... ,K - 1 

and (11~ k-l , 1J~ k-l) E H x V* for k = 1, ... , K. 
This iter~tive decoupling procedure (6.3.1.3)-(6.3.1.8) is analogous to and 

reminiscent of a Jacobi iteration. A GauE-Seidel variant of the iteration would 
consist of solving from k = ° to k = K and using the most recent transmission 
values at the corresponding left end Tk of the interval Ik = (Tk' Tk+1). Moreover, 
the usage of "virtual controls" is reminiscent of a shooting method. 

6.3.2 Convergence of the Iterates 

We consider the iterative procedure with the basic step described in (6.3.1.3), 
(6.3.1.4). In fact, we consider a relaxation of the iteration step through the intro
duction of a relaxation parameter E E [0,1) and replacement of (6.3.1.3), (6.3.1.4) 
with the under-relaxed iteration 

f) n+l f) n 

W;t (Tk+l) - ,8p~+l(Tk+l) = (1 - E)I1k',k+l + E( ~k (Tk+d - ,8Pk'(Tk+l)) 

f) n+l f) n 
,8 P;t (Tk+l) + AW~+l(Tk+d = (1 - E)1Jk',k+l + E(,8 %t (Tk+l) + AWk'(Tk+l)) 

f) n+l fJ n 

U;t (Tk) + ,8p~+l(Tk) = (1 - E)I1k',k-l + E( ~k (Tk) + ,8Pk'(Tk)) 
f) n+l fJ n 

-,8 P;t (Tk) + Aw~+l(Tk) = (1- E)1Jk',k-l + E( -,8 :t (Tk) + Awk'(Tk)). 
(6.3.2.1) 

In order to prove convergence, we introduce the errors 

P-n+1 _ pn+l _ P w-n+1 _ wn+1 _ W k - k k, k - k k· 

These functions satisfy 

(6.3.2.2) 

(6.3.2.3) 
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where, for n 2: 1, 
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on ~N k 

in n 

(6.3.2.4) 

(6.3.2.5) 

(6.3.2.6) 

ern 8-n 
i1J;,k+l = (1 - E)( W~+l (n+l) - /3PJ;+l (Tk+d) + E( ~k (n+l) - /3pJ;(Tk+d) 

8~ 8~ 

ii'k,k+l = (1- E) (/3 P;t (Tk+d + AWJ;+l(Tk+l)) + E(/3 :tk (Tk+d + Aw'k(Tk+d) 
8- n 8- n 

i1J;,k-l = (1- E)( it-1 (Tk) + /3pJ;-l(Tk)) + E( ~k (Tk) + /3PJ;(Tk)) 
8-n 8-n 

ii'k,k-l = (1- E) (-/3 P;;l (Tk) + AW'k_l(Tk)) + E(-/3 :tk (Tk) + Aw'k(Tk)) 
(6.3.2.7) 

and 

(6.3.2.8) 
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We shall prove the following result. 

Theorem 6.3.2.1 Let f3 > 0. Then 
(i) for any E E [0,1) 

PklI;N ----+ ° strongly in L2(~f:), k = 0, ... , K 
k 

a-n 
(wg, ~o) ----+ ° in C(Io; V x H) 

a -n I :0 ----+ 0, strongly in L2(~n 
ut I;N 

o 

(PK' a:;) ----+ ° in C(h; H x V*). 

(ii) For any E E (0,1) and for k = 0, ... , K 
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Remark 6.3.2.1 Part (i) shows that, in particular, for any E E [0,1) the effective 
local optimal controls {PklI;{" }([=o converge strongly to the global optimal control 
plI;N, and the deviation II(wK(T), (awKjat)(T)) - (zo, zl)II'H of the local optimal 
trajectory (wK,awKjat) at time T from the target state (ZO,Zl) converges to the 
deviation II( w(T), (awjat)(T)) - (zo, Zdll'H of the global optimal trajectory at time 
T from the target state. An a posteriori estimate of the error in the approximation 
is derived in the next section. 

Remark 6.3.2.2 When E = ° it is possible to show that 

{
awn 

(Wk' at) ----+ ° weakly* in LOO(O, T; V x H) 

a:r I ----+ ° weakly in L2(~f), k = 1, ... , K 
ut I;N 

k 

(Pk' a:tk ) ----+ ° weakly* in LOO(O, T; H x V*), k = 0, ... ,K-1. 

provided the following backwards uniqueness property is valid: if w satisfies 
(6.1.1.1) with F = ° f = 0, and if w(T) = (awjat)(T) = 0, then necessarily 
Wo = Vo = 0. In dimension one it is known that this uniqueness property is true 
provided 0: is constant and 0: =1= 1, but its validity otherwise seems to be an open 
question. 
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Proof of Theorem 6.3.2.1. We set 

x = (H X V*)2K 

with the standard product norm. We define a bounded linear operator T: X 1--+ X 
as follows. Let 

(6.3.2.9) 

and let (Wk,Pk)f=o be the solutions of (6.3.2.2)-(6.3.2.6), (6.3.1.3) with the su
perscripts nand n + 1 removed. Set 

Note that X is a fixed point ofT if and only if the transmission conditions (6.3.1.2) 
are satisfied, that is, if and only if (Wk,Pk)f=o is the solution of the global opti
mality system (6.1.1.1), (6.2.3.4) and (6.2.3.6) with vanishing data 

Fk = Wo = Vo = Zo = Zl = ° (6.3.2.11) 

Since, in this case, the optimal control is clearly fopt = 0, it follows that the only 
fixed point of T is X = 0. 

The significance of the mapping T is that, if we set 

xn {(-n-l -n-l )K-l (-n-l -n-l)K } = /-Lk,k+l' 'r/k,k+l k=O' /-Lk,k-l' 'r/k,k-l k=l , 

and let (Wk,Pk) be the solutions of (6.3.2.2)-(6.3.2.6) with n replaced by n - 1, 
then 

Xn = {(f):k (Tk+1) - (3Pk(Tk+l), j3f):tk (Tk+d + AWk(Tk+l)):=~l, 

(f):k (Tk) + j3Pk(Tk), -13 f):: (Tk) + AWk(Tk)):=l}' 

hence the iteration step (6.3.1.3), (6.3.1.4) may be expressed as the fixed point 
iteration 
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while the relaxed iteration (6.3.2.1), (6.3.1.4) may be written as the relaxed fixed 
point iteration 

(6.3.2.12) 
Let X E X be given by (6.3.2.9) and Wk, Pk be the corresponding solution 

as above. Set 

£k(t):= Ilwk(t)ll~ + Ila~k(t)112 +JJ2(llpk(t)11 2 + Ila!k(t)[J, (6.3.2.13) 

K-l 
£ : = L [£k(Tk+l) + £k(Tk)] + £O(Tl) + £K(TK) 

k=l (6.3.2.14) K-l 
= L [£k(Tk+l) + £k+1(Tk+1)]. 

k=O 
The following result shows that T is nonexpansive. 

Lemma 6.3.2.1 For any X E X given by (6.3.2.9) we may write, 

IIXII~ = £ + F, IITXII~ = £ - F, (6.3.2.15) 

where 

F = 2JJ ~lr: p~ dE + 2JJ~(IIWK(T)II~ + Ila:t (T)11
2
). (6.3.2.16) 

Proof of Lemma 6.3.2.1. We have 

IIXII~ = ~ {lla~k (Tk+d - JJpk(Tk+l) 112 + IIJJatt (Tk+l) + AWk(Tk+l)[J 

+ t,{lIa~k(Tk) + JJpk(Tk) 112 + II-JJa:t(Tk) + AWk(Tk)[.}. (6.3.2.17) 

A straightforward calculation shows that (6.3.2.17) may be written 

K-l 
IIXII~ = L [£k(Tk+d + £k(Tk)] + £0 (Tl) + £K(TK) 

gives 

k=l 

+2(.) ~l[(aPk w) ITk+l _ (- aWk)ITk+l] 
fJ L..t at' k V t=Tk Pk, at t=Tk 

k=O 

+ 2JJ(PK(TK), a:t
K (TK)) - 2JJ(a!; (TK), WK(TK ))v. (6.3.2.18) 

We note that the product of (6.3.2.2)z with Wk of (6.3.2.2h (with Fk = 0) 

(6.3.2.19) 
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In addition, the last two terms of (6.3.2.18) may be written 

aPK _ IT - aWK IT 
2(3(Tt,WK)V t=TK - 2(3(PK, tit) t=TK 

+2~K (IIWK(T)II~ + 118~K (T)n 

~ 2~ h% Pk dE + 2{3K (IIWK(T)II~ + 118~K ('1')11'). (6.3.2.20) 

It follows that 
IIXII~ = E + F, (6.3.2.21) 

A similar calculation yields 

(6.3.2.22) 

=E-F. 

This completes the proof of Lemma 6.3.2.l. 
To continue the proof of Theorem 6.3.2.1, set 

K-l 

En = I)Ek'(Tk+d + Ek'+l(Tk+d] (6.3.2.23) 
k=O 

p = 2(3 t, lr: (Pk)2 d'L- + 2(3~ (1IwK(T)II~ + Ila:tK (T) 11
2
). 

From (6.3.2.21) and (6.3.2.22) we have 

Ilxnll~ = En + Fn, IITxnll~ = En _ Fn. (6.3.2.24) 

Lemma 6.3.2.2 For any E E [0, 1) we have 

En+1 +p+l:::; En - (1- 2E)P, n = 1,2, .... (6.3.2.25) 
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Proof of Lemma 6.3.2.2. The relaxed iteration (6.3.2.1), (6.3.1.4) may be expressed 
as the relaxed fixed point iteration (6.3.2.12), as noted above. Hence 

By using (6.3.2.24) this equality may be written 

Furthermore, 

Inequality (6.3.2.25) follows immediately from (6.3.2.26) and (6.3.2.27). 

Iterating (6.3.2.25) down to index n = 1 we obtain 

n+1 
£n+1 ::; £1 - I>p(E).P', 

p=l 

where 

The crucial inequality (6.3.2.28) implies 

Ern 
(w'j((T) , ~t (T)) ----+ 0 strongly in V x H, 

priEN ----+ 0 strongly in L2('L,{:), k = 0, ... , K, 
k 

£n bounded. 

It follows from (6.3.2.29) and (6.3.1.8h that 

(p'j( (T), a~; (T)) ----+ 0 strongly in H x V*. 

(6.3.2.27) 

(6.3.2.28) 

(6.3.2.29) 

(6.3.2.30) 

(6.3.2.31) 

(6.3.2.32) 

Since, for the solution of (6.1.1.1) (with F = 0) the mapping taking ((wo, vo), f) 
to ((w, ~~), ~~ lEN) is continuous from (V x H) X L2('L,N) into LOO(O, T; V x H) X 

L2('L,N), it follows from (6.3.2.30) and wo(O) = a~Q (0) = 0, that 

a -n 

(Wo, ;0) ----+ 0 strongly in C(Io; V x H) 

~ ----- 0 strongly in L2('L,[/) awn I 
ut EN 

o 

(6.3.2.33) 

(6.3.2.34) 
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Similarly, for the solution of (6.2.1.6) the mapping from the final data to 
((p, ~),plI:n) is continuous H x V* f--+ Loo(O, T; H x V*) X L2(~n) so in par
ticular we obtain from (6.3.2.32) 

(P'K, 0:;) ----> 0 strongly in C(h; H x V*). (6.3.2.35) 

This proves part (i) of Theorem 6.3.2.1 
Now suppose that 0 < E < 1. To obtain the stronger convergence results of 

part (ii) of Theorem 6.3.2.1 we use the result of Schaefer [94] stated in Proposition 
2.3.7.1 above. Since 0 is a fixed point ofT, it follows from Proposition 2.3.7.1 that 

lI'r.:n Xl - r.n - l Xllix = (1 - E)IITXn - xnllx --; O. 

From (6.3.2.24) we obtain 

(6.3.2.36) 

We have 

After a little calculation one finds that 

(TX, xn)x =2 "I:I { (OW~+1 (Tk+d, O:k (Tk+d) + (wk+l(Tk+l), wk(Tk+d)v 
k=O 

2 ( -n ( ) - ( )) (32 (OPk+l ( ) OPI; ( ))} (3 Pk+l Tk+l ,Pk Tk+l + ~ Tk+l '7ft Tk+l v •. 

(6.3.2.37) 
It follows from (6.3.2.37) and the definition (6.3.2.23) of En that 
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Therefore, for k = 0, ... , K - 1 we have 

By what has already been proved we have 

(P'J.;, 8:;) --. ° in C(h; H x V*) 

so that, in particular, 

(p'J.;(TK ), 8:; (TK )) --. ° in H x V*. 

It then follows that from (6.3.2.39) with k = K - 1 that 

from which we may deduce that 

8-n 

(P'J.;-l, P!:t- 1 ) --. ° in C(h-l; H x V*). 

By repeating the argument we conclude that 

(Pk' 8:tk ) --. ° in C(h;H x V*), k = K,K -1, ... ,0. 

Similarly, since we have already proved that 

8 -n 

(wg, ;0) --. ° in C(1o; V x H) 

we have 

(wg(T1 ), 8~g (T1 )) --. ° in V x H. 

Use of (6.3.2.39) with k = ° then gives 

(wr(T1), 8~r (T1)) --. ° in V x H. 

Since also, from part (i) of Theorem 6.3.2.1, 

prlI;N --. ° strongly in £2(1:f") 
1 

187 

(6.3.2.39) 
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we may conclude a -n 
(w~, ~l) -+ 0 in C(Ir; V x H) 

and 
a- n I aWl -+ 0 strongly in L 2 (~f). 

t EN 
1 

In particular, 
awn 

(W~(T2)' atl (T2)) -+ 0 in V x H 

and so forth. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.3.2.1. 

6.3.3 A Posteriori Error Estimates 

The purpose of this section is to derive estimates on the norms of the errors 
w'k = w'k - Wk, P'k = P'k - Pk in terms of the mismatch of the nth iterates w'k, P'k, 
or of successive iterates, across the break points t = Tk+1, k = 0, ... ,K - 1. In 
fact, for this purpose it is convenient to work with the auxiliary variables qk, q'k 
instead of the adjoint variables Pk, P'k. Here qk = qlh' where q is related to P 
through (6.2.2.30) and where q is the solution of (6.2.3.7). Similarly, the local 
adjoint variable P'k may be expressed as 

ap'k = -Aq'k 
at 

where q'k+ 1 , k = 0, ... ,K, is the solution of 

a2qn+1 
__ k _ _ V'. (AV'qn+l) + cqn+l = ° in Q at2 k k k 

q'k+l = 0 on ~f 
oqn+l oqn+l 
_k _ _ a-k_ = 0 on ~r: 

OVA ot 
O n+l 0 n+l 

q'k+l(T) = K,(w'k+I(T) - zo), ~(T) = K,(~(T) - Zl)' 
at ot 

In addition, at the break points t = Tk the functions w'k, q'k must satisfy the 
constraints (6.3.1.3) which, in terms of these functions, take the simple forms 

awn+1 oqn+1 
+(Tk+l ) - !3---§t-(Tk+r) = J.L'k,k+1 

-!3q'k+ I(Tk+d + w'k+l(Tk+d = "7'k,k+l 
own+l oqn+l 
+(Tk) + !3---§t-(Tk) = J.L'k.k-l 

(6.3.3.1) 

!3q'k+ I(Tk) + w'k+1(Tk) = "7'k,k-l 
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where 
n aWk+1 ( ) aqk+l ( ) 

/-lk,k+l = ----at Tk+l - f3et Tk+l 

1]k,k+l = -f3qk+l Tk+1) + Wk+l (Tk+d 

n aWk_ 1 aqk-l 
/-lk,k-l = ----at (Tk) + f3et(Tk) 

(6.3.3.2) 

1]k,k-l = f3qk-l (Tk) + Wk-l (Tk). 

Thus, wk ' qk satisfy the decoupled systems 

(6.3.3.3) 

W~+l = q~+l = 0 on ~f, (6.3.3.4) 

{ 

awn+l awn+1 aqn+l 
_k_ + o:_k_ + _k_ = 0 

aVA at at 
aqn+l aqn+l 
_k _ _ o:_k_ = 0 on ~N 
aVA at k 

(6.3.3.5) 

!l n+l 

W~+l(o) = 'jJ, ~(o) = 7jJ 
at 

q'J/1(T) = K(w'J/1(T) - ZO) (6.3.3.6) 
!l n+l !l n+l 
~(T) = K(~(T) - Zl) in n 

at at 
subject to (6.3.3.1), (6.3.3.2). 

If we relax the iteration (6.3.3.1) as in the previous section and introduce the 
local errors 

W- n+1 _ wn+1 _ w q-n+l _ qn+l _ q k - k k, k - k k 

then 'liln+1 q-n+l satisfy k , k 

-n+l -n+l 0 .... D wk = qk = on Dk , 

{ 

a'liln+l a'liln+1 aijn+l 
_k_ + o:-k- + _k_ = 0 

aVA at at 
aijn+ 1 aijn+l 
_k _ _ o:_k_ = 0 on ~N 
aVA at k 

(6.3.3.7) 

(6.3.3.8) 

(6.3.3.9) 
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(6.3.3.10) 

subject to 

(6.3.3.11) 

where, for n ;::: 1, 

and 
-0 0 (8w 8q()) /-Lk,k+l = /-Lk,k+l - 7ft(Tk+d - (3 8t Tk+l 

iJ~,k+l = 'T]~,k+l - (-(3q(Tk+d + W(Tk+l)) 

-0 0 (8w() 8q()) /-Lk,k-l = /-Lk,k-l - 7ft Tk + (3 8t Tk 

(6.3.3.13) 

iJ~,k-l = 'T]~,k-l - ((3q(n) + W(Tk)) 

From Theorem 6.3.2.1 one immediately deduces the following convergence 
properties of the auxiliary variables q'k: 

(i) for any E E [0,1) 

8q'k I --+ 0 strongly in L2(~k)' k = 0, ... , K 
8t EN 

k 

(q~, 8~f) --+ 0 in C(h; 'It). 

(ii) For any E E (0,1) and for = 0, ... , K 

(q'k, 8::) --+ 0 in C(h;'It). 
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We define the global error at the nth iteration, en, by 

awn 2 aqn 2 
en - max II (wn _k) II + max II (qn _k) II - O~k~K k' at LOO(h;H) O~k~K k' at LOO(h;H) 

We also define, for t Elk, the pointwise local error at the nth iteration as 

ek(t) = II(wk(t), a~k (t))II~ + L: iN (a la~k 12 + ~ I~~~ 12)drdt 

+ II (qk(t), 0%: (t)) II~ + lTk+l iN (a 10%: 12 + ~ I ~~: 12)drdt 

and we set 
en,n+l = max lien + en+1 11 00 O~k~K k k L (h), 

which we refer to as the cumulative global error at the nth and (n+ l)st iterations. 
In what follows we shall obtain estimates of en and en,n+1 in terms of the quantities 

n ( ) II( n( n aWk( aWk+1 )11 2 £k,k+1 Tk+1 = Wk Tk+1) - wk+l(Tk+1), at Tk+1) - 8i(Tk+1) H 

+ II (qk(Tk+1) - qk+1 (Tk+1), a:: (Tk+r) - a~t (Tk+1)) II~, 

The quantities £'k,k+l (Tk+1) and £::::/ (Tk+1) are measures, respectively, of the 
mismatch of the nth iterate and of successive iterates across the break point t = 
Tk+ 1. They may be expressed directly in terms of the adjoint variable Pk instead 
of q~ if desired by observing that II(qk' aqk/at)IIH = II(aPk/at,Pk)IIH*' 

The main results of this section are the following error estimates. 

Theorem 6.3.3.1 Let E E [0,1). Then 

K-1 
en ::; Cy'r=£-n -+--=;:=-n{ L £'k,k+1 (Tk+1)} 1/2 (6.3.3.14) 

k=O 

where 
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Theorem 6.3.3.2 Let f. E [0,1/2). Then 

~ ___ K-l 

en,n+l ::; cfv£n+l + £n{ L (£;::::11 (TH1 ) + £;+~~kl(Tk+l))} 1/2 (6.3.3.15) 
k=O 

where 

(6.3.3.16) 

It shall be shown below that £n + Fn ::; 6 with a constant 6 that is explicitly 
computable in terms of (3, K and the input data to the global and local optimal 
control problems. We therefore have the following corollaries. 

Corollary 6.3.3.1 Let f. E [0,1). There is an explicitly computable constant C, de
pending only on (3, K and the input data to the global and local optimal control 
problems, such that 

K-l 

en::; C{L £k,k+l(Tk+d}1/2. (6.3.3.17) 
k=O 

Corollary 6.3.3.2 Let f. E [0,1/2). There is an explicitly computable constant Cf' 
depending only on f., (3, K and the input data to the global and local optimal control 
problems, such that 

K-l 

n,n+l < C { "" (cn,n+l (T ) cn,n+l (T ))} 1/2 e _ f ~ "k,k+l k+l + "k+l,k k+l . (6.3.3.18) 
k=O 

Theorem 6.3.3.1 is a consequence of the following two lemmas. 

Lemma 6.3.3.1 Let f. E [0, 1). Then 

K-l 

Fn::; V2max(l, (3)(£n + P)1/2{ L £k,Hl (Tk+l)} 1/2. (6.3.3.19) 
k=O 

Lemma 6.3.3.2 Let f. E [0, 1). Then 

K-l 

en ::; 2V2 max(l, 1/ (3)V£n{ L £k,Hl (Tk+l)} 1/2 
k=O 

Similarly, Theorem 6.3.3.2 follows immediately from the following two results. 
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Lemma 6.3.3.3 Let E E [0,1). Then 

p+1 + (1 - 2E)P 

(6.3.3.21 ) 

Lemma 6.3.3.4 We have 

K-1 

::; v'2max(l, 1/(J)y''--[n-+-1-+-[-n{ L ([;:::11 (Tk+d + [:+~~kOO(f)+l(Tk+d)} 1/2 
k=O 

+ 2~ max(lla-11ILOO(f N ), K:)(p+ 1 + P). (6.3.3.22) 

Proof of Lemma 6.3.3.1. We start with the fundamental recursion (6.3.2.25), which 
we write as 

2(1 - E)P ::; ([n + P) _ ([n+1 + Fn+1). 

From (6.3.2.24) the right side of (6.3.3.23) may be written 

IlxnIl1-llxn+1111::; IIXn - Xn+1llx(llxnllx + IIXn+11Ix) 

::; 2(1 - E)IIXn - Txnllxllxnllx 

since {llxnllx} is a nonincreasing sequence. Since 

Wk+l (Tk+l) - wk(Tk+d = Wk+l (Tk+d - wk(Tk+d 

(6.3.3.23) 

(6.3.3.24) 

and, similarly, for the other components, it follows from (6.3.3.23), (6.3.3.24), 
(6.3.2.36) and (6.3.2.38) that 

which is the conclusion of Lemma 6.3.3.1. 

Proof of Lemma 6.3.3.2. We first observe that the solution of (6.1.1.1) with F = 0 
satisfies the following a priori identity (see Remark 6.2.2.1): 

II (w(t), ~~ (t)) II~ + l hN H: I' + W.::J) drdt 

= II(wo, vo)ll~ + it r ~lfI2drdt, 0::; t ::; T. (6.3.3.25) ° JfN a 
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We apply (6.3.3.25) to Wk on the interval h to obtain 

(6.3.3.26) 

valid for Tk :::; t :::; Tk+l and for k = 0, ... ,K. The first term on the right is written 

Application of (6.3.3.25) to Wk- 1 yields 

(6.3.3.28) 

From (6.3.3.26)-(6.3.3.28) we obtain 
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We repeat the argument, using (6.3.3.27), (6.3.3.28) with k replaced by k-1 

to replace the term II (Wk- 1 (Tk-d, aW~_l (Tk-1)) II~ in (6.3.3.29), and so forth 
down to k = O. 

Since 

Wa(O) = (awa jat)(O) = 0, 

we end up with 

II (,",(t) , a:' (t))II~ + ~of" L (ala:::." + ~ 1::I}rdt 
+ a - +- - dfdt l t 1 ( laWk 12 1 laWk 12) 

Tk rN at a OVA 

= I: {II (W~+1(Tm+1)' aW~+l (Tm+1)) II~ -II (W~(Tm+1)' a:t~ (Tm+1)) II~} 
m=O 

+ I: rT
"'+l r ~ lail~ 12 dfdt + t r ~ lailk 12 dfdt. (6.3.3.30) 

m=O iT", irN a at iTk irN a at 

This identity is valid for t E h and for k = 0, ... ,K. It follows that 

By using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the first sum on the right side of 
(6.3.3.31) may be estimated by 

v'2{ I:1 11 (wk(Tk+1) - Wk+1 (Tk+d, a~k (Tk+1) _ aW~+l (Tk+d) II~} 1/2 

k=O 

X {I:II (wk(Tk+d, a~k (Tk+1)) II~ + II (Wk+1 (Tk+d, aW~+l (Tk+d) II~} 1/2 

k=O 
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and therefore 

+ 2 t, ir: ~ 18:: 12 d~. (6.3.3.32) 

We estimate iik in a similar manner, starting with 

11(<1:('), a: (t))II~ + t" L (a la;:I' + ± I;~ I}rdt 
= II (iik(Tk+l), 8:: (Tk+1 )) II~, t E h. 

For the term on the right we have, as above, 

Iterating the argument leads to 

+ 11:2 11 (wj((T), 8~tj( (T)) II~, t E h, k = 0, ... , K. (6.3.3.33) 
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Therefore 

a-n K r ( [a-n [2 1 [a-n [2) o~~x)l(qk' X: )11~cxo(h;1i) + {;JE~ a X: + ~ a~: dE 

::; 2v2{ y=111 (qk(Tk+d - qk+1 (Tk+d, aX: (Tk+d - a~t (Tk+d) II~} 1/2 
k=O 

X {Ell (~(Tk+l)' a:: (Tk+1)) II~ + II (qk+l(Tk+1), a~t (Tk+d) II~} 1/2 
k=O 

+2K211(w7((T), a~t7((T))II~. (6.3.3.34) 

From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the definitions of £n and £r,k+1 (Tk+l) 
we obtain 

x {Ell (wk(Tk+d, a~k (Tk+d) II~ + II (Wk+1(Tk+d, aWft+1 (Tk+d) II~} 1/2 
k=O 

{ ~111 ( n n aqk aqk+1 ) 112 }1/2 + 6 qdTk+1) - qk+l(Tk+d, at (Tk+d - ~(Tk+1) 1i 
k=O 

K-1 a-n a-n 
x {L II (qk(Tk+d, X: (Tk+d) II~ + II (qk+1 (Tk+1), ~t (Tk+1)) II~} 1/2 

k=O 
K-I 

::; max(l, 1/,B)~{ L Er,k+1 (Tk+1)} 1/2. (6.3.3.35) 
k=O 

The definition (6.3.2.23) of Fn gives 

If follows from (6.3.3.32), (6.3.3.34)-(6.3.3.36) that 

K-1 
en ::; 2v2 max(l, 1/ ,B)~{ L £r,k+1 (Tk+d} 1/2 + h max(lla-11ILCXO(rN), K)Fn. 

k=O 

Proof of Lemma 6.3.3.3. The starting point is the recursion formula (6.3.2.25), 
which is written 

(6.3.3.37) 
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We proceed to estimate 

K-l 

£n - £Ml = I: {[£k'(Tk+d - £~.t}(Tk+d] + [£k'+l (Tk+l) - £~+l(Tk+d]}· 
k=O 

(6.3.3.38) 

We have 

By using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain 

K-l 

I: [£k'(Tk+ l ) - £~:l(Tk+l)] 
k=O 

K-l a n a n+l 

::; v'2{ L [lIwk'(Tk+l ) - w~t;(Tk+l)ll~ + II ~k (Tk+d - ~~+l (Tk+l )11 2 
k=O 

211 n( ) n+l( )112 211 aqk ( ) aq~t; ( )112] }1/2 + (3 qk Tk+l - qk+l Tk+l V + (3 at Tk+l -~ Tk+l 

x {~[(llwk(Tk+dll~ + Ilw~t;(Tk+l)II~) + (II a~k (n+dI12 + II aw~t; (Tk+dln 
k=O 

+(32 (1Iilk'(Tk+dll~+ IIq;;t;(Tk+dll~) +(32 (II a:: (Tk+dI12 + II ailE:; (Tk+l)ln]} 1/2 
K-l K-l 

::; v'2 max(l, (3){ L £~::':ll (Tk+l)} 1/2 { L B~:~':ll (Tk+l )} 1/2, (6.3.3.39) 
k=O k=O 

where 

B~,':':ll(Tk+d = (1Iwk(Tk+dll~ + IIw~tUTk+dll~) 

+ (II a~k (Tk+dI12 + II a~~t; (Tk+l)112) + (32(llilk(Tk+l)ll~ + Ilil~t;(Tk+dll~) 
+ (32(11 a:: (Tk+dI1 2 + II ailE:; (Tk+l)ln. 
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Similarly 

K-1 

L (£k+1(Tk+d - £~+l(Tk+d) 
k=O 

K-1 K-1 

:::; V2max(l,;3){L £~+~;k1(n+1)}1/2{L B~~1;~(Tk+1)}1/2. (6.3.3.40) 
k=O k=O 

It follows from (6.3.3.38)-(6.3.3.40) that 

K-1 

£n _ £n+1 :::; V2max(l, ;3) { L (B~,';:ll(Tk+d + B~+~;~(Tk+d)} 1/2 
k=O 
K-1 

. {L (£;:::11 (Tk+1) + £;+~;k1(Tk+1))} 1/2 (6.3.3.41) 
k=O 

The proof is completed by noting that 

K-1 

L (B~:::ll(Tk+I) + B~+~;~(Tk+1)) = £n+1 + En. 
k=O 

Proof of Lemma 6.3.3.4. From (6.3.3.30) and (6.3.3.33) we have 

e~+l(t) + ek(t) :::; ~~ + ~~ 

+ ~ (=+1 r ~ (II aq~ 12 + II aq~+112) dfdt 
~ iT irN a at at m=O = 

+ t 1 .!. (II aij'k 12 + II aij~+112)drdt iTk rN a at at 

(6.3.3.42) 

+ ~2 (II (w~(T), a:t~ (T)) II~ + II (w~+l(T), a~~+1 (T)) II~), (6.3.3.43) 

where 

~~ = I: {11(W;;'~\(Tm+1)' aw;;~\ (Tm+d)ll~ -11(W~(Tm+1)' a:t~(Tm+1))II~ 
m=O 

+ II (W~+l (Tm+1)' aW~+l (Tm+1)) II~ -II (w;;'+1(Tm+1)' a~~+l (Tm+1)) II~} 

~~ = t1 {II (q;;'+l(Tm+d, aq~r (Tm+d) II~ -II (q;;'+l (Tm+1), aq;+l (Tm+1)) II~ 
m=k 

+ II (q~(Tm+1)' a:~ (Tm+1 )) II~ -II (q;;'~\ (Tm+1), aq;~11 (Tm+1)) II~}. 
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By the Cauchy-Schwarz and other elementary inequalities we have, for all k = 
O, ... ,K, 

K-1 8 n+l 8 n 

~~ ~ v'2{ L [II (W~:;(Tk+l)' W;t (Tk+1)) - (Wk'(Tk+1), ~k (Tk+l)) II~ 
k=O 

8 n 8 n+l 
+ II (wk'+l(Tk+d, ~~+1 (Tk+1)) - (w~+l(Tk+l)' W;t (Tk+d) II~]) 1/2 

x {I: [11(w~:;(Tk+I), 8W~:; (Tk+1))II~ + II (wk' (Tk+I) , 8:k' (Tk+1))II~ 
k=O 

8 -n 8 -n+1 
+ II (wk'+1(Tk+1), ~~+l(Tk+d)II~+II(w~+l(Tk+l)' W;t (Tk+d)II~]}1/2. 

A similar estimate holds for ~~. It follows that 

K-1 

~ v'2max(l, 1/(3)J~[.n-+-[.n-+-1{ L [[.;r:11 (Tk+1) + [.;+~;k1(Tk+1)]} 1/2 
k=O 

+ 2~ max(lla- 1 1ILOO(rN ), h:) (J:n + .1'n+1). 

Proof of Corollary 6.3.3.1. Since En +.1'n = IIxnll~ is nonincreasing, it is sufficient 
to show that [.1 + .1'1 ~ C for some constant C depending only on /3, K and the 
input data to the global and local optimal control problems; that is, on (wo, vo), 
(ZO,Zl), F, h:, {(f-t~,k+1,1J~,k+l)}f=o\ {(f-t~,k-1,1J~,k+1)}f=1' and the coefficients in 
the system (6.1.1.1). 

From (6.3.2.8) we have 

K-1 

[.1 + .1'1 = IIX111~ = L {IIU.t~,k+l' il~,k+1 )11~xv* + II (i.t~+l,k' il~+l,k)ll~xv* } 
k=O 

K-1 

~ 2 L {11(f-t~,k+1,1J~,k+l)II~xv* + 11(f-t~+l,k,1J~+l,k)ll~xv*} 
k=O 

K-1 

+ 4 L {llw(Tk+dll~ + II ~~ (Tk+dI1 2 + /321Ip(Tk+1)11 2 + /3211: (Tk+dll~*}· 
k=O 

Use of (6.2.2.7) with J = 1/2 gives 

II (w, ~~) lI~oo(o,T;1i) ~ 211(wo, vo)lIh + 2 hN ~lpI2d~ + 41I F llil(0,T;H)· 
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Similarly, 

Thus 

K-1 

£1 + .1'1 ::; 2 2: {11(1L~,k+1' 1J~,k+1)IIJ,xv* + 11(1L~+l,k' 1J~+l,k)llJ,xv*} 
k=O 

+ 4K max(l, (32){ 211(wo, vo)ll~ + 2 hN ~lpI2d~ + 411F1Ii'(O,T;H) 

+ h:2 11(w(T) - Zo, ~~ (T) - zl)II~}. (6.3.3.44) 

Since J(pIEN) ::; J(O) we have 

r IpI2 + h:ll (w(T) - Zo, aaw (T) - Zl) II~ ::; h:ll (w(T) - Zo, aaw (T) - Zl) II~ JEN t t 

where w is the solution of (6.1.1.1) corresponding to f = O. From (6.2.2.7) we 
have 

II ( , aw ) 112 2 2 w(T), Ft(T) H.::; 211(wo, vo)llH. + 411F1IU(O,T;H)· 

Therefore 

1 2 aw 2 Ipi +h:ll(w(T)-zo'-a (T)-Zl)llH. 
EN t 

::; 2h:[211(wo, vo)ll~ + 411F1Ii'(O,T;H) + II(zo, zl)II~] (6.3.3.45) 

It follows from (6.3.3.44) and (6.3.3.45) that 

K-1 

£1 + .1'1 ::; 6 := 2 2: {11(1L~,k+1' 1J~,k+1)IIJ,xv* + 11(1L~+l,k' 1J~+l,k)llJ,xv*} 
k=O 

+ 8{ K max(l, (32) + h: max(21ln -lllvX>(f'N), h:)}{ II (wo, vo)ll~ + 211F1Ii'(O,T;H)} 

+ 2h:max(21In-11ILOO(f'N), h:)ll(zo, zl)II~· (6.3.3.46) 

This completes the proof of Corollary 6.3.3.1. 
Corollary 6.3.3.2 follows immediately from (6.3.3.46) since £n + £n+1 < 

2(£n + .1'n). 

6.3.4 Extension to General Dissipative Control Systems 

The time domain decomposition procedure described above for the system (6.1.1.1) 
may be extended without difficulty to general second-order control systems with 
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dissipation. Let V and H be Hilbert spaces such that V '---t H. We denote by 
V* the dual space of V with respect to the pivot space H and by A the Riesz 
isomorphism of V onto V*. Let U be another Hilbert space and [3 be a bounded 
linear operator from U into V*, and let K be a bounded linear operator on H. We 
consider systems of the form 

d2w dw 
dt2 + Aw + [3[3* di = [3(Kf) + F in V* 

dw 
w(o) = Wo, di(O) = Vo· 

(6.3.4.1) 

In this system the initial data (wo, vo) E V x H, F E £1(0, T; H), and the control 
function! E £2(0, T; U). The system (6.1.1.1) clearly falls into this framework 
wherein the spaces V and H, and the operator [3, are those defined in Section 
6.2.2, and the operator K! := (1/ va)f. 

Set 1i := V x H. From [63, Chapter 7], or through the arguments of Section 
6.2.2, system (6.3.4.1) has a unique solution with regularity 

(w, :~) E C([O,T];1i), [3*w E Hl(O,T;U) 

and the following estimate holds (cf. (6.2.2.6)): 

(1 - 8)11 (w, :~) II~oo(O,T;H) + loT [11K! - B* :~ II~ + IIB* :~ II~] dt 

:::; II(wo,vo)ll~ + ~llFlIll(o,T;H) + loT IIK!II~dt, 0 < 8 < 1. (6.3.4.2) 

In addition, if F = ° one has the identity (cf. (6.2.2.9)) 

II (w(T), ~~ (T)) II~ + loT [11K! - [3* ~~ II~ + 11[3* ~~ II~] dt 

= II (wo, vo)lI~ + loT IIK!II~dt. (6.3.4.3) 

One may therefore consider the optimal control problem 

inf [ t 1I!(t)lI~dt + I'i:II (w(T), ddw (T)) - (zo, ZI)II~] 
JEL2(O,T;U) Jo t 

(6.3.4.4) 

subject to (6.3.4.1), where (zo, zI) is the desired target state. There is a unique 
optimal control! = !opt characterized as the solution of the variational equation 

loT (j, g)u dt + I'i:(A(w(T) - zo), 1j;(T))v 

dw d1j; + (di(T) - ZI, dieT)) = 0, Vg E £2(0, T; U), (6.3.4.5) 
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where 'Ij; is the solution of 

d2'1j; *d'lj; 
dt2 + A'Ij; + BB di = B(Kg), 

'Ij;(0) = ~~ (0) = 0. 

Introduce the adjoint variable p as the solution of 

d2p * dt2 + Ap + Bdt(B p) = 0, 

dw dp 
p(T) = K( di(T) - ZI), dt (T) = -KA(w(T) - zo). 

(6.3.4.6) 

The solution of (6.3.4.5) must be properly interpreted, for example by the transpo
sition method, along the lines of Section 6.2.2. In this interpretation the operator 
dt : £2(0, T; U) f--+ (HI(O, T; U))* is defined by 

r d¢ 
(dth, ¢) = - Jo (h(t), dt (t)) u dt, V¢ E HI (0, T; U). 

System (6.3.4.6) has a unique solution with regularity 

(dt,p) E C([O,T];1i*), B*pE £2(0,T;U). 

A formal integration by parts in the equality 

r d2p * 0= Jo (dt2 +Ap+Bdt(B p),'Ij;)v dt 

that may be justified by the arguments of Section 6.2.2 leads to 

0= IT(g,K*B*p)udt - K(A(w(T) - zo),'Ij;(T))v 

dw d'lj; 
- (di(T) - ZI, di(T)), Vg E £2(0, T; U). (6.3.4.7) 

It follows from (6.3.4.5) and (6.3.4.7) that 

fopt = -K* B*p. (6.3.4.8) 

The time domain decomposition of the optimality system consisting of 
(6.3.4.1), (6.3.4.6) and (6.3.4.8), proceeds along the same lines as in Section 6.3.1 
and has the form 

d2wn+l dwn+l 
_....ck,:-- + Awn+1 + BB*_k- + (BK)(K*B*)pn+1 = F dt2 k dt k k, 

d2pn+1 
__ k _ + Apn+1 + Bd (B*pn+l) = ° in h dt2 k t k 

(6.3.4.9) 
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d n+l 
W~+l(O) = WO, W;t (0) = va, 

dwn +1 

p'k+1(T) = K( +(T) - Zl), (6.3.4.10) 

d n+l 
P:ft (T) = -KA(w'k+1(T) - zo). 

The initial conditions for w~+l (Tk ), k = 1, ... , K, and the final conditions for 
p~+l(Tk+l)' k = K - 1, ... ,0, are determined through the iterations (6.3.1.3), in 
which J-lk,k±l, 'r/k,k±l are given by (6.3.1.4), just as before. Once again, each local 
problem is itself an optimality system. The specifics can easily be inferred from 
the discussion in Section 6.3.1. 

Convergence results for the above algorithm and a posteriori error estimates, 
similar in description to those established in Sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3, may be 
proved by using the same arguments employed there. For instance, we once again 
have the fundamental recursion estimate 

where E E [0,1) is a relaxation parameter, 

K-l 

[n = L [[k'(Tk+d + [k'+1 (Tk+dJ, 
k=O 

[k'(t) = II (w'k(t), d:'k (t)) II~ + II (d~t'k (t),P'k(t)) II~*, 

F n = 2(31; faT IIK* B*Pk Ilbdt + 2(3KII (wK(T), d~tK (T)) II~, 
in which 

-n n I Pk = Pk - Ph 

are the local errors. In particular, for the algorithm with or without relaxation one 
obtains 

K* B*Pk --t K* B*pl h strongly in L2(h, U), k = 0, ... , K 

dwn dw . 
(w'K(T), -----.K(T)) --t (w(T), -(T)) strongly m Ji. 

dt dt 

That is, in all cases the effective local optimal controls, in aggregate, converge 
strongly to the global optimal control, and the final value of the local optimal 

dwn 
trajectory (WK' -----.K) converges strongly to the final value of the global optimal 

dt 
trajectory. 
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Example 6.3.4.1 (Locally distributed control) Let V and H be as in Section 6.2.2, 
that is V = HMO) with norm given by (6.2.2.1), H = L2(O). Let w be a nonempty 
open subset of 0, U = L2(W), and a{) E LOO(O) satisfy a(x) 2: ao > 0 on w. Define 
BE £(U, H) by 

(Bg,¢) = [..;a9¢dX, V¢ E H 

and set 
Kg = _l_g = K*g va 

Then 
B*¢ = ..;a¢lw 

and the system (6.3.4.1) takes the form 

02W dw ot2 -V.(AVw)+lwaYt+cw=f+F inQ 

w(O) = Wo, 

where lw is the characteristic function of w. The global optimal control is 

fopt = -lwp 

where p is the solution of 

ow 
p(T) = h:(-(T) - Zl), 

dt 

op = 0 on ~N 
OVA 
dp 
-(T) = -h:A(w(T) - zo). 
dt 

Example 6.3.4.2 (Boundary control of thin plates) Let 0 C ]R2 be a bounded do
main with piecewise smooth, Lipschitz boundary r := rD urN with rN i=- 0 and 
relatively open in r. Set H := L2(O) with the standard norm, and set 

o¢ V = H'jy(O) := {¢ E H2(O) : ¢ = ov = 0 on r D }, 

(w, ¢)v = L [wxx¢xx + Wyy¢yy + J.1(wxx¢yy + Wyy¢xx) 

+ 2(1 - J.1)WXY ¢Xy] dxdy 

11¢llv = J(¢, ¢)v, 
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where J-l E (0,1) is a constant. The functional 4> f--+ 114>llv defines a norm on V if it 
is assumed that fD i= 0, as we do, and one has the Green's Theorem 

where D, and D,2 are the two-dimensional harmonic and biharmonic operators, 
respectively, 

tT and tv respectively denoting differentiation with respect to the positively ori
ented unit tangential vector, and the outward pointing unit normal vector to f, 
and where K, denotes the curvature of f. If w E V has less regularity than H4(0.), 
the integral on the left side of (6.3.4.11) may be interpreted in the duality between 
D,2w E V* and 4> E V. The reader is referred to [49] for information about various 
mathematical models of thin plates. 

There are various possible choices for the control space U and control operator 
E. Here we concentrate on boundary control and list three possibilities. 

(i) Set U = L 2(fN), let 0: E LOO(fN) be positive such that (1/0:) E LOO(fN), 
set Kg := (1/ ya)g, and define E: U f--+ V* by 

(Bg,4»v= r yag4>df, VgEU,4>EV. JrN 
(ii) Set U = L 2(fN), let (3 E LOO(fN) be positive such that (1/{3) E LOO(fN), 

set Kh := (1/ Jij)h,and define E: U f--+ V* by 

1 84> 
(Eh,4»v = J7jh-8 df, 

rN v 
Vh E U, 4> E V. 

(iii) Set U = L 2 (fN) x L 2 (fN), let 0:, (3 be as in (i) and (ii), set K(g, h) := 

((1/ ya)g, (1/ Jij)h), and define E: U f--+ V* by 

(E(g, h), 4» v = r [vag4> + J7jh 8
84>],df, V(g,h) E U, 4> E V. JrN v 

With the above three choices, the control system (6.3.4.1) corresponds partial 
differential equation 

(6.3.4.12) 

the initial conditions 

w(O) = Wo, (6.3.4.13) 
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and respective boundary conditions: in case (i) 

OW D 
W = - =0 on I; 

OV 

{
b.W + (1 - J-l)B1w = 0 

ob.w ow 
--+(1-J-l)B2w-a-=-! onI;N; 

OV ot 

(6.3.4.14) 

in case (ii) 

(6.3.4.15) 

in case (iii) 

(6.3.4.16) 

Equation (6.3.4.12) is the Kirchhoff model of a thin, homogeneous, isotropic 
elastic plate in which the mass density per unit area, and the modulus of flexural 
rigidity, have been set equal to unity. In the boundary conditions (6.3.4.14), the 
control ! represents a force acting perpendicularly to the edge of the plate; in 
(6.3.4.15), ! represents a bending moment about the tangent vector T. In the case 
of the control problem (6.3.4.12)-(6.3.4.14), the optimal control is 

!opt = -K*8*p = -pIEN' 

where p is the solution of 

(6.3.4.17) 

ow 
p(T) = K( 7ft(T) - Zl), 

op ( ) . ot (T) = -KA w(T) - Zo ill f2; 
(6.3.4.18) 
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D.p + (1 - J1)B1P = 0, 

aD.p N av + (1 - J1)B2P + adtp = Oon ~ . 
(6.3.4.19) 

For the control problem (6.3.4.12), (6.3.4.13), (6.3.4.15), the optimal control is 

fopt = - ~P I ' 
uV '2:,N 

where p is the solution of (6.3.4.17), (6.3.4.18), and 

D.p + (1 - J1)B1P - (3dt (~~) = 0, 
(6.3.4.20) 

aD.p N av + (1 - J1)B2P = Oon ~ . 

6.4 Decomposition of the Spatial Domain 

6.4.1 Description of the Algorithm 

Let {Oi}{=l be bounded domains in jRd with piecewise smooth, Lipschitz bound
aries such that 

I 

Oi n OJ = 0, i i- j, Oi C 0, i = 1, ... ,I, n = U ni . 
i=l 

We set 

rp = aOi n rD, rf = aOi n rN , 
r ij = aOi n aOj = r ji , i i- j, r~nt = U rij , Ji = {j : r ij i- 0}. 

jE.:Ji 

Then r~nt is the portion of aOi that is in the interior of 0, aOi = rint u rp u rf , 
and Ji is set of indices j of regions OJ adjacent to Oi. It is assumed that each rp, 
rf and r ij is either empty or has a nonempty interior. We further set 

~ij = r ij x (0, T), ~~nt = r~nt x (0, T), 

Qi = Oi x (O,T) ~p = rp x (O,T), ~f = rf x (O,T). 

Let Ai = AI!!i' Ci = cl!!il ai = air;,,· We assume that 

Ai E C 1 (Oi) and has a C 1 extension to Oi 
Ci(X) > ° on a set of positive measure in Oi if rp = 0. 

(6.4.1.1) 
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Let Vi denote the unit exterior normal vector to ani and a/a", Ai = Vi . (A \7). Set 

and Vi = HMni ) endowed with the norm 

Remark 6.4.1.1 The second assumption in (6.4.1.1) is imposed to assure that 11·11v; 
is a norm on HMni). It would be desirable to remove this restriction on c but it 
is unfortunately crucial to the proofs of the results that follow. 

Let ¢ E V and ¢i = ¢lni. Since 

I 

II¢II~ = L 11¢II~i' 
i=l 

if A is the canonical isomorphism of Vi onto V;* we have 

in the sense that 

I 

(A¢,7j;)v = L(Ai¢i,7j;i)Vi , 'V¢,7j; E V, 
i=l 

where the angle brackets are taken in the indicated dualities. 
We use the standard norm in L2(ni)' and set 

Hi = L2(ni)' Hi = Vi X Hi, Ui = L2(ff), Uij = L2(fij) = Uji. 

We identify Hi with its dual space and set Hi = ~. x Hi, which is the dual space 
of Hi with respect to Hi x Hi. Let (w,p) be the solution of the global optimality 
system (6.1.1.1), (6.2.3.4) and (6.2.3.6). This system is formally equivalent to the 
coupled local systems 

{ 

a2Wi 
-- - \7. (A\7w) + c·w· = F at2 "'" 

a2pi . 
- - \7. (A\7p·) + c·p· = 0 m Q. at2 '" , , 

(6.4.1.2) 

Wi = Pi = 0 on ~p (6.4.1.3) 

(6.4.1.4) 
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aWi 
Wi(O) = WOi, at (0) = VOi 

aWi 
Pi(T) = ,.,;( at (T) - Zli) (6.4.1.5) 

~i (T) = -,.,;Ai(Wi(T) - ZOi) in 0i 

where Fi = F!Q;, together with the following transmission conditions on the in
terfaces ~ij: 

(6.4.1.6) 

where (3 and"( are nonzero constants. In (6.4.1.4), dt is the bounded linear mapping 
L2(0,T;Ui) f---+ (Hl(O,T;Ui))* defined as in (6.2.2.27). Similarly, in (6.4.1.6), dt : 
L2(0,T;Uij ) f---+ (Hl(O,T;Uij ))*. Note that by interchanging i and j in (6.4.1.6) 
and adding the result to (6.4.1.6) we obtain 

and then 

on ~ij. Upon applying dt to the first equation one finds that 

d aWi - d aWj d d '" 
t at - t at' tPi = tPj on L."ij· 

Thus 

Pi = Pj, aWi = aWj on~" 
at at 'J 

in the L2(~ij) sense since N(dt ) = {O}, and then Wi = Wj on ~ij since WOi = WOj 
there. 

Set 

Aij = (1 - t) ___ J + (3_J + ,,(Pj + t --' + (3-' + ,,(Pi ( OW' ow' ) ( ow' ow' ) I 
av Aj at av Ai at Eij 

( ap ow.) 
Mij = (1 - t) - aV~j - (3dtpj + "(dt 0/ (6.4.1.7) 

( aPi aWi) I +t av. - (3dtPi + "(dt at ' 
A, Eij 
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where € E [0,1) is a relaxation parameter in the iterative scheme to follow. Then 
the transmission conditions (6.4.1.6) may be written 

(6.4.1.8) 

Lemma 6.4.1.1 Assume that (3 > 0, , > 0, that Aij, Pij E L2(L,ij), and that /-lij = 
dtPij, \fj : f ij # 0. Then (6.4.1.2)-(6.4.1.5), (6.4.1.8) is well posed. The solution 
has regularity 

OWi 
(Wi, 8t) E C([O, T]; Hi), OWi I L2("'N "'int) ot ~f" u~:nt E Lli U Lli , 

(~i ,Pi) E C([O,T];H;), 

Proof. The lemma follows from the fact that (6.4.1.2)-(6.4.1.5), (6.4.1.6) is the 
optimality system for the LQR problem 

subject to 

02Wi _ \7. (A\7w) + c·w = F in Q. 
ot2 """""" 

Wi = ° on L,f 

OWi OWi N 
~ + (ti ~ = Ii on L,i 
UVA i ut 

OW- OW 
~ + (371- = Aij + gij on L,ij, \fj : f ij # 0 

VA i t 

ow-
Wi(O) = WOi, ot" (0) = VOi in ni , 

where Ii E L2(L,f), gij E L2(L,ij). This problem has the same structure as the 
global optimal control problem. So for Ii E L2(L,f) and gij E L2(L,ij), the system 
has a unique solution Wi with the indicated regularity and the optimal controls 
are given by 
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where Pi is the solution of 

EPPi _ V'. (AV'p·) + C'p = 0 in Q. ot2 '" , , 

Pi = 0 on 'EP 

0Pi N 
-- - CXidtPi = 0 on 'Ei 
OVAi 

OPi OWi 
OV Ai - f3dtp = -"(dt ot + dtPij on 'Eij 

OWi 
Pi(T) = K( ot (T) - Zli) E Hi 

~i (T) = -KAi(Wi(T) - ZOi) E Vi* 

Since -"(ow/otl~. + Pij E L2('Eij), the last problem has a unique solution Pi with 
'J 

the indicated regularity. 
As in Proposition 6.2.2.6 we have 

where qi is the solution of 

~t;i - V'. (AiV'qi) + Ciqi = 0 in Qi 

qi = 0 on 'EP 

Oqi _ . oqi _ 0 ",N 
o CX, 0 - on LJi 

VA i t 

Oqi Oqi OWi 
~ - f3~ + "(~ = Pij on 'Eij 
VVA i vt vt 

qi(T) = K(Wi(T) - ZOi) E Vi 
oqi OWi 
7)t(T) = K(--at(T) - Zli) E Hi. 

Further, Pi satisfies the variational equation 

(6.4.1.9) 
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where 

and where <Pi is the solution of 

82 <pi _ V'. (AV''!') + c·,!,· = G· in Q. 8t2 ,,+,,, ,+" , , 

<Pi = 0 on ~f 
8<Pi 8<Pi N 
~ + Qi--;:l = hi on ~i 
vVA i vt (6.4.1.11) 

8<Pi + f3 8<Pi = h. "int 
8 8 ' on u, 

VA i t 

<pi(O) = <PiO, 8fti (0) = <Pil in Oi. 

The transmission conditions (6.4.1.6) suggest the following domain decom
position iteration of the optimality system: 

(6.4.1.12) 

wn+1 = pn+l = 0 on ~D " , (6.4.1.13) 

(6.4.1.14) 

(6.4.1.15) 

(6.4.1.16) 
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(6.4.1.17) 

Lemma 6.4.1.2 Assume that (3 > 0, 'Y > 0, that A?j E L2(L.ij) and J.l?j = dtp?j 
where p?j E L2(L.ij). Then for n = 0,1, ... , Aij E L2(L.ij) and J.lij = dtpij where 
pij E L2(L.ij). As a consequence, for each i = 1, ... , I the iteration (6.4.1.12)
(6.4.1.17) is well posed and 

8 n+1 
(w~+l, ~t ) E C([O,T];1ti)' 

8 n+1 
( Pat ,p~+l) E C([O, T]; 1t;), n+11 L2("'N U "'int) Pi I;NUI;int E L..i L..i . , , 

Proof. From Lemma 6.4.1.1, for n = 0 and each i = 1, ... , I the system has a unique 
solution with the indicated regularity. Suppose the Lemma is true for the index 
n. It follows immediately that A0+1 E L2(L.ij). We show that J.l0+ 1 = dtP0+1 for 

some P0+l E L2(L.ij). The conclusion of the Lemma will then follow by induction. 
We may write 

8qn+1 n+1 i 
Pi = ~' i = 1, ... ,I, 

where q~+l is the solution of 

82 n+1 
_q_i _ _ V. (AVqn+l) + c·qn+l = 0 in Q. 8t2 2 2 2 2 2 

qn+l = 0 on L. D 
2 2 

8q~+1 8q~+1 N 
-8-- - (}i -8- = 0 on L.i 

VA i t 

8qn+l 8qn+l 8wn+1 
2 (32 + 2 n '" -8-- - -8- 'Y-8-- = Pij on L..ij 
VA i t t 

8qn+1 8wn+1 
_2 -(T) = k(_2 -(T) - Zl) in n. 

8t 8t 2 

(6.4.1.18) 
Set 
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One has 
aqn+ 1 aqn+l aWn+l 

J (3 J J + n ~-~ -a-- = -a- - "(-a-- Pji on L-ji - L-ij· 
VAj t t 

Therefore if (-, ·h::ij denotes the inner product in the (H1(0, T; Uij ))*, H1(0, T; Uij ) 
duality, we have 

It follows that 

Remark 6.4.1.2 In the nonoverlapping Schwarz alternating method of P.-L. Lions 
as adapted to optimal control problems by Benamou and others, the interface 
conditions (6.4.1.15) are replaced by 

a n+1 
~ n+l_~n 
a + ,,(Pi - ij' 

VA i 

(6.4.1.19) 

where "( > 0 and 

(6.4.1.20) 

(or, more generally, by a relaxation of (6.4.1.19), (6.4.1.20)). However, if it is 
assumed that ~ij, [J,ij E L2(~ij) and we use (6.4.1.19) in place of (6.4.1.15), the 
local problems are then not necessarily well posed. Indeed, the system consisting 
of (6.4.1.12)-(6.4.1.14), (6.4.1.16) and (6.4.1.19) is formally the optimality system 
associated with the optimal control problem 

f:~!j {h~ Ihl'dE + ~ j~, h" (lg;jI2 + I,w; + ;;ijI2) dE 

+ ,,;11 (wi(T), a~i (T)) - (ZOi' Zli)ll~i} (6.4.1.21) 
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a2W 
--' - \7. (A-\7W) + c·w· = P. in Q. 
at2 """ 

Wi = 0 on L:f 

aWi aWi N -a + O:i-a = Ji on L:i 
1/ Ai t 

aWi - . -a = Aij + % on L:ij , 'V J : r ij # 0 
1/ Ai 

( ) aWi (0) . n 
Wi 0 = WOi, at = VOi III Hi, 

where the controls Ji E L2(L:f), % E L2(L:ij ). Because of the absence of dissi
pation in the boundary condition on L: ij , the state space for the above system 
will be less regular than Hi so that the cost functional will not be defined for all 
admissible controls. If the space of admissible controls is restricted to those for 
which the cost functional is well defined, there will not be an optimal control, 
in general. On the other hand, if the cost functional is changed to penalize the 
deviation of the final state from its target in a appropriate weaker norm than the 
Hi norm, there will be a unique optimal control. However, in this case the system 
(6.4.1.12)-(6.4.1.14), (6.4.1.16), (6.4.1.19), will no longer be the optimality system 
for the optimal control problem. 

6.4.2 Convergence of the Iterates 

To establish convergence of the solutions {( wr+l, pr+l) }{=l of the local optimality 
systems to the solution {Wi, Pi} of the global optimality system, we consider the 
local errors 

wn+1 '= W n+1 _ W', p-n+1 .= pn+l _ p' 
1, • 1, "1.' 1- 1,0 

These satisfy 

(6.4.2.1) 

a -n+l a -n+l 
Wi (3 Wi -n+l \n .-

-a-- + -a-- + ,,(Pi = Aij on z..-ij 
1/ Ai t 

a -n+l 
wn+l(O) = ~(O) = 0 in n 

, at " 
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P-n +1 = 0 on I:D , , 

(6.4.2.2) 

where 
-n n 
J-lij = J-lij - J-lij (6.4.2.3) 

and where A0 , J-l0' Aij, J-lij are given by (6.4.1.17) and (6.4.1.7), respectively. 
As above, we may express iJr+1 as 

a-n+1 
-n+l qi 
Pi = ----at' (6.4.2.4) 

where qr+1 is the solution of 

(6.4.2.5) 

where 

(6.4.2.6) 

We have the following convergence result. 

Theorem 6.4.2.1 In addition to the assumptions of Lemma 6.4.1.2, suppose that 

"y ",2_1 
->--. f3 2", 

(6.4.2.7) 
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Then for any E E [0,1) and for i = 1, ... ,I 

aili I ---+ 0 a:i I ---+ 0 strongly in L2(Y:,l() 
at Ef ' ut Ef 

!')-n I uW· 
--' ---+ 0 
at Et' 

In addition, 
(i) if E E (0,1) then 

(wr, a:i ) ---+ 0, (ilr, at; ) ---+ 0 strongly in L 00 (0, T; Hi) 

--' - -- ---+ 0 --' + -- ---+ 0 
awn awj I awn awj I 
at at Eij 'av Ai av Aj Eij 

--- ---+0 --+-- ---+0 aqi aqj I aqi aqj I 
at at Eij 'av Ai av Aj Eij 

(ii) If E = 0 then 

-n awi -n aili *. 00 • (Wi' at) ---+ 0, (qi' at ) ---+ 0 weakly m L (0, T, Hi) 
awn ailn 

(wr(T), at' (T)) ---+ 0, (ilr(O), a; (0)) ---+ 0 strongly in Hi. 

Remark 6.4.2.1 Note that for a given K > 1 and aD > 0, (6.4.2.7) can always be 
satisfied by choosing 'Y / j3 sufficiently large. 

Remark 6.4.2.2 One immediately deduces from Theorem 6.4.2.1 and Corollary 
oili' 

6.2.2.2 the following convergence properties of the adjoint variables pi at ' 

api _ -no at - -Aqi . for any E E [0,1) 

pr I Ef ---+ 0 strongly in L 2 (Y:,l() 

prl E ---+ 0 weakly in L2(Y:,ij). 
'J 

In addition, if E E (0,1) then 

(iii, a:[) ---+ 0 strongly in Loo(O,T;Hi x V;*) 

pi - pj I Eij ---+ 0 strongly in L 2 (Y:,ij) 
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while, if E = 0, then 

(p~, a:;) ~ 0 weakly* in Loo(O, T; Hi X V:*) 

(p~(T), a:l (T)) ~ ° strongly in Hi x V:*. 
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In particular, for all E E [0,1) and for i = 1, ... ,I the effective local opti
mal control P~I~N converges strongly in L2(~f) to the restriction PI~N of the 

global optimal c;ntrol PI~N to ~r Further, the deviation of the local t;ajectory 
(wf(T), awf(T)/at) at time T from its target state (ZOi' Zli) converges strongly 
in Hi to the deviation of the global trajectory (w(T), aw(T) / at) at time T from 
its target (zo, zd, restricted to 0i' 

Proof of Theorem 6.4.2.1. We introduce the space 

I 

X = II L2(~~nt) X L2(~~nt) 
i=l 

with norm defined by 

I 

IIXII~ = 2: 2~ h;nt (I AiI2 + IPiI2 ) d~, X = {(Ai, Pi) : i = 1, ... , 1}. 
'l=1 ~ 
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This system has a unique solution with regularity 

In fact, this system is nothing but the system (6.4.2.1), (6.4.2.5) with the super
scripts suppressed. 

We define a linear mapping T : X I-> X as follows. Set 

(TX)ij = ((_ OWj + {30Wj + "(Oqj) I ,(_ oqj _{30qj +,,(OWj)1 ) 
oV A J· ot ot E OV A J· ot ot,~ 

D ~D 

(TX)i = {(TX)ij : j E Ji}, TX = {(TX)i : i = 1, ... , I}. (6.4.2.8) 

Note that X is a fixed point of T if and only if (Wi,Pi), where Pi = oq;jot, is 
the solution of the global optimality system (6.4.1.2)-(6.4.1.6) corresponding to 
WOi = VOi = ZOi = Zli = 0, Fi = O. Since the solution of the global optimal control 
problem corresponding to such vanishing data is clearly fopt = 0, it follows that 
X = 0 is the unique fixed point of T. 

The main significance of the mapping T is that if, for n = 1,2, ... , we set 

X n {(,n-l -n-l) . 1 I· '7} = /lij ,Pij : ~ = , ... , ; J E vi (6.4.2.9) 

and let (wf, qf) be the solution of (6.4.2.1), (6.4.2.5) with n replace by n -1, then 

xn={((OWf + {3owf +,,(Oqf)1 ,(oqf _{3oqf + "(oWf)1 ): 
OV Ai ot ot". . OV Ai ot ot" 

~D ~D 

i = 1, ... ,I; j E Ji} (6.4.2.10) 

{ ( 0 -n 0 -n o-n I o-n o-n 0 -n I ) n Wj Wj qj qj % Wj . 
TX = (--+{3-+"(-) ,(---{3-+"(-) .. 

OVA ot ot" OVA ot ot" 
J ~tJ J ~tJ 

i = 1, ... ,I; j E Ji} (6.4.2.11) 

and the interface conditions on ~ij in (6.4.2.1), (6.4.2.5) may be expressed as the 
fixed point iteration 

Xn+l = (1 - E)Txn + Exn. (6.4.2.12) 

The proof of Theorem 6.4.2.1 is based on the following property of T. 

Lemma 6.4.2.1 For any X = {(Ai, Pi) : i = i, ... , I} E X, we may write 

IIXII7t- = [+.r, IITXII7t- = [-.r (6.4.2.13) 
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where 

£ = 1; ~:nt{2~ (I:~i 12 + I!~i 12) 

+ (32;12 ( 1 a~i 12 + 1 ~~i 12) }d~, (6.4.2.14) 

Corollary 6.4.2.1 If (3,1 satisfy (6.4.2.7), then X 1--+ TX : X 1--+ X is nonexpan
swe. 

Proof of Lemma 6.4.2.1. The proof follows by direct calculation. One has 

IIXII~=t~ r (laWi +(3aWi+1aQiI2+1 aQi _(3aQi+1aWiI2)d~ 
i=l 21 }r,\nt av Ai at at av Ai at at 

(6.4.2.17) 

We will show that 
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It then follows from (6.4.2.16) and (6.4.2.17) that 

From 

IIX"~ = £ +F, 
IITXII~ = £ - F. 

we easily obtain 

~11(Wi(T), 8Wi (T))II~i = (r + r ) 8Wi 8Wi d"L., 
2 8t JEN jEiut 8v A 8t 

1. i t 

hence 

Similarly 

Therefore 

r (8Wi 8Wi 8qi 8qi ) d"L. 
jEtt 8v Ai 8t 8v Ai 8t 

= ~(1 - r,;2)II(Wi(T), 8~i (T))II~i 
1 8qi 2 

+ "2 11 (qi(O), Ft(O))IIHi 

(6.4.2.19) 

+ lr { (ti (I 8~i 12 + 1 ~~i 12) + ~~i 8~i } dL,. (6.4.2.20) 
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To evaluate the last term on the right side of (6.4.2.18), we write 

Therefore 

r (aWi aqi + aqi aWi ) d~ 
}r,\nt at av Ai at av Ai 

= ti:11(Wi(T), a~i(T))II~i + if 1~~iI2 d~. (6.4.2.21) 

The equality (6.4.2.18) now follows from (6.4.2.20) and (6.4.2.21). 
Now let xn be given by (6.4.2.9) and set 

£n=~ I r {j32+,-..? (laijil2 +lawiI2) 
2 L }r,int I at at 

z=l i 

+ ~ (laWi 12 + laiji 12)} d~, (6.4.2.22) 
I aVAi aVAi 

From (6.4.2.19) we may write 

(6.4.2.24) 
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If we take the norm of each side of (6.4.2.12) and use (6.4.2.19) we obtain 

From (6.4.2.19) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have 

hence we deduce the following fundamental recursion formula: 

(6.4.2.25) 

By iterating (6.4.2.25) we find that 

n+1 
£n+1 ::; £1 - L Cp(€):p 

p=1 

where 

(6.4.2.26) 

Since ai ::::: ao, under the stated condition on ao the quadratic form 

is positive definite. If Ii> 1, € E [0,1) and if we further restrict f3h according to 
(6.4.2.7), then 

00 

L FP converges and {£n} ~= 1 is a bounded sequence. 
p=1 

The convergence of L FP then implies that 

awn aijn 
(wf(T), at" (T)) ~ 0, (ijf(O), a; (0)) ~ 0 strongly in Hi 

a-n I a -n I Zi ~ 0, :i ~ 0 strongly in L2("L.f). 
ut EN ut EN , , 

(6.4.2.27) 

From (6.4.1.14) and (6.4.2.5) we then have 

a-nl a-nl ~ ~ 0, ~ ~ 0 strongly in L2("L.f) 
aVA i Ef" aVA i Ef" 

(ijf(T), a:r (T)) ~ 0 strongly in Hi. 

(6.4.2.28) 
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The boundedness of t:n implies that Aij, pij are bounded in L2(I:,ij). There-
fore 

!:\ -n+1 
( -n+l ~) 
w, , at ' 

aiin +1 
(q-n+l -'-) are bounded in LOO(O T·H·) "at ", 

which implies, in particular, that {wr+l}, {iir+l} are uniformly bounded and 
equicontinuous on [0, T] in the L2(Oi) topology. It follows that on a subsequence 
n = nk of the positive integers, 

Wr+1 ---7 Wi, iir+1 ---7 iii weakly* in LOO(O,T;Vi) 
and strongly in C([O, T]; Hi) 

(6.4.2.29) 

for some ii, gi, Fi , Gi in L2(I:,int), where both Wi and iii satisfy 

a2Ui _ V'. (A-V'u·) + c·u· = 0 in Q. at2 '" , , 

uil~p = 0 

~I _ aUil -0 
a/J Ai ~f - at ~f -

(6.4.2.30) 

() aUi ( ) () aUi () . 
Ui 0 = 7ft 0 = Ui T = 7ft T = 0 ill Oi, 

and 

(6.4.2.31) 

Since Wi and iii vanish at t = 0 we also have wil~N = iiil~N = O. Thus Wi and iii 
have vanishing Cauchy on I:,f. Note also that Wi and iii are i~ HI (Oi X (0, T)) since, 
in particular, Wi, iii E HI(O, T; L2(Oi)) n L2(0, T; HMOi)) ~ HI(Oi X (0, T)). 

Case 1: E = o. In this case we can use a unique continuation argument to conclude 
that Wi = iii = 0 in Qi for i = 1, ... ,I. We start with regions Oi adjacent to the 
global boundary r such that rf "I- 0. Since Wi, iii E HI(Oi X (0, T)) and have 
vanishing Cauchy on I:,f and at t = 0 and t = T, they may be continued by zero 
to 0 x {t < O} and to 0 x {t > T} as Hl(Oi x (-00, (0)) solutions of the hyperbolic 
equation (6.4.2.30a) that have vanishing Cauchy data on rf x (-00, +(0). It then 
follows by unique continuation (see, for example, Hormander [45]) that Wi = iii = 0 
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in D X (-00, +00). In particular, fi = gi = Fi = Gi = 0 and therefore the 
convergence in (6.4.2.29) is through the entire sequence of positive integers. 

Now suppose that Dj is a region adjacent to a boundary region Di such that 
rf f:. 0. Then L:ij f:. 0 and from (6.4.1.15), (6.4.1.17), (6.4.2.4)-(6.4.2.6) we have 
on L:ij (since E = 0) 

(6.4.2.32) 

(6.4.2.33) 

(6.4.2.34) 

(6.4.2.35) 

Since, for the index i, convergence is through the entire sequence of positive in
tegers, if we pass to the weak L2(L:ij ) limit in (6.4.2.32)-(6.4.2.35) through the 
subsequence n = nk we obtain 

-gj + (3fJ + ,Fj = 0, -Gj - (3Fj + ,fj = 0 

gj + (3fj +,Fj = 0, Gj - (3Fj +,fj = 0 

on L:ij . Therefore fj = gj = Fj = Gj = 0, that is 

OWj = OWj = oijj = oijj = 0 on L:ij . 
at OVA j at OVAj 

(6.4.2.36) 

The same unique continuation argument as above gives Wj = ijj = 0 in Qj. One 
may now proceed step-by-step into the remaining regions Dj and conclude that 
Wj = ijj = 0 in Qj and fJ = gj = Fj = Gj = 0 for j = 1, ... , I. This completes 
the proof for the case E = O. 

Case 2: 0 < ~ < 1. It remains true that Fn ---+ 0 and therefore (6.4.2.27) and 
(6.4.2.28) continue to hold. However, the unique continuation argument used above 
fails in this case. But we can obtain even stronger convergence results than in the 
case E = 0 by utilizing Proposition 2.3.7.1 as in Section 6.3.1, together with Opial's 
Lemma [89] as stated in Proposition 2.3.7.3 above. In fact, we first use Opial's 
Lemma to deduce 

Oiji'l 0 at 2:~nt---+ 
(6.4.2.37) 
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Indeed, since the only fixed point ofT is X = 0, we may conclude that xn -+ ° and 
TXn -+ ° weakly in L2(I;~nt). Referring to the definitions (6.4.2.10) and (6.4.2.11) 
of xn and T X n, respectively, one immediately infers (6.4.2.37). 

To obtain the remaining conclusions of Theorem 6.4.2.1, we apply Proposition 
2.3.7.1 to obtain IIXn+l - xnllx -+ 0, or, equivalently, that IITXn - xnllx -+ ° 
since X n+1 - xn = (1 - E)(Txn - xn). From (6.4.2.24) we have 

(6.4.2.38) 

We calculate 

I {( 8-n 8-n 8-n ) 1 w w q 
(Txn,xn)x = L L - r __ J +/3-J +,),_J 

. . 2')' }r, 8// AJ· 8t 8t 
,=1 JE.Ji 'J 

The last expression may be written 

vanish. Therefore 
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We may write 

j>i 

From (6.4.2.38)-(6.4.2.40), and observing that 

O -n O-n 
~_ Wj 

ot ot 
owi owj 
Tt-Tt' 

and, similarly, for q, we obtain 

owi owj owi owj --+--=--+-
OVA i OVAj OVA i OVAj 

(6.4.2.40) 

/-1 1 (32 2(l o n own 12 Ion onl2) IITxn-xnll~=LL +, Wi __ J + ~_~ 
~.., ot ot ot ot 

i=l jEJi 'J 
j>i 

(6.4.2.41 ) 

It now follows from (6.4.2.42) that 

(6.4.2.42) 

To complete the proof of Theorem 6.4.2.1 for the case f. E (0,1) it re
mains to establish the strong convergence in LOO(O, T; 1ii ) of (wi,owi/ot) and 
of (iii, oiir! ot). For this we appeal to the following result. 

Proposition 6.4.2.1 For i = 1, ... ,I let ¢i satisfy 

02¢i V (AV -+.n) -+.n Fn ' Q ot2 -. 'Pi + C'Pi = i zn i 

¢r = 0 on ~f 

o¢i o¢i fn "N -0 +a: i - O = i onui 
VA i t 

¢r(O) = ¢ro, o!r (0) = 7fJ~ in Oi 
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o¢il 
at E~nt' 

If 

then 

The proof of this proposition is given below. 

We apply Proposition 6.4.2.1 first with ¢i = wi, in which case Fin = 0, 
fin = -piIEN, ¢io = 'l/Jill = o. By (6.4.2.27), (6.4.2.42) and the boundedness ofthe 
sequence En' we may conclude that 

Next, by the change of variable t ~ T - t, we may apply Proposition 6.4.2.1 with 
¢i = qi, in which case (¢ill, 'l/Jill) = (iii(T) , oiii(T)/ot), Ft = 0 and fI' = o. By 
appealing to (6.4.2.28), (6.4.2.42) and the boundedness of En we deduce that 

(iii, 0%;) ---+ 0 strongly in LOO(O,T;Hi). 

The proof of Theorem 6.4.2.1 is now complete, except for proving Proposition 
6.4.2.1. 

Proof of Proposition 6.4.2.1. First assume that Ft = O. We multiply the partial 
differential equation by o¢i / at, integrate over ni x (0, t) and use Green's Theorem 
to obtain 
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Since 

we obtain 

II (4)7(t), o4>7(t)) 112 + it r (ai I 04>712 + ~ I 04>7 12) drdt 
ot 'lJ. 0 Jr N ot at OVAi '" , 

Next, we write 

I it 1 04>7 04>7 I-I it 1 (04)7 o4>j) 04>7 --drdt- --- -~ ° r:nt ot OVAi - ~ j~i 0 r ij ot ot OVAi 
j>i 

+ _J _J_ + _'I'_i drdt. o4>n ( o4>n o-l,n ) 
ot OVAj OVAi 

(6.4.2.44) 

It follows immediately from (6.4.2.43), (6.4.2.44) and the hypotheses of the propo
sition that 

This proves the proposition if Fr = O. 

Now assume that 4>ia = 'lj!ia = 0 and fr = o. One easily finds in the same 
manner as above that for any 8 E (0,1), 

Therefore 

(1- 8)11(4)7, 04>7)11 2 
ot LOO (O,T;1i i ) 

111 nl12 lit 1 04>7 o4>i drd I :S £ Fi L'(O,T;H;) + 2 sup . ~-;::;-- t. 
u O:St:ST 0 r:nt vt vV Ai 
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By using (6.4.2.44) we then obtain 

j>i 

hence 

11(¢i,a¢i)11 2 
--->0, i=l, ... ,I. 

at Loo(O,T;1ii) 

6.4.3 A Posteriori Error Estimates 

In this section we shall derive a posteriori estimates of the difference between the 
solutions of the local optimality systems and the solution of the global optimality 
system in terms of the mismatch of the time derivatives and normal derivatives of 
the nth iterates, or of successive iterates, across the interfaces ~ij. We define the 
pointwise global error en(t) at the nth iteration at time t by 

en(t) = t{ll(wi(t), a~i (t))II~i + II(qi(t), aJ;n (t))II~i 
i=l 

We further define 

£n.(~ .. ) := 1. (Iawi _ aw'J 12 + laqi _ aq'J 12 
'1 '1 . at at at at 

E'J 

and 

d~. 
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The quantity E0 (1:;ij) is a measure of the mismatch of the time and normal deriva

tives of the nth iterates across the interface 1:;ij while E~,n+1 (1:;ij) measures the 
mismatch of successive iterates. 

For the remainder of this section, we assume that a, (3, 'Y and K, satisfy 
(6.4.2.7) of Theorem 6.4.2.l. 

Theorem 6.4.3.1 Let E E [0, 1). Then 

where C depends only on ao, (3, 'Y and K,. 

Theorem 6.4.3.2 Let E E [0,1/2). Then 

sup [en+1(t) + en(t)] 
O~t~T 

i=l jEJi 
j>i 

where Cc depends only on ao, (3, 'Y, K, and on Eo 

(6.4.3.1) 

Remark 6.4.3.1 The constants C and Cc will be explicitly calculated in the proofs 
of Theorems 6.4.3.1 and 6.4.3.2; see (6.4.3.6), (6.4.3.9) and (6.4.3.5) below. Note 
also that En + Fn = Ilxnll~ is nonincreasing. Therefore 

The right side can be estimated in terms of the starting inputs >"?j' p?j to the 
local problems, and the time and normal derivatives of the solution of the global 
optimality system on the interfaces 1:;ij' We do not, however, have estimates of 
these traces in terms of the input data (wo, vo), (zo, zd, F and K, to the global 
optimal control problem. 

Theorem 6.4.3.1 is an immediate consequence of the following two lemmas. 

Lemma 6.4.3.1 Let E E [0,1). Then 

(6.4.3.3) 
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Lemma 6.4.3.2 Let E E [0,1). Then 

where 

1-1 
sup en(t)::; c1r + c2ffnfL: "L Eij(Eij)} 1/2 
O~t~T i=l jEJi 

j>i 

c2 =2v'2{max(,62 "( 2 ,"()}1/2. 
+"( 
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(6.4.3.4) 

(6.4.3.5) 

Note that C1 > ° by virtue of assumption (6.4.2.7). From (6.4.3.3) and 
(6.4.3.4) one obtains (6.4.3.1) with 

C = C1 {max(~, ,62 + "(2)} 1/2 + C2 . 

"( "( 
(6.4.3.6) 

Similarly, Theorem 6.4.3.2 follows from the following two results. 

Lemma 6.4.3.3 Let E E [0, 1). then 

F n+1 + (1 _ 2E)r ::; {max(~, (;2 + "(2)} 1/2 J En+1 + En 
"( "( 

1-1 
X {"L "L (E:r+1(Eij) + E;j+1,n(Eij )} 1/2. (6.4.3.7) 

i=l jEJi 
j>i 

Lemma 6.4.3.4 Let E E [0, 1). Then 

sup [en+1(t) + en(t)] ::; C1(Fn+1 + Fn) 
O~t~T 

i=l jEJi 
j>i 

where C1 , C2 are given by (6.4.3.5). 

It follows that the constant CE in Theorem 6.4.3.2 is given by 

C - ~{ (~,62 + "(2 )}1/2 C 
E - 2 max , + 2· 

1-E "( "( 
(6.4.3.9) 

Proof of Lemma 6.4.3.1. We start with the fundamental recursion (6.4.2.25), which 
we write as 

2(1 - E):F'd < (En + Fn) _ (En+1 + ;:;;+1) {3- {3 {3 {3 {3' (6.4.3.10) 
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From (6.4.2.24) the right side of (6.4.3.10) may be written 

IIxnll~ _llxn+lll~ ~ IIXn - Xn+lllx(llxnllx + IIXn+lllx) 
~ 2(1 - E)IIXn - TXnllxllxnllx 

(6.4.3.11) 

since {IIXnllx} is a nonincreasing sequence. In addition, it follows from (6.4.2.41) 
that 

i>i 

The conclusion of Lemma 6.4.3.1 now follows from (6.4.3.10)-(6.4.3.12). 

Proof of Lemma 6.4.3.2. We begin with the energy identity 

II(wf(t), a:f (t))II~ + t r (~I ~wf 12 +O:i la:f I2) dfdt ut 'Joo JrN O:i UVA· ut 
i ' 

(6.4.3.12) 

= rt r. ~ 1 aqf 12 dfdt + 2 rt r. awf aWf. dfdt, (6.4.3.13) 
Jo JrN O:i at Jo Jrint at OVA , " 

which follows from 

0= t 1 a:f (a:~f - V'. (AiV'wf) + ciwf) dxdt 
Jo ni ut ut 

by integration by parts and a little algebra. By using (6.4.2.44) and the Cauchy
Schwarz inequality we then obtain, for 0 ~ t ~ T, 

I { a -n t r (1 1 a -n 12 1 a -n 12) } ~ II(wf(t), ~i (t))II~i + Jo Jrf O:i a~~i + O:i ~i dfdt 

~ ~ r ~ 1 aqf 12 d~ 
~ J~N O:i at 
2=1 i 

I-I {(ll aWf aW'j12 )1/2(1IaWfI2 )1/2 +22:2: --- d~ - d~ 
~.. at at I: OVA i=l jEJi 7.J 1.J t 

j>i 

+ (r laWf + aw'j 12 d~)1/2( r law'j12 d~)1/2}. (6.4.3.14) 
J~ij OVA, av A J J~ij at 

Similarly, from 

II (q;' (t), v:; (t)) II~, + [ if ( ~i I :::,1' hi 18:; n drdt 

= II(qf(T), aqf (T))II~ + 21T r a~f aqf dfdt (6.4.3.15) 
at ' t Jrint ut OVA 

i ' 
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we obtain, for 0 ::; t ::; T, 

t {11(qr(t), a:[ (t))II~i + iT hf (~i 1 :!~i 12 + Di 1 a:[ 12) drdt} 

::; tll(qr(T), a:[ (T))II~i 
i=1 

1-1 {(llan aqnl2 )1/2(1Ia-nI2 )1/2 +22:2: ~ __ J d~ ~ d~ 
E at at E aVA 

i=1 jE.J"i 'J '.1 ' 
j>i 

+ (r 1 aq'i + aq'j 12 d~) 1/2 (r 1 aq'j 12 d~) 1/2}. (6.4.3.16) 
lEij av Ai av Aj lEij at 

It follows from (6.4.3.14) and (6.4.3.16) that 

j>i j>i 

+~ +_J d~ 1 
a-n 12 1 aqn 12) } 1/2 
aVAi at ' (6.4.3.17) 

where we have used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality once again. We have 

I-I r (I aw'i 12 + 1 aw'j 12 + 1 aq'i 12 + 1 aq'j 12) dI:, ~ j~i lEij av Ai at av Ai at 
j>i 

I 1 (I awn 12 1 a-n 12 1 awn 12 1 a-n 12) <2: __ t +~+_t +~ d~ 
-. Eint aVA aVA at at 1,=1 itt 

::; 2maX(f32 ~,.,p'l')£n. (6.4.3.18) 

From (6.4.3.17) and (6.4.3.18) we therefore obtain 
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Thus it remains to show that 

(6.4.3.20) 

We have 

By using the definition (6.4.2.20) of Fn and a little algebra, one finds that 

I 2 f3 f3 1 1 1 oijn 12 + "(ao + ao- - -) - -' d'L,. (6.4.3.22) 
L..t "I 4"1 ~N ai ot 
~=1 ~ 

The estimate (6.4.3.20) follows immediately from (6.4.3.21) and (6.4.3.22). 

Proof of Lemma 6.4.3.3. We again start from the recursion formula (6.4.2.25), 
which may be written 

F n+1 + (1 - 2E)F ::; En _ En+1 , 

and proceed to estimate the right-hand side. From the definition (6.4.2.22) of £n 
we have 

£n_£n+1=_ L --"1- ~ - ~ + ~ - -q-,-1 I 1 {f3 2 + 2 (I O-n 12 lo-n+11 2 1 O-n 12 lo-n+112) 
2 i=l ~:nt "I OV Ai OV Ai OV Ai OV Ai 

+~ W:Y I' -I aw~' , I' + 1 ai; I' -I ar I') } dE (6.4.3.23) 

We rewrite the right-hand side using (6.4.2.44). So, for example, we have 

ow'! _ OW;+l 
OVAi OVAj 

j>i 
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and, similarly, for the remaining three differences in (6.4.3.23). An application 
of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, together with the trivial estimate (a ± b? :::; 
2(a2 + b2 ), yields 

£n _ £n+l :::; -21 {max(jJ2 + "y2, ~)} 1/2 r,n+1 
I I 

I-I 
X {2: 2: (£0,n+l(~ij) + £0+1,n(~ij))} 1/2 (6.4.3.24) 

i=l jE.Ji 
j>i 

where 

{ I-l 1 {(.I2 + 2 (I awn 12 1 awn 12 1 awn+112 awn+1 2 r,n+l = 2: 2: 2 fJ I __ , + __ J + _,_ + _J_ 

~.. ,aVA aVA aVA aVA i=ljE.Ji 'J 'J' J 
j>i 

+ 1 aiji 12 + 1 aijj 12 + 1 aij~+112 + aijj+l 2) 
aVAi aVAj aVAi aVAj 

+ ~(Ia~i 12 + 1 a:: 12 + la~~+112 + aw~+l 2 

1 
a-n 12 1 a-n 12 1 a-n+1 12 a-n+1 2)} } 1/2 + X; + ;: + qat + q~t d~ = 2v£n +£n+l 

Use of the last expression in (6.4.3.24) completes the proof of Lemma 6.4.3.3. 

Proof of Lemma 6.4.3.4. From (6.4.3.13), (6.4.3.15) and the formula (6.4.2.44) we 
have 

en+1(t) + en(t) :::; t, {11(iji(T), at; (T))II~i + lI(ij~+l(T), aijit+1 (T))II~i 

1 { 1 
aiji 12 1 aij~+112} } + Cl:i -- + Cl:i -- d~ 

~f aVA; aVAi 

+ h (wn, wn)(t) + h(wn+1, wn+1 )(t) 

+ h(qn, ijn)(t) + 12(qn+l, ijn+1 )(t), (6.4.3.25) 

where 

j>i 

awj (awi awj ) } + -a -a + -a dfdt, 
t VAi VAj 
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j>i 

+ -.!!..L ~ + ~ dfdt. O-n (0 nOn)} 
at OV Ai OV Aj 

It may be verified that 

j>i 

X {I-1 r {I ow': 12 + IOW7+ 112 + lOW] 12 + IOWj+112 
L L Jr; OV Ai OVA at at 
~=1 )E;!; 'J ' 

j>i 

+ ~ + _q_2_ + _) + _)_ d"'£ I o-n 12 lo-n+11 2 1 oijn 12 Oijn+1 2} }1/2 
OV Ai OV Ai at at 

:::; 2V2{ max ( (32: "P' "1) } 1/2 V £n + £n+1 

j>i 

= c2 v£n + £n+1{I: L [£~,n+1("'£ij) + £~+l,n(~ij)] } 1/2. (6.4.3.26) 
2=1 )EJi 

j>i 

Lemma 6.4.3.4 now follows from (6.4.3.25), (6.4.3.26) and (6.4.3.20). 
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6.5 Space and Time Domain Decomposition 

We partition f! into subregions f!i, i = i, ... , I, as in Section 6.4.1, and the time 
interval (0, T) into subintervals h = (Tk' Tk+l), k = 0, ... , K, as in Section 6.3.1. 
In this section we consider three algorithms for the approximation of the solution of 
the global optimality system (6.1.1.1), (6.2.3.4), (6.2.3.6) through iterative, parallel 
computations concentrated on subdomains f!i x Ik of the space-time domain f! x 
(0, T). Two candidates for such algorithms come immediately to mind. In the first, 
a time domain decomposition of the global optimality system into local optimality 
systems concentrated on the cylinder f! x I k , k = 0, ... , K as described in Section 
6.3.1, is followed by a spatial domain decomposition of each of the K + 1 local 
optimality system, as in Section 6.4.1. We shall refer to such an approach as 
sequential space-time domain decomposition. In the second approach, referred to 
as sequential time-space domain decomposition, the spatial domain decomposition 
of the global optimality system into local optimality systems concentrated on the 
cylinders f!i x (0, T), i = 1, ... ,I, is followed by a time domain decomposition of 
each of the I local optimality systems. 

Each of these two approaches involves two iteration parameters: a parameter 
m associated with time domain decomposition, and an iteration parameter n oc
curring in the spatial domain decomposition. In the sequential space-time domain 
decomposition, the solution of the global optimality system is to be obtained in 
the repeated limit limm--->oo limn--->oo, while it is to be obtained in the repeated limit 
limn--->oo limm--->oo in the case of sequential time-space domain decomposition. 

It is natural to ask whether one can find a convergent, iterative scheme for 
the calculation of the solution of the global optimality system that involves only 
one iteration parameter and parallel computations on the subregions f!i x h for 
each value of that parameter. An obvious approach to this question is to directly 
combine the time domain and space domain decomposition algorithms presented 
in Sections 6.3.1 and 6.4.1 above. The combined algorithm essentially looks for 
the limit along the diagonal m = n. However, convergence of this scheme has not 
been established and remains an open, and important, question. 

In what follows we use the notation 

Qik = f!i X h, ~R = ~f x h, ~ft: = ~f x h, 
'<"I '<"I I '<"lint r int I U '<"I LJij k = LJij X k, LJik = i X k = LJij k, 

jEJi 

6.5.1 Sequential Space-Time Domain Decomposition 

We begin with the time domain decomposition of the global optimality system 
described in Section 6.3.1. We write m in place of the iteration parameter n + 1 
of that section, and () in place of the parameter f3 in the iteration step. Thus for 
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k = 0, ... , K we consider functions Wk , Pk that satisfy 

('ppm 
at; - \7 . (A\7Pk) + cPk = 0 in Qk, 

Pk = 0 on ~f, 

aPk d m 0 "N 
~ - a tPk = on Dk . 
ul/A 

(6.5.1.1) 

(6.5.1.2) 

Initial values for (WTt, aWk / at) at t = Tk and final values for (Pk' aPk / at) 
at t = Tk+1 are determined from the iteration step (6.3.1.3). On the interval fo 
these conditions are 

Wo(O) = Wo, a;: (0) = Vo, 

m( ) l( awO() rn-I) Po T1 = 0 8t T1 - f.LO,l , 

apO' () 1 (A m () m-1) at T1 = -0 Wo T1 - "70,1 . 

On the intervals h, k = 1, ... , K - 1 the conditions are 

rn(T) A- 1 (()aPk (T ) m-1 ) wk k = at k + "7k,k-1 

aWk m m-1 
8t(Tk) = -()Pk (Tk) + f.Lk,k-1 

m( ) l(aWk( ) m-1) Pk Tk+1 = 0 8t Tk+1 - f.Lk,k+1 ' 

aPk ( ) 1 (A m( ) m-1 ) at Tk+1 = -0 Wk Tk+1 - "7k,k+1 . 

(6.5.1.3) 

(6.5.1.4) 

On the final interval h the initial values for (w7!.,aw7!./at) at t = TK and the 
final values for (PK,aPK/at) at t = TK+1 = Tare 

am 
w7!.(TK) = A-1 (() ~; (TK) + "7'R,Il-1) 

aWK() () m( ) m-1 fit TK = - PK TK + f.LK,K-1 

p7!.(TK+1) = K,(a;; (TK+1) - Zl), 
(6.5.1.5) 

a~; (TK+d = -K,(Aw7!.(TK+d - zo). 
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In (6.5.1.4)-(6.5.1.6) the quantities f.l';i:ll E Hand 1J';;;ll E V* are given data to 
the problem. " 

The system (6.5.1.1), (6.5.1.2) with initial/final values given by (6.5.1.3), 
(6.5.1.4) or (6.5.1.5) as appropriate, is an optimality system concentrated on the 
cylinder Qk = n x h, as was shown in Section 6.3.1. Let us note that on the cylin
der 10 this local optimality system has a structure identical to that of the global 
optimality system (6.1.1.1), (6.2.3.4), (6.2.3.6), the only superficial differences be
ing that (0, T) is replaced by (0, T1 ), i'\, by l/B and (zo, Zl) by (f.l~ll, A-11J~11). 
On the intervals h, k = 1, ... , K, the local optimality system differs in struc
ture from the global optimality system only in that the initial conditions for 
(wl:,c)wl:/at), rather than being a given element of V x H, involve also the 
adjoint state (PI:, apl: / at). 

We now consider the following spatial domain decomposition of (6.5.1.1)
(6.5.1.5), which is based on the same interface conditions used in the domain 
decomposition algorithm in Section 6.4.1: for n = 0, 1, ... , 

{ 
a2w7/:"n+l r7 (A r7 m,n+l) m,n+l F 

at2 - V· i v wik + Ci wik = ik 

a2 m,n+l 
Pik r7 (A r7 m,n+l) m,n+l - o· Q . at2 - V· iVPik +CiPik - m ik, 

(6.5.1.6) 

m,n+l m,n+l ° ",",D 
W ik = Pik = on Uik; (6.5.1.7) 

(6.5.1.8) 

(6.5.1.9) 

a m,n+l 
WiO (0) - . - Vo, 

at 
m,n+l (0) WiO = WOi, 

a m,n+l 

p,;,;t+1(T) = i'\,( W ifft (T) - Zli) (6.5.1.10) 

a m,n+l 
PiK (T) - A (m,n+l(T) ). n. at - -i'\, i WiK - ZOi m Hi, 
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a m,n+1 
m,n+1 (T) A-I (e Pik (T ) m-I) wik k = i at k + rh,k,k-I 

a m,n+1 
wik (T) e m,n+I(T ) m-I at k = - Pik k + J-li,k,k-I 

1 ~ m,n+1 
m,n+l( ) _ (UWik ( ) m-I) Pik Tk+1 - (j at Tk+1 - J-li,k,k+l 

(6.5.1.11) 

a m,n+l 1 
Pik (T) A ( m.n+1 (T ) A-I m-I ) at k+1 = -(j i wik' k+1 - i TJi,k,k+1 

h fJ d . . t t F PI m-I m-I I m-l were an 'Yare posItIve cons an s, ik = Qik' J-li,k,k±l = J-lk,k+l [li' TJi,k,k±l = 

Ai(A-ITJ~k:l)ni' The issue we wish to investigate is that of convergence, for each 
fixed index m, of the system (6.5.1.6)-(6.5.1.11) as n --t 00 to the solution of 
the optimality system (6.5.1.1)-(6.5.1.5). In (6.5.1.11), the first two conditions 
hold for k = 1, ... ,K while the last two hold for k = 0, ... ,K - 1. In (6.5.1.9), 
A?jk' P?jk E L2(L,ijk) are arbitrary, (~k = dtP?jk' while for n = 1, ... we set 

a m,n a m,n 
Arn,n = (1- )(-~ +fJ~ + m,n) t)k E av. at 'YP)k AJ 

a m,n+l a m,n 
+ E( Wik + fJ3L + "Vpm,n) 

aVAi at I tk 
a m,n a m,n 

( m,n (1 ) ( Pjk fJd m,n d Wjk ) ijk = - E - OVA - tPjk + 'Y t--at 
J 

+ E(ap7~,n _ fJd pm,n+l + "Vd aw~,n) 
aV Ai t ,k I t at 

(6.5.1.12) 
where E E [0,1) is a relaxation parameter. The operator dt appearing in (6.5.1.9) 
is the bounded linear operator L2(h; Uij ) 1-7 (HI(h; Uij ))* defined by 

J d¢ 
(dth, ¢) = - (h(t), -d (t))u dt, 

h t 'J 

The operator dt in (6.5.1.8) is similarly defined, but with Ui in place of Uij . 
If ( m-l m-I H V*'f ,m,n m,n L2(" ) d (m,n - d m,n J-li,k,k±l' TJi,k,k±l E i Xi' I ''ijk ,Pijk E LJijk an ijk - tPijk' 

then the system (6.5.1.1)-(6.5.1.6) is an optimality system concentrated on the 
cylinder Qik. Indeed, for i = 1, ... , I and k = 1, ... , K - 1 it is the optimality 
system for the problem 

inf J;,:,n (jik, gijk, ¢i,k,k-I, 7/Ji,k,k-I) ' 

taken over 
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subject to 

fPWik ---at:2 - \7 . (Ai \7Wik) + CiWik = Fik in Qik 

Wik = 0 on r;R, 
OWik OWik f 
--+ai-- = ik 
OVAi ot on r;iX 

(6.5.1.13) 

where 

For the cylinder QiD = f!i X 10 , the appropriate cost functional is given by 
(6.5.1.14) with k = 0 but with the last two terms omitted, subject to (6.5.1.13) 
with k = 0 and with the initial conditions at t = To = 0 replaced by 

( ) OWiD ( ) . 
WiO 0 = WOi, 8t 0 = VOi ill f!i' 

For the cylinder QiK the appropriate cost functional is given by (6.5.1.14) 
with k = K but with the terms 

replaced by 

Verification of these statements follows the same lines as the calculations carried 
out in Sections 6.3.1 and 6.4.1, and are omitted. From the discussion of Section 
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6.2.2 it follows that, for i = 1, ... ,1 and k = 0, ... , K, the solution of (6.5.1.6)
(6.5.1.11) has regularity 

( m,n+l ow";"n+l) (. ) 
wik , at E C h, Vi X Hi , Wik E L2(~N U ~int) a m,n+ll 

':::'t 2k ,k' 
U ~Nu~int 

ik ik 

,:::, n+l 
( m,n+l uPik ) C(1' H V*) Pik ,~E k, i Xi' 

m,n+ll L2("N "int) Pik ~~U~:kt E uik U uik . 

As was done in Section 6.4.1, we replace the adjoint variable p";"n+l by the 
more regular variable q";"n+l through the substitution 

,:::, m,n+l 
m,n+l uqik 

Pik = ---'=o-t-' 

a m,n+l 
Pik _ -A. m,n+l 

at - ,qik . 

In terms of the variables W";"n+l, q";"n+l the system (6.5.1.6)-(6.5.1.11) takes the 
form 

(6.5.1.15) 

(6.5.1.16) r mn+' 
a m,n+l a m,n+l w ik w'k + qik +a· , =0 

OVAi 2 at at 
a m,n+l a m,n+l 

qik qik = 0 on ~N,.,' -a' 
OVAi ' at ' , 

(6.5.1.17) 

{

a m,n+l a m,n+l a m,n+l 
W,k + (3 Wik + "(----=cq,""·k,----_ = )..7;t 
OVA, at at 

a m,n+l a m,n+l a m,n+l 
q,k _ (3 q,k + rv Wik m,n" 
OVA, at I at = Pijk on uijk; 

(6.5.1.18) 

m,n+l(O) WiO = WOi, 

(6.5.1.19) 
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W~,n+l(Tk) = -Oq~,n+I(Tk) + Ai 1 1J7,tL 1 

o m,n+I 0 m,n+I 
Wik (T ) = -0 qik (T ) + II m- I 

ot k ot k t"'t,k,k-I 

m,n+I(T ) 1 (m,n+I(T ) A-I m-I ) qik k+I = (j wik k+I - i 1Ji,k,k+I 
(6.5.1.20) 

o m,n+I 1 0 m,n+I 
qik (T) (Wik (T ) m-I) . n ot k+I = (j ot HI - J-ti,k,k+1 m Hi· 

Similarly, it is convenient to write the optimality system (6.5.1.1)-(6.5.1.5) 
in terms of WIk, qIk where 

m oqr 
Pk = Tt, opr _ -A m 

ot - qk , 

This system then takes the form 

{ 
o~~;k - \7 . (A\7wIk) + CWIk = Fik 

02qm 
ot;k - \7 . (A\7qIk) + cqIk = 0 in Qik; 

in Oi, 

together with the transmission conditions 

wIkI2;ijk = wj'kl2;ijk' qIk l2;ijk = qjk b j k 

owIk I _ owjk I 
01/ Ai 2;ij k - - 81/ Aj 2;ij k ' 

oqIk I _ oqjk I 
81/ Ai 2;ijk - - 81/ Aj 2;ijk' 

(6.5.1.21) 

(6.5.1.22) 

(6.5.1.23) 

(6.5.1.24) 

(6.5.1.25) 

(6.5.1.26) 
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In (6.5.1.24), the first two conditions are imposed for k = 1, ... ,K and the latter 
two for k = 0, ... , K - 1. 

Convergence of the solutions of (6.5.1.15)-(6.5.1.20) to the solution of 
(6.5.1.21)-(6.5.1.25) is proved along the lines of Theorem 6.4.2.1, so we will not 
provide all details. One introduces the local errors 

which satisfy (6.5.1.15)-(6.5.1.20) with homogeneous data 

F 0 m-l m-l 0 
ik = 0, WOi = VOi = ZOi = Zli = , J-Li,k,k±l = TJi,k,k±l = 

and with A7j",n, p7jt replaced by 

a -m,n a -m,n a-m,n 

~rn,n = (1- E)(-~ + (3~ + ~) 
'Jk aVA at 'Y at 

J 

The local errors therefore satisfy 

W ik _ '<'7 • (A.'<'7 -m,n+l) + . -m,n+l - 0 
at2 v , v Wik c,Wik -{ 

a2 -m,n+l 

a 2 -m,n+l 
qik '<'7 (A '<'7-m ,n+l) -m,n+l - o· Q . 
at2 - V' i v qik + ciqik - III iko 

-m,n+l -m,n+l 0 "D 
w ik = qik = on LJik; 

{ 

a -m,n+l a -m,n+l a-m,n+l 
w,'k w'k q'k --:?,,---+a" + ' =0 
aVAi 'at at 

a-m,n+l a-m,n+l 
qik qik = 0 
a - ai at 

VA i 

,ffi,n 
- Aijk 

on ~fk; 

in f!i; 

(6.5.1.27) 

(6.5.1.28) 

(6.5.1.29) 

(6.5.1.30) 

(6.5.1.31) 

(6.5.1.32) 

(6.5.1.33) 
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(6.5.1.34) 

The following result describes the convergence of the local errors. 

Theorem 6.S.1.1 Suppose that /3, , satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 6.4.2.1, that 
() > 0 and 

(6.5.1.35) 

Then as n -+ 00 we have, for i = 1, ... , I; k = 0, ... , K, and m = 1,2, ... : 
(i) for any E E [0,1) 

a- mn 
(W~,n(Tk+d, ~;' (Tk+1)) -+ 0 strongly in Hi, 

(ij~,n(Tk)' a~~,n (Tk)) -+ 0 strongly in Hi, 

( -m,n aw~,n) -+ 0 
w,k 'at ' 

awm,nl __ 'k_ -+ 0 
at I;N ' 

ik 

n-m,n I uW·k 
--'- -+ 0 at Emt ' 

ik 

awm,nl __ ik_ -+ 0 
8VA i E int ' 

ik 

(ii) In addition, if E > 0, 

a-mn 
(-m,n qi') 0 kl *. LOO (I·'1J) qi '---at -+ wea y zn k, ILi , 

--1!'- -+ 0 strongly in L2(L.ft,), 
aijm,n I 

ut I;N 
ik 
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Remark 6.5.1.1 For given 0:, Ii and (), all of the hypotheses of Theorem 6.5.1.1 may 
be satisfied by choosing "(/(3 sufficiently large. 

For the proof one writes the relaxed iteration step for the local errors as the 
relaxed fixed point iteration of a nonexpansive mapping T. Convergence of the 
algorithm is then deduced from properties of T. To this end, we set 

I K 

X = II II L2(~ikt) X L2(~ikt) 
i=l k=O 

with norm defined by 

Let X = {(Aik,Pik): i = 1, ... ,1; k = O, ... ,K} E X and let (Wik,qik) be the 
solution of (6.5.1.29)-(6.5.1.34) with 5..Zit, pZit replaced by Aijk := AiklEijk and 
Pijk := Pik IEijk' respectively. Define T : X f--7 X according to 

(TX) .. = ((_ aWjk. (3 aWjk aqjk)1 (_ aqjk. _(3aqjk aWjk)1 ) 
t)k av + at + "( at ' av at + "( at 

A J Eijk A J Eijk 

(TX)ik = {(TX)ijk : j E Ji}, 
TX = {(TX)i,k : i = 1, ... ,1; k = 0, ... , K}. 

Then X is a fixed point ofT ifand only if {Wik, qik}{=l satisfy (6.5.1.21)-(6.5.1.26) 
with homogeneous data (6.5.1.27). This means that (Wk, Pk) := {Wik, Pik}{=l is 
the solution of the optimality system (6.5.1.1)-(6.5.1.5) corresponding to homo
geneous data (6.5.1.27). Therefore X = ° is the only fixed point of T. 

In analogy with Lemma 6.4.2.1, we have the following result. 

Lemma 6.5.1.1 For any X = {(Aik, Pik) : i = i, ... , I} E X, we may write 

IIXII~ = £ + F, IITXII~ = £ - F (6.5.1.36) 

where 

£ = t t, i:1, { 2~ ( 1 ~~~: 12 + 1 :::~ 12) 

+ (32 ~ "(2 (I a;;k 12 + 1 aZ;k 12) }d~, (6.5.1.37) 
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I 

,,{ /3 2 II OWiK 112 /3 II OqiO 112 F = {:t [Ib + 2,./1 - Ib )] (WiK(T), at(T)) Hi + 2"( (qiO(O), --at (0)) Hi 

It is thus seen that T is a nonexpansive mapping if the parameters /3, "( 
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 6.4.2.1 and if (6.5.1.35) holds. 

Proof of Lemma 6.5.1.1. The proof follows the lines of the proof of Lemma 6.4.2.1. 
Indeed, direct calculation gives 

IIXII~= 

IITXII~= 
I K 

£ _ L L r { [i (OWik OWik _ Oqik Oqik) + (OWik Oqik + Oqik OWik)} dL.. 
. JEint "( OVA ot OVA ot OVA ot OVA ot 
1..=1 k=Q ik t t t t 

(6.5.1.40) 

By the same arguments used in the proof of Lemma 6.4.2.1 one obtains 

~ 1 2 II( OWik )11 2 + ~ 2()2 (() - 1) Wik(Tk+I), Tt(Tk+1 ) Hi 
k=O 

K 

+ ~ ~(1 - (}2) II (qik(Tk), O~;k (Tk)) II~i } 

+ t, ~ Hr H ~~' I' + ~ 8;, h, 18;, I') dE, (6.5.1.41) 
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Lemma 6.5.1.1 follows immediately from (6.5.1.39)-(6.5.1.42). 

Proof of Theorem 6.5.1.1. Set 

(6.5.1.42) 

( ,m,n-l m,n-l)._ {(,m,n-l m,n-l). ,m,n-l m,n-l) L2('" . 'T} 
''ik ,Pik .- /lijk ,Pijk . /lijk , Pijk E uijk, J E Ji , 

xm,n = {(~~,n-l,p~,n-l): i = 1, ... ,1; k = 0, ... ,K} E X, 

and let w~,n, q~,n be the solution of (6.5.1.29)-(6.5.1.34) with n replaced by 
n - 1. Then the interface conditions (6.5.1.32) may be expressed as the relaxed 
fixed point iteration in n 

(6.5.1.43) 

Just as in Section 6.4.2, from (6.5.1.43) and Lemma 6.5.1.1 we obtain the recursion 
formula 

Em,n+l + F"',n+l ::; Em,n + (1 - 2E)F"',n, 

where [m,n, Fm,n are defined by (6.5.1.37), (6.5.1.38) with Wik, qik replaced by 
the local errors w~,n, ij~,n. Then, by iterating in the index n, we obtain 

n+l 
[m,n+l S [m,l - L cp(E)Fm,p, m = 1,2, ... , (6.5.1.44) 

p=l 

where the coefficients Cp(E) are defined in (6.4.2.26). The remainder of the proof 
of Theorem 6.5.1.1 is based on (6.5.1.44) and is essentially identical to that of 
Theorem 6.4.2.1 and is therefore omitted. 

6.5.2 Sequential Time-Space Domain Decomposition 

In this approach we begin with the spatial domain decomposition algorithm of the 
global optimality system, as described in Section 6.4.1, which we write as 

(6.5.2.1) 
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n n 0 ",D wi = Pi = On LJi (6.5.2.2) 

{ 
~Wf + Qi a;f + pi = 0 

v Ai t 

apf _ Qidtpn = 0 on ~N 
av Ai ' , 

(6.5.2.3) 

{ 

awf (3awf n _ >.n-1 
av Ai + at + ,,(Pi - i 

apn awn . 
-'- _ (3d pn + 'Vd __ , = I/n-l on ~lllt 
av Ai t, I t at n , 

(6.5.2.4) 

awn 
wf(O) = WOi, at' (0) = VOi 

. awn 
pf(T) =,..( at' (T) - Zli) (6.5.2.5) 

a:[ (T) = -,..A(wf(T) - ZOi) in ~k 
The localized systems (6.5.2.1)-(6.5.2.5) are, for each value of the iteration index 
n, optimality systems concentrated On the cylinders Qi, i = 1, ... , I. We then 
apply our time domain decomposition algorithm of Section 6.3.1 to each of these 
local optimality systems. We are thus led to consider the following collection of 
problems concentrated on the cylinders Qik: 

{ 
(pw~+l,n n (A n m+1,n) m+1,n - F 

at2 - v· i v wik + CiWik - ik 
+1 (6.5.2.6) a2 m ,n 

P8~2 - V' . (A, V'p~+l,n) + c,p~+l,n = 0 in Q,k; 

(6.5.2.7) 

(6.5.2.8) 

{

a m+1,n a m+1,n 
Wik (3 Wik m+1,n _ >.n-1 
aV Ai + at + "(Pik - ik 

a m+1,n a m+1,n 
Pik _ (3d pm+l,n + 'Vd Wik = ;-n-1 on ~int. 
av Ai t ,k I t at '>,k ,k , 

(6.5.2.9) 

a m+l,n 
m+1,n(0) WiO (0) WiO = WOi, at = VOi 

a m+1,n 
p~+l,n(T) =,..( Wi!!t (T) - Zli) (6.5.2.10) 

a m+1,n 
PiK (T) - A (m+1,n(T) ). r.. at - -,.. i W iK - ZOi m Hi, 
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a m+l,n 
m+l,n(T ) = A-:-l (0 Pik (T ) + m,n ) W,k k 2 at k TJ"k,k-1 

a m+l,n 
Wik (T ) 0 m+l,n(T ) m,n at k = - Pik k + J-li,k,k-I 

1 !::> m+l,n 
m+l,n( ) _ (UWik ( ) m,n ) 

Pik THI - (j at THI - J-li,k,k+1 

(6.5.2.11) 

a mH,n 1 
Pik (T) A (m+1,n(T ) A-I m,n ) at k+1 = -(j i Wik HI - i TJi,k,k+l in ~k 

It is seen that, except for a notational change in indexing, the system 
(6.5.2.6)-(6.5.2.11) is identical to the system (6.5.1.6)-(6.5.1.11). However, in the 
present context the index n 2: 1 is fixed, A~k-I, J-l~k-I are taken as given data, and 
iteration is in the index m, where J-l';tk±I' TJ';k~±1 are given by 

a m,n 
m,n (1) ( Wi,k+1 (T ) 0 m,n (T )) J-li,k,k+1 = - E at kH - Pi,k+1 k+1 

!::> m,n 
( UWik ( ) m n( )) + E ---at Tk+1 - OPik' Tk+1 , 

a m,n 
TJ';k~H = (1- E)(O P;t (THd + Aw;'+~(Tk+d) 

+ E(Oap~,n (THd + Aw;"n(Tk+1)) , 

(6.5.2.12) a m,n 
J-l';k~k-I = (1 - E)( W~;_I (Tk) + Op';t:-I (n)) 

a ffi,n 

+ E( ~~ (Tk) + OP'::.,n(Tk)) , 

where E E [0,1) is a relaxation parameter. The above are valid for m 2: 1; the 
quantities J-l~': HI' TJ?': HI are arbitrary. The question to be investigated is the 

'f' m+l,~' m+l,n convergence 0 Wik , Pik as m -+ 00. 

As noted above, the system (6.5.2.6)-(6.5.2.11) is an optimality system con
centrated on the cylinder Qik. It is well posed for fixed n and for m = 0,1, ... 

'd d O,n H O,n V* \n-l n-1 E L2("int) d (n-l - d n-l praVl e J-li,k,k±1 E i, TJi,k,k±1 E i' /\ik ,Pik L.Jik ,an ik - tPik . 

Let wik' pik be the restriction to Qik of the solution wi, pi of (6.5.2.1)
(6.5.2.5). Then wik' qik satisfy (6.5.2.6)-(6.5.2.10) together with the transmission 
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conditions 

Therefore the local errors 

satisfy (6.5.2.6)-(6.5.2.11) with homogeneous data 

Fik = 0, WOi = VOi = ZOi = Zli = 0, \n-I _I'n-l - ° Aik - '>ik -

d 'th m,n m,n 1 d b an WI J-li,k,k±I' 7]i,k,k±1 rep ace Y 

-m,n (1) (aU('k~1 (T ) () -m,n (T )) J-li,k,k+1 = - f at k+1 - Pi,k+1 k+1 

(aii/::/' (T ) (}-m,n(T )) + f 8t k+1 - Pik HI, 

a-mn 
-m,n (1) (() Pk+1 (T ) A -m,n(TT> )) 7]i,k,k+1 = - f ---at k+1 + iWk+1 1k+1 

+ f((}ap~,n (Tk+r) + Aw;"n(Tk+r)) , 

-m,n (1 )(aw2k~I(T) (}-m,n (T)) J-li,k,k-I = - f at k + Pi,k-I k 

+ E(a~:,n (Tk) + (}p~,n(Tk))' 
a-m,n 

-m,n _ (1 ) ( () Pi,k-I (T) A -m,n (T)) 7]i,k,k-1 - - f - at k + iWi,k-1 k 

+ f( _(}apa~,n (Tk) + AiW~,n(Tk))' 

253 

(6.5.2.13) 

(6.5.2.14) 

(6.5.2.15) 

It is worth noting that the system satisfied by the local errors w;',;+1,n, p;',;+1,n 
has the same structure as the system (6.3.2.2)-(6.3.2.7) for the local errors in 
the pure time domain decomposition algorithm, save for the additional term 
'Ydt (aw;',;+1,n jat) appearing in the boundary condition on ~:kt. Therefore, it is 
only a matter of checking that this additional term does not deleteriously affect 
the convergence to zero of the local errors. The following result shows that this is 
the case. 

Theorem 6.5.2.1 Let (3, 'Y, () be positive constants. Then as m ---) 00 we have, for 
i = 1, ... , I and n = 1,2, ... : 
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(i) for any t E [0,1) 

p~,nlr;ITur;:lt ---. ° strongly in L2("L.ft: U "L.ikt ), k = 0, ... , K 

8w~,n I . 2 int 
-8- . ---. ° strongly m L ("L. ik ), k = 0, ... , K 

t r;mt 
ik 

8-m ,n 
( -m,n PiK) 0' C(I H V*) PiK '----at ---. m K; i x i 

8 -m,n 
(w~,n (T), ~: (T)) ---. ° strongly in Vi x Hi 

8-mn 
( -m,n WiO') 0' C(T .T7 H) WiO ,~---, tn 10, Vi Xi· 

(ii) In addition, if t > 0 then for k = 0, ... ,K 

8- m ,n 
( -m,n Wik) 0' C(I' T7 H) wik ,~---, tn k, Vi X i 

8-m ,n 
(p~,n, P8~ ) ---.0 in C(h; Hi x V;*) 

8 -m,n I 
W8ik ---. ° strongly in L2("L.ft:). 

t r;N 
ik 

Theorem 6.5.2.1 is deduced from properties of the mapping 4. associated 
with the relaxed iteration step (6.5.2.11), (6.5.2.12). Thus, proceeding along the 
lines of Section 6.3.2, we set 

I 

X = II (Hi X V;*)2K 
i=1 

with the standard product norm. Let 

(6.5.2.16) 

and let Wik, Pik be the solution of (6.5.2.6)-(6.5.2.11) with homogeneous data 
(6.5.2.14) and all superscripts removed. Define T : X 1-+ X by setting 

{( 8Wik+1 8PikH )K=1 
(TX)i= at (Tk+d-OPi,k+1(TH1 ),0 at (Tk+d+A;wi,kH(TkH ) k=O' 

( 8Wik-1( ) () 8Pik- 1() A ())K} at Tk +OPi,k-l Tk ,-0 at Tk + iWi,k-1 Tk k=l EX, 

If we then set 

xmn {(-m-ln _m-ln)K-1 (-m-ln -m-ln)K } 
, = f-li,k,k+l' "li,k,k+l k=O' f-li,k,k'-l' "li,k,k'-l k=l (6.5.2.17) 
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and let w~,n, p~,n be the solution of (6.5.2.6)-(6.5.2.11) corresponding to xm,n 
and homogeneous data (6.5.2.14), the relaxed iteration step for the local errors is 
given by the relaxed fixed point iteration 

x m+1,n = (1 - E)Txm,n + Exm,n := Texm,n. 

For XEX given by (6.5.2.16) and Wik, Pik the solution of (6.5.2.6)-(6.5.2.11), 
(6.5.2.14) corresponding to X, let us set 

Eik(t) := II (Wik(t), O;t (t)) II~ixHi + 02 11 (Pik(t), O;t (t)) II~ixv:' (6.5.2.18) 

I K-l 
E = 2: 2: [Eik(Tk+l) + Ei,k+l (Tk+l)], (6.5.2.19) 

i=1 k=O 

I K 

F = 20 ~ ~ {h;£ Ipikl2d~ + h~kt 'Y(IPikI 2 + IO;;k 12) d~} 
I 

+ 20", 2:11 (WiK(T), O~;K (T)) 112. (6.5.2.20) 
i=1 

Lemma 6.5.2.1 For any X E X We may write 

Ilxlli = E + F, IITXlli = E - F, 

where E, F are defined by (6.5.2.18)-(6.5.2.20). 

Thus T is nonexpansive provided 'Y > 0 and 0 > O. 
Proof of Lemma 6.5.2.1. The computation follows the lines of the proof of Lemma 
6.3.2.1. One has 

Ilxlli = t, {}; [11-Opik(Tk+d + O;;k (Tk+dll~i 
II °Pik 112 ] + 07!it(Tk+ 1 ) + AiWik(Tk+1) 11;' 

K 

+ ~ [IIOPik(Tk) + O;t (Tk) II~i + II-oO;;k (Tk) + AiWik(Tk) II~:] } 
I K 

= ~{{;[Eik(Tk+d + Ei,k+l(Tk+dl 

K 

'" [( OPik ( ) ( )) (( ) OWik ()) 1 t=Tk+l + 20 ~ 7!it t , Wik t Vi - Pik t , at t Hi t=Tk 
k=O 

+ 20"'11 (WiK(T), O~t (T)) II~ixHi }. 

(6.5.2.21) 
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From the definition of the solution Pik of the adjoint system we have (cf. 
(6.2.2.29); this is also obtainable from a formal calculation as in Lemma 6.3.2.1) 

(6.5.2.22) 

It follows from (6.5.2.21) and (6.5.2.22) that IIXII7t- = £, + F. By a similar calcu
lation we obtain 

I {K-l 0 
IITXII7t- = ~ {; [IIOPik(Tk+l) + ~;k (Tk+l)ll~i 

II OPik 112 ] + -0Tt(Tk+d + AWik(Tk+l) Vt 

+ I: [11-OPik(Tk) + O~;k (Tk)ll~i + II00~;k (Tk) + AWik(Tk)II~.]} 
k=l 

I K 

= ~ {{;[£'ik(Tk+l) + £'i,k+l (Tk+dl 

K 
"[( OPik ( ) ( )) (() OWik ()) ] t=Tk+l - 20 ~ Tt t ,Wik t Vi - Pik t , at t Hi t=Tk 

k=O 

(6.5.2.23) 
It follows from (6.5.2.22) and (6.5.2.23) that IITXII7t- = £, - F. As a consequence 
of Lemma 6.5.2.1 we obtain the fundamental recursion formula 

(6.5.2.24) 

where £,m,n, Fm,n are defined by (6.5.2.18)-(6.5.2.20) with Wik, Pik replaced by 
the local errors iil::.:,n, i/::.:n. By iterating (6.5.2.24) in the index m we obtain 

m+l 

£,m+l,n :s: £,l,n - I: cp(E)FP,n, n = 1,2, ... , (6.5.2.25) 
p=o 

where the coefficients Cp(E) are given by (6.4.2.26). The proof of Theorem 6.5.2.1 
is based on the (6.5.2.25) and is essentially identical to that of Theorem 6.3.2.1 
and is therefore omitted. 

Remark 6.5.2.1 One may derive a posteriori estimates for the local errors both 
in the sequential space-time and the sequential time-space domain decomposition 
algorithms, of a form similar to those obtained in Sections 6.4.3 and 6.3.3, respec
tively, by means of the arguments put forth therein. 
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in the absence of external inputs F, G, J, the functional £(t) is nonincreasing. 
Moreover, the boundary condition (7.1.1.1h is also regularizing. That is to say, if 
£(0) < 00, if F, G and J have regularity assumed above, and if the support of J 
is contained in the support of 0:, the solution of (7.1.1.1) satisfies £(t) < 00 for 
all t 2': O. On the other hand, if 0: == 0 and J t=. 0 then, in general, solutions of 
(7.1.1.1) will have less regularity. Thus the term 0: 1/ 1\ (H 1\ 1/) in (7.1.1.1 plays the 
same role in the system (7.1.1.1) as does the term o:ow/ot in (6.1.1.1, namely, it 
improves the regularity of the solution relative to that which holds when 0: = 0 
(when J #- 0). We may therefore consider optimal final value control problems in 
which, in the cost functional, penalization of the deviation of the final state from 
its target state is taken in the natural energy norm for the problem. This problem 
has a unique solution Jopt that is given in terms of the adjoint variable in the 
optimality system. In this chapter we shall present iterative domain decomposition 
algorithms for this system that, as shall be seen, parallel those for the optimality 
system associated with optimal control of the system (6.1.1.1). Once again, we shall 
establish convergence of the algorithms and derive a posteriori error estimates in 
terms of the mismatch of the iterates at the interfaces of the subdomains. 

7.2 Optimal Dissipative Boundary Control 

7.2.1 Setting the Problem 

Let 0 be a bounded, open, connected set in ]R3 with piecewise smooth, Lipschitz 
boundary f, and let T > O. We consider the Maxwell system (7.1.1.1) in which 
0: E LOO(f) such that 0:0 := infr o:(x) > o. Further, c: = (c:jk(x)), J-l = (J-ljk(x)) and 
a = (ajk(x)) are 3x3 Hermitian matrices with LOO(O) entries such that c: and J-l are 
uniformly positive definite and a 2': 0 in O. The functions F, G E Ll(0,T;£2(0)) 
are given while J is a control input and is taken from the class 

u = £;(~) := {JI J E L2(0, T; £2(f)), 1/. J(t) = 0 

for a.a. x E f and a.a. t E (0, T)} 

Function spaces of C-valued functions are denoted by capital Roman letters, 
while function spaces of C3-valued functions are denoted by capital script letters. 
We use 0:. (3 to denote the natural scalar product in C3 , i.e., 0:. (3 = Z=~=l O:j/3j' 

and write (.,.) for the natural scalar product in various function spaces such as 
L2(0) and £2(0). A subscript may sometimes be added to avoid confusion. The 
spaces L2(0) and £2(0) denote the usual spaces of Lebesgue square integrable 
C-valued functions and C3-valued functions, respectively, and, similarly, for the 
Sobolev space HS(O), 'W(O). 

We set 'H. = £2(0) X £2(0) with weight matrix M = diag(c:, J-l). Thus 

II(cp,1jJ)II~ = (c:cp,cp) + (J-l1jJ,1jJ) 
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It will be proved below that for J E U and (Eo, Ho) E H, (7.1.1.1) has a unique 
solution (E, H) E C([O, T]; H) such that v 1\ EI~ E £;(~). We shall consider the 
optimal control problem 

inf r IJI2d~ + 1\:11 (E(T), H(T)) - (ET' HT )II~, I\: > 0, 
JEU J~ 

(7.2.1.1) 

subject to (7.1.1.1), where (ET' HT) E H is given. Problem (7.1.1.1), (7.2.1.1) 
admits a unique optimal control Jopt given by 

Jopt = v 1\ PIE, (7.2.1.2) 

where (P, Q) is the solution of the backwards running adjoint system 

{
cP' - rotQ - aP = ° 
J-lQ' + rot P = 0 in Q 

Qr + a(v 1\ P) = 0 on ~ (7.2.1.3) 

{ P(T) = 1\:( E(T) - ET) 
Q(T) = I\:(H(T) - HT) in n 

(see Section 7.2.3). The optimality system for the optimal control problem (7.2.1.1) 
consists of (7.1.1.1), (7.2.1.3), (7.2.1.2). The main purpose of this chapter is to 
present and analyze certain domain decomposition algorithms for the numerical 
calculation of this system. 

Remark 7.2.1.1 Instead of £;(~) one may choose as the control space those £;(~) 
functions that are supported in r x (0, T), where r is a subset of r of positive 
2-dimensional measure. The analysis presented below may easily be adapted to 
this more general setting with only minor modifications. 

Remark 7.2.1.2 Instead of controlling the system (7.1.1.1) through a tangentially 
flowing electric current J, one may treat J as a given input to the system and 
exercise control through the distributed electromagnetic force F or, more generally, 
through a locally distributed force F1w , where w is a nonempty open subset of 
nand 1w is the characteristic function of w. If the control space is taken to be 
£2(w x (0, T)) and if, in the cost functional, F is penalized in the natural norm in 
this space, then the optimal control is given by 

F=P! wx(O,T) 
(7.2.1.4) 

where (P, Q) is the solution of (7.2.1.3), so that the optimality system in this case 
consists of (7.1.1.1), (7.2.1.3) and (7.2.1.4). The domain decomposition algorithms, 
and their analysis, that are presented in this chapter may be adapted to this 
optimality system with only minor changes one of which, in the case decomposition 
of the spatial domain, is that it is necessary to require that al w be uniformly 
positive definite (cf. Section 6.3.4). esp. Example 6.3.4.1. 
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7.2.2 Existence and Uniqueness of Solution 

We set 

v = {¢ E £2(0) : rot¢ E £2(0), V A ¢ E £;(f)}, 

II¢II~ = 10 (1¢1 2 + I rot ¢12)dx + llV A ¢1 2&. 

It is proved in [5] that HI (0) is dense in V. Therefore the classical Green's formula 

(rot¢,~) = (¢,rot~) + l(vA¢) ·~Tdf 

=(¢,rot~)-l¢T.(vA~)df 

is valid for all functions in V x V. 

Set 

Let us consider the problem 

{
E¢' - rot~ + a¢ = Ef 

J.1~' + rot ¢ = J.1g in Q 

~T - a(v A ¢) = 0 on ~ 

¢(O) = ¢o, ~(O) = ~o in 0 

A = M- I (-a rot) 
- rot 0 ' 

Dom(A) = {(¢,~) E V x V: ~T - a(v A ¢) = 0 on r}. 

The system (7.2.2.2) may be formally written 

U' = AU + F, where U = (~), F = (~) 

U(O) = Uo := (~~) 

Lemma 7.2.2.1 A is an m-dissipative operator in H. 

(7.2.2.1) 

(7.2.2.2) 

(7.2.2.3) 

Proof. A is densely defined and from the Green's formula (7.2.2.1) we obtain 

(AU, U)Ji = -(a¢, ¢) -1 alv A ¢1 2df + 2Rlm(~, rot ¢), U E D(A), 

so Re(AU, U)1-l s; O. 
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Let (f, g) E H and consider the variational equation 

((E + a)¢, X) + (p,-1 rot ¢, rot X) + l a(v /\ ¢) . (v /\ X) df 

= (g,rotX) + (Ej,X), 'rIX E V. (7.2.2.4) 

The left side of (7.2.2.4) defines a strictly coercive bilinear form on V x V and the 
right side defines a continuous linear functional on V. Thus (7.2.2.4) has a unique 
solution ¢ E V. Set 'I/J = 9 - p,-1 rot¢ E £2(0). Then (7.2.2.4) reads 

('I/J, rot X) = ((E + a)¢, X) - (Ej, X) + 1 a(v /\ ¢) . (v /\ x) df, 'rIx E V. 

It follows that rot'I/J E £2(0) and that 

(E + a)¢ - rot'I/J = Ej in 0, 'l/Jr = a(v /\ ¢) on f. 

Therefore (~) E D(A) and (I - A) (~) = G)' This completes the proof. 

The following result follows from Lemma 7.2.2.1 and standard semigroup 
theory. 

Corollary 7.2.2.1 (1) If (¢o, 'l/Jo) E Hand (f, g) E L1(0, T; H), then (7.2.2.2) has 
a unique mild solution (¢, 'I/J) E C([O, T]; H) and 

11(¢(t),'I/J(t))IIL=(O,T;1t) ::; C(II(¢o,'l/Jo)ll1t + 11(f,g)IIU(O,T;1t)). 

(2) If (¢o,'ljJo) E D(A) and (f,g) E C1([O,T];H), then (¢,'I/J) E C([O,T];D(A)). 

Lemma 7.2.2.2 Let (¢o,'l/Jo) E Hand (f,g) E L1(O,T;H). Then the solution of 
(7.2.2.2) satisfies v /\ ¢IE E £;(~). Moreover, the mapping ((¢o,'l/Jo), (f,g)) I--) 

v /\ ¢IE is continuous from H x L1(0, T; H) into £;(~). 

Proof. First suppose that (¢o,'l/Jo) E D(A) and (f,g) E C1([0,T];H). From 

we have 

lIlt it r 2 11 (¢(t), 'I/J(t))II~ - 211(¢o, 'l/Jo)ll~ + 0 (a¢, ¢) dt + 0 if' alv /\ ¢1 2dfdt 

- 201m lot ('I/J, rot ¢) dt = lot ((f, g), (¢, 'I/J))1tdt. 
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Take the real part of the last equation and use 

to obtain 

11(4),~)lliOO(O,T;ri)+ IT(a4>,4>)dt+ lT i alv/\4>1 2dfdt 

:S C {11(4)0,~0)11~ + 11(f,g)lli'(O,T;'H)}' 

The result now follows by density. 

We now turn to the nonhomogeneous boundary value problem (7.1.1.1). So
lutions of (7.1.1.1) are defined by the transposition method. Indeed, a formal 
calculation using Green's formula (7.2.2.1) shows that if (E, H) satisfies (7.1.1.1) 
then (E, H) satisfies the variational equation 

((E(T), H(T)), (4)0, ~o))'H -IT ((E(t), H(t)), (f(t), g(t)))'Hdxdt 

= ((Eo, Ho), (4)(0), ~(O)))'H + lT ((F(t), G(t)), (4)(t), ~(t)))dt - h J . (v /\ 4» dr., 

V(4)o,~o) E H, (f,g) E L1(0,T;H), (7.2.2.5) 

where (4), ~) is the solution of 

{
c4>f - rot ~ - a4> = cf 
f.J,~f + rot~ = f.t9 in Q 

~T+a(v/\4»=O onr. 

4>(T) = 4>0, ~(T) = ~o in n. 

(7.2.2.6) 

A solution of (7.1.1.1) is, by definition, a solution of (7.2.2.5). We have the following 
result. 

Theorem 7.2.2.1 Suppose that (Eo,Ho) E H, (F,G) E L1(0,T;H) and J E L.:;'(r.). 
Then (7.1.1.1) has a unique solution (E, H) E C([O, T]; H). Moreover v /\ EI~ E 

L.:;'(r.) and the linear map from the data to ((E, H), v /\ EI~) is continuous in the 
indicated topologies. 

Proof. Since the mapping (4)o,~o),(f,g)) f--7 ((4>,~),v/\4>I~) is continuous from 
H x L1(0, T; H) into C([O, T]; H) x L.:;'(r.), the right side of (7.2.2.5) defines a 
continuous linear functional on H x L1(0, T; H). Therefore, there exists a unique 
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pair (ET' HT), (E, H) E LOO(O, T; H) satisfying 

((ET' HT), (¢o, 'l/Jo)ht -iT ((E(t), H(t)), (f(t), g(t)))1-(dxdt 

= ((Eo, Ho), (¢(O), 'I/J(O))) 1-( + iT ((F(t), G(t)), (¢(t), 'I/J(t))/dt - h J . (v 1\ ¢) d~, 
V(¢o, 'l/Jo) E H, (f, g) E Ll(O, T; H), 

where (¢,'I/J) is the solution of (7.2.2.6). By definition, (ET,HT) is the value 
of (E, H) at t = T. This definition is justified because it is true if (E, H) E 

C([O, T]; H) (see, e.g., [50]). Thus it remains to show that (E, H) E C([O, T]; H), 
v 1\ ElI; E £;(~), and that the mapping from the data to ((E, H), v 1\ ElI;) is 
continuous in the indicated topologies. If J = 0 this follows from Corollary 7.2.2.1 
and Lemma 7.2.2.2. Indeed, in this case it is easy to verify that the solution given 
according to semigroup theory satisfies (7.2.2.5). Therefore, by superposition, we 
may assume that F = G = 0 and Eo = Ho = O. 

Let Ir denote the tangential trace operator on r, that is, 

Ir¢ = v 1\ (¢ 1\ v)lr, 

which is well defined for ¢ E V. We suppose that 

J(t) = IrJ(t), 0::; t ::; T, (7.2.2.7) 

where 
J E C1([0, T]; V) n C2 ([0, T]; £2(0)), J(o) = O. (7.2.2.8) 

In (7.1.1.1) (with F = 0 and Eo = Ho = 0) we set 

E = E, if = H - J, (7.2.2.9) 

which formally leads to 

{ E~' - rott: + O"E, = rot J 
f.LH' + rotE = -J' in Q 

ifT - a(v 1\ E) = 0 on ~ 
(7.2.2.10) 

£(0) = if(o) = 0 in 0 

Since (rot J, -J') E c1 ([0, T]; H), system (7.2.2.10) has a unique solution (E, if) E 

C([O, T]; D(A))nC1([0, T]; H). Thus (E, H), defined by (7.2.2.9), satisfies (E, H) E 
C([O, T]; V x V) n C1([0, T]; H) and obviously satisfies (7.1.1.1) (with F = G = 0 
and Eo = Ho = 0) in the pointwise sense, and therefore also satisfies (7.2.2.5), 
provided that J is given by (7.2.2.7). 
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We observe that functions J of the form (7.2.2.7) are dense in £; (~). Indeed, 
Ca(O, T; 1i;/2(r)) is dense in £;(~) and each J E Ca(O, T; 1i;/2(f)) may be 
represented, according to trace theory, by some j E Ca(O, T; 1il(O)) in the sense 
of (7.2.2.7). Such j obviously satisfy (7.2.2.8). 

We have the following a priori energy identity for solutions of (7.1.1.1) with 
F = G = ° and J given by (7.2.2.7): 

II(E(t), H(t))II~ + 2 r ((JE, E) dt + rt r (alv /\ EI2 + ~IHrI2) dfdt 
io io ir a 

2 it 11 2 = II(Eo, Ho)IIH + -IJI dfdt. (7.2.2.11) 
ora 

Assume for the moment that (7.2.2.11) holds, and suppose J E £;'(~). Let {In} 
be a sequence of functions of the form (7.2.2.7) for some corresponding jn sat
isfying (7.2.2.8) such that I n ----) J strongly in £;.(~), and let {(En, Hn)} be 
the corresponding solutions of (7.1.1.1). By applying (7.2.2.11) to the differences 
(En - Em, Hn - Hm) and I n - Jm we find that 

(En' Hn) converges to (E, H) in C([O, T]; 1i) 

v /\ En converges to v /\ E strongly in £;(~) 

for some (E, H) E C([O, T]; 1i) such that v/\E E £;'(~). Since, for each n, (En' Hn) 
satisfies (7.2.2.5) with J = I n , upon passing to the limit we see that the limit pair 
(E, H) satisfies (7.2.2.5). Moreover, we note that (7.2.2.11) holds in the limit, from 
which follows that the mapping ((Eo, Ho), J) f--+ ((E, H), v /\ 1>12:) is continuous 
from 1t x £;(~) into C([O, T]; 1i) x £;(~). This completes the proof of Theorem 
7.2.2.1, except for establishing (7.2.2.11). This is done by the standard energy 
method. 

From 

0= Re !at [(eE' - rotH + (JE, E) + (p,H' + rotE, H)] dt 

we obtain by Green's formula and integration by parts 

~11(E(t),H(t))II~+ rt((JE,E)dt+ r r aiv/\EI 2dfdt 
2 io io ir 

= ~11(Eo,Ho)II~-Re r r J·(v/\E)dfdt. (7.2.2.12) 
2 io ir 

From the boundary condition we have 

1 ( 2 1 2 1 2) -ReJ· (v /\ E) = - alv /\ EI + -IJI - -IHrl . 
2 a a 

(7.2.2.13) 

The identity (7.2.2.11) follows upon substitution of (7.2.2.13) into (7.2.2.12). 
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Later on we shall need the following result, related to Theorem 7.2.2.1 above. 

Theorem 7.2.2.2 Suppose that (Eo,Ho) E H, (F,G) E L1(0,T;H) and J E .c;(~). 
Then the solution (E, H) of (7.1.1.1) is the (unique) solution of the variational 
equation 

((E(T),H(T)),(¢o,7/Jo)hi -loT ((E(t),H(t)), (j(t),g(t))hidxdt+ l (v I\E)· K d~ 

= ((Eo,Ho),(¢(O),,¢(O) )hi + loT ((F(t),G(t) ),(¢(t),,¢(t) ))dt -l J. (v I\¢)d~, 
V(¢o,'¢o) EH, (j,g) E L1(0,T;H), K E .c;(~) (7.2.2.14) 

where (¢, '¢) is the solution of 

{
E¢' - rot'¢ - (J"¢ = Ef 
f.-l'¢' + rot '¢ = f.-lg in Q 

'¢T + a(v 1\ ¢) = K on ~ 
¢(T) = ¢o, ,¢(T) = '¢O in O. 

(7.2.2.15) 

Proof. Since, by Theorem 7.2.2.1, the linear mapping ((¢o,'¢o),(j,g),K) f--+ 

((¢, ,¢), (v 1\ ¢)I~) is continuous from H x L1(0, T; H) x .c;(~) into C([O, T]; H) x 
.c;(~), the right side of (7.2.2.14) defines a continuous linear functional on H x 
L1(0, TH) x .c;(~). Thus (7.2.2.14) has a unique solution (E, H) E LOO(O, T; H), 
(E(T), H(T)) E H, (v I\E)I~ E .c;(~). On the other hand, if (E, H) is the solution 
of (7.1.1.1) and (¢, '¢) the solution of (7.2.2.15), then the use of Green's formula 
and integration by parts in 

loT ((F(t), G(t)), (¢(t), ,¢(t))) dt 

= loT ((EE' - rot H + (J"E, f.-lH' + rot E), (¢, '¢)) dt 

shows that (E, H) satisfies (7.2.2.14). This calculation is justified if the data in 
(7.2.2.15) is sufficiently regular, e.g., (¢o,'¢o) E D(A), (j,g) E C1([0,T];H), and 
K = TrK as in (7.2.2.7) and (7.2.2.8) above. The formula (7.2.2.14) then follows 
for general data by a standard density argument. 

7.2.3 The Global Optimality System 

We consider the optimal control problem (7.2.1.1) subject to (7.1.1.1). 
Since the cost functional is convex and in view of the properties of the map

ping ((Eo, Ho), (F, G), J) f--+ (E, H) discussed in the last section, there is a unique 
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optimal control Jopt that is characterized by the variational equation 

i Jopt . j dI: + K,((E(T) - ET, H(T) - HT), (E(T), H(T)))J-l = 0, 

vj E .c;(I:), (7.2.3.1) 

where (E, H) is the solution of 

{ c~' - rotJ: + aE = ° 
IJB' + rot E = ° in Q 

HT - a(v 1\ E) = j on I: 

E(O) = H(O) = ° in O. 

The pair (E, H) is the unique solution of the variational equation 

((E(T), H(T)), (</>0, 7/JO))H -IT((E(t), H(t)), (f(t),g(t)))Hdxdt 

=- ij·(VI\</»dI:, V(</>o,7/Jo)E1t, (f,g)EL1(0,T;1t), (7.2.3.2) 

where (</>, 7/J) is the solution of (7.2.2.6) 
Let (P, Q) be the solution of(7.2.1.3). If in (7.2.3.2) we replace (</>,7/J) by 

(P, Q) we obtain 

K,((E(T), H(T)), (E(T) - ET, H(T) - HT ))H = - i j . (v 1\ P) dI:, 

vj E .c;(I:). (7.2.3.3) 

It follows from (7.2.3.1) and (7.2.3.3) that 

(7.2.3.4) 

Thus the global optimality system consists of the Maxwell system (7.1.1.1) and 
the backwards running adjoint system (7.2.1.3), with J = Jopt given by (7.2.3.4). 

7.3 Time Domain Decomposition 

7.3.1 Description of the Algorithm 

We introduce a partition of the time interval [0, T] by setting 

0= To < Tl < ... < TK < TK+l = T (7.3.1.1) 
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and thereby decompose [0, T] into K + 1 subintervals h := [Tk' Tk+l], k = 0, ... ,K. 
We further introduce locally defined functions Ek = Elh' Hk = Hlh' and so forth. 
We proceed to decompose the optimality system (7.1.1.1), (7.2.1.3), (7.2.1.2) into 
the following local systems defined on h, k = 0, ... , K: 

{ EE~ - rotHk + (YEk = Fk 
JiB£ +rotEk = Gk in Qk:= n x h (7.3.1.2) 

HkT - a(v A Ek) = v A Pk on L:k := r x h, 

{ EP~ - rotQk - (YPk = ° 
J-lQ~ + rot Pk = ° in Qk (7.3.1.3) 

QkT + a(v A Pk) = ° on L:k. 

The "initial" values (Ek(Tk), Hk(Tk)) and (Pk(Tk+l) , Qk(Tk+l)) for (7.3.1.2) and 
(7.3.1.3) are given through the coupling conditions 

Ek(Tk) = Ek-l (Tk), Hk(Tk) = Hk-l (Tk), k = 1, ... ,K, 

Pk(Tk+d = Pk+l (Tk+l), Qk(Tk+d = Qk+l (Tk+l), k = K - 1, ... ,0, 
(7.3.1.4) 

together with 

Eo(O) = Eo, 
PK(T) = ",(EK(T) - ET), 

Ho(O) = Ho, 

QK(T) = "'(HK(T) - HT)' 
(7.3.1.5) 

We now uncouple the local problems by uncoupling the transmission condi
tions (7.3.1.4) through an iteration as follows: 

{ (3E~+l(Tk+d - P';:+l(Tk+d = J-lk,k+l 
(3H~+1(Tk+d - Q~+l(Tk+d = 1]k,k+l' k = 0, ... , K - 1 

{ (3E~+l(Td + P;:+l(Tk) = J-lk,k-l 
(3H~+l(Tk) + Q~+l(Tk) = 1]k,k-l' k = 1, ... , K, 

where (3 > ° and 

J-l'k,k+l = (3Ek+l (Tk+d - Pk+1 (Tk+l) 

1]k,k+l = (3Hk+l(Tk+1 ) - Q'k+l(Tk+d 

J-l'k,k-l = (3Ek- 1 (Tk) + Pk- 1 (Tk) 

1]k k-l = (3Hk- 1 (Tk) + Q'k-l (Tk)' , 

(7.3.1.6) 

(7.3.1.7) 

It is readily seen that in the limit of (7.3.1.6), (7.3.1.7) one recovers (7.3.1.4), so 
that (7.3.1.6), (7.3.1.7) are consistent with (7.3.1.4). 
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For the convenience of the reader we write down the complete set of uncou
pled systems: 

{ E(E~+l)' - rot H~+l + a E~+l = Fk 
J-l(H~+l)' + rotE~+l = Gk in Qk 

{ E(P~+l)' - rotQ~+1 - ap~+l = 0 

J-l( Q~+l)' + rot p~+l = 0 in Qk 

{ H~:l - o:(v A E~+l) = v A p~+l 
Q~:l + o:(v A p~+l) = 0 on ~k 

E;+l(O) = Eo, H;+l(O) = Ho 

{
P;+l(T) = K(E'J/1(T) - ET ) 
Q'k+l(T) = K(H'J/1(T) - HT) in n 

subject to (7.3.1.6), (7.3.1.7). 

(7.3.1.8) 

(7.3.1.9) 

(7.3.1.10) 

We wish to show that for (J-lk,k+l>1Jk,k+l) and (J-lk,k-l,1Jk,k-l) given in H, 
the local problems are well posed for k = 0, ... , K. To do so we shall show that 
the local problem with index k is in fact an optimality system concentrated on the 
interval h, k = 0, ... , K. 

Proposition 7.3.1.1 Assume that (J-lk,k+l,1Jk,k+l) E H, (J-lk,k-l,1Jk,k-l) E H. Set 

If 2 1{ n 2 
Jk(Jk, hk,k-l,gk,k-l) = "2 J"2:,k IJkl d'L, + 2/3 II/3Ek(Tk+l) - J-lk,k+lIIE 

+ II/3Hk(Tk+d -1Jk,k+lll~ + II(hk,k-l,gk,k-dll~}, k = 1, ... , K -1, 
(7.3.1.11) 

11, 2 JK(JK,hK,K-l,gK,K-l) ="2 IJKI d~ 
"2:,K 

K 2 1 2 
+ 2 11 (EK(T),HK(T)) - (ET,HT)IIH + 2/3II(hK,K-l,9K,K-l)IIH' (7.3.1.12) 

Jo(Jo) = ~ La IJoI2d~+ 2~{II/3Eo(Tl)-J-l~'111;+II/3Ho(Tl)-1Jg'111~}. (7.3.1.13) 

For k = 0, ... , K, the system (7.3.1.8)-(7.3.1.10), (7.3.1.6) is the optimality system 
for the optimal control problem inf Jk, where Uk = .c;(~k) x H for k = 1, ... , K, 

Uk 

Uo = .c;(~o), subject to 

{EE~ - rotHk + aEk = Fk 
J-lH~+rotEk=Gk inQk (7.3.1.14) 

HkT - o:(v A Ek) = Jk on ~k 
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and 

(7.3.1.15) 

Eo(O) = Eo, Ho(O) = Ho in n. (7.3.1.16) 

Remark 7.3.1.1 In the local optimal control problem infuk :lk(Jk,hk,k-l,gk,k-l), 
the control Jk is, in the terminology of J.-L. Lions and O. Pironneau, the effective 
control and the controls hk,k-l, gk,k-l are virtual, or artificial controls, as discussed 
in Chapter 2. 

Proof. We give the proof only for k = 1, ... , K - 1 since the proofs in the two 
remaining cases are similar. The necessary and sufficient condition that Jk, hk,k-l, 
gk,k-l be optimal is that the directional derivative of :lk at Jk, hk,k-l, gk,k-l in 
the direction of Jk, hk,k-l, gk,k-l be zero. This leads to the variational equation 

0= r Jk·JkdI:,+((JEk(Tk+l)-f.lk,k+1,Ek(Tk+1))c }Ek 

A 1 A 

+ ((JHk(Tk+I) - TJk,k+l' Hk(Tk+I)) f.L + 73 ((hk,k-l, gk,k-I), (hk,k-l, gk,k-I))rf., 

v(Jk,hk,k-l,9k,k-I) E Uk, (7.3.1.17) 

where 

{cE~ - rotfh + aEk = 0 

f.lHt., + rot Ek = 0 in Qk 

HkT - a(v 1\ Ek) = Jk on I:,k 
A 1 A A 1 

Ek(Tk) = 73hk,k-l, Hk(Tk) = 73 9k ,k-l in n. 

Introduce (Pk, Qk) as the solution of 

{
cP£ - rotQk - aPk = 0 

f.lQ~ + rot Pk = 0 in Qk 

QkT + a(v 1\ Pk) = 0 on I:,k 

{ Pk(Tk+I) = (JEk(Tk+I) - f.lk,k+l 
Qk(Tk+I) = (JHk(Tk+I) - TJk,k+1 in n. 

(7.3.1.18) 

(7.3.1.19) 
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We have 

jTk+l 
0= {(fP~ - rot Qk - (JPk, Ek) + (f.1Q~ + rot Pk, Hk)} dt 

Tk 
(7.3.1.20) 

I
T k+l 

= ((Pk(t), Qk(t)), (Edt), Hk(t)))J{ t=T
k 

+ r [QkT' (v 1\ Ek) + (v 1\ Pk) . HkTjdL, J'B k 

where we have used (7.2.2.1). By utilizing (7.3.1.18) and (7.3.1.19) it is seen that 
(7.3.1.20) may be written 

It now follows from (7.3.1.21) and (7.3.1.17) that 

from which the conclusion of Proposition 7.3.1.1 follows immediately. 

Corollary 7.3.1.1 Let (f1.~,k+1> 17~,k+l) Ik'=c/ and (f1.~,k-l' 17Z,k-l) If=l be given arbi
trarily in 1{. Then the iterative procedure described by (7.3.1.6)-(7.3.1.10) is well 
defined for n = 0, 1, .... 

7.3.2 Convergence of the Iterates 

We consider the iterative procedure with the basic step given by (7.3.1.6)
(7.3.1.10). In fact, as we have done previously, we consider a relaxation of the iter
ation step (7.3.1.6), (7.3.1.7). Thus we introduce a relaxation parameter E E [0,1) 
and consider the iterative step (7.3.1.6), (7.3.1.7) with under relaxation: 

(3E~+l(Tk+d - P;:+l(Tk+l) = (1 - E)f.1k,k+l + E({3E'k(Tk+d - p;:(n+l)) 

(3H~+l(Tk+l) - Q~+l(Tk+d = (1- E)1J'k,k+l + E({3HJ:(Tk+l) - Qk(Tk+l)) 

(3E~+l(Tk) + P;:+l(Tk) = (1 - E)f.1k,k-l + E({3E'k(Tk) + P;:(Tk)) 

(3H~+l(Tk) + Q~+l(Tk) = (1 - E)17k.k-l + E({3HJ:(Tk) + Qk(Tk)). 
. (7.3.2.1) 

We introduce the errors 
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These satisfy 

{
E(i0:+1)1 - roti!;+l + aE~+l = 0 

J1(H~+l)' + rot E~+l = 0 in Qk 

{
E(F;+l)I - rot~~+l - ap;:+l = 0 

J1(Q~+l)' +rotp;:+l = 0 in Qk 

(7.3.2.2) 

{
ii:::1 - a(v A E;:+l) = v A p;:+l 
Q~:l + a(v A p;:+l) = 0 on ~k 

(7.3.2.3) 

E~+l (0) = ii~+l (0) = 0 

P~+l(T) = "'E';(+l(T), Q~+l(T) = ",ii';(+l(T) in n 
(7.3.2.4) 

subject to 

{ (3E;:+1(Tk+1) - P;:+l(Tk+1) = fLk,k+1 
(3ii;:+1(Tk+1) - Q~+l(Tk+d = iil:,k+1' k = 0, ... , K - 1 

{ (3E;:+l(Tk) + P;:+l(Tk) = fLk,k-1 
(3ii;:+l(Tk) + Q~+l(Tk) = iik,k-1' k = 1, ... , K 

(7.3.2.5) 

where, for n 2: 1, 

fLk,k+1 = (1 - E)((3EI:+1 (Tk+1) - P;:+l (Tk+l)) + E((3EI:(Tk+1) - P;:(Tk+1)) 

iik,k+1 = (1 - E) ((3iir:+1 (Tk+1) - Qk+1 (Tk+1)) + E((3iir:(Tk+d - Qk(Tk+d) 

fLk,k-1 = (1 - E) ((3EI:_1 (Tk) + P;:_l(Tk)) + E((3EI:(Tk) + P;:(Tk)) 

iiI: k-1 = (1 - E) ((3iir:-1 (Tk) + Qk-1 (Tk)) + E((3iir:(Tk) + Qk(Tk)), 
, (7.3.2.6) 

fL~,k+1 = J1~,k+l - ((3Ek+1(Tk+d - Pk+l(Tk+1)) 

ii~,k+1 = 'rJ~,k+1 - ((3Hk+1(Tk+d - Qk+1(Tk+1)) 

fL~,k-1 = J1~,k-1 - ((3Ek(Tk) + Pk(Tk)) 

ii~,k-1 = 'rJ~,k-1 - ((3Hk(Tk) + Qk(Tk)). 
We shall prove the following convergence result. 

Theorem 7.3.2.1 Let (3 > O. Then 

(i) for any E E [0,1) 

v A P;:IE k ---- 0 strongly in .c;(~k)' k = 0, ... , K 

(P~,Q~) ---- 0 in C(h;7-l) 

(Eg,iig) ---- 0 in C(Io;7-l) 

v A Eg I Eo ---- 0 strongly in .c; (~o). 

(7.3.2.7) 
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(ii) For any f E (0,1) and for k = 0, ... , K, 

(EJ:,HJ;) --.. ° and (PI:,Qk) --.. ° in C(h;H) 

v 1\ EJ:IEk --.. ° strongly in .c;(~k). 

Remark 7.3.2.1 Part (ih,2 states that for any f E [0,1) the effective local optimal 
controls {v 1\ PI: I Ek }{'"=o converge strongly to the global optimal control v 1\ PIE, 
and the deviation II (Ej((T) , Hj((T)) - (ET' HT) IIH of the local optimal trajectory 
(Ej(, Hj() at time T from the target state (ET' H T) converges to the deviation 
II(E(T),H(T)) - (ET,HT)IIH of the global optimal trajectory at time T from the 
target state. An a posteriori estimate of the error in the approximation is derived 
in the next section. 

Remark 7.3.2.2 When f = ° it is possible to show that 

{ (EJ:,HJ:) --.. ° weakly* in UXJ(O,T;H) 
v 1\ EJ:IEk --.. ° weakly in .c;(~k)' k = 1, ... , K (7.3.2.8) 

(PI:, Qk) --.. ° weakly* in LOO(O, T; H), k = 0, ... , K - 1. 

provided the following backwards uniqueness property is valid: if (E, H) satisfies 
the Maxwell system (7.1.1.1h,2 with F = G = ° and the boundary condition 
(7.1.1.1h with J = 0, and if E(T) = H(T) = 0, then E(O) = H(O) = 0. Whether 
or not this uniqueness property holds seems to be an open question. 

Proof of Theorem 7.3.2.1. Set X = H2K with the standard product norm. Let 

and let (Ek' Hk), (Pk, Qk) be the solution of (7.3.1.8)-(7.3.1.10), (7.3.1.6) with 
the superscripts n + 1 and n removed and with zero data 

Fk = Gk = 0, Eo = Ho = ET = HT = 0. (7.3.2.9) 

Define the linear mapping T: X 1--7 X by 

TX = {(,BEk+l(Tk+d - Pk+1(Tk+l),,BHk+l(Tk+l) - Qk+l(Tk+l))~;:(/' 
(,BEk-l (Tk) + Pk- 1 (Tk), ,BHk- 1 (Tk) + Qk-l (Tk)){'"=l}· 

Note that X is a fixed point of T if and only if the transmission conditions (7.3.1.4) 
are satisfied, that is, if and only if {(Ek' Hk), (Pk, Qk)}{'"=O is the solution of the 
global optimality system with vanishing data (7.3.2.9). Since, in this case, the 
optimal control is obviously Jopt = 0, it follows that the only fixed point of T is 
X=O. 
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As before, the significance of the map T is that, if we set 

X n {(-n-1 -n-1 )K-1 (-n-1 -n-1)K } (73210) = J.ik,k+1' 17k,k+1 k=O ' J.ik,k-1'17k,k-1 k=l ... 

the relaxed iteration step (7.3.2.5), (7.3.2.6) may be expressed as the relaxed fixed 
point iteration 

X n+1 = (1 - E)Txn + EXn := 'Lxn. (7.3.2.11) 

Indeed, let {(E'k, ii'k), (PI', Ok )}~o be the solution of (7.3.2.2)-(7.3.2.5) with n 
replaced by n - 1. Then 

and 

TXn = {(;3E'k+1 (Tk+d - PI'+1 (Tk+d, ;3ii'k+1 (Tk+l) - Ok+l (Tk+1))~=-Ol, 
- - - - K 

(;3Ek- 1 (Tk) + PI'- 1 (Tk), ;3Hk-1 (Td + Q/:-1 (Tk)h=l}' 

from which (7.3.2.11) follows. 
The following result shows that T is nonexpansive. 

Lemma 7.3.2.1 For any X E X, 

IITXII~ = IIXII~ - 2F (7.3.2.12) 

where 

K 

F = 2;3 ~ hk Iv 1\ Pk l 2 dL, + 2;3K;II(EK (TK+l), HK(TK+1))11~. (7.3.2.13) 

Proof. We have 

K-1 
IIXII~ = L II (;3Ek(Tk+1) - Pk(Tk+1 ),;3Hk(Tk+d - Qk(Tk+1))II~ 

k=O 
K 

+ L II (;3Ek(Tk) + Pk(Tk), ;3Hk(Tk) + Qk(Tk))ll~. (7.3.2.14) 
k=l 

Let us define 

K-l 
£ = L [£k(Tk+d + £k(Tk)) + £O(Tl) + £K(TK) 

k=l (7.3.2.15) K-l 
= L [£k(Tk+d +£k+l(Tk+d)· 

k=O 
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One finds after a little calculation that (7.3.2.14) may be written 

K-l 
IIXII~ = £- - 2{3 L Re[(Ek(t), Pk(t))c + (Hk(t), Qk(t))I"]~~;: 

k=O 
+ 2{3Re[(EK(TK),PK(TK))c + (HK(TK),QK(TK))I"]' (7.3.2.16) 

Form 

l Tk+1 

0= [(EE~ - rot Hk + aEk, Pk) + (J1,H~ + rot Ek, Qk)] dt 
Tk 

= ((Ek(t), Hk(t)), (Pk(t), Qk(t)))1-lI;!-:r: + ( Iv!\ Pkl 2 dI:, (7.3.2.17) 
}L;k 

where we have used (7.2.2.1). In particular we have 

((EK(TK), HK(TK )), (PK(TK), QK(TK )))1-l 

= ((EK(TK+1), HK(TK+1)), (PK(TK+1), QK(TK+1)))1-l + ( Iv!\ PKI2 dI: 
}L;K 

= KII(EK(TK+1), HK(TK+1))11~ + { Iv!\ PKI2 dI:. 
}L;K 

(7.3.2.18) 

It follows from (7.3.2.16)-(7.3.2.18) that 

IIXII~ = £- + F. (7.3.2.19) 

A similar calculation yields 

K-l 
IITXII~ = L II ({3Ek+l (Tk+d - Pk+1(Tk+1),{3Hk+1(Tk+d - Qk+l(Tk+1))II~ 

k=O 
K 

+ L II ({3Ek-l (Tk) + Pk- 1 (Tk), (3Hk- 1 (Tk) + Qk-l (Tk)) II~ 
k=l 

K-l 
= £- + 2{3 L Re [(Ek(t), Pk(t))c + (Hk(t), Qk(t)) 1"] ~~;: 

k=O 
- 2{3Re[(EK(TK),PK(TK))c + (HK(TK),QK(TK))I"] 

=£--F. 

Thus (7.3.2.12) follows from (7.3.2.19) and (7.3.2.20). 

(7.3.2.20) 
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To continue with the proof of Theorem 7.3.2.1, we set 

£r(t) = j32(IIEr(t)ll; + IIHr(t)II~) + IIPk(t)ll; + IIQk(t)ll~ 
K-1 

£n = L [£r(Tk+1) + £r+1(Tk+d] 
k=O 

K 

F n = 2j3 L r Iv /\ Pk l2 d~ + 2j3I1:II(E'K(TK+1), H'K(TKH))II~. 
k=O jEk 

From (7.3.2.19) and (7.3.2.20) we then have 

Ilxnlli=£n+p, IITxnlli=£n_p. 

Lemma 7.3.2.2 For any E E [0,1) we have 

£nH + p+1 ::; £n _ (1- 2E)P. 

(7.3.2.21) 

(7.3.2.22) 

Proof. As the relaxed iteration step (7.3.2.5), (7.3.2.6) may be expressed as the 
relaxed fixed point iteration (7.3.2.11), from Lemma 7.3.2.1 and (7.3.2.21) we have 

IIXnHlli = £nH + pH (7.3.2.23) 

= ((1- E)2 + E2)ll xn lli - 2(1- E)2p + 2E(1- E)Re(TXn,Xn)x 

= ((1- E)2 + E2)£n - (1- 2E)P + 2E(1- E)Re(TXn,Xn)x, 

From (7.3.2.21) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have 

(7.3.2.24) 

Lemma 7.3.2.2 follows immediately from (7.3.2.23) and (7.3.2.24). 
By iterating (7.3.2.22) down to n = 1 we obtain 

n+1 
£n+1 ::; £1 - L Cp(E).P, (7.3.2.25) 

p=l 

where 
Cp(E) = 2(1- E), p = 2, ... ,n; C1(E) = 1- 2E, Cn+1(E) = l. 

The crucial inequality (7.3.2.25) implies, in particular, that Fn --t ° as n --t 00, 

hence 

v /\ Pkl Ek --t ° strongly in .c;(~k)' k = 0, ... , K 

(E'K(TK+d, H'K(TK+d) --t ° strongly in H. 

From (7.3.2.27) and (7.3.2.4h we then obtain 

(PJ((TK+1),Q'K(TK+1)) --t ° strongly in H. 

(7.3.2.26) 

(7.3.2.27) 

(7.3.2.28) 
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Since, for the solution of (7.1.1.1) (with F = G = 0) the mapping taking 
((Eo, Ho), J) to ((E, H), v!\EI~) is continuous from 11 x £;(~) into L=(O, T; 11) x 
£;(~), it follows from (7.3.2.26) and Eo(O) = iio(O) = 0, that 

(Eo, iio) --) 0 strongly in C(Io; 11) 

v!\ Eol~o --) 0 strongly in £;(~o) 

(7.3.2.29) 

(7.3.2.30) 

Similarly, for the solution of (7.2.1.3) the mapping from the final data (P(T),Q(T)) 
to ((P, Q), v!\ PI~) is continuous 11 f--+ L=(O, T; 11) x £;(~) so, in particular, we 
obtain from (7.3.2.28) 

(P'K, QK) --) 0 strongly in C(h; 11). (7.3.2.31) 

This proves part (i) of Theorem 7.3.2.1. 
To prove part (ii) we invoke Proposition 2.3.7.1 to deduce that IIXn +1 -

xn II x --) 0 or, equivalently, 

(7.3.2.32) 

since X n+1 - xn = (1 - f)(Txn - xn). We have 

TXn _xn = {((3(E'k+1(Tk+d - E'k(Tk+1)) - (Pf:+1(Tk+d - Pf:(Tk+l)), 
- - - - K-l 

(3 (H'k+ 1 (Tk+d - H'k(Tk+d) - (Qk+l(Tk+d - Qk(Tk+d))k=O ' 

((3(E'k_l(Tk) - E'k(Tk )) + (P;:_l(Tk) - P;:(Tk )), 

(3(ii'k-l(Tk) - ii'k(Tk)) + (Qk-l(Tk) - Qk(Tk))):=l}' 

A straightforward calculation shows that 

K-l 

IITxn_xnll~ = 2 L {(3211(E'k+l(Tk+l)-E'k(Tk+d,ii'k+l(Tk+d-ii'k(Tk+1))II~ 
k=O 

+ II (Pf:+1(Tk+d - Pf:(Tk+d,Qk+1(Tk+d - Qk(Tk+d)II~}· (7.3.2.33) 

Therefore, for k = 0, ... ,K - 1, 

II (E'k+l (Tk+l) - E'k(Tk+d, ii'k+l (Tk+l) - iif:(Tk+l))lhi --) 0 

II (Pf:+l (Tk+l) - Pf:(Tk+1 ), Qk+1 (Tk+1) - Qk(Tk+l))IIH --) O. 

By what has already been proved we have 

(P'K,QK) --) 0 in C(h;11) 

so that, in particular, 

(7.3.2.34) 

(7.3.2.35) 
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It then follows from (7.3.2.35) with k = K - 1 that 

from which follows that 

and, in particular, that 

We may now repeat the argument to conclude that 

(Fy:,QiJ -4 ° in C(IkiH), k = K,K -1, ... ,0. 

In a similar way, since we have already proved that 

we have 
II(E~(Tl)' H~(Td)lht -40. 

Use of (7.3.2.34) with k = ° gives 

Also, by what was proved earlier, 

hence 

(Er,Hr) -4 ° in C(hiH) 

v 1\ Erl~l -4 ° strongly in £;(~d, 

and so forth. This completes the proof of Theorem 7.3.2.1. 

7.3.3 A Posteriori Error Estimates 

The purpose of this section is to derive a posteriori estimates of the difference 
between the solutions of the local optimality systems and the solution of the global 
optimality system in terms of the mismatch of the nth iterates, or of successive 
iterates, across the interfaces t = Tk , k = 1, ... , K. Although the arguments closely 
parallel those of Section 6.3.3, for the sake of completeness they are included except 
when the arguments are identical up to minor details. 
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We introduce the global error at the nth iteration, en, by 

en := max II(Et Hk')lIioo(h·H) + max II (Pk', Qk)lIioo(h.H) O:s;k:::;K ' O:::;k:::;K ' 
K 

+ ~ hk {a (Iv 1\ Ek'12 + Iv 1\ pk'12) + l (lEt 12 + IQkT 12) } d'L. 

and further define the local pointwise error at the nth iteration 

ek(t) = II (Ek'(t), Hk'(t))II~ + r r (alv 1\ Ek'12 + ~IHk'TI2)dfdt iTk ir a 

+ II (Pk'(t), Qk(t))II~ + l Tk
+

1 r (alv 1\ Pk'1 2 + ~IQkTI2) dfdt 
t ir a 

for t E h. The cumulative global error at the nth and (n + 1)st iterations is then 
defined to be 

en,n+1 = max lien + en+111 00 • O:::;k:::;K k k L (h) 

In what follows we shall obtain a posteriori estimates of en and en,n+1 in terms of 
the quantities 

£k',k+1(Tk+1) = II (Ek'(Tk+1) - Ek'+1(Tk+1),Hk'(Tk+d - Hk'+1(Tk+J))II~ 

+ II (Pk'(Tk+1) - Pk'+1(Tk+d,Qk(Tk+d - Qk+J(Tk+d)ll~ 

and 

£;,';:}(Tk+1) = IIEk'(Tk+I) - E~:;(Tk+d, Hk'(Tk+d - Hk:11(Tk+1))II~ 

+ II (Pk'(Tk+d - P;::II(Tk+d, Qk(Tk+1) - Q~t{(Tk+1))11~, 

which are, respectively, measures of the mismatch of the nth iterates, and of suc
cessive iterates, across the break point t = Tk +1. The main results of this section 
are the following error estimates. 

Theorem 7.3.3.1 Let E E [0,1). Then 

K-I 

en :s even + Fn{ 2: £k',k+1 (Tk+I)} 1/2 (7.3.3.1) 
k=O 

where 
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Theorem 7.3.3.2 Let E E [0,1/2). Then 

K-1 

en,n+1 ~ GEv£n+l + £n{ l: (£~,';:ll(Tk+d + £~+~;k1(Tk+l))} 1/2 (7.3.3.2) 
k=O 

where 

(7.3.3.3) 

It shall be shown below that £n + F n ~ 6 with a constant 6 that is explicitly 
computable in terms of (3, K and the input data to the global and local optimal 
control problems. We therefore have the following corollaries. 

Corollary 7.3.3.1 Let E E [0,1). There is an explicitly computable constant G, de
pending only on (3, K and the input data to the global and local optimal control 
problems, such that 

K-1 

en ~ G{ l: £k,k+l (Tk+l)) 1/2. (7.3.3.4) 
k=O 

Corollary 7.3.3.2 Let E E [0,1/2). There is an explicitly computable constant GE , 

depending only on E, (3, K and the input data to the global and local optimal control 
problems, such that 

K-1 

n,n+1 < G {" (cn,n+1(T ) cn,n+1(T )) }1/2 e _ E L...t c-k,k+l k+1 + c-k+1,k k+l . (7.3.3.5) 
k=O 

Theorem 7.3.3.1 is a consequence of the following two lemmas. 

Lemma 7.3.3.1 Let E E [0,1). Then 

K-1 

P ~ V2max(1,(3)(£n +Fn)1/2{l: £k,k+1(Tk+1)}1/2. (7.3.3.6) 
k=O 

Lemma 7.3.3.2 Let E E [0,1). Then 

K-1 

en ~ 2V2max(1,1/(3)ffn{l: £k,k+l(Tk+1)}1/2 
k=O 

1 1 + ~ max(lla- Ilux)(r), K)P. (7.3.3.7) 

Similarly, Theorem 7.3.3.2 follows immediately from the following two results. 
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Lemma 7.3.3.3 Let E E [0,1). Then 

K-1 

:S /2max(1,,6)V~[.-n+-1-+-[.-n{ L ([.;,';:11 (Tk+d + [.;+~~k1(Tk+d)} 1/2. (7.3.3.8) 
k=O 

Lemma 7.3.3.4 We have 

1 
en,n+l:s :emax(lla-11ILoo(r),K)(Fn+1 +P) 

~ ___ K-1 

+ /2max(l, 1/,6)V[.n+1 + [.n{ L ([.;,';:N(Tk+d + [.;+~~k1(Tk+d)} 1/2. 
k=O 

(7.3.3.9) 

Proof of Lemma 7.3.3.1. The prooffollows exactly the proof of Lemma 6.3.3.1 and 
is omitted. 

Proof of Lemma 7.3.3.2. The starting point is the identity (7.2.2.7), which we 
apply to the solution CE'k, iii;) on the interval h to obtain 

II(E'k(t),ii'k(t))II~ + t { (alv 1\ E'k1 2 + ~lii'kTI2) dfdt Jl k Jr a 
:s II(E'k(Tk), ii'k(Tk))II~ + t { ~Iv 1\ Pk'1 2dfdt, (7.3.3.10) JTk Jr a 

valid for Tk :S t :S Tk+l and k = 0, ... ,K. We write the first term on the right 
side of (7.3.3.10) as 

II (E'k(Tk), ii'k(Tk))II~ - II (E'k-1 (Tk), iik'-l (Tk)) II~ 
+ II(E'k_1(Tk),ii'k_1(Tk))II~ (7.3.3.11) 

and then use (7.2.2.7) again to estimate the last term as follows: 
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From (7.3.3.10)-(7.3.3.12) we then obtain 

II(Ek(t),Hk(t))II~ + (k r (alv 1\ Ek_112 + ..!.IHk_1,TI2) drdt JTk_1 Jr a 

+ t r ..!.Iv 1\ Pkl2drdt. (7.3.3.13) JTk Jr a 

We now repeat the argument, using (7.3.3.11)-(7.3.3.13) with k replaced by k -1, 
and so forth down to k = O. Since Eo(O) = Ho(O) = 0 we end up with 

k-1 

::; L (11(E~+l (Tm+l) , H~+l (Tm+1))II~ -11(E~(Tm+l)' H~(Tm+1))II~) 
m=O 

+ rt r ..!.Iv 1\ Pkl2drdt. (7.3.3.14) JTk Jr a 

This estimate is valid for t E hand k = 0, ... , K. 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have 

k-1 

L (11(E~+l (Tm+l), H~+l(Tm+1m~ -11(E~(Tm+l)' H~(Tm+1))II~) 
m=O 

k-1 

::; v'2{ L II(E~+l (Tm+1), H~+l (Tm+l)) - (E~(Tm+1)' H~(Tm+1))II~} 1/2 
m=O 

k-1 

X {L (11(E~+l (Tm+d, H~+l(Tm+1m~ + II(E~(Tm+1)' H;:'(Tm+1))II~)} 1/2. 
m=O 

(7.3.3.15) 
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It follows that 

max II (Ek ,ii.~1) Illoo(Ik.1i) 
0-5. k-5. K ' 

K-1 

:s h{ L II (Ek+1 (Tk+d, Hk+1 (Tk+1)) - (Ek(Tk+1), Hk(Tk+1))II~} 1/2 
k=O 

K-J 

X {L (II (Ek+1 (Tk+1), iik+1 (Tk+1))II~ + II(Ek(Tk+1), iik(Tk+1))II~)} 1/2 
k=O 

and that 

K 

L r (alv!\ Ekl2 + ~liikTI2) d2: 
k=O Jr.k a 

K-1 

:s h{ L II (Ek+1 (Tk+1), Hk+1 (Tk+1)) - (Ek(Tk+1), Hk(Tk+1))II~} 1/2 
k=O 

K-1 

X {L (II (Ek+1 (Tk+1), iik+1 (Tk+1))11~ + II(Ek(Tk+1), iik(Tk+1))II~)} 1/2 
k=O 

~ r 1 - 2 + ~ Jy -Iv!\ Pk'i d2:. (7.3.3.17) 
k=O r.k a 

We estimate the solutions (Pk', Q'lJ in a similar manner, starting with the 
estimate 

II (Pk'(t) , Qk(t))I1~ + l Tk
+

1 r (alv!\ Pk'12 + ~IQkTI2) dfdt 
t Jr a 

:s II (Pk'(Tk+1), Qk(Tk+1))II~, t E h· (7.3.3.18) 

The term on the right side is written 

II (Pk'(Tk+1) , Qk(Tk+d)ll~ - II (Pk'+1 (Tk+1), Qk+1 (Tk+d)ll~ 
- - 2 + II (Pk'+1 (Tk+1), Qk+1 (Tk+1) )1I1i 

:s II(Pk'(Tk+1),Qk(Tk+1))II~ -11(Pk'+1(Tk+1),Qk+1(Tk+1))II~ 

+ II (Pk'+1 (Tk+2) , Qk+1 (Tk+2))lt~ - rT
k+

2 r (alv!\ Pk'+112 + ~IQk+1'Tn dfdt. JTk +1 Jr a 
(7.3.3.19) 
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From (7.3.3.18) and (7.3.3.19) we thus obtain 

II (Pk'(t), Qk(t))II~ 

+ jTk+l r (alll A Pk'12 + ~IQkTI2) dfdt 
t Jr a 

+ rT
k+

2 r (alll A Pk'+112 + ~IQk+l'TI2) dfdt JTk +1 Jr a 

~ II (Pk'(Tk+1), Qk(Tk+1))11~ 
- - 2 - 11(Pk'+1 (Tk+1), Qk+l (Tk+1)) 111t 

+ II(PM-l(Tk+2),Qk+1(Tk+2))II~. 
Iterating the argument leads finally to 

II(Pk'(t), Qk(t))II~ 

+ jT
k+l r (alll A Pk'12 + ~IQkTI2) dfdt 

t Jr a 

+ t l Tm
+

1 1 (alll A P;:'12 + ~IQ::nTI2) dfdt 
m=k+l Tm r a 

K-l 

~ :L (II (P;:'(Tm+1) , Q::n(Tm+1))11~ 
m=k 

- II (P;:'+1 (Tm+1), Q::n+1 (Tm+1)) II~) 
+ f\;211(EK(T), HK(T))II~ 

since (PJ((T), QK(T)) = f\;(EK(T), HK(T)). It follows that 

- - 2 
o;n,~K II (Pk', Qk) IILoo(Ik;1t) 

~ J2{~ II (Pk'(Tk+1), Qk(Tk+l)) 
k=O 

- (Pk'+l (Tk+1), Qk+1 (n+I))II~ 

x {"t1 (II (Pk'(Tk+1) , Qk(Tk+l))ll~ 
k=O 

}
1/2 

+ II(Pk'+1(Tk+l),Qk+1(Tk+I))II~) f/2 

283 

(7.3.3.20) 

+ f\;211(EK(T), HK(T))II~ (7.3.3.21) 
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and that 

K 

2:: r (alv!\ P'k12 + ~IQkTI2) dL; 
k=OJE k a 

K-1 

:s J2{ 2:: II (P'k(Tt+1), Qk(Tk+d) - (P'k+1 (Tk+d, Qk+1 (Tk+1))II~} 1/2 
k=O 

K-1 

X {2:: (II (P'k(Tk+1), Qk(Tk+1))II~ + II (P'k+1 (Tk+1), Qk+1(Tk+d)II~)} 1/2 
k=O 

+ ~211(Ej((T), Hj((T))II~. (7.3.3.22) 

We therefore obtain from (7.3.3.16), (7.3.3.17), (7.3.3.21) and (7.3.3.22) 

K-1 

en :s 2J2{ 2:: II (Ek+1 (Tk+1) , Hk+1 (Tk+1)) - (Ek(Tk+d, Hk(Tk+d)II~} 1/2 
k=O 

K-1 

X {2:: (11(Ek+1 (Tk+1), Hk+1 (Tk+1))II~ + II (Ek(Tk+1), Hk(Tk+1))II~)} 1/2 
k=O 

K-1 

+ 2J2{ 2:: II (P'k(Tk+1), Qk(Tk+1)) - (P'k+1 (Tk+1), Qk+1 (Tk+d)II~} 1/2 
k=O 

K-1 

X {L (II (P'k(Tk+!), Qk(Tk+1))II~ + II (Pk+1 (Tk+1), Qk+! (Tk+I))II~)} 1/2 
k=O 

~r1 ~2 2~ ~ 2 
+2~JEk ~lv!\P'k1 dL;+2~ II(E'K(T),H'K(T))IIH' (7.3.3.23) 

By applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality once again and recalling the definitions 
of £n and £'k,k+1 (Tk+d we obtain 

K-1 

en:s 2J2max(1,1/j3)ffn{2:: £'k,k+1(Tk+1)}1/2 
k=O 

K 

+ 22:: r ~Iv!\ P'k12dL; + 2~211(Ej((T), Hj((T))II~. (7.3.3.24) 
k=O JEk a 

From the definition of ;:n we obtain 

K "r 1 ~ 2 2 ~ ~ 2 1 1 
2~JEk ~lv!\P'k1 dL;+2~ II(Ej((T),Hj((T))IIH:S i3 max(lla- IILOO(r),~)P. 

(7.3.3.25) 
Lemma 7.3.3.2 follows from (7.3.3.24) and (7.3.3.25). 
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Proof of Lemma 7.3.3.3. We start with our fundamental recursion which we now 
write as 

(7.3.3.26) 

We proceed to estimate 

K-l 

£n - £n+1 = L {[£k'(Tk+d - £;-t} (Tk+d] + [£k'+1 (Tk+1) - £;+1 (Tk+1)] }. 
k=O 

(7.3.3.27) 

We have 

£k'(Tk+1) - £;tl(Tk+1) 

= ,82 (II (Ek'(Tk+1), Hk'(Tk+d)ll1i -11(E;tl(Tk+1), H;tl1(Tk+1))II1i) 

. (II (Ek'(Tk+1), Hk'(Tk+1))II1i + II (E;tl (Tk+1) , H;t11 (Tk+d) 111i) 
+ (II (Pk'(Tk+1), Qk(Tk+1))II1i -11(P~'t11(Tk+d, Q~:i(Tk+1))II1i) 

- - - +1 - +1 . (II (Pk'(Tk+1) , Qk(Tk+1)) 111i + II (P:+1 (Tk+1) , Q~+l (Tk+1)) 111i)· 

Therefore by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain 

K-1 

L (£k'(Tk+1) - £~'t11(Tk+d) 

K-l 

.::; h{ 2: [,8211 (Ek'(Tk+1) - E~:l(Tk+d, Hk'(Tk+1) - H;:11(Tk+1))II~ 
k=O 

+ II(Pk'(Tk+d - p::11 (Tk+1)' Qk(Tk+d - Qk:i(Tk+1))II~]} 1/2 
K-1 

. {L [,82 (II (Ek'(Tk+1), Hk'(n+d)ll~ + II(E~:l(Tk+1)' H~:l(Tk+1))II~) 

where 

k=O 

+ II (Pk'(Tk+1), Qk(Tk+d)ll~ + II (P::/(Tk+1), Qk:i(Tk+1))II~]} 1/2 
K-1 K-1 

.::; hmax(l,,8){L £;,':':11(Tk+1)}1 /2{L B;,';t11 (Tk+1)}1/2, (7.3.3.28) 
k=O k=O 

B n .n +1 ('T' ) k,k+1 1k+1 

= ,82 (II (Ek'(Tk+d, Hk'(Tk+d)ll~ + II (E;tl(Tk+1)' H;t11(Tk+d)II~) 

+ II (Pk'(Tk+1) , Qk(Tk+d)lI~ + II (P::/(Tk+d, Qkti(Tk+1))II~. 
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Similarly 

K-1 

L (£1:+1 (Tk+d - £~+l(Tk+1)) 
k=O 

K -1 K-1 

:s: v'2 max(l, !3){ L £~+~:k1(Tk+1)} 1/2 {L B~+nS(Tk+1)} 1/2. (7.3.3.29) 
k=O k=O 

It follows from (7.3.3.27)-(7.3.3.29) that 

K-1 

£n _ £n+1 :s: v'2 max(l, !3){ L (B~,'~:11(Tk+1) + B~+n1:~(Tk+1))} 1/2 
k=O 
K-1 

. {L (£~:;:/(Tk+d + £~+~:k1(Tk+1))} 1/2 (7.3.3.30) 
k=O 

The proof is completed by noting that 

K-1 

""' (Bn,n+1(T ) Bn,n+1('Tl )) en+1 en ~ k,k+1 k+l + k+1,k .Lk+1 = G- + G- • 

k=O 
(7.3.3.31) 

Proof of Lemma 7.3.3.4. From (7.3.3.14), (7.3.3.20) and (7.3.3.25) we have 

e~+l(t) + ek(t) 
k-1 

:s: L (11(E~-~11 (Tm+l), ii~~ll (Tm+1))II~ 
m=O 

-11(E~(Tm+l)' ii~(Tm+1))II~ 

+ II(E~+l (Tm+1), ii~+l (Tm+l))II~ 
-11(E~+1(Tm+1)' jj~+l(Tm+l))II~) 
K-l 

+ I: (II (Pr':;+1 (Tm+l), Q~+l(Tm+d)ll~ 
m=k 
-11(Pr':;+1(Tm+l),Q~+l(Tm+l))II~ 
+ II (Pr':;(Tm+l) , Q~(Tm+l))II~ 

- II (pr':;ti (Tm+1), Q~-+t-\ (Tm+l))II~) 

+ ~ max(lla-1IlLOO(r), f\;)(p+1 + P). (7.3.3.32) 
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The sums on the right are estimated as in (7.3.3.15), resulting in 

K-1 

~ h{ L (11(E~.t}(Tk+1)' H~:11(Tk+1)) - (Ek(Tk+d, Hk(Tk+1))11~ 
k=O 

+ II (Ek+1 (Tk+d, Hk+1 (Tk+1)) - (E~+l(Tk+d, H~+l(Tk+1))II~)} 1/2 
K-1 

X {L (11(E~:i(Tk+1)' H~:ll(Tk+d)ll~ + II(Ek(Tk+1), Hk(Tk+1))II~ 
k=O 

+ II (Ek+1 (Tk+1), Hk+1 (Tk+1))II~ + II(E~+1(Tk+1)' H~+l(Tk+d)II~)} 1/2 
K-1 

+ {L (11(p:+1(Tk+1), Q~+1(Tk+1)) - (Pk'+l (Tk+1), Qk+1 (Tk+d)ll~ 
k=O 

+ II (Pk'(Tk+1), Qk(Tk+1)) - (P::11 (Tk+1), Q~ti(Tk+1))II~)} 1/2 
K-1 

X {L (1Ip:+1(Tk+d, Q~+1(Tk+1))II~ + II (Pk'+l (Tk+1)' Qk+1 (Tk+1))11~ 
k=O 

- - 2 - +1 - +1 2 }1/2 + II Pk'(n+1), Qk(Tk+1))IIH + II (P:+1 (Tk+1)' Q~+1 (Tk+1))IIH 
1 1 +1 + ,B max(lla- IILOO(r), J>;)(P + P). 

After one more application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain the con
clusion of Lemma 7.3.3.4. 

Proof of Corollary 7.3.3.1. Since [n +Fn = IIXn ll7t- is nonincreasing, it suffices to 
estimate [1 + Fl. From (7.3.2.21) and (7.3.2.10) we have 

K-1 

[& +.1'& = L (11(jL~,k+1,i7~,k+1)11~ + II(jL~+1,k,i7~+l,k)II~)· (7.3.3.33) 
k=O 

By (7.3.2.7) the right side of (7.3.3.33) is bounded above by 

K-1 

2 L (11(tL~,k+1' 7]~,k+1)11~ + II(tL~+l,kl7]~+l,k)II~) 
k=O 

K-1 

+ 4 L (,82 II (E(Tk+1), H(Tk+d)ll~ + II(P(Tk+1)' Q(Tk+1))II~)· (7.3.3.34) 
k=O 
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The following a priori estimate for the solution of (7.1.1.1) can be proved by 
standard multiplier methods: 

(1 - J)II(E, H)llioo(O,T;H) 

) 2 (I 2 1 1 1 2 
::; II(Eo,Ho IIH + JE ~IJI dr. + 811(10- F,J.L- G)llu(O,T;H)' 0< J < 1. 

(7.3.3.35) 

Thus for every k = 0, ... , K - 1 we have 

II (E(Tk+I) , H(Tk+I))II~ 

::; 211(Eo, Ho)ll~ + 2 £ ~Iv 1\ P1 2dr. + 411(c 1 F, J.L- 1G)llil(O,T;H)· 

In addition, 

Thus the right side of (7.3.3.34) is bounded above by 

K-1 

2 L (II (J.L~,k+1' 1J~,k+1) II~ + II (J.L~+1,k' 1J~+l,k) II~) 
k=O 

+ 4K {2;3211(Eo, Ho)ll~ + 4;3211(c 1 F, J.L- 1G)llil(O,T;H) 

+ max(2;321Ia- 1 IILOO(r), K)(~ Iv 1\ P1 2dr. + KII(E(T) - ET, H(T) - HT )II~)}· 
(7.3.3.36) 

Since :1(v 1\ PIE) ::; :1(0), we have 

£ Iv 1\ P1 2dr. + KII(E(T) - ET, H(T) - HT)II~ ::; KII(E(T) - ET, if(T) - HT)II~, 

where (E, if) is the solution of (7.1.1.1) corresponding to J = O. Therefore 

hence 

£ Iv 1\ P1 2dr. + KII(E(T) - ET, H(T) - HT )II~ 
::; 2K(211 (Eo, Ho) II~ + 411(10- 1 F, J.L-1G)llil(O,T;H) + II (ET' HT) II~)· (7.3.3.37) 

It follows from (7.3.3.33)-(7.3.3.37) that 

(7.3.3.38) 
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where 

K-l 

C = 2 L (II (fl~,k+l' 17~,k+l) II~ + II (fl~+1,k' 172+1,k) II~) 
k=O 

+ 4(K (32 + h; max((321In-11ILoo(r), h;)) (II (Eo, Ho) II~ 

+ 211 (S-l F, fl-1C) Ilil(o,T;H)) + h; max((321In-11ILoo(r), h;)11 (ET' HT) II~)· 
(7.3.3.39) 

The proof of Corollary 7.3.3.1 is complete. 

Corollary 7.3.3.2 is an immediate consequence of (7.3.3.38), since £n+£n+1 ::::: 
2(£n + Fn). 

7.4 Decomposition of the Spatial Domain 

7.4.1 Description of the Algorithm 

In this section we describe an iterative spatial domain decomposition algorithm 
for the optimality system (7.1.1.1), (7.2.1.3), (7.2.1.2). Let {Oi}{=l be bounded 
domains in lR,3 with piecewise smooth, Lipschitz boundaries such that 

I 

Oi n OJ = 0, i -=I- j, Oi C 0, i = 1, ... ,I, 0 = U Oi. 
i=l 

We set 

f ij = aOi n aOj = fji' i i- j, fi = aOi n f, f~nt = U f ij , .:Ii = {j : f ij i- 0}. 
jE:Ti 

Then aOi = f}nt U fi. It is assumed that each fi and f ij is either empty or has a 
nonempty interior. We further set 

Qi = Oi X (0, T), ~ij = f ij X (0, T), ~i = fi X (0, T), ~:nt = f:nt x (0, T). 

Let (E, H), (P, Q) be the solution of the optimality system (7.1.1.1), (7.2.1.3), 
(7.2.1.2) with (Eo, Ho) E ri. The global optimality system may be formally ex
pressed as the coupled system 

{
SiE: - rot Hi + (JiEi = Fi 
fliH: + rot Ei = Ci in Qi 

HiT - ni(vi 1\ Ei ) = v 1\ Pi on ~i 

Ei(O) = EOi , Hi(O) = HOi in Oi, 

(7.4.1.1) 
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{
EiPI - rot Qi - aiPi = 0 

/-ti Q~ + rot Pi = 0 in Qi 

Qir + Di(Vi A Pi) = 0 on ~i 
(7.4.1.2) 

(Pi(T), Qi(T)) = K,((Ei(T), Hi(T)) - (EiT , HiT)) in ni , 

together with the transmission conditions 

{
ViAEi=-VjAEj, viAHi=-vjAHj, 
ViAPi=-vjAPj, ViAQi=-vjAQj On~ij. 

(7.4.1.3) 

The subscript i on E, H, P, Q, F, G indicates restriction to Qi; Di is the restriction 
of D to rio For the remaining coefficients and data the subscript indicates restric
tion to ni. The vector Vi is the unit exterior pointing normal vector to ani. The 
interface conditions (7.4.1.3) are realized in a weak sense by the solution of the 
global optimality system and will hold in the sense of traces if 

rotE(t), rotH(t), rotP(t), rotQ(t) E .c2 (n), 0 < t < T. 

Remark 7.4.1.1 Although the tangential components of E, H, P, Q are required to 
be continuous across an interface, in general there may be a discontinuity in their 
normal components. 

It is easy to see that (7.4.1.3) will hold if and only if Eir = EjT on ~ij 
and similarly for the remaining three interface conditions. We further note that 
(7.4.1.3) is equivalent to 

HiT - j3(Vi A Ei ) - ')'(Vi A Pi) = HjT + j3(Vj A Ej ) + ')'(Vj A Pj ) 

QiT + j3(Vi A Pi) - ')'(Vi A Ei ) = QjT - j3(Vj A Pj ) + ')'(Vj A Ej ), 
(7.4.1.4) 

where 13, ')' are nonzero constants. Indeed, by interchanging i and j in (7.4.1.4) 
and subtracting the results from (7.4.1.4) we find that HiT = HjT) QiT = QjT) 
and that 

j3(Vi A Ei ) + ')'(Vi A Pi) = -j3(Vj A Ej ) - ')'(Vj A Pj) 

j3(Vi A Pi) - ')'(Vi A Ei ) = -j3(Vj A Pj ) + ')'(Vj A Ej ), 

hence Vi A Ei = -Vj A Ej and Vi A Pi = -Vj A Pj' 
Let us now consider the local iterations 

{
Ei(EF+1)' - rot HF+1 + aiEF+1 = Fi 
/-ti (HF+ 1)' + rot EF+l = Gi in Qi 

H::r+ 1 - Di(Vi A EF+1) = Vi A Pt+l on ~i 

EF+l(O) = EOi , HF+l(O) = HOi in ni , 

(7.4.1.5) 
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{
fi(Pt+1)' - rot Q~+1 - (J'iPi = ° 
J-ti( Q~+l)' + rot Pt+ 1 = ° in Qi 

Q~T+1 + Qi(Vi 1\ Pin+1) = ° on I;i 

(7.4.1.6) 

(Pin+l(T),Q~+l(T)) = ",((Ef+1(T), Hf+l(T)) - (EiT,HiT )) in Sli 

{ 
Hrr+1 - f3(Vi 1\ Ef+l) - )'(Vi 1\ Pt+1 ) = Aij 
Q~/l + f3(Vi 1\ Pt+ 1 ) -)'(Vi 1\ Ef+1) = pij on I;ij 

(7.4.1.7) 

where 

A0 = (1 - E) [HjT + f3(Vj 1\ Ej) + )'(Vj 1\ pn] 

+E[H~ - f3(Vi 1\ Ef) -)'(Vi 1\ Pt)]IE' 
'J 

(7.4.1.8) 

P0 = (1 - E)[QjT - f3(Vj 1\ Pjn) + )'(Vj 1\ Ej)] 

+E[Q~T + f3(Vi 1\ Pin) -)'(Vi 1\ Ef)]I~ .. 
U'J 

(7.4.1.9) 

In (7.4.1.8), (7.4.1.9), E E [0,1) is a relaxation parameter. 
Let Hi = C2 (Sli) x C2 (Sli) with weight matrix Mi = diag(fi' J-ti)' We denote 

by (" ')i the natural scalar product in C2 (Sli). 

Theorem 7.4.1.1 Assume that f3 > 0, )' > 0. If Aij, pij E C;(I;ij), 't/j E :h, 
problem (7.4.1.5)-(7.4.1.7) has a unique solution such that (Ef+1, Hf+l) E 

C([O, T]; Hi), (Pt+ 1 , Q~+1) E C([O, T]; Hi), and all of the traces appearing in the 
boundary conditions in (7.4.1.5)-(7.4.1.7) are in C;. 

Proof. This theorem is a consequence of the fact that (7.4.1.5)-(7.4.1.7) is the 
optimality system for the local optimal control problem 

subject to 

{ fiE~ - rot Hi + (J'iEi = Pi 
J-tiHI + rot Ei = Gi in Qi 

HiT - D:i(Vi 1\ Ei) = Ji on I;i 

HiT - f3(Vi 1\ Ei) = Jij + A0 on I;ij 

Ei(O) = EOi , Hi(O) = HOi in Sli, 

(7.4.1.10) 

where Ji E C;(I;i), Jij E C;(I;ij). Since f3 > 0, problem (7.4.1.10) has the same 
structure as (7.1.1.1) and, therefore, from Theorem 7.2.2.1 its solution satisfies 
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(Ei' Hi) E C([O, T]; Hi), Vi 1\ Ei, HiT E .c;(~i) U .c;(~int). The optimal functions 
Ji , Jij , j E :Ii, are characterized by the variational equation 

where (Ei' Hi) is the solution of 

{ fi~:,- rotJ:i + aiEi = 0 
J-tiHi +rotEi = 0 in Qi 

HiT - O!i(Vi 1\ Ei) = Ji on ~i 

HiT - (3(Vi 1\ Ei) = Jij on ~ij 

Ei(O) = Hi (0) = 0 in ~i. 

Let (Pi, Qi) be the solution of 

{ EiPf - rot Qi - aiPi = ° 
J-tiQ~ + rot Pi = 0 in Qi 

QiT + O!i(Vi 1\ Pi) = ° on ~i 

QiT + (3(Vi 1\ Pi) = "((Vi 1\ Ei) + p'ij on ~ij 

(Pi(T), Qi(T)) = K,(Ei(T) - EiT, Hi(T) - HiT) in ~i' 

(7.4.1.12) 

(7.4.1.13) 

Since "((Vi I\Ei) +P'ij E .c;(~ij), Vj E :Ii, (7.4.1.13) has a unique solution (Pi, Qi) E 

C([O, T]; Hi) and Vi 1\ Pi, QiT E .c;(~i) U .c;(~int). If we apply Theorem 7.2.2.2 to 
(7.4.1.12) and (7.4.1.13) we obtain 

K,((Ei(T) - EiT, Hi(T) - HiT), (Ei(T), Hi(T))hii 

+ L 1 ("((Vi' Ei) + pIj) . (Vi . Ei)d~ 
jEJi ~ij 

(7.4.1.14) 

It follows from (7.4.1.11) and (7.4.1.14) that the optimal solution is given by 

This completes the proof. 
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Remark 7.4.1.2 In the local optimal control problem on the region Qi the control 
Ji = Vi 1\ PilEi is the effective control and the controls Jij are virtual controls; see 
[76, 77, 73, 74]. 

As a consequence of Theorem 7.4.1.1, it follows that the iterations (7.4.1.5)
(7.4.1.7) are well defined for n = 0,1, ... , if f3 > 0, "( > 0, and >"?j' p?j E .c~(~ij), 
Vj E .:ft. 

7.4.2 Convergence of the Iterates 

In this section we prove that the solutions {(En+1 Hn+l)}I {(pn+l Qn+1)}I 
1- '1, 1-=1' 1- 't 2=1 

of the local optimality systems (7.4.1.5)-(7.4.1.7) converge to the solution 
{(Ei' Hi)}{=l' {(Pi, Qi)}{=l of the global optimality system (7.4.1.1)-(7.4.1.3). 
We introduce the local errors 

(Ef ,iit) := (Ef - Ei, Hf - Hi), (Pt ,i;jr) := (Pt - Pi, Qr - Qi), n 2: 1. 

Then (Ef ,iii), (Pin, Qr) satisfy 

{ El~T+1)' - rot~T+l + uiEf+l = 0 

J.li(Hf+l)' + rot Ef+l = 0 in Qi 

ii;;.+ 1 - (Yi (Vi 1\ Ef+ 1) = Vi 1\ Pt+ 1 on ~i 

E;+1(O) = ii;+l(O) = 0 in ni , 

{
Ei(Pin+1)' - rot Q~+l - UiPi = 0 

J.li(Q~+1)' + rotPt+l = 0 in Qi 

Q~/l + (Yi(Vi 1\ Pin+l) = 0 on ~i 

(Pin+1 (T), Q~+l(T)) = /i(E;+l(T), ii;+l(T)) in ni , 

{
iin+1 _ f3(v 1\ En+1) _ 'V(v 1\ pn+1) = 5.n. 

'1,7 1, 2 f 1, Z 'tJ' 

Q~/l + f3(Vi 1\ Pt+1) - "((Vi 1\ Ef+l) = P'0 on ~ij 

where, for n 2: 1, 

5.'0 = (1 - E)[iif,. + f3(Vj 1\ Ej) + "((Vj 1\ pn] 

+E[iiF;. - f3(Vi 1\ Ef) - "((Vi 1\ Pin)] I" 
z...'J 

P0 = (1 - E)[QjT - f3(Vj 1\ PP) + "((Vj 1\ Ej)] 

+E[QrT + f3(Vi 1\ Pt) - "((Vi 1\ Ef)]I"., 
z...'J 

(7.4.2.1) 

(7.4.2.2) 

(7.4.2.3) 

(7.4.2.4) 

(7.4.2.5) 

(7.4.2.6) 

(7.4.2.7) 
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The main convergence result of this section is the following. 

Theorem 7.4.2.1 Assume that ~?j' fJ?j E £;(~ij), i = 1, ... ,/, j E.:Ii, that f3 > 0, 
"Y > ° and that 

"y ",2-1 
->--. 
f3 2", 

Then for any E E [0,1) and for i = 1, ... , I, 

(i~f(T), iip(T)) -t 0, (Pt(O), Q7(0)) -t ° strongly in Hi 

{ Vi A Eil~i -t 0, Hh-I~i -t ° 
vi A Pinl~i -t 0, Qirl~i -t ° strongly in £;(~i) 

{ Vi A Eibnt -t 0, Hh-bnt -t ° 
Vi A Pinl~;nt -t 0, QrTI~;nt -t ° weakly in £;(~lnt). 

In addition, 
(i) if E E (0,1), 

(Ef,Hf) -t 0, (Pt,Q7) -t ° strongly in LOO(O,T;Hi) 

(7.4.2.8) 

{ Hh- - HjTbj -t 0, Vi A Ei + Vj A Ejl~ij -t ° 
Q7T - QjT b j -t 0, vi A Pt + Vj A P? I ~ij -t ° strongly in £; (~ij ). 

(ii) If E = 0, and if it is assumed that for each i = 1, ... ,I, either (i) Ci, J-Li 
are C2 (Di) positive scalar functions; or (ii) Ci, J-Li are COO(Di) positive definite 
matrices such that J-Li = fici for some COO(Di) positive scalar function ii, then 

Remark 7.4.2.1 We see from Theorem 7.4.2.1 that, for any E E [0,1), the local 
optimal control Vi A Ptb converges strongly in £;(~i) to the restriction to ~i of 
the global optimal control V A P. Moreover, the deviation (Ei(T) - EiT, Hi(T)
HiT) of the local optimal trajectory at time T from its target state (EiT' HiT ) 
converges strongly in Hi to the restriction to Oi of the deviation of the global 
optimal trajectory at time T from its target state. 

Proof of Theorem 7.4.2.1. We introduce the space 

I 

X = IT £; (~int) x £; (~int) 
i=l (7.4.2.9) 

I 

IIXII~ = L 2~ hi)IAil2 + IpiI2)d~, X = {(Ai,Pi)}{=l' 
z=l '1. 
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For X = {(Ai, Pi) }{=1 E X let {(Ei' Hi), (P;, Qi) }{=1 be the solutions of the family 
of problems 

{ CE~ - rot Hi + aEi = 0, J-lH{ + rotEi = 0 

lOP: - rotQi -aPi = 0, J-lQ~ + rot Pi = 0 in Qi 

{ HiT - (}:i(Vi 1\ Ei ) = Vi 1\ Pi = 0 
QiT + (}:i(Vi 1\ Pi) - 0 on ~i 

{ HiT - (3(Vi 1\ Ei ) - ,(Vi 1\ Pi) = Ai 
QiT + (3(Vi 1\ Pi) - ,(Vi 1\ Ei ) = Pi on ~}nt 

Ei(O) = Hi(O) = 0, Pi(T) = ",Ei(T), Qi(T) = ",Hi(T) in [k 

This system, which is nothing but the system (7.4.2.1)-(7.4.2.3) above with the 
superscripts removed, has a unique solution with (Ei' Hi), (Pi, Qi) E C([O, T]; 1i), 
and all of the boundary terms are in £;. Define the linear mapping I: X 1-+ X 
as follows. Set 

(IX)ij = (HjT + (3(Vj 1\ Ej ) + ,(Vj 1\ Pj), QjT - (3(Vj 1\ Pj) + ,(Vj 1\ Ej )) I~ 
L.,'J 

(IX)i = {(IX)ij : j E Ji}, IX = {(IX)i : i = 1, ... , I}. (7.4.2.10) 

We see that X is a fixed point of I if and only if (Ei' Hi), (Pi, Qi), i = 1, ... , I, 
is the solution of the global optimality system corresponding to vanishing data 
Eo = Ho = ET = HT = 0, F = G = O. Since for vanishing data the optimal 
control is J = 0, it follows that the only fixed point of I is X = O. 

The mapping I is useful for the following reason. If, for n = 1,2, ... , we set 

X n {(\n-l -n-l) . 1 I· 'T} = Aij , Pij : Z = , ... , ; J E vi (7.4.2.11 ) 

and let (ifn, Hn), (pn,Qn) be the solution of (7.4.2.1)-(7.4.2.3) with n replaced 
by n - 1, then 

xn = {(H~ - (3(Vi 1\ Ef) - ,(Vi 1\ Pt), Q~T + (3(Vi 1\ Pt) - ,(Vi 1\ Ef)) I~ : 
L.,'J 

i = 1, ... ,I; j E Ji}, (7.4.2.12) 

IXn = {(HjT + (3(Vj 1\ Ej) + ,(Vj 1\ Pp), QjT - (3(Vj 1\ Pp) + ,(Vj 1\ Ej)) IEij : 

i = 1, ... ,I; j E Ji}, (7.4.2.13) 

and the interface conditions on ~ij in (7.4.2.3) may be expressed as the fixed point 
iteration 

(7.4.2.14) 
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The following result shows that Tis nonexpansive if (3, "( satisfy (7.4.2.8). 

Lemma 7.4.2.1 For any X E X one may write 

IIXII~ = £ + F, IITXII~ = £ - F (7.4.2.15) 

where 

(7.4.2.16) 

I 

F = ~ { (~+ ~ (1 - ~2)) II(Ei(T), Hi(T))II~i + ~ II(Pi(O), Qi(O))II~i 

(31T 1 (3 + - ((aiEi' Ei)i + (aiPi, Pi)i) dt + {O:i -IVi ;\ Ei 12 
"( 0 ~i "( 

+ (1 + O:i~ )IVi;\ Pi l2 + ~Re (Vi ;\ Ei ) . (Vi;\ Pi) }d~}. (7.4.2.17) 
"( "( 

One has F 2': 0 if (3, "( satisfy (7.4.2.8). 

Proof of Lemma 7.4.2.1. We have 

IIXII~ = t, 2~ ~\nt {IHiT - (3(Vi ;\ Ei) - "((Vi ;\ Pi )1 2 

+ IQiT + (3(Vi ;\ Pi) - "((Vi;\ Ei)12}d~ 

I { (32 2 
= ~ ~\nt 2~ (I HiTI2 + IQiTI2) + ~ "( (Iv;\ Eil 2 + Iv;\ p;12) 

+ ~Re (QiT . (Vi;\ Pi) - HiT' (Vi;\ Ei)) 
"( 

- Re (HiT' (Vi;\ Pi) + QiT . (Vi;\ Ei )) }d~. 
(7.4.2.18) 

From 

we obtain 
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and, therefore, 

r Re Hir . (Vi 1\ Ei)d~ 
J'L/nt 

t 

= -~II(Ei(T), Hi(T))II~i _faT ((liEi, Ei)idt 
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-ii {(XiIVi 1\ Eil 2 + Re (Vi 1\ Pi) . (Vi 1\ Ei)}d~. (7.4.2.19) 

Similarly, 

leads to 

r. Re Qir . (Vi 1\ Pi)d~ 
lEtt 

= - ~211(Ei(T), Hi(T))II~i + ~11(Pi(O), Qi(O))II~i 

+ rT ((liPi, Pi)i dt + r (Xilvi 1\ PiI2d~. (7.4.2.20) lo lEi 
Next we calculate 

0= Re loT {(EE; - rot Hi + (liEi, Pi)i + (l1iH: + rot Ei, Qi)i}dt 

= JoI:11(Ei(T), Hi(T))II~i 

+ r . Re {Hir . (Vi 1\ P;) + (Vi 1\ Ei) . Qir }d~ 
JEiUEint 

= JoI:11(Ei(T), Hi(T))II~i 

+ hi IVi 1\ Pil2d~ 

+ hint Re (Hir . (Vi 1\ Pi) + (Vi 1\ Ei) . Qir) d~ 
t 

(7.4.2.21 ) 

It follows from (7.4.2.18)-(7.4.2.21) that 

Ilxlli = £ + F. (7.4.2.22) 
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Similarly, 

II TX II7t- = t 2~ hint {IHiT + (3(Vi 1\ Ei ) + "((Vi 1\ p;)12 
z=l t 

+ IQiT - (3(Vi 1\ Pi) + "((Vi 1\ EiW}dL: 

I 1 {I (32 2 = L . 2(IHiT I2 + IQiTI2) + : "( (Iv 1\ Eil 2 + IV 1\ Pi1 2 ) 
i=l Ett "( "( 

=£-F. 

- ~Re (QiT· (Vi 1\ Pi) - HiT· (Vi 1\ Ei )) 
"( 

+ Re (HiT· (Vi 1\ Pi) + QiT . (Vi 1\ Ei )) }dL: 

Inequality (7.4.2.15) now follows from (7.4.2.22) and (7.4.2.23). 

Under the stated condition on the parameters (3, ,,(, we have 

and, moreover, the quadratic form 

(7.4.2.23) 

is positive definite. Therefore :F ~ 0 if (3, "( satisfy (7.4.2.8). This completes the 
proof of Lemma 7.4.2.l. 

Let xn be given by (7.4.2.11), so that TXn is given by (7.4.2.13) and the 
interface conditions are expressible as the fixed point iteration (7.4.2.14). From 
(7.4.2.22) and (7.4.2.23) we have 

(7.4.2.24) 

where 

(7.4.2.25) 
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I 

F n = ~ { (Ii + ~ (1 - 1i2 )) II(Ef(T), iif(T))II~i + ~ II(Pt(O),Qi(O))II~i 

/3lT - - - - 1 /3 - 2 /3 - 2 +- ((O"iEf,Ef)i + (O"iPt,Pt)i)dt+ {ai-lviI\Efl +(l+ai-)lviI\Ptl 
1 0 ~i 1 1 

+ ~Re (Vi 1\ Ef) . (Vi 1\ Pt) }d~}. (7.4.2.26) 

From Lemma 7.4.2.1, (7.4.2.24) and (7.4.2.14) we have 

£nH + pH = ((1 - Il + E2 )£n + 2E(1- E)Re (Txn, xn)x 
- (1 - 2E)Fn (7.4.2.27) 

From (7.4.2.24) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have 

and, consequently, 

(7.4.2.28) 

The following fundamental recursion relation now follows from (7.4.2.27) and 
(7.4.2.28): 

£n+1 + F n+1 :::; £n _ (1- 2E)P, n = 1,2, ... , (7.4.2.29) 

If (7.4.2.29) is iterated down to n = 1 we obtain 

n+1 
£n+1 :::; £1 - 2 L cp(E)FP, (7.4.2.30) 

p=l 

where the Cp(E) are defined in (6.4.2.26). Since FP 2: 0 for all p it follows from 
(7.4.2.30) that 

(Xl 

L FP converges and {£n} ~=1 is a bounded sequence. 
p=l 

The convergence of I: FP implies that 

(Ef(T),iif(T)) -+ 0 and (Pt(O), Qi(O)) -+ 0 strongly in Hi 

Vi 1\ Efl~i -+ 0 and Vi 1\ Ptl~i -+ 0 strongly in .c;(~i)' 
O"iEf+1 -+ 0, O"iPinH -+ 0 weakly in L2 (Qi), i = 1, ... , I. 

(7.4.2.31 ) 
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From (7.4.2.1) and (7.4.2.2), 

H;,~+llI;i ---+ 0, Q~+llI;i ---+ 0 strongly in £;(~i) 

(pr (T), Q? (T)) ---+ 0 strongly in 'It;. 
(7.4.2.32) 

The boundedness of En implies that ~ij, fJij are bounded in £;. (~ij ). Therefore 

(E;,+l,H;,+l), (pr+ 1 ,Q?+1) are bounded in LOO(O,T;Hi), i = 1, ... ,1 

and all of the boundary traces appearing in the interface iteration (7.4.1.7) are 
bounded in £;'(~ij). It follows that, on a subsequence n = nk of the positive 
integers, 

(En+1 Hn+l) ---+ (E if) weakly* in LOO(O T' H) t , t 1" 1, , , 1, 

(Pin+l,Q7+1) ---+ (Pi,Qi) weakly* in LOO(O,T;Hi) 

v /\ En+1 ---+ A H~+l ---+ B weakly in £2 (~int) 
t 1, Z, 1,7 1, T Z 

v /\ pn+l ---+ C- Q-n+l ---+ D· weakly in £2(~int) 
'I, z 1" 1,7 Z T Z 

for some A, Bi, Gi, Di E £;'(~~nt), (Ei' Hi), (Pi, Qi) E LOO(O, T; Hi). 
Let (4;, 'Ij;) E COO(Oi X [0, T]). We have 

(7.4.2.33) 

o = loT [(ci (E;,+l)' - rot H;'+l + O"iE;,+l, 4;)i + (pi (H;'+l)' + rot E;'+l, 'Ij;);] dt 

= ((E;,+1(T), H;,+l(T)), (4;(T) , 'Ij;(T)))Hi -loT [(E;,+1, ci4;' - rot'lj; - O"i4;)i 

+ (H;,+l, Pi'lj;' + rot 4;)i] dt + r {H~+1. (Vi /\ 4;) + (Vi /\ E;'+l) . 'lj;T }d~ 
}I;i 

+ ~:nt {H~+1 . (Vi /\ 4;) + (Vi /\ E;,+l) . 'lj;T }d~ 

Upon passing to the limit through the subsequence n = nk we obtain 

loT[(Ei,Ci4;' - rot'lj;)i + (Hi'Pi'lj;' +rot4;);]dt 

= ~:nt {Bi . (Vi /\ 4;) + Ai' 'lj;T }d~, '<:/(4;, 'Ij;) E COO(Oi X [0, T]). 

Therefore 

{CiE~ - rot Hi = 0 

jliH: + rot Ei = 0 in Qi 

Vi /\ Ei = HiT = 0 on ~i (7.4.2.34) 

Vi /\ Ei = Ai, HiT = Bi on ~~nt 
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Similarly, 

{
ciPI - rot Qi = 0 

/-LiQ: + rot Pi = 0 in Qi 

Vi II Pi = QiT = 0 on ~i (7.4.2.35) 

Vi II Pi = Gi, QiT = Di on ~~nt 

Pi(O) = Qi(O) = Pi(T) = Qi(T) = 0 in ~k 

Case 1: € = O. In this case we use a unique continuation argument to conclude 
that Ei = it = 0 and Pi = Qi = 0 in Qi for i = 1, ... , I. Together with 
(7.4.2.31) and (7.4.2.32), this will complete the proof of part (ii) of Theorem 
7.4.2.1. However, the unique continuation argument requires additional hypotheses 
on the coefficients Ci, /-Li as indicated in part (ii) of Theorem 7.4.2.1. Suppose first 
of all that ni is a region adjacent to f, that is fi =I 0. From (7.4.2.34) we have 

hence 

(7.4.2.36) 

since Vi . rot ¢ is a tangential differential operation on Vi II ¢ on ~i' Since 

we have 

0= Vi . (/-LJt) = (it· Vi)Vi . (/-LiVi) on ~i' 

which implies that Vi' iii = 0 on ~i since /-Li is positive definite. Therefore iii b = 0 
and, similarly, Ei I Ei = O. Hence (Ei' iii) is a solution of the dynamic Maxwell sys
tem and of (7.4.2.36) in Qi that vanishes on ~i' Moreover, since (Ei' iii) vanishes 
at t = 0 and t = T, this pair may be continued by zero to n x {t < O} and 
to n x {t > T} as V'(-oo, 00); 'Hi) solutions of the Maxwell system satisfying 
(7.4.2.36) and vanishing on fi x (-00,00). It then follows from results of Eller 
(see [21, Corollary 50] when Ci, /-Li are G2 (Oi) positive scalar functions, or [20, 
Theorem 1.1] when Ci, /-Li are GOO(Oi) positive definite matrices and /-Li = fici 
for some positive GOO(Oi) scalar function) that Ei = iii = 0 in Qi. Therefore, 
Ei = iii = 0 in Qi for every index i such that fi =I 0. The argument is the 
same for (Pi, Qi). It follows that for such i we have Ai = Bi = Gi = Di = 0 and 
therefore the convergence in (7.4.2.33) is through the entire sequence of positive 
integers. 
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Now suppose nj is a region adjacent to a boundary region, i.e., to a region 
ni such that r i # 0. Then ~ij = ani n anj has a nonempty interior. From the 
interface conditions on ~ij we have 

ii;:;+2 - (3(Vi /\ E~+2) - ')'(Vi /\ Pt+2) 

= iij/l + (3(Vj /\ Ej+1) + ')'(Vi /\ pp+1), (7.4.2.37) 

iijT+1 - (3(Vj /\ Ej+l) - ')'(Vi /\ Pp+l) 

= iir:, + (3(Vi /\ Ef) + ')'(Vi /\ Pt) on ~ij. (7.4.2.38) 

Since, for the index i, convergence is through the entire sequence of positive inte
gers, if we pass to the weak .c;(~ij) limit in (7.4.2.37) and (7.4.2.38) through the 
subsequence n = nk we obtain 

Similarly, 
Dj - (3Cj + ')'Aj = 0, Dj + (3Cj - ')'Aj = ° on ~ij, 

hence Aj = B j = Cj = D j = 0, that is to say 
---- -- ---,-.... 

Vj /\ E j = HjT = Vj /\ Pj = QjT = ° on ~ij, Vj E J;. (7.4.2.39) 

The same unique continuation argument as above gives Ej = iij = Pj = Qj = ° 
in Qj. One may now proceed step-by-step into the remaining interior regions nj 
and conclude that Ej = iij = Pj = Qj = ° in Qj for j = 1, ... , I. 

Case 2: 0 < € < 1. In this case we can obtain stronger convergence results 
than in the case E = ° by invoking Proposition 2.3.7.1 to deduce that IIXn+1 -

xnllx ---+ 0, or, equivalently, that IITXn - xnllx ---+ 0. From (7.4.2.24) we have 

(7.4.2.40) 

We calculate 

I 

(Txn,xn)x = L L ~ { {(iijT + (3(Vj /\ Ej) + ')'(Vj /\ Pj )) 

i=l jE.:Ji 2')' JE ij 

. (iir:, - (3(Vi /\ En - ')'(Vi /\ Pi)) 

+ (QjT - (3(Vj /\ pn + ')'(Vj /\ Ej )) . (Q~T + (3(Vi /\ Pt) - ')'(Vi /\ Ei)) }d~. 

The integrand equals 

iifr . iir:r + QjT . Q~T - ((32 + ')'2) [(Vj /\ Ej) . (Vi /\ Ef) + (Vj /\ pn . (Vi /\ Pt)] 

- (3[iijT . (Vi /\ Ef) - (Vj /\ Ej ) . kT] - ')'[iijT . (Vi /\ Pin) - (Vj /\ Pj ) . iiiT] 

+ (3[QjT . (Vi /\ Pt) - (Vj /\ Pj) . QiT]- ')'[QjT . (Vi /\ Ef) - (Vj /\ Ej ) . QiT]' 
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Integrals of the form 

may be written 

I-I 

2: 2: 1 [(Fj · Gi - Gj . F i ) + (Fi . Gj - Gi . F j )] d~ 
i=1 jE:Ji ~iJ 

j>i 

I-I 

= 22: 2: 1 RIm (Fj . Gi - Gj . F i ) d~ 
"=1 jE:Ji ~'J 

j>i 

and, similarly, 

I I-I 

2: 2: 1 F j · Fi d~ = 22: 2: 1 Re (Fj . F i ) d~. 
i=1 jE:Ji ~ij i=1 jE:Ji ~ij 

j>i 

Therefore 

j>i 

By writing 

(7.4.2.42) 

we obtain from the definition of En and (7.4.2.41) 

j>i 
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Since iife - iijT = Hfe - HJ'.r and, similarly, for the other terms in (7.4.2.43), it 
follows from (7.4.2.40) and (7.4.2.43) that 

j>i 

Thus, for i = 1, ... ,1 and j E:/i, 

Vi 1\ Er + Vj 1\ EjlEij ---+ 0, Vi 1\ Pt + Vj 1\ Pjnbj ---+ 0 

Hfe - HjTIEij ---+ 0, Q'/:r - QjTIEij strongly in £;P~ij). 

We now show that (7.4.2.45), together with 

(7.4.2.45) 

(Ft(T), Q?(T)) ---+ 0 strongly in Hi, Vi 1\ Fib ---+ 0 strongly in £;(~i) 
(7.4.2.46) 

for i = 1, ... , I (both of which hold, according to (7.4.2.31h and (7.4.2.32h, for 
E E [0, 1)) imply that 

(lEI', iiI') ---+ 0, (Pt, Q?) ---+ 0 strongly in LOO(O, T; Hi), i = 1, ... ,I. (7.4.2.47) 

Part (i) of Theorem 7.4.2.1 will then follow from (7.4.2.47), (7.4.2.45) and 
(7.4.2.31h· 

To prove (7.4.2.47) we use the following result. 

Proposition 7.4.2.1 For i = 1, ... ,1, let (<I>i, \[Ii) satisfy 

{ Ei(<I>i)' - rot \[Ii + O'i<I>i = F;" 
fli(\[Ii)' + rot <I>i = Gi in Qi 

\[I?T - Cti (Vi 1\ <I>?) = Jt on ~i 

<I>?(O) = <I>?o, \[I?(O) = \[I?o in Oi 

where (Ft,Gi) E L1(0,T;Hi), Jin E £;(~i) and (<I>io, \[Iio) E Hi. Assume also 
that 

If 

II (<I>?o, \[I~)II1ii ---+ 0, II(Ft, G?)IIU(O,T;1ii) ---+ 0, IIJI'IIc~(Ei) ---+ 0, 

II\[I?T - \[IjTII£~(Eij) ---+ 0, Ilvi 1\ <I>? + Vj 1\ <I>jll£~(Eij) ---+ 0, Vj E :/i, 

then (<I>i, \[I?) ---+ 0 strongly in LOO(O, T; Hi), i = 1, ... , I. 

The proof of this proposition is given immediately below. 
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We apply Proposition 7.4.2.1 with (<Pi, wi) = (fEi, Hi), in which case Ji = 

Vi A pr, (<pio, wio) = (0,0) and Fr = Gi = O. In view of (7.4.2.45) and (7.4.2.46) 
we may conclude that 

(Ei, iii) ----+ 0 strongly in L=(O, T; Hi), i = 1, ... , I. 

Similarly, by the change of variable t f---* T - t, we may apply the Proposition 
7.4.2.1 with (<Pi, wi) = (Pin,Qi), in which case (<pio, wio) .- (Pin(T), Qi(T)), 
Fr = Gi = 0, Ji = 0, and conclude that 

Proof of Proposition 7.4.2.1. The hypotheses imply that (<Pi, wi) E C([O,T];Hi) 
and that wi I Ei' Vi A <Pi I Ei E £; (~i)' Suppose first of all that Fr = Gi = O. Then 
(<Pi, wi) satisfies the following identity, whose proof follows the same lines as the 
proof of (7.2.2.11): 

11(<pi(t), wi(t))II~i + 2 rt r O'i<Pi· <Pi dxdt 
io iOi 

+ tl (ailvA<piI2+~IWiTI2)drdt+2Re tl. WiT'(Vi A <Pi)d"1dt 
io ri at io r:n' 

= II (<pio, Wio)ll~ + rt 1 ~lJiI2drdt. (7.4.2.48) 
io ri at 

We have 

+ WjT . (Vj A <Pj + Vi A <Pi)] dfdt. (7.4.2.49) 

It follows from (7.4.2.48), (7.4.2.49) and the hypotheses of the proposition that 

II (<Pi, wi) IILOO(O,T;1-li) ----+ 0, i = 1, ... ,I. 

Now assume that <Pio = wio = 0 and Ji = o. If we multiply the two Maxwell 
equations by <Pi and wi, respectively, and integrate by parts we obtain 
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It follows that for any 5 E (0,1), 

(1- 5)11(<1>7, w7)llioo(O,T;1-ti) 

:S ~11(Ei1 Ft,fli 1C7)11i>(o,T;1-ti) + 2 L:nt IW7r' (Vi 1\ <1>7)1 d~. 

With the aid of (7.4.2.49) we therefore obtain 

I I 

(1 - 5) L 11(<1>7, w7)llioo(O,T;1-t;) :S ~ L II(Ei1 Ft, fli 1C7)llil(O,T;1-t;) 
i=1 i=1 

1-1 
+ 2 L L {ll w7r - wjrll.c~(~ij)llvi 1\ <1>711.c~(~ij) 

i=1 jEJi 
j>i 

7.4.3 A Posteriori Error Estimates 

In this section we shall derive a posteriori estimates of the difference between 
the solutions of the local optimality systems and the solution of the global opti
mality system in terms of the mismatch of the tangential components of the nth 
iterates, or of successive iterates, across the interfaces ~ij. The analysis of this 
section parallels that of Section 6.4.3. Nonetheless, we provide it for the sake of 
completeness. 

The error en(t) at the nth iteration at time t is defined by 

I 

en(t) = L {11(Ef(t), Hf(t))II~i + II(Pt(t), Q7(t))II~i 
i=1 

We further define 

£0(~ij) := t .. (IH~ - Hjrl2 + IQ7r - Qjrl2 
L,,'J 

and 
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The quantity £& (Eij) is a measure of the mismatch of the tangential components of 

the nth iterates across the interface Eij while £;r+1(Eij ) measures the mismatch 
of successive iterates. 

For the remainder of this section, we assume that a, (3, 'Y and 1£ satisfy 
(7.4.2.8) of Theorem 7.4.2.l. 

Theorem 7.4.3.1 Let f E [0,1). Then 

I-I 

Ilenllv"'(o,T) ::; CV£n + Fn(L I: £&(Eij)} 1/2 (7.4.3.1) 
i=1 jEJi 

j>i 

where C depends only on aD, (3, 'Y and 1£. 

Theorem 7.4.3.2 Let f E [0,1/2). Then 

I-I 

::; C,v£n+l + £n{I: I: (£;y+l(Eij) + £;j+l,n(Eij ))} 1/2 (7.4.3.2) 
i=1 jEJi 

j>i 

where C, depends only on aD, /3, 'Y, 1£ and on f. 

Remark 7.4.3.1 The constants C and C, will be explicitly calculated in the proofs 
of Theorems 7.4.3.1 and 7.4.3.2; see (7.4.3.6), (7.4.3.9) and (7.4.3.5) below. Note 
also that £n + Fn = IIxnll~ is nonincreasing. Therefore 

By using (7.4.2.6) and (7.4.2.7), the right side can be estimated in terms of the 
starting inputs )..?j' p?j to the local problems, and the tangential traces of the 
solution of the global optimality system on the interfaces Eij . We do not, however, 
have estimates of these traces in terms of the input data (Eo, H 0), (ET' H T ), (F, G) 
and K, to the global optimal control problem. 

Theorem 7.4.3.1 is an immediate consequence of the following two lemmas. 

Lemma 7.4.3.1 Let f E [0,1). Then 

(7.4.3.3) 
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Lemma 7.4.3.2 Let E E [0,1). Then 

where 

1-1 
sup en(t):S C1P + c2ffn{I: I: Eij(~ij)} 1/2 

0:::;: t:::;: T i=l jEJi 
j>i 

C2 = 2v'2{maX(,82 "( 2,"()}1/2. 
+"( 

(7.4.3.4) 

(7.4.3.5) 

Note that C1 > ° by virtue of assumption (7.4.2.8). From (7.4.3.3) and 
(7.4.3.4) one obtains (7.4.3.1) with 

C -C{ (~,82+"(2)}1/2 C 
- 1 max , + 2· 

"( "( 
(7.4.3.6) 

Similarly, Theorem 7.4.3.2 follows from the following two results. 

Lemma 7.4.3.3 Let E E [0,1). then 

p+1 + (1 _ 2E):Fn :S {max(~, ,82 + "(2)} 1/\/En+1 + En 
"( "( 

1-1 
X {I: I: (E0,n+1(~ij) +E0+1,n(~ij)}1/2. (7.4.3.7) 

i=l jEJi 
j>i 

Lemma 7.4.3.4 Let E E [0,1). Then 

sup [enH(t) + en(t)] :S C1 (pH + P) 
O:::;:t:::;:T 

i=l jEJi 
j>i 

where C1 , C2 are given by (7.4.3.5). 

It follows that the constant Cf in Theorem 7.4.3.2 is given by 

C _ ~{ (~,82 + "(2 )}1/2 C 
f - 1 2 max , + 2· 

- E "( "( 
(7.4.3.9) 

Proof of Lemma 7.4.3.1. The proof follows exactly the proof of Lemma 6.4.3.1 and 
is omitted. 
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Proof of Lemma 7.4.3.2. We begin with the energy estimate 

iti1 ~ iti ~ ~ ::; ~ IVi 1\ ptl2drdt - 2Re . H::"· (Vi 1\ E;:) drdt (7.4.3.10) 
o ri Ct, 0 r;n' 

whose simple proof follows the lines of the proof of (7.2.2.11). By using (7.4.2.49) 
and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we then obtain, for 0 ::; t ::; T, 

j>i 

Similarly, from 

we obtain, for 0 ::; t ::; T, 

t, {11(Pt(t), Qf(t))[[~i + iT li (Cti(lvi 1\ Ptl2 + ~i IQfr12) drdt} 

I 

::; L II(Pt(T), Qf(T))II~i 
i=l 

j>i 
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It follows from (7.4.3.11) and (7.4.3.13) that 

I 

O~~~T en(t) ~ ~ {11(Pt(T), Qr(T))II~i + li ~i IVi /\ Ptl2d~ } 
I-I I-I 

+ 2{L L £0(~ij)} 1/2 {L L 1 .. (lVi /\ EI'12 + IHjrl2 
i=1 jE:Ji i=1 jE:Ji I;.] 

j>i j>i 

where we have used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality once again. We have 

I-I 

L L 1 (IVi /\ EI'12 + IHjrl2 + IVi /\ Ptl2 + IQJrI2) dE 
i=1 jE:Ji I;ij 

j>i 

I 

~ L lint (IVi /\ EI'12 + IVi /\ ~n12 + IH~12 + IQrrI2)d~ 
7=1 • 

~ 2 max ( ,62: ')'2' ')' )£n. (7.4.3.15) 

From (7.4.3.14) and (7.4.3.15) we therefore obtain 

Thus it remains to show that 

(7.4.3.17) 

We have 

t {11(~n(T), Qr(T))II~i + li ~i IVi /\ Pinl2d~ } 

= t {K;211(EI'(T), HI'(T))II~i + li ~i IVi /\ PtI2d~}. (7.4.3.18) 
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By using the definition (7.4.2.26) of F n and a little algebra, one finds that 

I 

r 2: :2 (Ii: + ~(1-1i:2)) L:1i:21l(Ef(T),Hf(T))Il~i 
i=l 

I 

+ L:(ao + a5~ - ~) [ ~IVi 1\ Pt12dE. (7.4.3.19) 
. "( 4"( iE ai 
t=1 ' 

The estimate (7.4.3.17) follows immediately from (7.4.3.18) and (7.4.3.19). 

Proof of Lemma 7.4.3.3. We again start from the recursion formula (7.4.2.28), 
which may be written 

and proceed to estimate the right-hand side. From the definition (7.4.2.25) of £n 
we have 

We rewrite the right-hand side using (7.4.2.42). So, for example, we have 

I 

L hint {IVi 1\ Efl2 -IVi 1\ E~+l12}dE 
~=1 'L 

I-I 

:S L L 1 (IVi 1\ Ef + Vj 1\ Ej+llivi 1\ Ef - Vj 1\ Ej+ll 
i=1 jEJi Eij 

j>i 

and, similarly, for the remaining three differences in (7.4.3.20). An application 
of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, together with the trivial estimate (a ± b)2 :S 
2(a2 + b2 ), yields 

£n _ £n+l :S -21 {max(fJ2 + "(2, ~)} 1/2 r,n+l 
"( "( 

I-I 

X {L: L (£;t+1(Eij ) + £;j+l,n(Eij))} 1/2 (7.4.3.21) 
i=1 jEJi 

j>i 
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j>i 

+ IVi A Ptl2 + IVj A PTI 2 + IVi A Pin+112 + IVj A pjn+11 2) 

+ ~(lii~12 + liijTI 2 + lii;~+112 + liij/112 

+ IQrTI2 + IQjTI2 + IQ~T+112 + IQj:112)} dI:} 1/2 = 2y'£n + £n+1 

Use of the last expression in (7.4.3.21) completes the proof of Lemma 7.4.3.3. 

Proof of Lemma 7.4.3.4. From (7.4.3.10), (7.4.3.12) and the formula (7.4.2.49) we 
have 

1 

en+1(t) + en(t) ::::: t; {11(Pt(T), Qr(T))II~i + II(Pt+1(T), Qr+1(T))II~i 

+ ~i{~ilviAPtI2+ ~ilviAPt+112}dI:} 
- h (En, iin)(t) - h (En+l, iin+1 )(t) 

-lz(pn, Qn)(t) - 12(pn+1, Qn+1 )(t), (7.4.3.22) 

where 

j>i 

j>i 

It may be verified that 

1-1 t 

h(En, iin)(t)+h(En+1, iin+1)(t) = 2 L L Re 1/'{ (H~-Hj/1)'(ViAE;!) 
i=l jE.Ji 0 r'J 

j>i 

+ (Hn+1 _ Hn ) . (v A jj;n+1) + iin . (v A En+1 + V· A En) 
2T JT 2 2 JT 2, J J 

+ iin+1 . (v A En + V A En+1)}dfdt JT 2 2 J J . 
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A similar expression holds for h(Jm,i:jn)(t) + h(pn+1,Qn+1)(t). It follows that 

j>i 

x {I: L 1 .. {IVi 1\ E~12 + IVi 1\ E~+112 + IH?cl2 + I HjT+1 12 
i=l jEJi L:'J 

j>i 

+ IVi 1\ Ptl 2 + IVi 1\ Pt+11 2 + IQjTI 2 + IQj:112}dI; } 1/2 

:::; 2v'2{ max ( (32 ~ "(2 ' "() } 1/2 J £n + £n+1 

{
I-1 }1/2 

X L L [£;t+1(I;ij) + £;j+1,n(I;ij)] 
,=1 JEJi 

j>i 

= c2v£n + £n+1{I: L [£~,n+1(I;'J) + £~+l,n(I;'J)] } 1/2 
,=1 JEJ, 

j>i 

Lemma 7.4.3.4 now follows from (7.4.3.22), (7.4.3.23) and (7.4.3.17). 

7.5 Time and Space Domain Decomposition 

7.5.1 Sequential Space-Time Domain Decomposition 

(7.4.3.23) 

As in Section 6.5.1, one may write a sequential space-time domain decomposition 
scheme for the global optimality system (6.1.1.1), (6.2.3.4), (6.2.3.6) by applying 
the spatial domain decomposition algorithm of Section 7.4.1 to each of the time
local problems arising in the time domain decomposition scheme of Section 7.3. 
The resulting local problems on the cylinders Qik are then given by 

{ 
·(Em,n+1), _ tHm,n+1 + ·Em,n+1 - F. 

C, ik ro ik (j, ik - zk 

(Hm,n+1), tEm,n+1 G . Q J1i ik + ro ik = ik m ik (7.5.1.1) 

H m,n+1 (Em,n+1) pm,n+1" ikT - O!i Vi 1\ ik = Vi 1\ ik on LJik 

{ 
.(pm,n+1), _ t Qm,n+1 _ .pm,n+1 - 0 

C z ik ro ik {j z ik -

(Qm,n+1), pm,n+1 0 . Q J1i ik + rot ik = m ik (7.5.1.2) 

Qm,n+1 ( pm,n+1) 0 " ikT + O!i Vi 1\ ik = on LJik 
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{
Hm,n+l _ (3( . 1\ Em,n+l) _ ( . 1\ pm,n+l) _ \ m,n ikT V, ik "( v, ik - /\ij k 

Qm,n+l + (3( . 1\ pm,n+l) _ ( . 1\ Em,n+l) _ m,n ikT v, ik "( V, ik - Pijk 

E;;;,n+l(O) = EiO , H;;;,n+l(O) = HiO 

Em,n+l(T ) = ~(m-l _ pm,n+l(T)) ,k k e /-l"k,k-l ,k k 

Hm,n+l(T ) = ~(m-l _ Qm,n+l(T )) ,k k e TJ"k,k-l ,k k 

on L,ijk 

pm,n+l(rr' ) eEm,n+l(rr' ) m-l ik .L k+l = ik .L k+l - /-li,k,k+l 
Qm,n+l(rr' ) eHm,n+l(rr' ) m-l ik .Lk+l = ik .Lk+l - TJi,k,k+l 

pr;:t+1(T) = fi,(E;;t+l(T) - EiT) 

Qr;;t+1(T) = fi,(H';l(n+l(T) - HiT) in Oi 

where (3, ,,(, e are positive constants and 

Qik = Qi X h, L,ik = fi X h, L,ijk = f ij X h· 

(7.5.1.3) 

(7.5.1.4) 

(7.5.1.5) 

Further, /-l2k~f±1' TJ;rf±l and >.':;;2, P':;ko are taken as given data while, for n :2: 1, 

>'':;t =(1 - E)[H;:,~n + (3(Vj 1\ E;:"n) + "((Vj 1\ Pj~,n)l 

+ E[H~~n - (3(Vi 1\ E~,n) - "((Vi 1\ Pi:"n)lIE. 
'J 

p,:;,n =(1 - E)[Q~; - (3(Vj 1\ Pj~,n) + "((Vj 1\ E;:"n)] 
(7.5.1.6) 

+ E[Q~~n + (3(Vi 1\ Pi:"n) - "((Vi 1\ Erk)liE' k ' 
'J 

where E E [0,1) is a relaxation parameter. In (7.5.1.4) the index k runs from 1 to 
K, while k runs from 0 to K - 1 in (7.5.1.5). 

The system (7.5.1.1)-(7.5.1.5) is well posed under our standing assumptions 
on the global data and provided (/-l';k-f±l,TJ';k-f±l) E Hi, >'';)kn, p'rTtt E L2(L,ijk) , , , , 1-J 
for all j E .Ji. Indeed, for the regions Qik with k = 1, ... ,K -1 it is the optimality 
system for the problem 

taken over 

(hi,k,k-l,gi,k,k-d E Hi, Jik E L2(L,ik), Jijk E L2(L,ijk), Vj E .Ji, 

subject to 

{ €i~Eik)l, - rot Hik ~ (TiEik = ~ik 
/-li(Hik ) + rot Eik - Gik m Qik 

HikT - CYi(Vi 1\ Eik) = Jik on L,ik 
(7.5.1.7) 

HikT - (3(Vi 1\ Eik ) = Jijk + A':;t on L,ijk, j E.Ji 
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where 

{
Eik(Tk) = ~(P,':tLl + hi,k,k-l) 

Hik(Tk) = ~(r(k~Ll + gi,k,k-l) in f!i 

1 
+ 20 {II (OEik(Tk+1 ) - p,r;:k~~+l'OHik(Tk+l) - r(k~~+l)ll~i 

315 

(7.5.1.8) 

+ lI(hi,k,k_l,gi,k,k-dll~J· 
For the cylinder QiO the appropriate cost functional is C;;;,n but with the last 

term omitted, subject to (7.5.1.7) with k = 0 and with (7.5.1.8) replaced by 

For the cylinder QiK the appropriate cost functional is C;:;t with the second to 
last term replaced by 

K, I 2 "21(EiK(T),HiK(T)) - (EiT,HiT)IIH i , 

subject to (7.5.1.7), (7.5.1.8) with k = K. 
Since the conditions >"';C, p0C E L2(L.ijk) propagate with the index n, 

it follows that the iteration (7.5.1.1)-(7.5.1.6) is well defined under the standing 
assumptions on the global data and provided (P,r;:k~~±l' r/;:k~~±l) E Hi, >"7;,,0, P0"0 E 

L2(L.ijk) for all j E :J;. The goal of this section is to verify that as n --) 00 we have 

(E;,;;;,n,H;,;;;,n) --) (E[k,H[k) := (Ek', Hk')ln i 

(Pt!:,n, Q~,n) --) (Pt'k, Q';k) := (Pk', Qk')lni 

where (Ek', Hk'), (Pk', Qk') is the solution on h of the time domain decomposition 
scheme (7.3.1.8)-(7.3.1.10), (7.3.1.6) at iteration level m. 

In fact, this conclusion is almost obvious since, on each interval h, the iter
ation (7.5.1.1)-(7.5.1.6) has the exact structure of the spatial domain decompo
sition scheme (7.4.1.5)-(7.4.1.9) except for the presence of the terms Pi,;:,n+l(Tk) 
and Q~,n+l(Tk) in the initial conditions for E;,;;;,n+l, H;,;:,n+l on the interval h. 
However, these additional terms to not compromise convergence. The arguments 
used to confirm this statement are the same as those used in the proof of Theorem 
7.4.2.1 and lead to the following result (d. Theorem 6.5.1.1). Introduce the local 
errors 

E~m,n _ Em,n _ Em H~m,n _ Hm,n _ Hm 
ik - ik zk' ik - ik ik 
P~m,n _ pm,n _ pm Q~m,n _ Qm,n _ Qm 

ik - ik ik , ik - ik ik· 
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Theorem 7.5.1.1 Assume that (3, "( satisfy (7.4.2.8) and that 

Then as n ---+ 00 we have, for i = 1, ... ,I; k = 0, ... ,K; and m = 1,2, ... : 

(i) for any E E [0,1), 

{ 
(~~,n(Tk+l~ jj~,n(Tk+l)) ---+ ° 
(Pi7:,n(Tk), Q';:.,n(Tk)) ---+ ° strongly in Hi 

jj~~n I ~int ---+ ° 
ik 

Q';:.~nl~nt ---+ ° 
(ii) In addition, if E > 0, then 

(E~m,n H~ m,n) 0 
ik ' ik ----7, 

{
Vi 1\ E~,n + Vj 1\ E~,nl~ijk ---+ 0, H::;;~n - H~~nl~ijk ---+ 0 

Vi 1\ p i7:,n + Vj 1\ Pj7,nl~ijk ---+ 0, Q';:.~n - Q;;':;I~ijk ---+ ° 
strongly in L 2 (2;ijk), Vj E :Ii. 

Indeed, by proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 7.4.2.1 we arrive at the 
fundamental recursion 

valid for every E E [0,1), where 
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and 

I K 

r,n = ~ {~[ (e + ~ (1- ( 2)) II (E;;:,n(Tk) , H;;:,n(Tk))ll~i 

+ ;2 (e + ~ (e2 -1)) II(Pi~,n(Tk)' Q~,n(Tk))II~i] 

+ (~+ ~ (1- ~2)) II(E~n(T), H~n(T))II~i + ~ II (Pi,;,n(O) , Q~,n(O))II~i 

K (31Tk+1 
+ ~ {( E---m,n E--m,n) + ( p ........ m,n p---m,n) } dt 
~ - ai ik ' ik i ai ik 'ik i 
k=O'Y Tk 

+ r {(Xi~ IVi!\E;;:,nI2+(1 +(Xi ~ )IVi!\Pi~,nI2+~ Re (vi!\E;;:,n)'(Vi!\Pi~,n) }d~}. 
}z:.ik 'Y 'Y 'Y 

By iteration in n of the fundamental recursion we obtain 

n+l 

[m,n+1 :::; [m,l - L Cp(E)r,p, m = 1,2, ... , 
p=l 

(7.5.1.9) 

where the coefficients Cp(E) are defined in (6.4.2.26). Part (i) of Theorem 7.5.1.1 is 
just the observation that Fm,n 2: 0 under the stated hypotheses on the parameters 
(3, 'Y, e and thus, from (7.5.1.9), Fm,n ---+ 0 as n ---+ 00. 

Part (ii) of Theorem 7.5.1.1 is proved by a calculation essentially identical to 
that carried out in the proof of Part (i) of Theorem 7.4.2.1. 

7.5.2 Sequential Time-Space Domain Decomposition 

In sequential time-space domain decomposition, we apply the time domain de
composition algorithm of Section 7.3 to each of the spatially localized problems 
arising in the spatial domain decomposition algorithm of Section 7.4. The result 
is a family of problems localized on the cylinders Qik given by 

{ 
'(Em+l,n), _ tHm+1,n + ·Em+l,n - F. 

Ct ik ro ik at ik - tk 
(Hm+1,n), t Em+1,n G . Q J-Li ik + ro ik = ik m ik (7.5.2.1) 

H m+l,n (Em+1,n) pm+l,n" ikr - (Xi Vi!\ ik = Vi!\ ik on "-'ik 

{ 
.(pm+l,n), _ t Qm+l,n _ .pm+l,n -. 0 

Ct ik ro ik at ik -
(Qm+l,n), t pm+l,n 0 . Q J-Li ik + ro ik = m tk (7.5.2.2) 

Qm+l,n ( pm+l,n) 0 " ikr + (Xi Vi!\ ik = on "-'ik 
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{
H;':';I,n _ f3(Vi 1\ E;,:,+1,n) - ,(Vi 1\ Pi'!:+1,n) = '\~k-I 

Qm+l,n + f3( . 1\ pm+l,n) _ ( .1\ Em+l,n) _ n-I ikT Vt ik , V. ik - Pik 
(7.5.2.3) 

E~+1,n(O) = EiO , H~+I,n(O) = HiO 

Em+1,n(T ) = ~ (m,n _ pm+1,n(T )) tk k 0 f..tt,k,k-I tk k (7.5.2.4) 

H m+1,n(T ) = ~ (m,n _ Qm+l,n(T )) in fL .k k 0 Tf.,k,k-I tk k • 

pm+l,n(T ) _ OEm+l,n(T ) m,n ik k+1 - ik k+1 - f..ti,k,k+1 
Qm+l,n(T ) OHm+l,n(T ) m,n ik k+1 = ik k+1 - Tfi,k,k+1 
Pi7<+I,n(T) = K,(E~+I,n(T) - EiT ) 

(7.5.2.5) 

Qr;'K+1,n(T) = K,(H~+I,n(T) - HiT) in [li. 

The system (7.5.2.1)-(7.5.2.5) is, except for indexing, the same as the system 
(7.5.1.1)-(7.5.1.5). However, in the present context, '\~k-I, P~k-I are treated as 
given data while 

f..t2;;J<+1 =(1 - E)(OE~~I (Tk+1) - PiJ-'~1 (Tk+I)) 

+ E(OE~n(Tk+d - PiJ-,n(Tk+d) 

r(";~+1 =(1- E)(OH2";~I(Tk+l) - Q2k~I(Tk+d) 

+ E(OH2,,;n(Tk+l ) - Q2t(Tk+1)) 

f..t2k~k-1 =(1- E) (lm2";::I(Tk) + PiJ-'~I(Tk)) 
+ E(OE2,,;n(Tk) + PiJ-,n(Tk)) 

Tf2k~-1 =(1 - E)(OH2";::1 (Tk) + Q2t-1 (Tk)) 

+ E(OH2,,;n(Tk) + Q2t(Tk)) , 

where E E [0,1) is a relaxation parameter. 

(7.5.2.6) 

As in the proceeding section, if the global data satisfies our standing assump
tions and if ,\l-I, P~k-I E L2(~~kt), (7.5.2.1)-(7.5.2.5) is an optimality system con
centrated on the cylinder Qik provided, in addition, that (f..t2tk±l'Tf~~±I) E Hi. 
Since the latter requirement propagates with m, the iteration (in m) (7.5.2.1)
(7.5.2.6) is well defined if (f..t~'; k±I' Tf~'; k±1) E Hi. The object of this section is to 
verify that, as m --+ 00, ' , , , 

(E;,:"n, H;,:"n) --+ (EIk, Hl'iJ := (Ef, Hf)lh 

(Pi'!:,n, Q~,n) --+ (Pile, Q~k) := (Pin, Q~)lh 
(7.5.2.7) 

where (Ei, Hi), (Pt, Qr) is the solution on [li of the spatial domain decomposi
tion scheme (7.4.1.5)-(7.4.1.7) at iteration level n in which 

\n-I {\n-Il . 'T} /lik = /lij I k : J E Ji , n-I {n-Il . 'T} Pik = Pij h: J E Ji . (7.5.2.8) 
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It is to be expected that (7.5.2.7) is valid since the relaxed iteration (7.5.2.1)
(7.5.2.6) has the same structure as the pure time domain decomposition algorithm 
of Section 7.3, except for the fact that the boundary conditions (7.5.2.3) are inho
mogeneous and an additional term, ')'(Vi 1\ E~+l,n), appears in (7.5.2.3)z. The in
homogeneity causes no difficulties with regard to convergence because of (7.5.2.8); 
the inhomogeneity disappears in the system satisfied by the local errors 

E-m,n._ Em,n _ En H-m,n._ Hm,n _ Hn 
ik .- ik 2k> ik'- ik ik 

pm,n ._ pm,n pn Q-m,n ._ Qm,n Qn ik .- ik - ik> ik'- ik - ik' 

Further, the proof of convergence of the pure time domain decomposition algorithm 
carries over almost verbatim to a proof of convergence of (7.5.2.1)-(7.5.2.6) and 
leads to the following result. 

Theorem 7.5.2.1 Let (3, ,)" () be positive constants. Then as m ---+ 00 we have, for 
i = 1, ... ,I and n = 1,2, ... : 
(i) for any E E [0,1) 

Vi 1\ Pi~,nIBikUBikt ---+ 0 strongly in L2(~ik U ~tkt), k = 0, ... , K 

Vi 1\ E~,n I 'Bil: ---+ 0 strongly in L 2 (~1kt), k = 0, ... , K 

(E~,n,H~,n) ---+ 0 in C(IO;'Hi), (~7<n,Q7;t) ---+ 0 in C(h;'Hi) 

(Er:lt(T) , H';l<n(T)) ---+ 0 strongly in 'Hi' 

(ii) In addition, if E > 0 then for k = 0, ... ,K 

(E~,n,H~,n) ---+0, (Pi~,n,Qr;:.,n) ---+0 inC(h;'Hi) 

Vi 1\ E~,nIBik ---+ 0 strongly in L2(~ik). 

Indeed, the same arguments used in the proof of Theorem 7.3.2.1 lead to the 
usual recursive inequality 

(7.5.2.9) 

where 
I K-l 

fm,n = L L [f~,n(Tk+l) + f2k~1 (Tk+l)] ' 
i=l k=O 

I I K 

r,n = 2t>,(} ~ II (E';l<n(T), H';l<n(T))II~i + 2() ~ (; {hik IVi 1\ Pi~,nI2d~ 

+ r. ')'(IVi 1\ Pi~,nI2 + IVi 1\ E~,nI2) d~}. 
i'L. lllt ik 
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The inequality (7.5.2.9) is valid for all positive constants /3, ,",(, () and all E E [0,1). 
It follows that Fm,n -+ ° as m -+ 00, from which one immediately deduces the 
conclusions of (i) of Theorem 7.5.2.1. The remainder of the proof of Theorem 
7.5.2.1 follows exactly the proof of part (ii) of Theorem 7.3.2.1. 
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the control entered through a dissipative boundary condition that improved the 
regularity of the solution. This leads us to a domain decomposition algorithm for 
the optimality system that is different from the one introduced in Chapter 6. In 
fact, in the present case we use a domain decomposition method that is based on 
an under relaxation of the nonoverlapping Schwarz alternating algorithm and the 
introduction of skew-symmetric, Robin iterative transmission conditions. The use 
of this type of decomposition, without relaxation, in problems of optimal control 
was first proposed by Benamou as discussed earlier in this book. 

In this chapter we shall also develop an iterative domain decomposition al
gorithm for the solution of the optimality system associated with the problem 
of minimum norm exact controllability of solutions of (8.1.1.1), that is, the state 
constrained optimal control problem 

(8.1.1.2) 

subject to (8.1.1.1) and 

8w 
(w(T), 7)t(T)) = (zo, zd· (8.1.1.3) 

Assuming that for T suitably large this problem has a solution for all (wo, vo) and 
(zo, Zl) in an appropriate function space, we will in fact establish the validity of 
the commutative diagram 

(wn(-; K,),pn(.; K,)) n--+oo (w(·; K,),p(.; K,)) ------+ 

K--+OO 1 K--+OO 1 (8.1.1.4) 

(wn(.; oo),pn(.; (0)) n--+oo (w(·; oo),p(·; (0)) ------+ 

in appropriate norms, where the parameter K, penalizes the deviation of the so
lution at time T from its target (zo, Zl). In (8.1.1.4), p denotes the adjoint vari
able and (w(·; K,),p(.; K,)) is the solution of the optimality system associated with 
the optimal final value control of (8.1.1.1) for a fixed value of the penalty pa
rameter K,; (wn(.; K,),pn(.; K,)) is the nth iterate in its domain decomposition; 
(w(· ; 00 ),p(- ; (0)) is the solution of the optimality system associated with (8.1.1.2), 
(8.1.1.3), and (wn(.; oo),pn(.; (0)) is the nth iterate in its domain decomposition. 

8.2 Optimal Boundary Control 

8.2.1 Setting the Problem 

We set H = £2(0) with its standard norm denoted by 11·11, and V = Hb(O) with 
norm 11·llv defined by 
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The space H is identified with its dual space and V* denotes the dual space of 
V with respect to H, so that we have V c H c V* with dense and contin
uous embedding. We further set H = V x H with the usual product norm. If 
F E L1(0, T; V*), (vo, wo) E H* and f E L2(r,N), the system (8.1.1.1) has a 
unique solution, which may be defined by transposition, for example. Even if the 
coefficients A and c are Coo in 0, F = 0, Wo = Vo = ° and r E Coo, the best regu
larity of the solution is (w, ow/at) E C([O, T]; HD(O) x HS- 1(O)), where s > 1/2 
but s ::; 5/6, the precise value of s depending on the geometry of 0 (see [97] 
and [62]). When the data is less regular as is the situation under consideration, 
the precise regularity of the solution is more difficult to determine but, in any 
case, one has (w,ow/ot) E C([O,T];H x V*) (see the next section). Thus for any 
(zo, Zl) E H x V* we may consider the optimal control problem 

inf {-21 r IfI2dr,+~2 (11(w(T)-zoI12+II~w(T))-Zlll~*)} (8.2.1.1) 
JE£2(,£N) J'£N ut 

subject to (8.1.1.1), where", > 0. There is a unique optimal control fopt given by 
(see Section 8.2.3) 

where p is the solution of the backwards running adjoint system 

02p 
ot2 - \7 . (A\7p) + cp = ° in Q 

p = ° on r,D, 
op N 

-;::;-- = ° on I; 
UVA 

~~ (T) = -",(w(T) - zo) in 0 

and where A is the Riesz isomorphism of V onto V*. Since 

(Acp, 'I/J)v = in [A\7cp(x) . \7'I/J(x) + cp(x)'I/J(x)] dx, Vcp, 'I/J E V, 

(8.2.1.2) 

(8.2.1.3) 

the condition p(T) = ",A- 1 (~~ (T) - Zl) in (8.2.1.3) is the elliptic boundary value 

problem 

-\7. (A\7p(T)) + p(T) = ",(~~ (T) - Zl) in 0 

p(T) = ° on r D , O~(T) = ° on rN. 
UVA 

(8.2.1.4) 

Thus, any spatial domain decomposition algorithm for the optimality system 
(8.1.1.1), (8.2.1.2), (8.2.1.3) must include a spatial domain decomposition pro
cedure for the elliptic boundary value problem (8.2.1.4). 
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8.2.2 Existence and Regularity of Solutions 

Consider the problem 

82¢ 
8t2 - ~. (A~¢) + c¢ = G in Q 

¢ = ° on ED, 8¢ = ° on EN 
8VA 

¢(o) = ¢o, ~~ (0) = ¢1 in O. 

(8.2.2.1) 

(8.2.2.2) 

One may write (8.2.2.1), (8.2.2.2) as the first-order abstract initial value problem 
in H 

d<1> dt = A<1> + 9, <1>(0) = <1>0, (8.2.2.3) 

where 

A = ( ~ . (A(.)~) - c(.)I ~) 
= (_OA ~) + ((1 _ ~(.))I ~):= Ao + K, 

where 

D(A) = D(Ao) = {(¢, 7/;) E H : 7/; E V, A¢ E H} := D(A) xV. (8.2.2.4) 

If the coefficients A, c, and the boundary r are sufficiently regular, one has 

2 8¢ I (¢,7/;) E D(A) <=} (¢,7/;) E (H (0) n V) x V, -8 r N = 0. 
VA 

The operator Ao generates a unitary group of bounded linear operators on 
H, hence A is the infinitesimal generator of a Co group {S(t): t E ffi.} of bounded 
linear operators on H such that 

IIS(t)11 <:::: exp(tIIKII) <:::: exp(t(l + Il c lluX>(!1))). 

It follows that if 9 E Ll (0, T; H) and <1>0 E H, (8.2.2.3) has a unique mild solution 
<1> E C([O, T]; H) that satisfies the a priori inequality 

11<1>IILOO(O,T;'H) <:::: CT [11<1>011'H + 11911£1(0,T;'H)]' (8.2.2.5) 

where 
CT := sup IIS(t)11 <:::: exp(T(l + IlcIILOO(!1))). (8.2.2.6) 

O:St:ST 
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Obviously the same conclusions are valid if the initial conditions (8.2.2.2) are 
replaced by the final conditions 

¢(T) = ¢o, ~~ (T) = ¢1 in n. (8.2.2.7) 

Remark 8.2.2.1 If c(x) > ° on a set in n of positive measure, or if rD #- 0, we may 
renorm V by setting 

in which case A = Ao and {S(t) : t E IR} is a unitary group on H, hence we may 
take CT = 1 in (8.2.2.5). 

Now let ¢ be the solution of (8.2.2.1) with G = ° and (8.2.2.7). Suppose that 
F E Ll(O, T; V*), f E L2("L,N) and (vo, wo) E H* = V* x H. If w a solution of 
(8.1.1.1) and if formal integrations by parts are carried out in 

t rt [Pw Jo (F,¢)v ds = Jo ((at2 -V·(AVw)+cw)'¢)v ds 

one obtains 

aw a¢ a¢ 
(( 7it(t), -w(t)), (¢(t), at (t)))fi = ((vo, -wo), (¢(O), at (O)))fi 

+ t(F,¢)v ds + rt r f¢drds, V(¢O,¢l) EH. (8.2.2.8) Jo Jo JrN 
From (8.2.2.5) we have, for each t E [0, T], 

ow o¢ o¢ I( (7it(t), -w(t)), (¢(t), ot (t)) )fil :::; CTII(vo, -wo)lIw II (¢(t), ot (t)) lifi 

+ 1IFIIu(O,T;V*) 11¢IILOO(O,t;V) + Ilfll£2(EN )11¢11£2(O,t;rN) 
1m a¢ 

:::; CT [11(vo, -wo)llw + 1IFIIu(O,T;V*) + CovTllfll£2(EN)] II (¢(t), at (t)) lifi 
for all (¢o, ¢1) E H, where Co is a constant such that 

11¢11£2(rN) :::; Cnll¢llv, V¢ E V. 

Since the mapping (¢o, ¢1) f-+ (¢(t), ~~ (t)) is an isomorphism on H, it follows that 

for each t E (0, T], (8.2.2.8) has a unique solution (~~ (t), -w(t)) E H* satisfying 

the a priori estimate 
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for ° ::s: t ::s: T. Thus (~~ ,-w) E LOO(O, T; 1i*). In fact, this pair is in C([O, T]; 1i*), 

that is, it is uniformly continuous on [0, T] into 1i*, which may be proved as in 
[48, Theorem 4.7]. Thus we have the following result. 

Theorem 8.2.2.1 Suppose that F E L1(0, T; V*), f E L2(r:,N) and (wo, vo) E 

H x V*. There is a unique function w E C([O, T]; H) n C1([0, T]; V*) satisfying 
(8.2.2.8), (8.2.2.9) for all t E [0, T], where ¢ is the solution of (8.2.2.1), (8.2.2.7). 

By definition, the function w of Theorem 8.2.2.1 is the solution of (8.1.1.1). 

Remark 8.2.2.2 If f = 0, F E L1(0,T;H) and (wo,vo) E V x H it follows from 
(8.2.2.5) that the trace WIEN E L2(r:,N) and the mapping from the data to this 
trace is continuous in the indicated topologies. Lasiecka and Triggiani [62] have 
generalized this result to arbitrary f E L2(r:,N) provided the coefficients A, c and 
the boundary r are sufficiently regular. They show that in fact 

ow 
where a = 3/5 - e, 'tje > 0, and that the map from the data to (( w, at), WIEN ) 
is continuous in the indicated topologies. This result was later strengthened by 
Tataru [97], who showed that one may take a = 2/3. 

8.2.3 The Global Optimality System 

Consider the optimal control problem (8.2.1.1) subject to (8.1.1.1). By virtue of 
properties of the mapping (( Wo, vo), f) f---t (w, ow / ot), the existence of a unique 
optimal control fopt E L2(r:,N) is standard. It is characterized by the requirement 
that the directional derivative of J at fopt in every direction must vanish. Therefore 

where 'IjJ is the solution of 

o2'IjJ 
ot2 -V'·(AV''IjJ)+c'IjJ=OinQ 

'IjJ = ° on r:,D, ~'IjJ = h on r:,N 
U/JA 

(8.2.3.2) 

'IjJ(0) = ~~ (0) = ° in O. 
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Let p E C([O, T]; V) n C1([0, T]; H) be the solution of (8.2.1.3). By virtue of 
the definition of the solution of (8.2.3.2), 'IjJ satisfies 

It follows immediately from (8.2.3.1) and (8.2.3.3) that 

Thus the optimality system for the optimal control problem (8.2.1.1) consists of 
(8.1.1.1), (8.2.1.3) and (8.2.1.2). 

Remark 8.2.3.1 Suppose that (wo,vo) E V x Hand F E L1(0,T;H). Note that 
the optimal control satisfies 

It then follows from a result of Miyatake [85] that the optimal trajectory satis
fies (w,ow/ot) E C([O,T];V x H) provided the coefficients A, c are piecewise 
smooth and sufficiently regular near rN and r is itself sufficiently regular. Then 
if (zo,zd E V x H, we obtain (p,op/ot) E C([O,T];D(A) x V) and therefore 
!opt E C1([0,T];H1/2(rN)). If also (wo,vo) E D(A) x V and F E W1,OO(0,T;H), 
we may conclude in particular that (w,ow/ot) E C([O,T];D(A) x V). 

8.3 Time Domain Decomposition 

8.3.1 Description of the Algorithm 

We decompose the time interval (0, T) into K + 1 subintervals as in Section 6.3.1 
and impose the continuity conditions (6.3.1.2) at the break points t = Tk, k = 
1, ... ,N. However, because of regularity considerations the iterative uncoupling 
(6.3.1.2), (6.3.1.3) of the transmission conditions does not make sense. Rather, we 
iteratively uncouple (6.3.1.2) according to 

(8.3.1.1) 
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where 
n aWk+1 n 

J.Lk,k+l = ~(Tk+l) - (3APk+l (Tk+d 

n OPk+l (T ) (3 n ( ) TJk,k+l = at k+l + Wk+l Tk+l 
own 

J.Lk,k-l = - ;t-1 (Tk) - (3APk-l (Tk) 

(8.3.1.2) 

opn 
TJk,k-l = - ;t-1 (Tk) + (3Wk-l (Tk). 

On 10 and l K , respectively, only the first two or last two equations in (8.3.1.1) are 
imposed. Thus the decoupled local problems are 

(8.3.1.3) 

Wn+1 - pn+l - 0 on "D rD x I k - k - L"k := k, (8.3.1.4) 

own+1 opn+l 
_k_ + pnk+l = _k_ = 0 "N rN I on L"k:= x k 

OVA OVA 
(8.3.1.5) 

OWn +1 

w~+l(O) = Wo, +(0) = Vo in n 
o n+l 

p'k+l(T) = K:A- 1 ( ~~ (T) - Zl) E V (8.3.1.6) 

o n+l ?;t (T) = -K:(w'k+l(T) - zo) E H 

subject to (8.3.1.1), (8.3.1.2). 
As in Section 6.3.1, one may show that the local problem on h, k = 0, ... , K, 

is itself an optimality system. For example, on an internal interval the local prob
lem is the optimality system for the optimal control problem 

(8.3.1.7) 

where 

(8.3.1.8) 
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subject to 

O;~k _ \7 . (A\7wk) + CWk = Fk in Qk 

____ D OWk = fk on ----Nk Wk = 0 on z..,k , z.., 
OVA 

wk(Tk) = 1(1Jk,k-1 + hk,k-d in H 
(8.3.1.9) 

O~k (Tk) = -(J-lk,k-1 + gk,k-d in V*. 

In this problem, (J-lk,k+1'1Jk,k+1) E 1{* and (J-lk,k-1,1Jk,k-1) E 1{* are given data. 
We omit the calculation since it is essentially identical to that in Section 6.3.1. 

The optimal control problem on the boundary interval fo is given by (8.3.1.7)
(8.3.1.9) with k = 0 but with the initial conditions replaced by wo(O) = Wo, 
(owojot)(O) = vo and the gO,-l and hO,-l terms dropped in (8.3.1.8). The optimal 
control problem on the boundary interval h is given by (8.3.1.7)-(8.3.1.9) with 
k = K but with the terms 

replaced by 

~ {llwK(Tk+d - zol12 + II O;t (TK+1)zlll~*}· 
Since the regularity properties (J-lk,k+1' 1Jk,k+l) E 1{* and (J-lk,k-1'1Jk,k-1) E 

1{* propagate with n, it follows that the iterative procedure (8.3.1.1)-(8.3.1.6) is 
well defined provided (J-l~,k+ 1 , 1J~,k+ 1) E 1{* and (J-l~,k-1' 1J~,k-1) E 1{* for k = 
0, ... , K - 1 and k = 1, ... , K, respectively. The local solutions have regularity 

a n+l 

(p~+l, P;t ) E C(hi V x H). 

8.3.2 Convergence of the Iterates 

The proof of the convergence of the scheme (8.3.1.1)-(8.3.1.6) closely follows the 
proof of Theorem 6.3.2.1 so it is only sketched here. As usual, we introduce the 
local errors 

W- n +1 - Wn +1 - W k - k k, 

(8.3.2.1) 

(8.3.2.2) 
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a -n+l 
w~+l(O) = ~(O) = 0 in n at 

a -n+l a -n+l 
f5~+l(T) = A:A- 1 ~~ (T), P!:t (T) = -A:w~+l(T) 

subject to 

where, for n 2: 1, 

and 

Set 
x = (V* X H?K = (1t*)2K 

with the standard product norm. Let 

(8.3.2.3) 

(8.3.2.4) 

(8.3.2.5) 

(8.3.2.6) 

(8.3.2.7) 
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and (Wk,Pk){[=o be the solution of (8.3.2.1)~(8.3.2.5) with the superscripts nn+ 1 
removed. Define T: X 1-+ X by 

{( OWk+l _ OPk+l _ )K~l 
TX = -at(Tk+d - ,8Apk+l(Tk+l), ----at (Tk+l) + ,8wk+l(Tk+d k=O' 

( OWk~l _ OPk~l _ )K} 
--at(Tk) - ,8APk~l(Tk)' -----at (Tk) + ,8wk~l(Tk) K=l . 

(8.3.2.8) 
The mapping T has X = ° as its sole fixed point. Further, if we set 

Xn {(-n~l -n~l )K~l (-n~l -n~l)K} X = J.Lk,k+l'rJk,k+l k=O' J.Lk,k~l' rJk,k~l k=l E 

and let (w'k,P'k):=o be the solutions of (8.3.2.1)~(8.3.2.5) with n replaced by 
n - 1, then the iteration step (8.3.2.5), (8.3.2.6) may be expressed as the fixed 
point iteration 

X n +1 = TXn. (8.3.2.9) 

As before, we shall consider not only the iteration (8.3.2.9) but also the under 
relaxed iteration 

X n +1 = (1 - E)Txn + EX' E E [0,1). (8.3.2.10) 

The first step in proving convergence of the iterates is to show that T is 
nonexpansive. 

Lemma 8.3.2.1 For any X EX, 

IITXII~ = IIXI1 2 - 2F (8.3.2.11) 

where 

(8.3.2.12) 

Proof The proof follows closely the proof of Lemma 6.3.2.1. A direct calculation 
yields 

K~l 

IIXII~ = L [t'k(Tk+I) + t'k(Tk)] + t'O(Tl) + t'K(TK) 
k=l 

- 2,8 ~ [( O~k (t), Pk(t))v I~~;,~ - (Wk(t), O!k (t)) I~~~:] 
k=O 

+ 2,8[(0:; (TK),PK(Tk))V - (wK(TK), O~; (TK))] , (8.3.2.13) 

where 
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By a formal integration by parts that is justified by the definition of the solution 
Wk (see (8.2.2.8)) we have, for k = 0, ... , K, 

In particular, when k = K we obtain by (8.3.2.4h 

Thus from (8.3.2.13)-(8.3.2.15) we obtain 

IIXII~ =£+F 

where 
K-l 

£: = L[£k(Tk+1 ) +£k(Tk)] +£o(Td +£K(TK ) 
k=l 

K-l 
= L[£k(Tk+1 ) +£k+l(Tk+1 )]. 

In a completely similar manner we also obtain 

IITXII~ = £ - F. 

Lemma 8.3.2.1 follows from (8.3.2.16) and (8.3.2.18). 
We can now prove the following convergence result. 

Theorem 8.3.2.1 Let f3 > O. Then 

(i) for any E E [0,1) 

PklI;N ---.0 strongly in L2(~r:), k = 0, ... , K 
k 

(w~, a:O) ---.0 in C(Io;H x V*) 

Wk, a:;) ---.0 in C(lx; V x H). 

(ii) ForanYEE (0,1) andfork=O, ... ,K 

awn 
(Wk, at) ---.0 in C(h; H x V*) 

(Pk, a:tk ) ---.0 in C(h; V x H). 

(8.3.2.14) 

(8.3.2.16) 

(8.3.2.17) 

(8.3.2.18) 
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The proof follows from Lemma 8.3.2.1 and, especially, (8.3.2.16) and 
(8.3.2.18). We introduce 

£;:(t) = j)21Iwk(t)112 + 110~k(t)II~. +j)llpk(t)II~+ 11 0: tk(t)11 2 

K-1 

£n = 2:: [£;:(Tk+1) + £;:+1 (Tk+dl 
k=O 

(8.3.2.19) 

From (8.3.2.16) and (8.3.2.18) we have 

(8.3.2.20) 

By using (8.3.2.10) and (8.3.2.20) we obtain the fundamental recursion formula 

£n+1 + F n+1 :s: £n - (1 - 2E)P, E E [0,1), n = 0,1, .... (8.3.2.21 ) 

Part (i) of Theorem 8.3.2.1 follows from (8.3.2.21) exactly as in the proof of part 
(i) of Theorem 6.3.2.1. 

For part (ii) we again use Proposition 2.3.7.1 as in the proof of Theorem 
6.3.2.1. For this one has to calculate 

Not surprisingly, it turns out that 

£n - (Txn,xn)x = I: {j)2(IIWk(Tk+d - Wk+1(Tk+dI1 2 

k=O 

+ Ilpk(Tk+1) - Pk+1 (Tk+1)II~) + 110~k (Tk+d - OW~+1 (Tk+d[. 

II 0Pk OPk+1 112} + at (Tk+d - -----at (Tk+1) . (8.3.2.22) 

The rest of the argument follows exactly the proof of part (ii) Theorem 6.3.2.1. 

8.3.3 A Posteriori Error Estimates 

We define the error en at the nth iteration by 

awn 2 opn 2 
en - max II(wn _k)11 + max II(pn _k)11 

- O<:;k<:;K kl at L=(h;HxV*) O<:;k<:;K k' at L=(hyxH) 
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and further set 

n II( n aWk+1 ) (n( aWk )11 2 Ek,k+1(Tk+1) = Wk+1(Tk+d, ----at (n+1) - Wk Tk+d,Tt(n+d HxV* 

+ II (Pk(Tk+d, a:; (Tk+1)) - (Pk+1 (Tk+1), ap;t (Tk+1)) II~XH" 
Our first a posteriori error estimate is given by the following result. 

Theorem 8.3.3.1 Let E E [0, 1). Then 

K-1 K-1 
en ::; CK,r[2K L EJ:,k+1 (Tk+1) + Cn {L EJ:,k+1 (Tk+1)} 1/2], 

k=O k=O 
where 

(8.3.3.1) 

CK,T = C~(K+1), Cn = v'2 max(l, ~) max ( C~ T, Ii) (En + P)1/2, 

and where CT is given by (8.2.2.6) (cf. Remark 8.2.2.1). 

As shall be shown below, En + Fn is bounded by a constant depending only 
on (3, K and the input data to the global and local optimal control problems. 
Therefore we have the following corollary. 

Corollary 8.3.3.1 Let E E [0, 1). There is an explicitly computable constant C de
pending only on (3, K and the input data to the global and local optimal control 
problems such that 

K-l K-l 

en ::; CK,r[2K L EJ:,k+1 (Tk+d + C{ L EJ:,k+1 (Tk+d} 1/2]. (8.3.3.2) 
k=O k=O 

Proof of Theorem 8.3.3.1. Set 

Qk = Cn JII,J. 
We begin by applying the estimate (8.2.2.9) to Wk on the interval h to obtain 

II (Wk(t), a:k (t)) IIHxv* ::; CT [II (wk(Tk), a:k (Tk)) IIHxv* + QkllpkIIL2(h;U)] 
(8.3.3.3) 

where U := L2(rn). The first term on the right is written 

a-n awn 
II (wk(Tk), ;k (Tk)) IIHxv* -II (Wk-1 (Tk), ;t-1 (Tk)) IIHxv* 

a- n 

+ II (Wk_1(Tk), ~~-l(Tk))IIHxv* 

::; II (wk(Tk), a:r (Tk)) IIHxv* -II (Wk-1 (Tk), OW~_l (Tk)) IIHxv* 
own 

+ CT [II (Wk-1 (n-d, ~-1 (Tk-1)) IIHxv* + Ck-11IPk-111£2(Ik_l;U)] (8.3.3.4) 
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where we have used (8.2.2.9) again. By replacing the third term on the right side 
of (8.3.3.4) in the same manner and iterating the argument, and using wo(O) -
(awo/at)(O) = 0, we obtain for t E Ik 

II (Wk(t), a:k (t)) IIHXV* :S I: c~-m (II (W~+l (Tm+l)' aW~+1 (Tm+1)) IIHXV* 
m=O 

a -n k 

- "(W~(Tm+I)' ;tm (Tm+I)) IIHXV*) + L c~-m+Iamllp~IIL2(Im;U)' 
m=O 

We apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the two sums to obtain 

o~~xKII(wk' a:k)ll~oo(h;HXV*) 
[ 

K-I a nan 
:S 2CK,T K {; II (Wk+I(THI), W~+I (THI)) - (wk(THI), ~k (Tk+d)ll~xv* 

K 

+ C~ TL IIPklli2(h;U)]' (8.3.3.5) 
k=O 

Similarly, for t E h we have from (8.2.2.5) with 9 = 0 

II (Pk(t), a:tk (t))llvxH:S CTII(Pk(Tk+1 ), a:tk (THd)llvxH 

:S I: G,;-k+l (II (p~(Tm+1)' a:~ (Tm+1)) IlvxH 
m=k 

-II (P~+l(Tm+1), ap;+1 (Tm+d) IlvxH) + C:-k+111 (PK(T) , a:; (T)) IlvxH' 
(8.3.3.6) 

It follows from (8.3.3.6) and (8.3.2.4) that 

II( -n aPk)112 
O~~K Pk, at LOO(h;VxH) 

:S 2CK,T [K I: II (Pk(Tk+1), a:F (Tk+d) - (Pk+1 (THd, ap;t (THd) II~XH 
k=O 

+ 1\;211 (wK(T), a:t (T)) II~xv* J. (8.3.3.7) 
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From (8.3.3.5) and (8.3.3.7) we thus obtain 

[ 
K-l K 

en S; 2CK,T K L [~,k+l (Tk+l) + C~ T L Ilpklli2(Ik;U) 
k=O k=O 

+~211(wK(T), 8~tK(T))II~xv.] 

S; CK,T[2K I: [~,k+l(Tk+l) + ~maX(C~T,~)PJ. (8.3.3.8) 
k=O 

Finally, as in the proof of Lemma 6.3.3.1 we have 

K-l 
F n S; V2max(l,,8)([n +Fn)1/2{L [~,k+1(Tk+d}1/2. (8.3.3.9) 

k=O 
Theorem 8.3.3.1 follows from (8.3.3.8) and (8.3.3.9). 

Proof of Corollary 8.3.3.1. It suffices to show that [n + Fn S; C where C is 
a constant depending only on ,8, K and the input data to the global and local 
optimal control problems. One has 

K-l 
[n + p = Ilxnll~ S; IIXlll~ = L [II (il~,k+l' ij~,k+l) II~· + II (il~+l,kl ij~+l,k) II~*]· 

k=O 
From (8.3.2.7) we have 

K-l 
L [11(il~,k+1' ij~,k+1)II~* + II(il~+l,k' ij~+l,k)II~·] 
k=O 

K-l 
S; 2 L [11(p,~,k+1' r&k+l)II~. + 11(p,~+l,k' 1J~+l,k)II~*] 

k=O 
K-l 

+ 4 L [,821Iw(Tk+dI12 + II ~~ (Tk+l) II~* + ,821Ip(Tk+l)ll~ + II ~~ (Tk+dI1 2]. 
k=O 

(8.3.3.10) 

The first sum in (8.3.3.10) represents data input to the local optimal control 
problems, so it remains to estimate the second sum in terms of global data, where 
W,p is the solution of the global optimality system (8.1.1.1), (8.2.1.2), (8.2.1.3). 

From (8.2.2.9) and (8.2.2.5) we have 

II (w, ~~) II~oo(o,T;Hxv') S; 3CHII(wo, vo)ll~xv* + 1IFIIi'(O,T;V*) 
+C~ Tllplli2(2;N)] (8.3.3.11) 

II (p, :) II~oo(o,T;VXH) S; C~ ~211 (w(T) - Zo, ~~ (T) - zI) II~xv" 
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Therefore by (8.3.3.10) and (8.3.3.11) we obtain 

K-1 

En +Fn::s; 2 L [11(11~,k+1,1]~,k+1)11~* + 11(l1g+1,k,1]~+1,k)II~*] 
k=O 

+ 4K max(l, ,62)C~ [311 (wo, vo)llJt.xv* + 311F1111(0,T;v*) 

+ 3C~ TllpII12(~N) + 1\:211 (w(T) - ZO, ~~ (T) - Zl) II~xv*]. (8.3.3.12) 

Since PI~N is the optimal control, one has 

IlpII12(~N) + 1\:11 (w(T) - Zo, ~~ (T) - Zl) II~xv* 
::s; 1\:11 (w(T) - Zo, ~~ (T) - Zl) II~xv*' (8.3.3.13) 

where w is the solution of (8.1.1.1) corresponding to f = O. Therefore 

II(w(T), ~~ (T))II~xv* ::s; 2CHII(wo,vo)llJt.xv* + 1IFIIL(o,T;V*)]· (8.3.3.14) 

It follows from (8.3.3.13) and (8.3.3.14) that 

3C~ TllpII12(~N) + 1\:211 (w(T) - Zo, ~~ (T) - zI) II~xv* 
::s; max(3C~ T, 1\:)1\:11 (w(T) - Zo, ~~ (T) - Zl) II~xv* 

::s; 21\:max(3C~ T, 1\:){II(zo, zl)llJt.xv* 

+ 2CHII(wo, vo)llJt.xv* + 11F1111(0,T;v*)]}· (8.3.3.15) 

If (8.3.3.15) is inserted into (8.3.3.12) we obtain 

K-1 

En + F n ::s; 2 L [II (l1g,k+1 , 1]g,k+1)II~* + 11(l1g+1,k, 1]~+1,k)II~*] 
k=O 

+ 4K max(l, ,62)C~ [3 + 41\:C~ max(3C~ T, 1\:)] 

X [11(wo, vo)ll~xv* + 1IFIIll(O,T;V*)] 

+ 8K 1\:C~ max(l, ,62) max(3C~ T, 1\:)II(Zo, zdllJt.xv*. 

The right side of this inequality is computable from local and global data, com
pleting the proof of Corollary 8.3.3.1. 

8.3.4 Extension to General Conservative Control Systems 

The time domain decomposition procedure described above for the system (8.1.1.1) 
may be extended without difficulty to general second-order control systems of the 
following type. Let V and H be Hilbert spaces such that V'-+ H. We denote by 
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V* the dual space of V with respect to the pivot space H and by A the Riesz 
isomorphism of V onto V*. Let C E £( H), let U be another Hilbert space and B 
be a bounded linear operator from U into V*. We consider systems of the form 

d2w 
dt2 + Aw + Cw = B1 + F in V* 

dw 
w(o) = wo, Tt(O) = Vo· 

(8.3.4.1) 

In this system the initial data (wo,vo) E HxV*, F E Ll(O, T; V*), and the control 
function 1 E L2(0, T; U). If C is self-adjoint, a condition that is not required for 
the present discussion, the system (8.3.4.1) is conservative in the sense that when 
w is the solution corresponding to F = 1 = ° the quantity 

II ~~ (t) 112 + (Aw(t), w(t))v + (Cw(t), w(t)) 

is invariant with respect to t. The system (8.1.1.1) fits into this framework wherein 
the spaces V and H are those defined in Section 8.2.1, Cw = c(·)w - w, U = 
L2(fN), and the operator B is defined by 

(BJ, ¢)v = r J¢df, VJ E U, ¢ E V. 
}rN 

One may also consider locally distributed controls, or boundary control of thin, 
elastic places, etc., within the framework of (8.3.4.1), as discussed in the examples 
of Section 6.3.4. 

If F E L2(0, T; H), J = 0, and (wo, vo) E H, by standard semigroup theory 
the system (8.3.4.1) has a unique solution such that 

dw 
(w, Tt) E C([O,T];H), 

dw II (w, Tt) II UX>(O,T;'H) :S CT [11(wo, vo)II'H + 11F11£1(o,T;H)] (8.3.4.2) 

where CT = sUPO<t<T IIS(t)11 :S exp(IICIIT) and S(t), t E lR, is the Co group of 
bounded operators on H associated with the system (8.3.4.1) (cf. Section 8.2.2). 
In the general case, the solution of (8.3.4.1) may be defined by transposition. It is 
the unique pair 

dw 
(Tt' -w) E C([O, T]; H*) 

such that for every t E [0, T] 

dw d¢ d¢ 
((Tt(t),-w(t)), (¢(t), dt(t)))'H = ((vo,-wo),(¢(O), dt(O)))'H 

+ It [(F,¢)v+U,B*¢)u]dt, V(¢o,¢dEH, (8.3.4.3) 
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where 
d2¢ * dt2 + A¢ + C ¢ = 0, ° 5: t < T, 

d¢ 
¢(T) = ¢o, dt (T) = ¢l. 

(8.3.4.4) 

lt follows from (8.3.4.4) and the estimate (8.3.4.2), applied to the solution ¢, that 

dw 
II (w, dt) IILoo(o,T;1t*) 

5: C~ [11(vo, -wo)ll1t* + IIFIIL'(O,T;V*) + VTIIB*llllfIIL2(0,T;U)] (8.3.4.5) 

where C~ = sUPO<t<T IIS*(t)11 5: exp(IIC*IIT). 
We may therefore consider the optimal control problem 

inf [ rT 
Ilfllbdt + II: [llw(T) - zoll~ + II ddw (T) - zlll~*l 

JEL2(O,T;U) io t 

subject to (8.3.4.1), where II: > ° and (zo, Zl) E H x V* is the intended target 
state. There is a unique optimal control which, by the usual argument, is given by 

fopt = -B*p (8.3.4.6) 

where p is the solution of 

d2p * 
dt2 + Ap + C p = 0, ° 5: t < T, 

dw dp 
p(T) = II:A- l (dt(T) - Zl), dt (T) = -1I:(w(T) - zo). 

(8.3.4.7) 

A time domain decomposition of the optimality system, consisting of 
(8.3.4.1), (8.3.4.6) and (8.3.4.7), proceeds along the same lines as Section 8.3.1. 
lt is given by 

d2w n +l 
_-"k,-- + Awn+l + Cwn+1 = F _ B*pn+l dt2 k k k k' 

d2 n+l 
~ + Apn+l +C*pn+l = ° t E h; dt2 k k ' 

(8.3.4.8) 

dwn+l 

w~+l = Wo, +(0) = vo, 

dwn+l 
p~+l(T) = II:A- l ( +(T) - Zl), (8.3.4.9) 

dpn+l 
+(T) = -1I:(w~+l(T) - zo). 

The initial conditions w~+l (Tk), k = 1, ... ,K, and the final conditions p~+l(Tk+d, 
k = K -1, ... ,0, are determined by (8.3.1.1) in which the quantities I'lk,k±l, T}k,k±l 
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are given by (8.3.1.2), just as before. The local problem on the interval h, k = 
0, ... , K, is itself the optimality system for a certain optimal control problem 
concentrated on h, the specific form of which may easily be deduced from the 
discussion of Section 8.3.1. 

Convergence of the iterates, and a posteriori error estimates, may be devel
oped by the same arguments employed in Sections 8.3.2 and 8.3.3, respectively. 
In particular, for the iterative scheme with or without relaxation there is strong 
convergence in L2(0, T; U) of the aggregate of effective local optimal controls, 
{-B*p'k}f=o, to the global optimal control-B*p; and strong convergence in HxV* 

dwn dwn 
ofthe final state (w K (T), d K (T)) of the local optimal trajectory (WK' ~) to 

t ili 
the final state of the global optimal trajectory. 

8.4 Decomposition of the Spatial Domain 

8.4.1 The Local Optimality Systems 

We decompose the region 0 into subregions {Oi}{=l as in Section 6.4.1 and retain 
all of the notation of the first paragraph of that section. We set Hi = L2(Oi) with 
the standard norm, and Wi = H1(0i) with norm 

a> 0. 

The dual space of Wi with respect to Hi is denoted by W;*, and Bi is defined as 
the canonical isomorphism of Wi onto Wt. The duality pairing between elements 
cp* E Wt and cP E Wi is denoted by (cp*, cp)Wi • 

We also denote by Ai the canonical isomorphism of Vi := H1(0i) onto its 
dual space ~* with respect to Hi when H1(0i) is endowed with the norm 

Of course Wi and Vi (resp., W;* and ~*) are the same as sets and have equivalent 
norms, but Bi and Ai are not the same. They are, however, connected through 
the bounded, invertible mapping Ki on Wi defined by (cp, 'I/J)Vi = (Kicp, 'I/J)w" 
'icp, 'I/J E Wi. Note that if cp E V and CPi = 4>lni' then 

I 

Ilcpll~ = 2: Ilcpill~ and 
i=l 

in the sense that 

I 

(Acp,'I/J)v = L(AiCPi,'l/Ji)V;, 'icp, 'I/J E V. 
i=l 
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Let Ai, J-Li E L2(~int). We introduce the following local optimal control problems 
on the regions Qi, i = 1, ... ,I: 

subject to 
fPWi ot2 - \7 . (ANwi) + CiWi = Fi in Qi 

Wi = ° on ~f 
OWi N -- = 12 on ~i 

OVA i 

OW' . 
--' = h + Ai on ~~nt 
OVAi 

( ) OWi (0) . n 
Wi ° = WOi, at = VOi ill Hi· 

(8.4.1.1) 

(3 > 0, 

(8.4.1.2) 

The optimal control problem (8.4.1.1), (8.4.1.2) is well posed if the following reg
ularity condition is satisfied: 

Regularity Assumption: If WOi = VOi = 0, Fi = 0, 12 E L2(~f), h + Ai E 

L2(~int), the solution of (8.4.1.2) satisfies 

(8.4.1.3) 

and the map (12, h + Ai) f--? wi I r;'" urlnt is continuous in the indicated spaces. 

If this assumption holds then, by superposition, (8.4.1.3) remains true if (WOi' VOi) E 
Vi x Hi and Fi E L2(0, T; Hi), and the mapping from the data to wilrNurint is 
continuous in the indicated spaces. Condition (8.4.1.3) is known to be tr~e if, for 
example, the coefficients Ai, Ci and the boundary set rf u rint are sufficiently 
regular (see Remark 8.2.2.2). 

Using the same argument as for the global optimal control problem, it follows 
that there are unique optimal controls given by 

(8.4.1.4) 
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where p is the solution of 

(8.4.1.5) 

Equations (8.4.1.2)-(8.4.1.5) comprise the local optimality systems. 

Note that (8.4.1.5)4 means that Pi(T) E Wi is determined by the elliptic 
boundary value problem 

(8.4.1.6) 

8.4.2 The Domain Decomposition Algorithm 

For the remainder of this chapter we assume that the global data satisfy 

(wo,vo) E V x H, (zo,zI) E V x H, FE L1(O,T;H), 

and that the regularity assumption (8.4.1.3) holds. We introduce the following 
iterative scheme based on the local optimality systems (8.4.1.2)-(8.4.1.5): 

wn+l = ° on ~D t t , 

'" n+l 
uWi (3n+l_\n ~ W· 'T -",-- + Pi - Aij on £..Jij, vJ E .Ii 

UVAi 

(8.4.2.7) 
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Pn+l = 0 on L;D 
2 2 , 

a n+l 
~ =OonL;N 
aVA i 2 

(8.4.2.8) 

(8.4.2.9) 

and where O"i E Wt is defined by 

(0"7, ¢)wi = z= 1 TIj¢df, v¢ E Wi· 
jE.:Ti r ij 

(8.4.2.10) 

Thus we see that p~+l(T) is determined by the elliptic boundary value problem 

(8.4.2.11) 

Note that, in the limit, the conditions on the interfaces L;ij and f ij become 

and 
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respectively. By interchanging i and j and adding the resulting equations to the 
original ones we recover the transmission conditions 

OWi OWj OPi _ OPj 
on ~ij Wi = Wj, Pi = Pj, 

OV Ai OV Aj 

, 
OV Ai OV Aj 

(8.4.2.12) 

pi(T) = pj(T), 
oPi(T) _ opj(T) 

on f ij . 
OV Ai OV Aj 

Thus the algorithm (8.4.2.7)-(8.4.2.10) represents a domain decomposition of 
the global optimality system that is consistent with the transmission conditions 
(8.4.2.12). 

If A0 , J..L0 E L2(~ij), Tij E L2(fij), 't:/j E :1;, then, as discussed in the previous 
subsection, (8.4.2.8), (8.4.2.9) is the optimality system for the optimal control 
problem 

subject to 

OWr+1 N 
--- = h on ~i 

OV Ai 

(8.4.2.13) 

(8.4.2.14) 

Since the traces wr+1IE ij , pr+1!E.j E L2(~ij) and pr+1(T)lr ij E L2(fij), it follows 
from the boundary conditions on ~ij and f ij that the normal derivative traces are 
also in L2(~ij) or L2(fij ), as appropriate, and therefore Ar;+l, J..L'0+ 1 E L2(~ij), 
Tij+1 E L2(fij ). Thus the iterative scheme is well defined provided the local input 

data satisfy )...~j' J..L~j E L2(~ij), T& E L2(f ij ), 't:/j E:1;. 
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8.4.3 Convergence of the Iterates 

We introduce the local errors 

where (w~+l ,p~+l) is the solution of the local optimality system (8.4.2.7)-(8.4.2.9), 
and Wi = Wb, Pi = pb, where (w, p) is the solution of the global optimality 
system (8.1.1.1), (8.2.1.3), (8.2.1.2). 

The errors satisfy 

where 

wn +1 = 0 on ~D t t , 

a -n+l 
Wi f3-n+1 \n ~ W· '7 -a-- + Pi = Aij on ~ij, YJ E oJi 

VA; 

a -n+l 
wn+l(O) = ~(O) = 0 in n 

t at t, 

a 2pn+l 
__ t __ V' . (A V'p-n+l) + cp-n+ 1 = 0 in Q. at2 t t , , t 

apn+l 
_,_ =Oon ~N 
aVA; , 

P-n +1 = 0 on ~D 
t t , 

5,n An ( aWj (3)1 ij = ij - - -a + Pj E 
VAj ij 

a n 
-n n ( Pj f3 n) 1 l1ij = l1ij - --a - Wj E 

VAj 'J 

a n(T) 
-n n (Pj n(T)) 1 Tij = Tij - - a + aPj r 

Vj 'J 

(8.4.3.1 ) 

(8.4.3.2) 

(8.4.3.3) 

with A?j, l1?j E L2(~ij), Tg E L2(rij) arbitrary, A0, 110' TIj given by (8.4.2.9) for 
n 2: I, and where a-f E Wt is defined by 

(a-f,¢)w; = L 1 iJ¢dr, v¢ E Wi' 
jE:!; r ij 

(8.4.3.4) 
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As usual, we wish to write the iterative step (8.4.3.1h, (8.4.3.2h, (8.4.3.2)4, 
as a fixed point iteration. To this end we define 

I 

X := II L2(I;~nt) X L2(I;~nt) X L2(r~nt) 
i=l 

IIXII'i- ~ t { ~ hi"' (1)·,1' + I", I'),n; + :, hi"' 17, I'dI' } 

where X = {(Ai,J.li,Ti): i = 1, ... ,I}. For X E X let (Wi,Pi) be the solution of 
the local optimality system (8.4.1.2), (8.4.1.4), (8.4.1.5) with 

Pi = 0, WOi = VOi = ZOi = Zli = 0 (8.4.3.5) 

and define T E .c(X) by 

ow op· 
TX = {(-~ + f3pj)I~., (-~ - f3Wj)I~., 

UVAj 'J uVAj 'J 

( opj(T) (T)) I . . I} --,;}--+apj r.:JE:!i;z=l, ... ,. 
UVAj 'J 

(8.4.3.6) 

We see that X is a fixed point of T if and only if W := {Wi}{=l' P := {pd{=l is the 
solution of the global optimality system corresponding to vanishing data (8.4.3.5). 
Since, in this case, the optimal control is f = 0, it follows that the only fixed point 
ofT is X = O. 

Now set 

X n {(,n-l -n-l -n-l) . q. 1 I} = /\ij ,J.lij ,Tij : J E vi; Z = , ... , (8.4.3.7) 

and let {(wi,pi) : i = 1, ... , I} be the solutions of (8.4.3.1), (8.4.3.2) with n 
replaced by n - 1. We then have 

n owi -n opi -n 
X ={(~+f3Pi)I~,(~-f3wdl~, 

UVA i 1) UVA i 1,) 

(OPi(T) -n(T)) I . q. 1 I} ,;} + aPi r .. : J E vi; Z = , ... , . 
UVA i 'J 

(8.4.3.8) 

and the iterative step (8.4.3.1h, (8.4.3.2)3, (8.4.3.2)4, with ~ij, Pij, iij given by 
(8.4.3.3), may be expressed as the fixed point iteration 

(8.4.3.9) 

We consider in what follows the iterative step (8.4.3.9) with under relaxation, 
that is, we consider the fixed point iteration 

(8.4.3.10) 

The main convergence result of this subsection is based on the following properties 
ofT. 
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Lemma 8.4.3.1 For any X E X one may write 

IIXII~ = £ + F, IITXII~ = £ - F (8.4.3.11) 

where 

In particular, T is a non expansive mapping. 

Proof. For X = {(Ai, Jii, Ti) : i = 1, ... ,I} E X we may write 

where (Wi,Pi) is the solution of (8.4.1.2), (8.4.1.4), (8.4.1.5) with data (8.4.3.5). 
Thus 

From 0=1 p.(02Wi - V'. (AV'w) + c·w·) dxdt , ot2 '" 2 
Qi 

we obtain, after formal integration by parts (which may be justified because of the 
regularity properties of Wi and Pi) 
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Similarly, from 

we have 

r oPi(T) ) 2 / OWi () ( ) 
Jr\llt Pi(T) OVAi df = Ilpi(T Ilvi - "'\ ot T ,Pi T) Vi (8.4.3.14) 

It follows from (8.4.3.12), (8.4.3.13) and (8.4.3.14) that 

I 

IIXlli = £ + 2 t; {~f Ipil 2dI: + ~ II (Pi(T), ~i (T)II~ixHi} 
=£+F. 

In a completely analogous manner we calculate 

Since E{=l EjE.J, = E~=l EiE.Jj and since the integrands are independent of i 
we have, by the same calculation as above, 

I 

2 "'{ r (I OWj 12 I OPj 12) IITXllx = ~ J'Eillt - OVA + j3Pj + - OVA - j3Wj dI: 
)=1 J.1 J 

1 1 opj(T) 2 } + - 1---. + apj(T) I df 
a", rillt OVA 

j J 

=£-F. 

The main convergence result of this subsection is as follows. 

Theorem 8.4.3.1 With the iterative transmission conditions given by (8.4.3.10), we 
have 

(i) for any E E [0,1) and for i = 1, ... ,I 

fir I 'Ef --7 0 strongly in L 2 (I:r) 

(fir(T), O:I (T)) --70 strongly in Vi x Hi 
o -n 

(wr(T), ;i (T)) --70 strongly in Hi x H- 1(D i ). 
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(ii) In addition, if E > 0 we have 

-n fJwi fJpn 
(Wi' at) ---+ 0, (pi, fJ;) ---+ 0 weakly* in LOO(O, T; Hi x Vn 

wilEf ---+ 0 weakly in L2(r/!) 

wnl ---+ 0 p-nl·. ---+ 0 weakly in L2("Eint) i .E~nt , 1- .E~nt 1, 

fJwi fJpi . 2 int 
-fJ IEint ---+ 0, -fJ IEint ---+ 0 weakly zn L ("Ei ) 

VA i ' VA i ' 

fJpi(T) I . ---+ 0 weakly in L2(rint) 
8VA i rint z 

wi - wj IE ---+ 0, pi - pj I E ---+ 0 strongly in L 2 ("Eij ) 
~J 1,J 

fJwi fJwj fJpi fJpj . 2 
-fJ + -fJ IE. ---+ 0, -fJ + -fJ IE ---+ 0 strongly zn L ("Eij) 

V Ai V Aj 'J V Ai V Aj 'J 

fJpi(T) fJpj(T) . 2 
fJ + fJ 1[' ---+ 0 strongly zn L (r ij ). 

VAi VAj 'J 

Remark 8.4.3.1 Part (i) shows that for any E E [0,1) the effective local optimal 
control -pi lEN converges strongly in L2("Ef) to -pi EN , where -PIEN is the global 
optimal contr~l. Further, the final state (wi(T), (fJwi /fJt)(T)) of the local optimal 
trajectory converges strongly in L2(Oi) x H-1(Oi) to the final state of the global 
optimal trajectory, restricted to Oi. 

Remark 8.4.3.2 If the coefficients Ai, Ci and the boundary part rf u r~nt are suf
ficiently regular, the boundedness of En implies that 

{wi}, {pi} are bounded in C([O, T]; H;j3(O)) 

wnl is bounded in H 1/ 3 ("E N ) 
1- Ef Z 

(see Remark 8.2.2.2). We may then conclude, by using a compactness result of 
J. Simon [96, Corollary 5], that for E E (0,1) 

-n fJwi fJpn 
(Wi' at) ---+ 0, (pi, fJ;) ---+ 0 in C([O, T]; Hi x ~*) 

wilEf ---+ 0 strongly in L2("Ef) 

wi IE ---+ 0, pi I E ---+ 0 strongly in L 2 ("Eij ). 
1.J 'tJ 

Proof of Theorem 8.4.3.1. With xn given by (8.4.3.8) we have from Lemma 8.4.3.1 

(8.4.3.15) 
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where 

p = 2 t, th;v Ipil 2dE + ~II (pi(T), a:I (T)) II~XHi}' (8.4.3.17) 

From (8.4.3.10) we calculate, with the aid of (8.4.3.15), 

EnH + pH = ((1 - E)2 + E2)En - (1- 2E)F2 + 2E(1 - E)(Txn, xn)x 

:::; ((1- E)2 + E2)En - (1- 2E)F2 + 2E(1 - E)J(En)2 - (Fn)2 
:::; En - (1 - 2E)P, 

hence 
EnH :::; En - F n+1 - (1 - 2E)P. 

Upon iterating (8.4.3.19) down to n = 1 we obtain 

n+1 

EnH :::; £1 - L cp(E)FP 
p=l 

where 

It follows from (8.4.3.20) that 
P --; 0, 

that is to say, 
pil1:N --; 0 strongly in L2(Ef) 

t 

a-n(T) 
(pi(T), Pat ) --; 0 strongly in Vi x Hi. 

From (8.4.3.22h and (8.4.3.2h we have 

iiJi(T) --; 0 strongly in Hi' 

Further, since (o-i, ¢)wi = 0, V¢ E HJ(n i ), we obtain from (8.4.3.2)4 

(8.4.3.18) 

(8.4.3.19) 

(8.4.3.20) 

(8.4.3.21 ) 

(8.4.3.22) 
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hence 
awi . -1 
Tt(T) iH.i(!1.) --+ 0 strongly III H (Oi). 

This proves part (i) of Theorem 8.4.3.l. 
Now suppose that f> O. We first invoke Proposition 2.3.7.3 to deduce that 

xn --+ 0 weakly in X 

and, therefore, 

(1 - f)Txn = X n+1 - fXn --+ 0 weakly in X. 

Thus we may conclude that 

awi -n api -n . 2 int ±a + (3Pi iI;int --+ 0, ±a - (3wi iI;int --+ 0 weakly III L (~i ) 
VA, ' VA, ' 

apn(T) i 2 . 
, . --+ 0 weakly in L (fmt) >l pnt , 

UVA i ' 

hence 

Therefore 

5.0 --+ 0, M0 --+ 0 weakly in L 2 (~ij ) 

iT; --+ 0 weakly in L2(fij), Vj E .:li, i = 1, ... ,[. 

Since the map taking the data 

where wr+1 is the solution of (8.4.3.1), is continuous from L2(~f U ~~nt) into 
LOO(O T· H- x V*) X L2(~N U ~int) it follows that , ,~~ t 2' 

Similarly 
a-n +1 

(pr+l, Pat ) --+ 0 weakly* in LOO(O, T; Hi x Vi*)· 
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It remains to prove that for all j E :Ii and i = 1, ... ,I, 

awn owj oiP opn 
--' + --I ----t 0 ~ + ~I~ ----t 0 strongly in L2(L.ij) 
OVAi OVAj ~ij 'UVAi UVA j 'J 

wf - wjl~ ----t 0, pr - pjl~ ----t 0 strongly in L2(L.ij) 
'LJ 'LJ 

(8.4.3.23) 

op'i(T) opj(T) . 2 a + a 1[' ----t 0 strongly III L (fij ). 
V Ai V Aj 'J 

For this we invoke Proposition 2.3.7.1 to obtain 

Ilxn+1 - xnllx = (1 - t)IITX n - xnllx ----t O. (8.4.3.24) 

From (8.4.3.15) we have 

IITXn - xnll~ = 2[£n - (Txn, Xn)x]. (8.4.3.25) 

A direct calculation gives 

One has 
1 1 o-n awn LL (P'JO~i -p'io/)dL.=O 

i=l jEJi ~ij A, A J 

and, similarly, for the other integrals with mixed terms. Since also 

1 1-1 

L L 1 .. filj dL. = 2 L L 1 .. filj dL. 
i=l jEJi ~'J i=l jEJi ~'J 

j>i 

we may write 

j>i 

(8.4.3.26) 
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Since we may write 

if follows from (8.4.3.16) and (8.4.3.26) that 

i>i 

+ {32 (Iwr - wj 12 + liir - iij 12) ] d"L, 

+ :~ iiJI o~~~~) + O~~~~) 12 + (iliir(T) - iij(T)1 2] df}. (8.4.3.27) 

The conclusions (8.4.3.23) now follow from (8.4.3.24), (8.4.3.25) and (8.4.3.27). 

8.5 Domain Decomposition in the Exact Reachability Problem 

8.5.1 The Global Optimality System 

In this section we consider the state constrained optimal control problem 

(8.5.1.1) 

subject to (8.1.1.1) and the state constraint 

w(T) = Zo, (8.5.1.2) 

We assume that for each T sufficiently large, say T > To, this problem has a 
unique solution for each (wo, va) E 1t := V x H, (zo, Zl) E 1t and F E L1(0, T; H). 
Because of the time reversible character of the system (8.1.1.1), we may and do 
assume without loss of generality that 

Wo = Vo = 0, F = 0. (8.5.1.3) 

In this case the optimal control problem is called the exact reachability problem. 
The solvability of the exact reachability problem for each (zo, Zl) E 1t means 

that 
OW N V x H c Rg (£T) := {(w(T), &(T)) : f E L2("L, )} (8.5.1.4) 
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where 

LT: f f--t (w(T), ~~ (T)), L2('2f) f--t H x V* 

is the control-to-state mapping. It is well known that (8.5.1.4) is equivalent to the 
continuous observability from EN of the system (8.2.2.1) (with G = 0), (8.2.2.2), 
that is, to the observability estimate 

(8.5.1.5) 

for some constant CT independent of (<Po, <Pl)' 
When (8.5.1.5) holds, the optimal control fopt may be constructed via the 

Hilbert Uniqueness Method of J.-L. Lions [72]: 

where p is the solution of 

fPp 
8t2 - V' . (AV'p) + cp = 0 in Q 

p = 0 on ED, 

p(T) = Po, 

8p = 0 on EN 
8VA 

: (T) = Pl in n 

and where (Po, Pl) E H x V* is the unique pair satisfying 

(8.5.1.6) 

(8.5.1.7) 

(8.5.1.8) 

The coupled systems (8.5.1.7) and (8.1.1.1), with (Po,pd given by (8.5.1.8) and f 
given by (8.5.1.6), comprise the optimality system for the optimal control problem 
(8.5.1.1) subject to (8.1.1.1) and (8.5.1.2). 

The optimality system (8.1.1.1), (8.5.1.6), (8.5.1.7), (8.5.1.8) may, in fact, be 
obtained in the limit of the optimality system (8.1.1.1), (8.2.1.2), (8.2.1.3) for the 
unconstrained optimal control problem (8.2.1.1) as the penalty parameter K, --+ 00, 

as described by the following theorem. 

Theorem 8.5.1.1 Suppose that the data satisfies (8.5.1.3), that (zo, Zl) E VxH, and 
that (8.5.1.5) holds. Then as K, --+ 00 the solution w(·; K,), p(.; K,) of the optimality 
system (8.1.1.1), (8.2.1.2), (8.2.1.3) satisfies 
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where w(·), p(.) is the solution of the optimality system (8.1.1.1), (8.5.1.6), 
(8.5.1.7), (8.5.1.8). 

We omit the proof of Theorem 8.5.1.1 since it is outside the main theme of 
this monograph. Complete details may, however, be found in [56, Theorem 4.1). 

In the following subsections we shall introduce a nonoverlapping spatial do
main decomposition for the computation of the solution of the global optimality 
system (8.1.1.1), (8.5.1.6), (8.5.1.7), (8.5.1.8) similar to the one introduced in sub
section 8.4.2 for the optimality system associated with the unconstrained optimal 
control problem (8.2.1.1). In fact, if wr+l(·; 1\:), pr+l(·; 1\:), i = 1, ... , I, denote the 
solutions of the iterative scheme (8.4.2.7), (8.4.2.8), (8.4.2.9) with data satisfying 
(8.5.1.3), and if >"?j' J.1?j and rg are chosen independent of 1\:, it shall be proved 
that as I\: ---+ 00 

(wf(·; 1\:), a~i (.; 1\:)) ---+ (wf(·), a~i 0) in C([O, T); Hi x Vn 

(pi(·; 1\:), a:I (.; 1\:)) ---+ (pi(·), a:IO) in C([O, T); Hi x Y:*) 

pi(·; 1\:)1~f" ---+ piOI~f" strongly in L2(E['f) 

wi (. ; 1\:) I ~int ---+ wi (.) I ~int strongly in L 2 (E~nt) , , 
pi (. ; 1\:) I ~int ---+ pi (.) I ~int strongly in L 2 (E~nt) , , 

(8.5.1.9) 

where wr+1 (.), pi+1 (.) is the solution of a certain local, state constrained optimal 
control problem concentrated on the cylinder Qi. These functions are determined 
through an iterative scheme that represents a nonoverlapping spatial domain de
composition of the global optimality system (8.1.1.1), (8.5.1.6), (8.5.1.7), (8.5.1.8), 
and they converge, in appropriate spaces, to its solution. Thus we have the com
mutative diagram 

(wi(-; I\:),pi(·; 1\:)) n->oo (Wi(·; 1\:),Pi(·; 1\:)) ------t 

K->OO 1 K->OO 1 (8.5.1.10) 

(wi(·),pi(·)) 
n->oo (Wi (.), Pi (.)) ------t 

where Wi(·; 1\:), Pi(·; 1\:) (resp., Wi(·), PiC)) denotes the restriction to Qi of the 
solution of the global optimality system for the unconstrained (resp., constrained) 
optimal control problem (8.2.1.1) (resp., (8.5.1.1)). The top branch of the diagram 
was proved in Subsection 8.4.3, and the right branch represents the content of 
Theorem 8.5.1.1. The left branch is the assertion (8.5.1.9). The bottom branch 
will be proved in the subsections that follow. 

8.5.2 The Limit of the Local Optimality Systems 

In this subsection we will examine the limiting behavior as I\: ---+ 00 of the solution 
wr+l(·; 1\:), pi+1(.; 1\:) of the local optimality system (8.4.2.7)-(8.4.2.10) with data 
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satisfying 

WOi = VOi = Fi = 0, i = i, ... ,I. 

To this end we first consider the limiting behavior as '" ---+ 00 of the solution 
Wi('; "'), Pi('; "') of the system 

02Wi ot2 - V7 . (Ai V7Wi) + CiWi = 0 in Qi 

Wi = 0 on ~f, OWi = f!l on ~N 
OVA i 2 

OWi . t 
~=ft+Ai(';"') on~~n 
UVA i 

(8.5.2.1) 

OWi 
Wi(O; "') = Tt(O; "') = 0, 

(8.5.2.2) 

(8.5.2.3) 

where Ai('; "'), f.1i(·; "') E L2(~}nt), Ti('; "') E L2(r}nt) are given and O"i("') E W;* is 
defined by 

The system (8.5.2.1)-(8.5.2.3) is the optimality system for the problem 
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subject to 

fPWi _ V'. (A-V'w·) + c'W' = 0 in Q. at2 t t t t t 

Wi = 0 on EP, aWi N -- = 12 on Ei 
aVAi 

aWi f \ ( ) 't"int -a = 1 + Ai .; K, on ~i 
VAi 

Let ¢i be the solution of 

¢i = 0 on EP, a¢i = 0 on EN U E int 
aVAi t t 

357 

(8.5.2.4) 

(8.5.2.5) 

It is assumed that (8.5.2.5) is continuously observable from Ef U E~nt for T > To 
for some To > 0: 

11¢?111i + II¢ill~: 

:::; CT (h:
nt 

l¢il2dE + hi' l¢iI2dE), V(¢?,¢7) E Vi x Hi, (8.5.2.6) 

for some constant CT' It follows from (8.5.2.6) that if (ZOi, Zli) E Vi x Hi there are 
controls !I E L2(E~nt), 12 E L2(Ef) such that the solution of (8.5.2.4) satisfies 

(8.5.2.7) 

Theorem 8.5.2.1 Suppose that the regularity requirement (8.4.1.3) is satisfied, that 
the observability estimate (8.5.2.6) holds, that T > To, and that (ZOi, Zli) E Vi x Hi. 

Suppose further that as K, ---t 00 

(8.5.2.8) 
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Then the solution of (8.5.2.1)-(8.5.2.3) satisfies 

OWi OWi 
(Wi('; K), 7ii+; K)) -4 (Wi(')' 8t-(-)) in C([O, Tl; Hi) 

y'K, (Wi (T; K) - ZOi) -4 0 strongly in Hi 
aw 

y'K,( at' (T; K) - Zli) -40 strongly in Vi* 

Wi('; K)!EintUEN -4 Wi (')IE\ntUEi" strongly in L2(E~nt U Ef) , , 
OPi OPi 

(Pi(' ; K), 8t (. ; K)) -4 (Pi(')' 8tU) in C([O, TJ; Hi) 

Pi (. ; K) ! Eint UEN -4 Pi (.) ! Eint UEN strongly in L 2 (E~nt U Ef) 
t 1; t t 

where Wi, Pi is the solution of 

02w· 
--' - V'. (AV'w·) + c·w· = 0 in Q, ot2 '" , < 

Wi = 0 on Ef, 

aWi . t 
-0 = - f3Pi + >..'f' on Et 

VA i 

OWi aWi 
Wi(O) = at (0) = 0, wi(T) = ZOi, ---at(T) = Zli, 

a2pi . ot2 - V' . (Ai V'Pi) + ciPi = 0 zn Qi 

O ",D OPi _ 0 ",N Pi = on LJi' -- - on LJ· 

aVAi ' 

OPi . t -- = /3Wi + J-l'f' on Et 
aVAi 

api 
Pi(T) = POi, 8t(T) = Ph, 

and where (POi,P1i) E Hi X Vi* is the unique solution of 

((pOi, Ph)' (-Zli' ZOi)) Hi XVi 

(8.5.2.9) 

(8.5.2.10) 

= h\ut [f3(lpiI 2 + IWiI 2 ) - >..'f'Pi + J-l'f'Wil dE + hi" Ip;l 2dE. (8.5.2.11) 

Remark 8.5.2.1 It will be shown in the course of the proof that the system 
(8.5.2.9)-(8.5.2.11) is the optimality system for the problem 

inf Ji(h, h) 
(h,!2)EUad 

Ji(h, h) = ~ hi" Ihl2dE + 2~ h\ut [Ih 12 + If3Wi + J-l'f'l2] dE, 
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where Uad consists of controls II E L2(E~nt), h E L2(Ef) such that the solution 
of 

fpw 
--' - V'. (A-V'w·) + c·w· = 0 in Q-ot2 '" , , 

D OWi N Wi = 0 on Ei , -- = h on Ei 
O/J Ai 

OWi = it + A ()() on Eint 

O/J Ai ' , 

OWi 
Wi(O) = Tt(O) = 0 

satisfies the state constraint 

wi(T) = ZOi, 

(8.5.2.12) 

Proof of Theorem 8.5.2.1. Let T > To and ff E L2(E~nt), fg E L2(Ef) be such 
that the solution Wi of 

satisfies 

02 ' 
--'!!2 - V'. (A-V'w) + c-w- = 0 in Q-ot2 '" , " 

D OWi _ fO N Wi = 0 on Ei , - 2 on Ei , 
O/J Ai 

OWi _ fO "int 
!::l - 1 on Ui , 
U/JAi 

Wi(O) = OWi (0) = 0 in Q i at 
OWi 

wi(T) = ZOi, at (T) = Zli· 

By the regularity assumption (8.4.1.3) we have 

//Wi II £2(~~ntu~{") :::; C(II ff II L2(~~nt) + // fg // L2(~{")). 

Set ilr; Ii) = !PO - Ai('; Ii). Then 

Jt(ff,f~) :::; Jt(]f,fg) = ~//fg//~2(~{") + 2~//jf//£2(~~nt) 
If" 2 1 2 + 2(3 J~\nt (3wi(') + /1i('; 1i)1 dE + 21i //iTi(Ii)//W;*' 

It follows that 

If is bounded in L 2 (E~nt) 

f~ is bounded in L2(Ef) 

~(wi(T; Ii) - ZOi) is bounded in Hi 

c(OWi () -1 
V Ii at T; Ii - Zli + Ii iTi (Ii)) is bounded in W;*. 

(8.5.2.13) 
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and, therefore, 

8W i 
(Wi('; /<i,), 7it('; /<i,)) is bounded in Loo(O, T; Hi X Vi*) 

Wi('; /<i,)IE~ntUEf is bounded in L2(~~nt U ~f) 

Wi (T; /<i,) ---t ZOi strongly in Hi, 

8W i ( ) . * 8t T; /<i, ---t Zli strongly m Vi . 

We may conclude that on a sequence /<i, = /<i,m ---t 00, 

f~ ---t ff' weakly in L2(~~nt) 

f~ ---t fr weakly in L2(~f) 

(8.5.2.14) 

8w 8w' 
(Wi('; /<i,), 8t" (.; /<i,)) ---t (Wi(')' 8t" 0) weakly* in Loo(O, T; Hi X Vi*) 

Wi('; /<i,)bntUEN ---t wi(·)bntUEN weakly in L2(~~nt U ~f) 
t t t t 

where Wi satisfies 

82w 
8t2" - V' . (Ai V'Wi) + CiWi = 0 in Qi, 

8W i = foo + >.00 on ~int 
8VAi 1" " , 

Wi = 0 on ~p, 

8w 
Wi(O) = 8t" (0) = 0, 

Further 

Ilfrlli2(Efj + 11Iff'lli2(E\nt) + 111i1Wi(') + !trOlli2(E\nt) 

(8.5.2.15) 

(8.5.2.16) 

:S ~~j~(llf~lli2(Ef) + 11Iftlli2(E~nt) + 111i1Wi('; /<i,) + !ti('; /<i,)lli2(E~nt)) 
(8.5.2.17) 

Set 

U:d = {II E L2(~~nt), h E L2(~f) : the solution Zi('; /<i,) of (8.5.2.4) satisfies 

8zi 
zi(T; /<i,) = ZOi, 7)t(T; /<i,) = Zli}, 

Uad = {II E L2(~~nt), h E L2(~f) : the solution Zi(') of (8.5.2.12) satisfies 

8zi 
zi(T) = ZOi, 7)t(T) = Zl;}. 
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In addition, set 

We have 

Jt'U1', f~) s Jt'(I1, h) 

= ~ IN Ihl2dI: + 2~ lint [1111 2 + If3Zi(';~) + J,ti('; ~W] dI: 
, , 

1 + 2foO'i(~)' V(I1, h) E U:d • (8.5.2.18) 

If (11, h) E Uad and if we define 

j1'(';~) = 110 - Ai(';~) + ArO, j~(.;~) = 12(')' 

then (il,j/l) E U:d and Zi(';~) == Zi('), where Zi(';~) is the solution (8.5.2.4) 
corresponding to il, 12. From (8.5.2.18) and hypothesis (8.5.2.8) we then obtain 

In particular, we have 

On the other hand, from (8.5.2.17) and (8.5.2.19) we also have 

JiUf,ff') S liminfJt'Ul,f~) S Ji(l1,h), V(I1,h) EUad . 
ftm ~CXJ 

(8.5.2.19) 

(8.5.2.20) 

(8.5.2.21 ) 

Therefore fro, f2 is the unique solution of the state constrained optimal control 
problem 

and 
Jt'Ul,f~) -t JiUf,ff') 

through all real ~ -t 00, from which we may conclude that 

Ul,f~) -t Uf,ff') strongly in L2(I:~nt) x L2(I:f) 

yfK,(wi(T;~) - ZOi) -t 0 strongly in Hi 

yfK,(8~i (T;~) - Zli) -t 0 strongly in Vi* 

(Wi(';~)' 8~i(.;~)) -t (Wi(')' 8~i(.)) in C([O,T];Hi x Vi*) 

Wi('; ~)I~intu~N -t wi(')I~:ntu~f" strongly in L2(I:~nt U I:f). , , 

(8.5.2.22) 

(8.5.2.23) 

(8.5.2.24) 
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The solution Pi('; /'1,) of (8.5.2.2) may be expressed as Pi = qi + ri, where ri 
satisfies (8.5.2.2) except that 

and qi satisfies (8.5.2.2) except that 

By virtue of the regularity assumption (8.4.1.3) we have 

Ilri('; /'1,)lli2(~f"l + Ilri('; /'1,)I1~~2(~~nt) ::; CT £int LBwi('; /'1,) + Jii('; /'1,WdE (8.5.2.25) 
, 

and, by virtue of the observability assumption (8.5.2.6), we have, for T > To, 

By replacing qi by Pi - ri in (8.5.2.26) and then using (8.5.2.25) we obtain 

Ilpi(T; /'1,)II1-i + II ~i (T; /'1,)II~. 

:::; CT (hint (IPi('; /'1,W + I,BWi('; /'1,) + {Li('; /'1,W)dI; + hi' IPi('; /'1,WdI; ) 

= CT (hint (lf1'1 2 + I,BWi('; /'1,) + {Li('; /'1,W)dE + hi' 1f2'1 2dI; ). (8.5.2.27) 

Next, we note that Wi('; /'1,d - Wi('; /'1,2), Pi('; /'1,d - Pi('; /'1,2) satisfy (8.5.2.1) and 
(8.5.2.2h,2,3 with i1, f2', Ai(' ;/'1,), {Li(';/'1,) replaced by ft1 - ft2, f;l - f;2, and 
so forth. The inequality (8.5.2.27) therefore holds for the difference pi(T; /'1,d -
pi(T; /'1,2) by replacing the terms on the right side by the corresponding differences 
ft1 - g2, 1;1 - f;2, and so forth. It follows from (8.5.2.24) that 

Pi(T; /'1,) ~ POi strongly in Hi 

OPi 7jt(T; /'1,) ~ Pli strongly in V;* 
(8.5.2.28) 

for some (POi, PIi) E Hi x V;*. This, together with (8.5.2.24), allows us to conclude 
that 

(Pi('; /'1,), ~i (.; /'1,)) ~ (Pi(')' ~i (-)) in C([O, T]; Hi x V;*) 

Pi('; /'1,)I~\ntu~i' ~ Pi(')I~\ntu~i' strongly in L2 (Eint U Ef) 
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where Pi is the solution of 

02Pi ot2 - V'. (AV'Pi) + CiPi = 0 in Qi, 

0Pi j3 00 "int -0 = Wi + l1i on oUi , 
V Ai 

D 0Pi N Pi = 0 on E i , -- = 0 on E 
OV Ai ' 

OPi 
Pi(T) = POi, 7ft(T) = Plio 
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(8.5.2.29) 

A formal integration by parts (which may be justified by approximating 1'1, 12', 
11'r, )..'r by smoother data) gives 

that is, 

\ (POi, Pli), (-Zli, ZOi)) Hi X Vi 

= hint [j3(jPij2 + jWij2) - )..'fPi + l1'fwddE + hr jPij2dE. (8.5.2.30) 

This completes the proof of Theorem 8.5.2.1. 

Remark 8.5.2.2 Let us comment further on equation (8.5.2.30). The pair (POi,Pli) 
may be calculated in a manner reminiscent of the Hilbert Uniqueness Method. In 
fact, this pair is chosen so that the solution of 

02W
i _ V' . (A-V'w) + c·w· = 0 in Q. ot2 "t , , 

OWi . t -- = -j3Pi +)..00 on Em 
OVAi t' 

(8.5.2.31) 

(8.5.2.32) 
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satisfies 

(8.5.2.33) 

For arbitrary (POi,Pli) E V; x Hi the system (8.5.2.31), (8.5.2.32) has a unique 
solution since it is the optimality system for the problem 

subject to 

a2Pi _ \7. (A\7p·) + C'p' = 0 in Q. at2 2 2 2 2 2l 

aPi = f + J.lOO on Eint 
aVA i 2 2 , 

D aPi N Pi = 0 on Ei , ~ = 0 on Ei , 
uVA i 

aPi 
Pi(T) = POi, 75t(T) = Plio 

The solution of (8.5.2.31), (8.5.2.32) may be written Wi = WT + w;, Pi = PT + pr, 
where 

(W~ , p~) is the solution corresponding to )..'f = J.l'f = 0, 

(w;, p;) is the solution corresponding to POi = P1i = O. 

By Holmgren's theorem, we may define a norm II(POi,P1i)IIFi by setting 

and a corresponding Hilbert space 

Pi = completion of V; x Hi in II . IIFi' 

For T > To one has (cf. (8.5.2.25)-(8.5.2.27)) 

II(POi,Pli)IIHiXV: :S CT II(POi,P1i)IIFi , 

hence Pi C Hi X Vi·, Hi X V; c PI- In addition, by Green's formula we have 

where (., ')HiXV; denotes the duality pairing in the Hi x Vi, Hi X Vi- duality. 
Therefore if (-Zli, ZOi) E PI and if we set 

(POi,P1i) = A;l( -Zli, ZOi), 
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where Ai is the canonical isomorphism Pi 1-+ PI, then we will have 

8w} (T) , at = Zli· 

It follows that (8.5.2.33) will be satisfied by choosing 

(8.5.2.34) 

It may be checked that (8.5.2.34) is exactly the same as (8.5.2.30). 

8.5.3 Application of Theorem 8.5.2.1 to Domain Decomposition 

We now apply Theorem 8.5.2.1 to the solution w~+l(.; K,), p~+l(.; K,) of the local 
optimality system (8.4.2.7), (8.4.2.8) with under relaxation in the iteration step, 
that is with ),0(·; K,), J.10(·; K,), T0(·; K,) given by 

(8.5.3.35) 

for n ~ 1, and where ai(K,) is defined by (8.4.2.10). As in the last section we 
assume vanishing data WOi = VOi = 0 and Pi = o. We further assume that the 
starting data ),?j(.; K,), J.1?j(.; K,) and Ti~(·; K,) satisfy hypothesis (8.5.2.8), that is 

A?j(.; K,) -+ A?j(.), J.1?j(.; K,) -+ J.1?jO strongly in L2(~ij) 

~ Tg(. ; K,) -+ 0 strongly in L2(fij), Vj E .1; 
(8.5.3.36) 

for some )'?j' J.1?j EL2(Eij). Hypothesis (8.5.3.36) will hold if, for example, A?j(.; K,), 
J.1?j (. ; K,) and Tg (. ; K,) are chosen so that they are independent of K,. 

It then follows from Theorem 8.5.2.1 that, as K, -+ 00, the solution 
wI(- ; K,), pf (. ; K,) converges in the manner described in that theorem to the so-
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lution wf(-), p;O of the system 

82wl I 
8t2' - V' . (ANwi) + CiWi = 0 in Qi 

82p l I 
8t2' - V'. (A;V'Pi) + CiPi = 0 in Qi 

8w; I 0 8pl I 0 
81/ Ai + (3Pi = Aij' 81/ ~i - (3wi = l1ij on ~ij, 

wi = pi = 0 on ~f 

8w; I _ 0 8PI _ 0 on ",N. --+p - --- u, 
81/ Ai ' '81/ Ai 

w}(O) = 8~; (0) = 0, p}(T) = P6i' 8%tI (T) = pL, 

8wl 

wi(T) = ZOi, 8t' (T) = Zli, 

\ (P6i' P~i)' (-Zli, ZOi)) Hi XVi 

= L 1 [(3(lp} 12 + Iw;12)d~ - A?jP; + l1?jwtJd~ + 1 Ip}12d~. 
jEJi Eij Ef" 

According to Theorem 8.5.2.1, 

and therefore 

As a result 

(8.5.3.37) 
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The proof of Theorem 8.5.2.1 showed that 

awl 
fo( at' (T; "') - Zli + ",-la?(",)) ~ 0 strongly in wt 

and therefore 

1 awl 
~p}(T; "') = 8;1[fo( at' (T; "') - Zli + ",-la?(",))] ~ 0 strongly in Wi. 

In particular, 

1 pl(T. "")1 ~ 0 strongly l·n L2(r,int). r:;: i ,n ript ~ 

v'" ' 
Since 

it follows that 

hence 
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We may now apply Theorem 8.5.2.1 to conclude that as '" ~ 00 the solution 
w;(·; "'), prC; "') of (8.4.2.7), (8.4.2.8) with n + 1 = 2 converges in the manner 
described in that Theorem to the solution w;(·), prO of 
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where >"Ij , Mlj are given by (8.5.3.37) and where (P6i,PIi) is the solution of 

((P6i' pii), (-Zli' ZOi)) Hi XVi 

= 2: 1 [,B(lp;12 + Iw;12)d~ - >"}jP; + J.i}jw;ld~ + 1 Ip;12d~. 
jEJi Eij Ef' 

One may now proceed inductively to obtain the following result. 

Theorem 8.5.3.1 Suppose that the regularity requirement (8.4.1.3) is satisfied, that 
the observability estimate (8.5.2.6) holds, that T > To, and that (ZOi' Zli) E Vi x Hi' 
Assume also that the starting data >"?j('; K,), J.i?j('; K,), T&('; K,) satisfy (8.5.3.36) 
(which will be the case if they are chosen independent of K" for example). Then, as 
K, --+ 00, for every n = 0,1, ... the solution wr+1(.; K,), pr+\; K,) of (8.4.2.7), 
(8.4.2.8), (8.5.3.35) converges in the sense of Theorem 8.5.2.1 to the solution 
wr+\), pr+l(·) of 

,;} n+l 
UWi (.I n+l \n 

OV Ai + fJPi = Aij on ~ij 
(8.5.3.38) 

Opn+l 
-'- =0 on ~N 
OVA, ' 

(8.5.3.39) 

Pn+l = 0 on ~D , , , 
o n+l 

Pat (T) = p~t1 

(8.5.3.40) 

where, for n ~ 1, 

(8.5.3.41) 
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and where, for n 2: 0, (p~tl ,p~tl) E Hi X V;* is the solution of 

((p~tl, P~i+l), (-Zli' ZOi)) H xV = r Ip~+112d~ 
t t JL.f' 

+ L 1 [;3(lp~+112 + IW~+112)d~ - AZip~+l + J-lZiw~+lld~. (8.5.3.42) 
jE:Ti 1;ij 

Remark 8.5.3.1 Analogous to Remark 8.5.2.1, the system (8.5.3.39)-(8.5.3.42) is 
the optimality system for the optimal control problem 

inf JF+1 (fI, h) 
(!1,!2)EU"/:ct 

Jin+1(fI,h) = ~ iN Ihl2d~ + 2~ L 1 [lfIl2 + l;3w~+l + J-lZiI2] d~ 
1;i jE:Ti 1;'J 

where U;:d consists of controls fI E L2(~~nt), 12 E L2(~f), such that the solution 
of 

satisfies the state constraint 

aw~+l N 
-'- =12 on~i 

aVA i 

8.5.4 Convergence to the Global Optimality System 

In this section is it proved that the solutions (W~+l,p~+l), i = 1, ... ,1, of the 
local optimality systems (8.5.3.38), (8.5.3.39), (8.5.3.41), (8.5.3.42), in aggregate 
converge to the solution (w,p) of the global optimality system (8.1.1.1), (8.5.1.6)
(8.5.1.8). Let (Wi,Pi) denote the restriction of (w,p) to Qi' 

Theorem 8.5.4.1 Assume that (zo, Zl) E V x H, that T > To, that the local and 
global observability estimates (8.5.1.6) and (8.5.2.6) hold, and that the regularity 
requirement (8.4.1.3) is satisfied. Then 

(i) for any f E [0,1) 
pfl1;N -+ ° strongly in L2(~f)· , 
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(ii) In addition, if € E (0,1), then 

( n awi) (awi) * OO( *) wi '8t ---) Wi, 8t weakly in L 0, T; Hi X V; 

( n api ) ( api ) kl * . L OO (0 T H V*) Pi' at ---) Pi, 7ft wea Y m ,; i X i 

wflI;f ---) wilI;f weakly in L2(~f) 

Proof. Since the proof is similar to that of Theorem 8.4.3.1 it is only sketched here. 
We introduce the space 

I 

X = II L2(~~nt) X L2(~~nt) 
i=1 

with norm defined by 

I 

IIXII~ = ~ i hint (I AiI2 + lJ.LiI 2 ) d~, X = {(Ai, J.Li) : i = 1, ... ,f}. 
z=l 'L 

For X E X let (Wi,Pi) be the solution of 

a2Wi --
at2 - V'. (AiV'Wi) + CiWi = ° in Qi 

Wi = ° on ~f, 

aWi (3 - \ ~int -- = - p' + A' on~· a I I I 
VA i 

Wi(O) = a~i (0) = 0, 

Pi = ° on ~f, api _ ° ~N -- - on~· 
aVA i I 

api (3 - ~int -a = Wi + J.Li on ~i 
VA i 

( ) api (T) -Pi T = POi, at = Pli, 

(8.5.4.1) 

(8.5.4.2) 
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and where (POi,Pli) E Hi X Vi* is chosen so that 

aw 
wi(T) = at' (T) = 0 
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(8.5.4.3) 

(see Remark 8.5.2.2, especially (8.5.2.34)). The system (8.5.4.1), (8.5.4.2) is then 
an optimality system; see Remark 8.5.2.1. Define the bounded linear map T : 
Xf---tXby 

TX { ( aWj a- I apj a - I ) . ,.,. 1 I} = --a +f-IPjE·'--a -f-IWjE·· :]Evi,Z= , ... , . 
v Aj 'J V Aj 'J 

Then T X = X if and only if the global transmission conditions hold on ~ij. 
Further, X = 0 is the only fixed point of T. 

By a calculation similar to that in Lemma 8.4.3.1, for any X E X we may 
write 

IIXII~ = £ +.r, IITXII~ = £ -.r (8.5.4.4) 

where 

For '\ij, J-Lij given in L2 (~ij), let W~+ 1 , p~+ 1 be the solution of the local opti
mality system (8.5.3.38), (8.5.3.39), with (P~i+l ,p~tl) given according to (8.5.3.42). 
Let Wi, Pi be the restriction to Qi of the solution of the global optimality system 
(8.1.1.1), (8.5.1.7) with (PO,Pl) given by (8.5.1.8) and f by (8.5.1.6). Then 

Introduce the local errors 

These satisfy 

a n+l a 
~t (T) = ~i (T) = Zli· 

-n+l _ pn+l _ p. Pi - i ,. 

on ~N , 
(8.5.4.5) 
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where 

and 

Further 

By setting 
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0-n+1 
Pi f3 -n+1 _ -n 

OVAi - Wi - f-lij 

P-n+l = 0 on ~D 
t t , 

on ~ij 

-n+1 n+1 -n+1 n+1 
POi = POi - POi, POI = Pli - P1i· 

X n {(,n-1 -n-1) . '7' 1 I} = Aij ,f-lij :JEJi,Z= , ... , 

(8.5.4.6) 

(8.5.4.7) 

and solving (8.5.4.5), (8.5.4.6) with n replaced by n-1, the iterative step (8.5.4.5h, 
(8.5.4.6h, with .\ij, ilij given by (8.5.4.7) and ).ij, f-lij given by (8.5.3.41), may be 
expressed as the relaxed fixed point iteration 

x n +1 = (1 - t)TXn + txn. (8.5.4.8) 

From (8.5.4.4) we have 

Ilxnll~ = En + F n , IITxnll~ = En _ F n (8.5.4.9) 

with 

En = t l [~(IOW~+112 + lop~+l12) +f3(IW~+112 + Ip~+112)]d~ 
i=l J.2:.:nt f3 OV Ai OV Ai 

I 

F n = 2 t; lr: Ip~+112d~. 
By taking the square norm of each side of (8.5.4.8) and using (8.5.4.9), we 

obtain the fundamental recursion inequality 
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and then, by iterating down to n = 1, 

n+1 
[n+1 ~ [1 - I>p(E)P 

p=l 

where Cp(E) is given by (8.4.3.21). It follows, in particular, that Fn ---+ 0 for any 
E E [0,1), that is 

p?Ir;j" ---+ 0 strongly in L2(~f)· (8.5.4.10) 

Now suppose that E E (0,1) Then, according to Proposition 2.3.7.3, Xx ---+ X 
weakly in X, where X is a fixed point of T. Thus xn ---+ 0 and T xn ---+ 0 weakly 
in X, from which follows that 

W;'I"i,nt ---+ 0, pnl· t ---+ 0 weakly in L2(~int) ~ ~~ ~ Er z 

(8.5.4.11 ) 

Therefore 

~ij ---+ 0, iiij ---+ 0 weakly in L2(~ij), j E Ji, i = 1, ... ,I. (8.5.4.12) 

It follows from (8.5.4.5) and (8.5.4.10)-(8.5.4.12) that 

(wf, a:f ) ---+ 0 weakly* in Loo(O,T;Hi x V;*). 

From the observability estimate assumption (8.5.2.6) we have (d. (8.5.2.27)) 

Ilp~t111~i + Ilp~t111~: 

~ CT(~i Lij (,62Ipr+ 112 + l,6wf+l + iiijl2) d~ + Lr: Ipr+112d~). 
Therefore, on a sequence n = nk ---+ 00, 

(-n+l -n+l) (- -) kl *. H V* POi ,Pli ---+ POi,Pli wea Y miX i (8.5.4.13) 

for some (POi,Pli) E Hi x V;*. It then follows from (8.5.4.6) and (8.5.4.11)-(8.5.4.13) 
that, on n = nk, 

a-n +1 a-
(pr+ I, Pat ) ---+ (pi, ~i) weakly* in Loo(O, T; Hi x V;*), 

where Pi is the solution of 

a2 -

a;i - V' . (Ai V'Pi) + CiPi = 0 in Qi 
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In addition, from (8.5.4.1) and (8.5.4.11) we have 

It then follows from the observability estimate that POi = Pli = 0, hence 

(pf, atI) --> 0 weakly* in LOO(O,T;Hi x Vi*)· 

To complete the proof of Theorem 8.5.4.1, we invoke Proposition 2.3.7.1 to 
conclude that 

From (8.5.4.9) we have 

A calculation completely analogous to one carried out at the end of the proof of 
Theorem 8.4.3.1 gives 

i>i 

In this expression we may replace wi, wi and pi, pi by wi, wi and pi, pi, re
spectively, since 

-n-n n n 
Pi - Pj = Pi - Pj , 

The proof of Theorem 8.5.4.1 is now complete. 
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Neumann or transmission conditions hold. The Dirichlet edges are assumed to be 
exterior edges, that is, edges for which d( e) = 1. The Neumann edges consist of 
exterior edges Next and interior edges Nint := N\Next. 

Let m ~ 1 be a given integer. For a function W : P f--t IRm, Wi will denote 
the restriction of W to Pi, that is 

Wi: Pi f--t IRm : x f--t W(x). 

We introduce real m x m matrices 

where 
A~/3 = (A~a)*, Ci = C; 

and where the * superscript denotes transpose. For sufficiently regular W, <I> 
P f--t IRm we define the symmetric bilinear form 

a(W, <I» = L 1 [A~/3 (Wi ,/3 + BfWi ) . (<I>i,n + Bi<I>i) + Ci Wi . <I>i] dx, (9.1.1.1) 
iET Pi 

where repeated lower case Greek indices are summed over 1,2. A subscript following 
a comma indicates differentiation with respect to the corresponding variable, e.g., 
Wi,/3 = aw;! ax /3. The matrices A~/3, Bf, Ci may depend on (Xl, X2) E Pi and 
a(W, <I» is required to be V-elliptic for an appropriate function space V specified 
below. 

We shall consider the variational problem 

a(W,<I» = (F,<I»v' \i<I> E V, 0 < t < T, (9.1.1.2) 

where V is a certain space of test functions and F is a given, sufficiently regular 
function. The variational equation (9.1.1.2) obviously implies, in particular, that 
the Wi, i E I, formally satisfy the system of equations 

- a~a [A~/3(Wi,/3 + BfWi )] + (Bi)* A~/3(Wi,/3 + BfWi ) 

+ CiWi = Fi in Pi, i E I. (9.1.1.3) 

To determine the space V, we need to specify the conditions satisfied by W 
along the edges of P. These conditions are of two types: geometric edge conditions, 
and mechanical edge conditions. As usual, the space V is then defined in terms of 
the geometric edge conditions. At a Dirichlet edge we set 

Wi = 0 on e when rie E V. (9.1.1.4) 

Further, along each e E Nint we impose the condition 

(9.1.1.5) 
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where, for each i E Ie, Qie is a real, nontrivial Pe X m matrix of rank Pe ::; m with 
Pe independent of i E Ie. If Pe < m additional conditions may be imposed, such 
as 

(9.1.1.6) 

where IIie is the orthogonal projection onto the kernel of Qie' (Note that (9.1.1.5) 
is a condition on only the components II~ Wi, i E Ie, where II~ is the orthogo
nal projection onto the orthogonal complement in ~m of the kernel of Qie.) For 
definiteness we always assume that (9.1.1.6) is imposed and leave to the reader 
the minor modifications that occur in the opposite case. Thus the geometric edge 
conditions are taken to be (9.1.1.4)-(9.1.1.6), and the space V of test functions 
consists of sufficiently regular functions <I> : P f--t ~m that satisfy the geometric 
edge conditions. 

Formal integration by parts in (9.1.1.2) shows that, in addition to (9.1.1.3), 
Wi must satisfy the variational boundary condition 

2::= 2::= 1 v~A~i3(Wi,i3 + BfWi) . <I>i dI' = 0, V<I> E V. 
eEN iEIe rie 

It follows in particular that 

v~A~i3(Wi,i3 + BfWi) = 0 on e when fie E Next (9.1.1.7) 

and that 

2::= 2::= l v~A~i3(Wi,i3 + BfWi) . <I>i df = 0, V<I> E V. 
eENint iEIe Jr,e 

(9.1.1.8) 

For each fie E Nint write <I>i = IIie<I>i + II~<I>i' and let Q~ denote the generalized 
inverse of Qie, that is Q~ is a m x Pe matrix such that 

QieQto = f pe , QtoQie = II~. 

Then (9.1.1.8) may be written 

L L J (Qto)*v~A~i3(Wi,i3 + BfWi)· Qje<I>j df = 0, V<I> E V, 
eENint iEIe ['"I.e 

where j is any index selected from Ie. We deduce that 

2::= (Q~)*v~A~i3(Wi,i3 + BfWi) = 0 on e if e E Nint. (9.1.1.9) 
iEIe 

Conditions (9.1.1.7) and (9.1.1.9) are called the mechanical edge conditions. We 
also refer to (9.1.1.5) and (9.1.1.9) as the geometric and mechanical transmission 
conditions, respectively .. 

To summarize, the edge conditions are comprised of the geometric edge con
ditions (9.1.1.4)-(9.1.1.6), and the mechanical edge conditions (9.1.1.7), (9.1.1.9). 
The geometric transmission conditions are (9.1.1.5) and (9.1.1.6), while the me
chanical transmission conditions are given by (9.1.1.9). 
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9.1.2 Examples 

Example 9.1.2.1 Suppose that m = 1. In this case the matrices A~(3, Bi, Gi , Qie 
d 1 a(3 ba h a(3 (3a S re uce to sca ars ai , i' Ci, qie, were ai = ai . et 

The system (9.1.1.3) takes the form 

-V'. (ANWi) + [-V'. (Abi ) + b;Aibi + CdWi = Fi . (9.1.2.1) 

Suppose that all qie = 1. The geometric edge conditions (9.1.1.4), (9.1.1.5) are 
then 

Wi = 0 on e when e E V 

Wi = Wj on e when e E Nint 

while the mechanical edge conditions are 

L [Vie· (ANWi) + (Vie· Aibi)Wd = 0 on e when e EN. 
iEIe 

Example 9.1.2.2 (Membrane networks in ]R3.) In this case m = N = 3. For each 
i E I set TJi3 = TJil II TJi2, where TJil, TJi2 are the unit coordinate vectors in Ih 
Suppose that Bi = Gi = 0, Qie = h, where h denotes the identity matrix with 
respect to the {TJik H=l basis. With respect to this basis the matrices A~(3 are 
given by 

All = , 

Write 

0 0 

c~r' !J.i ~) (M A;2 = ~' 2!J.i + Ai 

A12 = , 

0 !J.i 

G 
Ai 

D' Al'~ G !J.i 0 0 
0 0 

3 

Wi = L WikTJik, Wi = WiaTJia, 
k=l 

1 
Ca(3(Wi) = "2(Wia ,(3 + Wi(3,a) , 

0 

a~(3(wi) = 2!J.iCa(3(Wi) + AiCl'1' (wi)8a(3. 

~) 

The bilinear form (9.1.1.1) may be written 

~), 
!J.i 
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where lPi = L~=l lPik'r/ik := <Pi + lPi3'r/i3. The corresponding system (9.1.1.3) is 

(9.1.2.2) 

where Fi = L~=l Fik'r/ik. The geometric edge conditions (9.1.1.4), (9.1.1.5) are 

Wi = 0 on e when fie E V, 

Wi = Wj on e when fie = f je . 

The mechanical edge conditions (9.1.1.9) are 

L[a~i3(Wi)'r/ii3 + J-tiWi3,Q'r/dz;~ = 0 on e when e EN. 
iEIe 

(9.1.2.3) 

(9.1.2.4) 

The system (9.1.2.2)-(9.1.2.4) models the small, static deformation of a net
work of homogeneous isotropic membranes {PdiEI in IR3 of uniform density one 
and Lame parameters Ai and J-ti under distributed loads Fi , i E I; W i(XI,X2) rep
resents the displacement of the material particle situated at (Xl, X2) E Pi in the 
reference configuration; and the transmission conditions have the interpretation 
of continuity of displacements and balance of forces at a junction. The reader is 
referred to [61] where this model is introduced and analyzed. 

Example 9.1.2.3 (Interface problems for serial Reissner-Mindlin plates.) We take 
N = m = 3 and assume that the regions Pi are coplanar. The region UiEI P i 
represents the middle surface of a thin plate of uniform thickness h. Within the 
region Pi x (-h/2, h/2) the plate is assumed homogeneous and elastically isotropic 
with Lame parameters Ai, J-ti and shear modulus K i· Let 'r/l, 'r/2 be unit coordinate 
vectors in the plane II containing the regions Pi, and set 6 = 'r/2, 6 = -'r/l and 
6 = 6 A 6· The matrix Ci = 0 and, with respect to the {~d~=l basis, 

Ai' ~ ~~ G ~ ~), At' ~ ~~ G ~ ~) 

B> G ~ D' B; ~ G ~ ~) 
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Write Wi = E~=l Wik~k := Wi + Wi36, and set 

O'~,B(Wi) = ~~ (2PiEa,B(Wi) + O'iE,,(Wi)Ja,B). (9.1.2.5) 

With this notation the bilinear form (9.1.1.1) is 

a(W, <p) = I: r [O'~,B(Wi)Ea,B(¢i) + K ih(Wi3,a + Wia ) (<Pi3,a + <Pia)] dx 
iEI }Pi 

where <Pi = E~=l <Pik~k := ¢i + <Pi36· The system (9.1.1.3) takes the form 

-<~(Wi) + hKi(Wi3 ,,B + Wi,B) = Mi,B, (3 = 1,2, 

-hKi(Wi3 ,,B + Wi,B),,B = Fi3 in Pi, i E I. 
(9.1.2.6) 

For fixed i E I the system (9.1.2.6) is the Reissner-Mindlin model for the static 
deformation of a thin elastic plate under distributed loads 

3 

Gi(XI,X2,X3) = I:Gik(XI,X2,X3)~k' (XI,X2) E Pi, -h/2::::: X3::::: h/2 
k=l 

(see, for example, [93] or [61]). In (9.1.2.6) 

jh/2 

Fi3 (XI, X2) = Gi3 (XI, X2, X3) dX3, 
-h/2 

Jh / 2 

Mi,B(XI,X2,t) = X3 Gi,8(XI,X2,X3) dx3. 
-h/2 

In particular, if G i does not vary through the thickness of the plate, then Fi3 = 
hGi3 and Mi,B = 0, (3 = 1, 2. The function Wi3 (Xl, X2) represents the transverse 
displacement of the material particle situated at (Xl, X2) E Pi in the reference 
configuration, and Wil , Wi2 measure transverse shearing. With the choice Qie = h 
the geometric boundary and transmission conditions are 

Wi = 0 on e when fie E V, 

Wik = Wjk on e when fie = fje, k = 1,2,3, 

(the degree de = 2 for each interior edge) while the mechanical edge conditions 
are 

I: v~O'~f3(Wi) = 0, (3 = 1,2, 
iEIe 

I: KiV~(Wi3,a + Wia) = 0 on e when e EN. 
iEIe 

These have the interpretations of balance of angular and linear momenta, respec
tively. 
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Example 9.1.2.4 (Interface problems for non coplanar thin plates.) We again take 
m = N = 3. Let i, j, k denote the standard basis for]R3 and (Yl, Y2, Y3) denote the 
Cartesian coordinates of a point in ]R3 with respect to that basis. We consider a 
2-d network in ]R3 of consisting of planar regions Pi, i = 1, ... ,n, such that 

(i) Pi is a unit square; 

(ii) Pi nP j = {(0,0,Y3)IIY31 ~ 1/2}:= e, for all i i- j. 

If n = 2 it is further assumed that PI and P2 are not coplanar. Let Vie denote 
the exterior unit normal to BPi along e and choose TJil = -Vie, TJi2 = k as unit 
coordinate vectors in Pi. One may represent Pi as 

The network {PJiET has e as its only interior edge and the degree of this edge is 
n. The coordinates of e with respect to TJil, TJi2 are (0, X2), ° < X2 < 1. 

Set ~il = TJi2, ~i2 = -TJil, ~i3 = ~il 1\ ~i2 and Wi = L%=1 Wik~ik := Wi + 
Wi3~i3. Let w = [0,1] x [0,1]. We consider the following problem on the network 
(see [51] and Remark 9.1.2.1 below): 

where (Tf,6(Wi) is given by (9.1.2.5), 

V~(Tf,6 (Wi) = 0, 

KiV~(Wi3,n + Win) = 0, 

(9.1.2.7) 

,8=1,2, 

(Xl,X2) E Bw\e. 
(9.1.2.8) 

As in the Example 9.1.2.3, equations (9.1.2.7) and (9.1.2.8) represent the small 
static deformations of a network of Reissner-Mindlin plates whose outer edges are 
free (with respect to transverse displacement and shear), with Pi representing the 
mid-surface of the ith plate. In addition, there are junction conditions that must 
hold on the interior edge e. The geometric junction conditions are taken to be (see 
Remark 9.1.2.1 below) 

Wi1 (0,X2) = W j1 (0,X2), \:ji,j E I, 0< X2 < 1 

Wi2 (0, X2) = -k~79, WdO, X2) = ka(X2 - 1/2)79 + b], 
(9.1.2.9) 

where k~ is a constant depending on the angle between PI and Pi and 79, bare 
constants that are among the unknowns of the problem. The mechanical junction 
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conditions on e are 

~J.1oi(J.1oi+Ai)W (0 )=0 
~ 2 . + A. 21,1, X2 , 
i=l J.1oz z 

t k~Kih j (Wil + Wi3 ,d dX2 + t ki J Fil dw = 0, 
i=l e i=2 w 

t k~h 1 [_J.1o~~2 (Wil ,2 + Wi2 ,d + Ki(Wil + Wi3,d(X2 - 1/2)] dX2 

+ t ki 1 [Fil (X2 - 1/2) - Fi2 XlJ dw = o. 
i=2 w 

(9.1.2.10) 

where ki is a constant that also depends on the angle between PI and Pi and 

Fif3(Xl,X2) = jh/2 Gif3 (Xl,X2,X3) dx3. 
-h/2 

Let us remark that solutions of (9.1.2.7)-(9.1.2.10) are unique only up to 
rigid motions of the form 

Wil = -a, Wi2 = -k~O, Wi3 = aXl + ka(X2 - 1/2)0 + c], 

where a, c, 0 are arbitrary constants. Further, the system has a solution if and only 
if the applied load satisfies 

t J (x l Fi3 - Mid dw = 0, 
i=l W 

t k~ J Fi3 dw + t ki J Fil dw = 0, 
i=l W i=2 W 

(9.1.2.11) 

t k~ 1 [(X2 - 1/2)Fi3 - Mi2J dw 
i=l W 

+ t ki J [(X2 - 1/2)Fil - xlFi2J dw = o. 
i=2 W 

Suppose that {Wdi=l' iJ,b is a solution of (9.1.2.7)-(9.1.2.1O) and let us set 

Uil = Wil , Ui2 = Wi2 + k~iJ, 
Ui3 = Wi3 - k~[(X2 - 1/2)'13 + bJ. 

Then it is seen that {Ui}i=l is a solution of 

-(j~~(Ui) + hKi(Ui3 ,{3 + Ui(3) = Mi{3, f3 = 1,2, 
(9.1.2.12) 
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/J~a~f3(Ui) = 0, (3 = 1,2, 

Ki/J~(Ui3,a + Uia ) = 0, (X1,X2) E 8w\e, 

Ui1 (0,X2) = Uj1 (0,X2), 

Ui2 (0, X2) = Ui3 (0, X2) = 0, 

i,j=l, ... ,n, 
i = 1, ... ,n, 

~ /ii(/ii + Ai) 
L... 2. A' Ui1 ,1(0,X2) =0, 0<X2<1. 
i=l /it + t 
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(9.1.2.13) 

(9.1.2.14) 

Solutions of (9.1.2.12)-(9.1.2.14) are unique up to rigid motions of the form 

where a is arbitrary. Further, this system has a solution if and only if the first 
equation in (9.1.2.11) is satisfied. If {Ui }i=l is a solution of (9.1.2.12)-(9.1.2.14) 
and if we set 

Wi1 = Ui1 , Wi2 = Ui2 - k~'I3, 

Wi3 = Ui3 + ka(X2 - 1/2)'13 + b], 

where '13, b are arbitrary constants, it may be proved that {Wdi=l, '13, b is a solution 
of (9.1.2.7)-(9.1.2.10) provided (9.1.2.11) holds. 

The system (9.1.2.12)-(9.1.2.14) fits into the general framework of the pre
vious section. Indeed, let A~f3, BY, Ci be the matrices in Example 9.1.2.3 with 
respect to the {~id~=l basis, V = 0, and let 

Qie = (1 0 0), i = 1, ... ,n, 

also with respect to the {~id~=l basis. The orthogonal projection IIie onto the 
kernel of Qie and the pseudo-inverse Qt, of Qie are then given by 

(0 ° 0) 
IIie = ° 1 ° , 

001 

Therefore the geometric transmission conditions (9.1.1.5), (9.1.1.6) reduce to the 
first two conditions in (9.1.2.14), while the mechanical edge conditions (9.1.1.7) 
and (9.1.1.9) give (9.1.2.13) and the last of the conditions in (9.1.2.14), respectively. 

Remark 9.1.2.1 A dynamic version of (9.1.2.7)-(9.1.2.10) was derived in [51] as a 
model for the deformation of a network of Reissner-Mindlin plates connected at a 
single rigid joint. There it was assumed that (a) the in-plane displacements of each 
plate are rigid motions; (b) the displacement vectors of the various plates coincide 
along the junction e; (c) the "rotation vectors" of the various plates coincide 
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along the junction (roughly speaking, this means that the angles between plates 
are preserved under the deformation); (d) the outer edge of PI opposite e is fully 
clamped, the other outside edges of the network being free. These assumptions lead 
to the system (9.1.2.7)-(9.1.2.10) except that the boundary conditions (9.1.2.8) 
hold only for i = 2, ... ,n and on the two edges of PI immediately adjacent to e, 
while on the remaining edge of PI we have WI (1, X2) = O. In fact, the derivation 
given in [51] leads exactly to the system (9.1.2.7)-(9.1.2.10) if condition (d) is 
replaced by (d'): the in-plane displacements in PI vanish. According to condition 
(a), this is the same as saying that the in-plane displacements vanish at the edge 
of PI opposite e. When n = 2 and PI is orthogonal to P2 , the model in [51] is 
analogous to one derived by Le Dret [17] in the spirit of the Ciarlet-Destuynder 
method of asymptotic expansions. More precisely, the Le Dret model is obtained 
in the limit as the shear moduli Ki --+ 00. 

9.1.3 Existence and Uniqueness of Solutions 

In this section existence and uniqueness of solutions of the variational equation 
(9.1.1.2) are considered. It is assumed that the elements of the matrices A~,6, Bf, 
Ci are all in £CXJ(Pi). For a function <I> : P f--+ IRm we denote by <I>i the restriction 
of <I> to Pi and we set 

where JiS(Pi) denotes the usual (vector) Sobolev space of order s on Pi. Set 
Ji = JiO(P) and define a closed subspace V of JiI(p) by 

V = {<I> E JiI(p)J <I>i = 0 on e when fie E V, 

Qie<I>i = Qje<I>j on e when fic = f je , 

IIie<I>i = 0 on e when e E Nint, i E I}. 

The space V is densely and compactly embedded in Ji. It is assumed that a(<I>, <I» 
is elliptic on V: there are constants k 2: 0, K > 0, such that 

(9.1.3.1) 

Let F = {FdiEI E Ji. It follows from standard variational theory and the Fred
holm alternative that the variational equation (9.1.1.2) has a solution if and only 
if F is orthogonal in Ji to all solutions W E V of a(W, <I» = 0, V<I> E V. If it is 
known that a( <I>, <I» 2: 0 for each <I> E V, the last equation has only the trivial 
solution if, and only if, (9.1.3.1) holds with k = O. 

Let us apply this to the four examples of the last section. 
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Example 9.1.3.1 Referring to Example 9.1.2.1, it is clear that (9.1.3.1) is satisfied 
for k large enough if each 2 x 2 matrix Ai is uniformly positive definite on Pi, 
'Vi E I. Further, (9.1.3.1) will hold with k = 0 if, for each i E I, we have Ci ~ 0 
and the conditions <P E V, <Pi,a + bf<pi = 0, (X = 1,2, Ci<Pi = 0 in Pi implies <Pi = 0 
in Pi. This will obviously be the case if, for example, Ci > 0 on a set of positive 
measure in Pi, or if bT = b; = 0 and Vi -=f. 0. 

Example 9.1.3.2 Referring to Examples 9.1.2.2 and 9.1.2.3, it is a consequence of 
Korn's Lemma for 3-d linear elasticity that (9.1.3.1) holds for some constants k > 0 
and K > O. If V -=f. 0 then (9.1.3.1) holds for k = 0 (see [61, Chapter VI, Section 
2.4]. 

Example 9.1.3.3 Consider the system (9.1.2.12)-(9.1.2.14) in Example 9.1.2.4. This 
system corresponds to the variational equation 

a(U, <p) = t J (MiaUia + Fi3 Ui3 ) dx, 'V<p E V, 
i=l w 

(9.1.3.2) 

where 

and 

V = {<PI <Pik E Hl(w), k = 1,2,3, <Pi1(0,X2) = <Pj1(0,X2), 

<Pi2(0, X2) = <Pi3(0, X2) = OJ i,j = 1, ... , nj 0 < X2 < I}. 

Here <Pi = L:L1 <Pik~ik := ¢i + <Pi3~i3. The inequality (9.1.3.1) holds for some 
k > 0 but not for k = 0 since the equation of a(U, <p) = 0, 'V<p E V, has nontrivial 
solutions U E V. These solutions are those rigid motions for which Ea /3(Ui) = 0, 
Ui3,a + Uia = 0, 1= 1, ... ,n, (x, j3 = 1,2. They are given by 

Uil = -a, Ui2 = 0, Ui3 = aX1 

where a is an arbitrary constant. It follows that (9.1.3.2) has a solution in V if 
and only if 

Remark 9.1.3.1 In the general case, (9.1.3.1) will be satisfied if the matrices Af/3 
satisfy, for each i E I, the inequality 

(9.1.3.3) 

for some C > O. Further, if the matrices Gi are all nonnegative definite, (9.1.3.1) 
will hold with k = 0 when, for each i E I, the conditions <P E V, <Pi,a + Bi<pi = 0, 
(X = 1,2, Gi<Pi = 0 in Pi implies <Pi = 0 in Pi. 
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9.1.4 Domain Decomposition 

In the present context the goal of domain decomposition is to replace the above 
global problem on the network P by a sequence of local problems, each of which 
lives on a single element Pi, and whose solutions converge to a solution of the global 
problem in an appropriate sense. In the decomposition, the coupling conditions on 
the interfaces between adjacent regions in the global network are replaced by local 
iterative Robin-type boundary conditions in which the effect of adjacent regions 
is modeled by certain inhomogeneities in the boundary conditions. These iterative 
conditions are analogous to ones introduced earlier in the study of 1-d networks. 

For each index i E T we denote by Vi the Dirichlet edges in UPi and set 
Hi = UPi\Vi, which is partitioned into N;ext U N;int with obvious notation. We 
shall write Hi for HS (Pi) and set Hi := H? We define 

Vi = {cJ>iJ cJ>i E HI, cJ>i = 0 on e when fie E Vi, 

IIiecJ>i = 0 on e when fie E N;int} 

A continuous, symmetric bilinear form ai is defined on Vi by 

ai(Wi, Vi) = r [A~{3(Wi,{3 + BfWi)· (cJ>i,Q + BfcJ>i) + GiWi · cJ>i] dx. 
}Pi 

For each i E T we consider the following sequence of local problems for functions 
wt+1 E Vi: 

ai(Wt+ 1 , cJ>i) + L ke 1 Qie wt+1 . Qie<I>i df 
eENfnt rie 

where n = 0,1, ... , ke > 0 is constant and 

Aie(wn) = -: L (Qt)*vjeAj{3(Wj~{3 + B%Wn 
e JETe 

+ (Qt)*V~~A~{3(Wi~{3 + Bfwt) + : L keQjeWp - keQieWt· 
e JETe 

The inhomogeneity Aie(wn) reflects the influence of the regions adjacent to fie, 
e E N;int, on the solution in Pi at level n + 1. The choice of {WPLEI is arbitrary 
save for a regularity requirement on Aie(WO) 
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We note that (9.1.4.1) is the variational formulation of the boundary value 
problem 

_ ~ [A",;3(Wn+1 + B;3Wn+1)] + (B"')* A",;3(Wn+1 + B;3Wn+1) ax",' ',;3 " ",,;3, , 

+ Ci wt+1 = Pi in Pi, (9.1.4.2) 

wt+1 = 0 on e when fie E Vi, 

II W n+l 0 h f Nint ie i = on e w en ie E i , 

D W n+l 0 f Next 
Vie i ==, ie E i , 

(Qt)* D"ie Win+1 + keQieWt+1 = Aie(Wn), fie E Mint, 

where, for convenience, we have set 

D"ie Wi = v~A~i3(Wi,;3 + BfWi). 

With this notation, Aie (wn) is written 

Aie(wn) = - ~ L (Qt)* D"je Wp + (Qt)* D"ie wt 
e JEIe 

(9.1.4.3) 

(9.1.4.4) 

+ ~ L keQjeWp - keQieWt· (9.1.4.5) 
e JEIe 

Suppose that 

Pi E L2(Pi), Aie(wn) E L2(f ie ), \:Ie E Nfnt, 

and that ai satisfies, for some C > 0, 

ai (<Pi, <Pi) + L 1 IQie<Pi 12 df 2: CI!<Pi II~~, \:I<Pi E Vi. 
eENInt rie 

(9.1.4.6) 

Then (9.1.4.1) has a unique solution Win+1 E Vi. Thus QieWt+1lrie E L2(fie) so 
that, from (9.1.4.4), (Qt)* D"ie wt+1 E L2(f ie ). It then follows that Aie(wn+l) E 

L2(f ie ). As a consequence, if W? is chosen so that Aie(WO) E L2(Ce), \:Ie E Mint, 
the variational equation (9.1.4.1) has a unique solution Win+1 E Vi, n = 0,1, .... 

Let us note that if Ui E Vi has the trace regularity D"ieUi E L2(fie) for 
e EM, then the following Green's formula is valid: 

1 AUi · <Pi dx = ai(Ui , <Pi) - L 1 (D"ie Ui) . <Pi df 
Pi eENtxt rie 

- L 1 ((Qt)' D"ie Ui ) . (Qie<Pi) df, \:I<Pi E Vi, (9.1.4.7) 
eENfnt ru 
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where 

AUi = - 8~a [A~j3(Ui,j3 + BfUi)] + (Bn* A~;3(Ui,;3 + BfUi) + GiUi 

and the integral on the left side of (9.1.4.7) is interpreted in the sense of Vt -Vi 
duality, where we have identified Hi with its dual space and where V;' denotes the 
dual space of Vi with respect to Hi, so that Vi C Hi C V;' with dense and compact 
embedding. 

Let us comment on condition (9.1.4.6). It is a consequence of Korn's lemma 
that (9.1.4.6) is satisfied by the forms ai in Examples 9.1.2.2-9.1.2.4 above. It 
also holds in the case of Example 9.1.2.1 if, for instance, Ai is uniformly positive 
definite on Pi and Ci > 0 on a set of positive measure in Pi. In the general case, 
(9.1.4.6) will hold if A~;3 satisfies (9.1.3.3), Gi is nonnegative definite, and 

cI>i E Vi, ai (cI>i' cI>i) = 0, cI>i = 0 on e when e E N;int implies cI>i = O. 

Indeed, under the stated hypothesis we have 

(9.1.4.8) 

for some constants ki 2': 0, Ki > O. If (9.1.4.6) is false, there is a sequence {cI>n c 
Vi such that 

II cI>7111t~ = 1, ai (cI>7 ,cI>7) ~ 0, 

Qie<I>~lrie ---'> 0 strongly in L2(rie). 
(9.1.4.9) 

It follows that, on a subsequence, cI>~ ---'> cI>i weakly in HI and, by compactness, 
cI>~ ---'> cI>i strongly in Hi. It then follows from (9.1.4.8) and (9.1.4.9) that cI>~ ~ 
<I>i E Vi strongly in HI, where 

(9.1.4.10) 

Since cI>i E Vi we also have IIiecI>i = 0 on e, \Ie E Nlnt , hence cI>i = 0 on e, 
\Ie E N;int. It follows that cI>i = 0 on r ie when e E Nlnt and therefore cI>i = 0, 
contradicting (9.1.4.10). 

9.1.5 Convergence of the Algorithm 

In order to obtain a convergence result we shall consider a relaxation of the basic 
iteration step (9.1.4.4h. Thus we introduce a relaxation parameter E E [0,1) and 
replace (9.1.4.4h by 

(Q+)* D . W n +1 + k Q. W n +1 
2e V'te 't e 1,e 2 

= (1- E)Aie(Wn) + E[(Qtr DVie wt + keQieWin] ;= A~e(wn). (9.1.5.1) 
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Thus the (n + 1 )st local iterate is calculated as the solution of the variational 
equation 

ai(Win+1 , <Pi) + L ke 1 Qie wt+ 1 . Qie<Pi df 
eENfnt rie 

where the starting data Aie(WO) E L 2(f ie ). 
We next note that a function W : P f--7 jRm satisfies the global transmission 

conditions (9.1.1.5) and (9.1.1.9) if and only if Win == Wi, i E I, n = 0,1, ... , sat
isfies (9.1.4.4h (and, consequently, (9.1.5.1)). In fact, from (9.1.1.5) and (9.1.1.9) 
we have 

(9.1.5.3) 

Conversely, if (9.1.5.3) is satisfied we obtain 

hence 

L (Qt)* D Vje Wj = ° 
JETe 

and then, from (9.1.5.3), 

QieWi =: L QjeWj on e E Nln t, i E Ie, 
e JETe 

that is, Q ie Wi Ir ie is independent of the index i E Ie· 
It follows from the above discussion that if Win +1 is the solution of (9.1.5.2) 

and W is a solution of (9.1.1.2) (recall that solutions of (9.1.1.2) are not necessarily 
unique) then the errors 

ut := Wr - Wi, i E I, n = 1,2, ... , 

formally satisfy (9.1.4.2)-(9.1.4.4) with Fi = 0, that is 

ai(Uin+1 , <Pi) + L ke 1 QieUin+l. Qie<Pi 
eENiint rie 

= L 1 Aie(Un). Qie<Pi' \i<Pi E Vi. (9.1.5.4) 
eENlnt I\e 
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As discussed above, if >'ie(U°) E L 2(rie ), the problems (9.1.5.4) for n = 0,1, ... 
have unique solutions with regularity 

Un +1 E V (Q+)* D . Un +1 E L 2(r· ) on e E Nint % 1" ze V te 1, ze z • 

Since for the system (9.1.4.2)~(9.1.4.4) the Wp are chosen so that >'ie(WO) E 

L2(rie ), in order that >'ie(U°) E L2(rie) it is necessary that >'ie(W) E L 2(rie ), 
which is equivalent to 

(9.1.5.5) 

The regularity assumption (9.1.5.5) is problematical in as much as precise 
knowledge of the regularity of solutions of (9.1.1.2) is generally unavailable. The 
regularity of W will depend on the Fi , on the set of coefficients Af!1, Bf, Ci 

and the particular configuration and geometry of the 2-d network. For the case of 
interface problems for general elliptic equations on polygonal domains, i.e., when 
all Pi are coplanar, much is known and, in fact, (9.1.5.5) does not hold for all 
possible choices of the coefficients and the regions Pi. The reader may consult the 
work of Nicaise and Sandig [87], [88], Nicaise [86], and references therein. For a 
study of the Laplace and biharmonic operators on general 2-d networks, see [86]. 

We shall prove the following convergence result. 

Theorem 9.1.5.1 Assume that the coercivity conditions (9.1.3.1) and (9.1.4.6) are 
satisfied and that the global problem (9.1.1.2) has at least one solution having the 
regularity (9.1.5.5). Let W = {WihEI be such a solution. Suppose that ke = k 
is independent of e E Nint and let wt+1 E Vi be the solution of (9.1.5.2) for 
n = 0,1, .... Then the following hold for the errors Ui = Wi - Wi: 

(i) For each f E (0,1) 

Uin ----t Ui strongly in H 1(Pi ), 'Vi E I, 

where U = {UdiEI E V and a(U,<I» = 0, 'V<I> E V. 

(ii) If f = ° we have 
ai (ut , ut) ----t 0, 'Vi E I. 

Remark 9.1.5.1 The conclusion of part (i) of Theorem 9.1.5.1 is equivalent to say
ing that un = {UinhEI converges to zero in the quotient space W\R, where 
W = IliEI Vi and R denotes the null space of the bilinear form a(W, <I», that is 

R = {W E V: a(W, <I» = 0, 'V<I> E V}. 

Remark 9.1.5.2 In Examples 9.1.2.2 and 9.1.2.3 above, a(U, <I» = 0, 'V<I> E V, im
plies that U = ° and, further, ai(Uin, uin) ----t ° implies that Uin ----t ° strongly 
in H 1(Pi ). The same is true in Example 9.1.2.1 under certain conditions on the 
coefficients as discussed above. However, for the system (9.1.2.12)~(9.1.2.14) in 
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Example 9.1.2.4, solutions in V of a(U, <I» = 0, 'v'<I> E V, consist of rigid motions 
of the form Ui = -a~i1 + aXl~i3, a E lR, 1= 1, ... , n. Thus the conclusion in part 
(i) means that 

and 

Wi~ - Wi2 -70 in Hl(w), 

Wn,a - Wi1,a -70 in L2(w), a = 1,2, 

Wi3 ,2 - Wi3 ,2 -70 in L2(w), 

1 {IWi~ - Wi1 - al 2 + IWi3 - Wi3 + aXll2 + IWi3 ,1 - Wi3 ,1 + a1 2} dJ.JJ -7 0 

for some a E R 

Proof of Theorem 9.1.5.1. Set 

x = II II L2(fie) 
iET eENfnt 

with the standard product norm. Let 

X = {Aie : i E I, e E Nlnt} EX 

and, for each i E I, let Ui be the solution of 

= L 1 Aie' Qie<I>i' 'v'<I>i E Vi. (9.1.5.6) 
eENlnt I\e 

We define the bounded linear operator T : X f-+ X by 

(TX)ie = -: L (QjJ* DVjeUj + (Q1;,)* DVieUi 
e JETe 

TX = {(TX)ie : i E I, e E ~int}. 

With this notation, X is a fixed point of T if and only if the corresponding solution 
U = {UihET satisfies the global transmission conditions (9.1.1.5) and (9.1.1.9); 
that is, if and only if U is a solution of the global problem a(U, <I» = 0, 'v'<I> E V. 
Furthermore, if we set 
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and let uin be the solution of (9.1.5.6) corresponding to AZ,-l, then 

Xn = {(Qt)* DVieUt + keQieUt : i E T, e E JV;int} , 

TXn = {Aie(Un) : i E T, e E JV;int}, 

so that the iteration step (9.1.4.4)2 may be written as the fixed point iteration 

Xn+l = TXn, 

while the relaxed iteration step (9.1.5.1) is the same as the relaxed fixed point 
iteration 

xn+l = (1 - E)Txn + Exn. 

We shall need the following properties of T. 

Lemma 9.1.5.1 Suppose that ke == k is independent of e E Nint. Then for any 
X = {Aie : i E T, e E JV;int} E X we may write 

Ilxll~ = £' +.r, IITXII~ = £' -.r (9.1.5.8) 

where 

£' = L L 1 [1(Qt)* DVieUil2 + k;IQie UiI2] dr, 
eENtnt iEIe r ,e 

(9.1.5.9) 

(9.1.5.10) 
iEI 

and where Ui is the solution of (9.1.5.6). In particular, T is a nonexpansive map. 

Proof of Lemma 9.1.5.1. Since L;IEI LeENfnt = LeENint LiEIe we have 

Ilxll~ = L L 1 [1(Qt)* DVieUil2 + k;IQieUil 2 
eENint iEIe r ie 

+ 2ke((Qt)* DVieUi), (QieUi)] dr. (9.1.5.11) 

2 4k~" 2 2 2 4k~ " II(TX)iell ="dZ1 ~ QjeUjl + kelQieUil - yQieUi' ~ QjeUj 
e JEIe e JEIe 

+ ~ I L (Qje)* DVjeUjl2 + I(Qt)* DVieUil2 
e JEIe 

- : (Qt)*DVieUi , L(Qt)*DVjeUj 
e JEIe 

- 2ke(: L QjeUj - QieUi) . (: L (Qje)* DVjeUj - (Qt)* DVieUi), 
e JEIe e JEIe 
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After some algebra we obtain 

- 2ke L (QieUi) . ((Q~)* DVieUi), e EN. (9.1.5.12) 
iETe 

It follows from (9.1.5.11) and (9.1.5.12) that 

IIXII~ = E + 2 L L 1 ke((Qt)* DVieUi) . (QieUi) df 
iET eEN;nt r ,e 

IITXII~=E-2L L 1 ke((QtrDvieUi)·(QieUi)df. 
iET eENint r ,e 

(9.1.5.13) 

From Green's formula (9.1.4.7) we have 

L 1 ((Qt)* DV;e Ui )' (QieUi) df = ai(Ui, Ud· 
eENlnt I\e 

(9.1.5.14) 

Since ke == k is independent of e E Nint, the conclusions of the Lemma follow from 
(9.1.5.13) and (9.1.5.14). 

Continuing with the proof of Theorem 9.1.5.1, we consider the relaxed fixed 
point iteration 

and define 

En = L L 1 [1(Qt)* DV;e ur/ 2 + k;IQieUrl 2 ] dr, 
eENint iETe r,e 

(9.1.5.15) 

:P' = 2k L ai(Ur, Uin), (9.1.5.16) 
iE7 

from Lemma 9.1.5.1 we have 

IIxn+lll~ = En+l + Fn+l 

= (1- f)2I1Txnll~ + E211xnll~ + 2f(1- f)(xn, TXn)x 

= ((1- E)2 + f2)En - (1- 2f)Fn + 2E(1- E)(xn, TXn)x 

as well as 
j(Xn, Txnhj ::; J(En)2 - (Fn)2 ::; En. 

We thus obtain the recursion formula 
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and therefore, upon iterating this formula, we have 

n+1 

£n+1 ::::: £1 - L Cp(c:).P 
p=l 

where 
C1(C:) = 1- 2c:, Cn +1 = 1, cp(C:) = 2(1- c:), p = 2, ... ,no 

It follows from (9.1.5.17) that, for any c: E [0,1), 

00 

LLai(Uj,Un < 00, 

p=l iEI 

{QieUrlriJ is bounded in L 2(f ie ), e E Nint, i E Ie, 

{(Qt)* DVieUrlriJ is bounded in L 2(f ie ), e E Nint, i E Ie. 

In particular, for each i E I we have 

(9.1.5.17) 

(9.1.5.18) 

and, in view of (9.1.4.6), that {Ui} is bounded in H1(Pi), hence {QieUinlriJ is 
bounded in H 1/ 2(fie ). Therefore on a subsequence n = nk of the positive integers 
we have 

Uin ----+ Di weakly in H 1(Pi ), 

QieUr ----+ QieDi strongly in L 2(f ie ), \:Ie E Nint, 

(Qt)* DVieUin ----+ Die weakly in L 2(f ie ), \:Ie E Nint 

(9.1.5.19) 

for some Di E Vi and Die E L 2(f ie ). Conclusions (9.1.5.18) and (9.1.5.19) are valid 
for any c: E [0,1). 

Now let c: E (0,1). According to Proposition 2.3.7.3 we have 

Xn ----+ X, TXn ----+ X weakly in X (9.1.5.20) 

where X is a fixed point of T. If we set X = {Aie : i E I, e E Nlnt} and let Ui 
be the solution of (9.1.5.6) corresponding to Aie, e E Nlnt, then U = {Ui};EI is a 
solution of a(U, <1» = 0, \:1<1> E V. 

Since 
{A~e(Un) : i E I, e E Nint} = (1 - c:)Txn + c:xn 

we have Xie(Un) ----+ Aie weakly in L 2(f ie ). If we pass to the limit in (9.1.5.4) 
through the subsequence n + 1 = nk we find that Di satisfies (9.1.5.6), that is, 
Di = Ui, \:Ii E I. Thus the convergence in (9.1.5.19) is through the entire sequence 
of positive integers and, furthermore, Die = (Qt)* DVieUi. 
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It remains to show that Ui ---7 Ui strongly in Jil(Pi). Since Ui ---7 Ui weakly 
in Vi we have ai(uin, <I>i) ---7 ai(Ui, <I>i), 'V<I>i E Vi. From (9.1.4.6) we have the 
estimate 

cllUt - Uill~; :S ai (Ut , ut) + ai(Ui, Ui) - 2ai(Ut, Ui) 

+ L J IQie(Ut - Ui )1 2df. 
eENfnt ric 

Thus 

c L lim sup IlUt - Uill~; :S -a(U, U) = ° 
iEI n->oo 

since U E V. This completes the proof of Theorem 9.1.5.1. 

9.2 Optimal Control of Hyperbolic Systems on 2-D Networks 

9.2.1 Optimal Final Value Control 

We retain the notation of Section 9.1. For each i E I and each edge e = fie E NC, 
let Cl:ie be a positive scalar function defined on fie. We introduce continuous, 
symmetric, bilinear functional b on V by 

b(W,<I»=L L 1 Cl:ieWi·<I>i df . 
iEI eENiext r ie 

(9.2.1.1) 

Fix an interval {t : ° < t < T} and let F: P X (0, T) f-t ]Rm and, for each i E I 
and e E N;ext, fie: fie X (0, T) f-t ]Rm be given functions. We shall consider the 
evolutionary variational problem 

a2w aw ( at2 ,<I»v + a(W, <I» + b( Bt' <I» 

= (F,<I»1t + L L 1 fie· <I>i df , 'V<I> E V, 0< t < T, (9.2.1.2) 
iEI eEN:xt r ie 

W(O) = Wo, (9.2.1.3) 

A calculation similar to that of Section 9.1 shows that the Wi formally satisfy the 
system of equations 
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the exterior edge boundary conditions 

Wi = ° on I;ie := fie X (0, T) when fie E V 

I/~A~,6(Wi,,6 + BfWi) + Die 0:;2 = fie on I;ie when fie E Next 

together with the interior edge geometric and mechanical conditions 

IIie Wi = ° on I;ie, Vi E Ie, e E Nint 

Qie Wi = Qje Wj on e X (0, T) when fie = f je , e E Nint 

L)Qt)*I/~A~,6(Wi,,6 + BfWi) = ° on e X (0, T) if e E Nint. 

iETe 

(9.2.1.5) 

(9.2.1.6) 

Let L2(fie) denote the space of square summable JRm-valued functions defined on 
fie with the standard norm and set L2(I;ie) = L2(0, T; L2(f ie )). It shall be shown 
below that under suitable conditions on the coefficient matrices and assuming that 

(9.2.1.7) 

the variational problem (9.2.1.2), (9.2.1.3) has a unique solution with regularity 

WE C([O, T]; V) n C1 ([0, T]; H) n C2 ([0, T]; V*) 

oWi I 2() --at I;ie E L I;ie, 

(9.2.1.8) 

Thus we may consider the optimal final value control problem 

inf J(f) subject to (9.2.1.2), (9.2.1.3) 
JE£2(O,T;U) 

(9.2.1.9) 

where 

u = II II L2(fie) 
iET eEN:xt 

(9.2.1.10) 

J(f) = ~ loT Ilf(t)ll~ dt + ~ II (W(T), 0: (T)) - (Zo, Zdll~x}{ 
and where the target state (Zo, ZI) E V X H is given and the penalty parameter 
K, > 0. As is noted in the following section, it follows from the material developed 
in Section 6.2.2 that the problem (9.2.1.9), (9.2.1.10) has a unique optimal control 
given by 

(9.2.1.11) 

In (9.2.1.11), Pi = PIQi where P is the solution of the backwards running adjoint 
system 

02 Pi 0 [Acx(3( (3)] (CX)* cx(3( (3) ot2 - OXcx i Pi,(3 + Bi Pi + Bi Ai Pi,(3 + Bi Pi 

+ CiPi = 0 in Qi (9.2.1.12) 
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Pi = ° on ~ie when fie E V 

V~A~!-\Pi,(3 + Bf Pi) - (tiedtPi = ° on ~ie when fie E Next 
(9.2.1.13) 

IIiePi = ° on ~ie, '<Ii E Ie, e E Nint 

QiePi = QjePj on e x (0, T) when fie = f je , e E Nint 
(9.2.1.14) 

L (Qt)*v~A~(3 (Pi,(3 + Bf Pi) = ° on e x (0, T) if e E Nint. 

iELe 

(9.2.1.15) 

In (9.2.1.15), A denotes the Riesz isomorphism of V onto its dual space V* while, 
in (9.2.1.13), dt is the bounded linear operator 

given by (6.2.2.27). Obviously the form of dt is independent of the particular 
edge fie. The problem (9.2.1.12)-(9.2.1.15) has a unique solution, appropriately 
defined, with regularity 

In fact, if V is appropriately normed the solution of (9.2.1.12)-(9.2.1.15) may be 
expressed in terms of a more regular quantity R as 

where R is the solution of 

P= 8R 
8t' 

8P = -AR 
8t 

82 R 8R 
< 8t2 ,<I»v + a(R, <1» - b( at' <1» = 0, '<1<1> E V, 0< t < T, 

8R 8W 
R(T) = K(W(T) - Zo), at(T) = K( 7ft(T) - Zl)' 

9.2.2 Existence and Regularity of Solutions 

(9.2.1.17) 

(9.2.1.18) 

(9.2.1.19) 

It is assumed that the matrices A~(3 Bi and Ci have entries that are in VXJ(Pi), 
and that (tie and 1/ (tie are in L 00 (f ie) for all i E I and e E ~ext. We further 
assume that the form a( <1>, <1» is strictly coercive on V, that is 

'<1<1> E V. (9.2.2.1) 

Then 1I<I>IIv := Ja(<I>, <1» defines a norm on V that is equivalent to the induced 
Jil(P) norm. We shall always assume that V is normed according to 11<I>llv. Then 
the canonical isomorphism A of V onto its dual space V* satisfies (A<I>,1l1)v = 
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a( <I> , \(1) for all <I>, \[1 E V, where (<I>*, <I»v denotes the duality pairing between the 
elements <I>* E V* and <I> E V. 

We define the bounded linear operator B : U 1--* V* by 

(Bg, <I»v = L L 1 va;; gie . <I>i dr, 'Vg = {gie} E U, <I> E v. (9.2.2.2) 
iET eENixt r ie 

If we identify U with its dual space, the dual operator B* : V 1--* U of B is then 
given by 

(9.2.2.3) 

With this notation, the variational problem (9.2.1.2), (9.2.1.3) may be expressed 
in the abstract form 

(9.2.2.4) 

where 

The problem (9.2.2.4) has the same structure as the problem (6.2.2.3) consid
ered earlier, and theory developed in Section 6.2.2 applies to the present problem. 
Thus if the data satisfies (9.2.1.7), then (9.2.2.4) has a unique solution with regu
larity (9.2.1.8). Further, for any 8 E (0,1) we have the a priori estimate 

(1-8)11 (W, 88~) II~oo(O,T;VXH) + ~ eE~xt hie [a~e ID"'ie Wi l2 + aie 18: i 12] dl:, 

::; II(Wo, Vo)II~XH + ~llFllil(O,T;H) + L L 1 a1 Ifiel2 dl:, (9.2.2.5) 
iET eENixt ~ie ,e 

where 

(9.2.2.6) 

If F = 0 one has the identity in T 

II (W(T), 8:(T))II~XH+ ~eE~xthie [a~eID"'ieWiI2+aieI8:iI2] dl:, 

= II(Wo, Vo)II~XH + L L 1 a1 Ifiel 2 dl:,. (9.2.2.7) 
iE'I eENtxt ~ie 2e 
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It also follows from the material of Section 6.2.2 that for any f E L2(0, T; U) 
and (Po, Ro) E 1i x V* the following problem has a unique solution with regularity 
(9.2.1.16): 

[)2Pi [) [AQ(3( (3)] (Q)*AQ(3( (3) 
[)t2 - [)xQ i Pi,(3 + Bi Pi + Bi i Pi,(3 + Bi Pi 

+ GiPi = 0 in Qi 

Pi = 0 on ~ie when fie E V 

v~A~(3(Pi,(3 + Bfpi) - (YiedtPi = ddie on ~ie when fie E Next 

IIiePi = 0 on ~ie, Vi E Ie, e E Nint 

QiePi = QjePj on e x (0, T) when fie = fje, e E Nint 

L (Qt)*v~A~(3(Pi,(3 + Bf Pi) = 0 on ex (0, T) if e E Nint. 

iELe 

P(T) = Po, 
[)P 
-(T) = -Ro 
[)t 

This solution may be defined by transposition and satisfies 

where V is the solution of 

(9.2.2.8) 

(9.2.2.9) 

(9.2.2.10) 

(9.2.2.11) 

In addition, this solution may be expressed as (9.2.1.17), where R is the solution 
of 

and 

R(T) = _A-1 Ro, (9.2.2.14) 

It is now easy to show that the optimality system for the optimal control prob
lem (9.2.1.9), (9.2.1.10) is indeed given by the forward running problem (9.2.1.2), 
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(9.2.1.3), the backwards running problem (9.2.1.12)-(9.2.1.15), with the optimal 
control given by (9.2.1.11). Indeed, the optimal control f = fopt is the unique 
solution of the variational equation 

faT (J(t), g(t) )udt + ,.. [(A( w(T) - Zo), U(T))v 

oW aU 
+ (7)t(T) - ZI, 8i(T))1-J = 0, Vg E U, (9.2.2.15) 

where U is the solution of 

d2 U *dU dU 
dt2 + BB & + AU = Bga , U(O) = &(0) = O. 

Let P be the solution of (9.2.1.12)-(9.2.1.15). Then P satisfies (9.2.2.12) with 

oW 
Po ="'( at (T)-ZI), Ro=,..A(W(T)-Zo). 

If we insert U in place of V in (9.2.2.12) we obtain 

faT (B* P(t), ga(t))U dt 

oW aU 
=,..[(A(w(T)-Zo),U(T))v+( at (T)-ZI'8i(T))}J, VgEU. (9.2.2.16) 

It follows from (9.2.2.15) and (9.2.2.16) that fopt is given by (9.2.1.11). 

9.3 Decomposition of the Spatial Domain 

As in the case of one-dimensional networks, the object of spatial domain decom
position on two-dimensional networks is to uncouple the global optimality system 
transmission conditions on the interior edges Nint through an iteration such that 
the original global system on the network P is replaced by a collection of in
dependent subsystems, each of which resides on a single polygon Pi. As usual, 
the recursive conditions imposed on the interior edges must be such that com
munication among the polygons is restored in the limit, that is, the transmission 
conditions must be recovered in the limit. 

Some preliminary material is required in order to properly formulate the 
subsystems in the decomposition. Let Hi, Vi, and ai(Wi , Vi) be the spaces and 
bilinear form defined in Section 9.1.4. It is assumed that 

(9.3.1.1) 

for some constant Ki > O. We may then define a norm on Vi equivalent to the 
induced HI (Pi) by setting 
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We identify the dual of 'Hi with 'Hi and denote by Vt the dual space of Vi with 
respect to 'Hi. We define the continuous bilinear functional bi on Vi by 

where (3e is a positive constant independent of i E Ie. For each i E I we consider 
the following local problems for functions Wi defined on Qi: 

a2wi aWi ( at2 ,<Pi)Vi + ai(Wi , <Pi) + bi ( Tt, <Pi) 

= (Pi, <Pi) 'Hi + L 1 fie' <Pi dr + L 1 gie' Qie<Pi dr, 
eENf!xt r ie eEN}nt r ie , , 

'v'<P E Vi, 0 < t < T, (9.3.1.2) 

(9.3.1.3) 

where (WOi' VOi ) 
(9.3.1.2) is 

(WO, Va) IPi' The boundary value problem corresponding to 

Wi = 0 on I:ie , e E Vi 

D W aWi f " Next Vie i + (tieTt = ie on L.,ie, e E i 

IIie Wi = 0 on I:ie , e E HInt 
(9.3.1.5) 

(Q+)*D W (3 Q aWi "Nint ie Vie i+ e ieTt=gie OnL.,ie,eE i' 

where the operator D Vie is defined in (9.2.2.6). 
Set 

and define the bounded linear mapping Bi : Ui f--* Vt by 

Then the dual operator B; : Vi f--* Ui (identifying Ui with its dual space) is given 
by 
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With this notation the variational equation may be written as the abstract equa
tion 

d2Wi B B*dWi A W B (f ). * 'di2 + i i dt + i i = Fi + i iOi' gi(3 m Vi , (9.3.1.6) 

where 
1 1 

fiOi = {~fietENrt) gi(3 = {y',6;;'gietENfnt. 

From the previously developed existence theory, assuming that the global data 
satisfy (9.2.1.7), and that gie E L2(~ie), 'tie E N;int, it follows that (9.3.1.2), 
(9.3.1.3) has a unique solution such that 

oWi 
(Wi, 8t) E G([O, T]; Vi x 'Hi) 

oWil 2 
8t Bie E L (~ie), 'tie E N;ext, 

oWi I 2() Qie 8t Bie E L ~ie, 'tie E N;int. 

Further, One may derive an a priori estimate and an identity for this solution 
analogous to (9.2.2.5) and (9.2.2.6) above. For example, when F = 0 we have the 
identity in T 

II (Wi(T), O:i (T)) II~ixHi + eE"f;xt hie [cL IDVie Wil2 + Die 10:i 12] d~ 

+ L 1 [; I(Qt)* DVie Wil2 + (JelQie O:i 12] d~ 
eEN;nt L te e 

Now consider the following problem 

02 Pi 0 [AOi(3 ( (3)] (Oi)*AOi(3 ( (3 ) ot2 - a;;- i Pi,(3 + Bi Pi + Bi i Pi,(3 + Bi Pi 
',oi 

+ GiPi = 0 in Qi, (9.3.1.8) 

Pi = 0 on ~ie, e E Vi 

DViePi - DiedtPi = dthie on ~ie, e E N;ext 

IIiePi = 0 on ~ie, e E N;int 

(Qt)* DViePi - (JedtQiePi = dJ/,ie on ~ie, e E Nlnt , 

Pi(T) = POi, 

(9.3.1.9) 

(9.3.1.10) 
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If 
(POi, ROi ) E Hi x vt, (h, h) = ({ hie LENiext) {hie LENIn,) E Ui 

(9.3.1.9), (9.3.1.10) has a unique solution which may be defined by transposition. 
This solution satisfies (cf. (9.2.2.12)) 

aPi 
\ (-&(0), Pi(O)), (VOi, VIi) )Vi x'Hi 

+ loT (Pi(t), Gi(t))'Hi dt + loT (B; Pi(t), (fia(t), gif3(t))Ui dt 

( aVi)) (( -) * aVi )) = ((ROi,POi ), Vi(T), &(T) ViX'Hi - io (hia (t),hif3(t) ,Bi &(t Ui dL., 

\I (VOi, VIi) E Vi x Hi, Gi E Ll(O, T; Hi), (fi, gi) E L2(0, T; Ui), (9.3.1.11) 

where Vi is the solution of 

d2Vi * dVi () dt2 + BiBi & + Ai Vi = Gi + Bi fia, gif3 

dVi 
vi(O) = VOi , &(0) = VIi. 

The solution of (9.3.1.11) has regularity 

(Pi, a;i) E C([O, T]; Hi x Vn 

Pil Eie E L2(L.ie), \Ie E Mext 

QiePilEie E L2(L.ie), \Ie E Nfnt. 

This is due to the fact that Pi may be expressed as 

p. _ aRi 
Z - at ' 

aPi ---AR at - Z Z 

where Ri is the solution of the more regular problem 

d2 Ri * dRi (- ) dt2 - BiBi dt + A;Ri = Bi hia , hif3 

and 

Ri(T) = -Ail ROi , 

9.3.2 The Decomposition Algorithm 

In place of the transmission conditions 

(9.3.1.12) 

(9.3.1.13) 

(9.3.1.14) 

(9.3.1.15) 

QieWi = QjeWj, QieWi = QjeWj on ex (0, T) if fie = fje, e E Nint 

L (Qt)* DVie Wi = L (Qt)* DViePi = 0 on e x (0, T) if e E Nint 

(9.3.2.1) 
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on the global network P consider the following iteration on an interior edge e E 
N;int of the polygon Pi: 

awn+! 
(Qt)* D Vie wt+ 1 + fJeQie at + 'YeQiePt+ 1 = Are 

own+1 

(Qt)* DViePt+l - fJedtQiePin+l + 'YedtQie at = f.lre 

(9.3.2.2) 

where fJe, 'Ye are positive constants independent of i E Ie, and where, for n 2 1, 

Are = Aie(wn,pn):= - ~ 2:)Qje)*DVje WP + (Qt)*DVieWt 
e JETe 

2 aWn aWn 
+ d L fJeQje 0/ - fJeQie--&:-

e JETe 

+ ~ L 'YeQjepjn - 'YeQiePt (9.3.2.3) 
e JETe 

f.lre = f.lie(Wn , pn) := - ~ L (QjJ* DVjePP + (Qt)* DViePt 
e JETe 

2 oWT oWt 
+ d L 'YedtQjefit - 'YedtQiefit 

e JETe 

- ~ L fJedtQjePT + fJedtQiePt· (9.3.2.4) 
e JETe 

The data A?e' f.l?e are arbitrary save for a regularity requirement. 
The iteration (9.3.2.2)-(9.3.2.4) is consistent with the transmission conditions 

(9.3.2.1). Indeed, if we formally pass to the limit in (9.3.2.2)-(9.3.2.4) and then 
sum each equation in (9.3.2.2) over the index i we immediately obtain (9.3.2.1h, 
and therefore (9.3.2.2)-(9.3.2.4) reduce to 

oWi 1 ~ oWj 1 ~ n 
fJeQieTt +'YeQiePi = d ~ fJeQjeTt + d ~ 'YeQjePj 

e JETe e JETe 

oWi 1 ~ 1 ~ oWj 
-fJedtQiePi + 'YedtQiCTt = -d ~ fJedtQjePj + d ~ 'YedtQjeTt· 

e JETe e JETe 

(9.3.2.5) 
Since N(dt ) = {O} we may drop the operator dt in (9.3.2.5). If we solve the 
resulting linear system for QiePi and QieoW;j at we obtain 
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and therefore 

aWi aWj 
QieTt = QjeTt on e X (O,T) when fie = f je . 

Since W(O) E V we have QieWi(O)lrie = QjeWj(O)lrje' hence 

For reference we write down the iteratively decoupled optimality system. 

a2wt+1 _ ~ [A"',6 (Wn+1 + B,6wn+l)] at2 ax", > >,,6 > > 

+ (Bf)* A~,6 (wrt + Bfwt+1) + Ci wt+l = Fi in Qi, (9.3.2.6) 

W n+1 pn+l 0 '" 'T'I i = i = on Uie, e E Vi, 

II W n+l - II pn+l - 0 '" Nint ie i - ie i-on uie, e E i , 

where Aie' f1ie are given by (9.3.2.3), (9.3.2.4); 

awn+1 

Win+l(O) = WOi , at (0) = VOi 

awn +1 

Pin+l(T)=Ii( at (T)-Zli)' 

apn+l 
----at(T) = -IiAi(Wt+1(T) - ZOi)' 

(9.3.2.7) 

(9.3.2.8) 

(9.3.2.9) 

(9.3.2.10) 

(9.3.2.11) 

Of course, it has to be demonstrated that the iterative system (9.3.2.6)
(9.3.2.11) is well posed for n = 0,1, ... , provided the global data satisfy (9.2.1.7) 
and the local data A~e' f1~e are suitably regular. As usual, this is done by showing 
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that (9.3.2.6)-(9.3.2.11) is itself an optimality system concentrated on Qi. Suppose 
that for a fixed n, Ai;, and /lie have regularity 

(9.3.2.12) 

Consider the LQR problem 
inf Jr' (f, g) , 

(fi,9i)EUi 

where 

subject to 

Wi = 0 on ~ie, e E Vi 

D W OWi f " Next Vie i + (tie Tt = ie on LJie, e E i 

IIie Wi = 0 on ~ie, e E Nlnt 
(9.3.2.14) 

(Q+)* W (3 Q oWi An ~ Nint ie DVie i + e ie Tt = ie + gie on ie, e E i 

oWi 
Wi(O) = WOi , Tt(O) = VOi · (9.3.2.15) 

This optimal problem is well posed. The unique optimal controls (f, g) are the 
solutions of the variational equation 

L r fie' fie d~ + L ~ r gie' gie d~ 
eENext }"ljie eENint "Ie }"ljie . , 

'"' r ( oWi n ) ( oWi ) + ~ }r, "IeQieTt - Pie . QieTt d~ 
eEN;nt 'te 

~ oWi oWi 
+ K;[(Ai(Wi(T) - ZOi), Wi(T))Vi + (Tt(T) - Zli, Tt(T))HJ = 0, 

V(hi ,9i) E Ui , (9.3.2.16) 
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~ 

where Wi is the solution of 

Wi = 0 on ~ie, e E Vi 

~ OWi A ext 
DVie Wi + aie7ft" = fie on ~ie, e EN; 

..-.. int IIieWi = 0 on ~ie, e EN; 

(Q+)*D ~W (3 Q OWi A ~ Nint 
ie Vie i + e ie 7ft" = gie on LJie, e E i 

Wi(O) = O!i (0) = O. 

Let Pi be the solution of 

Pi = 0 on ~ie, e E Vi 

DViePi - aiedtPi = 0 on ~ie, e E N;ext 

IIiePi = 0 on ~ie, e E N;int (9.3.2.18) 

(Qt.)* DViePi - (3e dtQie Pi = -')'edtQie 0::2 + Ilfe on ~ie, e E N;int, 

OWi OPi 
Pi(T) = rc( 7ft"(T) - Zli), 7)t(T) = -rcAi(Wi(T) - ZOi). (9.3.2.19) 

According to the definition of the solution of this problem, Pi satisfies (9.3.1.11) 
with 

If in (9.3.1.11) we replace Vi by Wi we obtain 
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It follows from (9.3.2.16) and (9.3.2.20) that the optimal controls are given by 

fie = -Pil" , e E N;ext, 
"-',e (9.3.2.21) 

Q pi e ENint. gie = -"Ie ie i Eie' , 

Upon inserting the optimal controls into the system (9.3.2.13)-(9.3.2.15), it is seen 
that the optimality system consisting of (9.3.2.13)-(9.3.2.15), (9.3.2.17)-(9.3.2.19), 
and (9.3.2.21), coincides with the system (9.3.2.6)-(9.3.2.11). Thus the latter is 
well posed if (9.3.2.12) is satisfied. 

Let us once again observe that the adjoint variable pin+l in (9.3.2.6)
(9.3.2.11) may be expressed as 

aRn +1 
pn+l = __ i_ 

, at' 

where Ri is the solution of 

R~+l = 0 on ~ie, e E Vi 

aRn+l 
D . Rn +1 - a: __ i_ = 0 on ~'e, e E Next 

lJ'Le 1. te at ., <-

II R n+ 1 0 " Nint ie i = on Die, e E i 

(9.3.2.22) 

(9.3.2.23) 

aRn+1 aWn+l 
(Q+)*D Rn+l f3 Q i Q in" Nint 

ie Vie i - e ie~ + "Ie ie at = Pie on Die, e E i , 

aRn+1 awn+l 
R~+l(T) = I1:(Wt+l(T) - ZOi) , ----at(T) = 11:( at (T) - Zli)' 

From (9.3.2.22) and (9.3.2.23)5 we have, for each j E Ie, 

Therefore 

II n+1 = d pn+l 
r''le t l,e , 
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where J-l":e+1 is given by (9.3.2.4) and where 

It follows that the iterative scheme (9.3.2.6)-(9.3.2.11) is well posed for n = 0,1, ... 
provided that the global data satisfy (9.2.1.7) and the local data A?e' J-l?e satisfy 
(9.3.2.12) for n = 0. 

Let us summarize the above discussion in the following theorem. 

Theorem 9.3.2.1 Let f3e, 'Ye be positive constants for each e E Nint. Assume that 
the global data satisfy (9.2.1.7) and that the local data satisfy A?e E L2(~ie), J-l?e = 
dtP?e for some P?e E L2(~ie) and each i E I and e E N;int. Then the iterative 
scheme (9.3.2.6)-(9.3.2.11) is well posed for n = 0,1, .... Its solution has regularity 

awn +1 

( n+ 1 i ) C( [j' ) Wi , at E 0, T , Vi X Hi , 
apn+l 

( n+l i ) C([ j. *) Pi '---;)t E 0, T , Hi X Vi 

P n+ll E L2("') we E Next u N·int. 
i Eie Liie, V 0 0 

The adjoint variable Pin+1 may be expressed in terms of a more regular variable 
Rr+1 according to (9.3.2.22), where Rr+1 is the solution of (9.3.2.23) and Pie is 
given by (9.3.2.24) for n 2: 1. 

9.3.3 Convergence of the Algorithm 

As usual we first relax the iteration step (9.3.2.2) by introducing the relaxation 
parameter E E [0,1) and replacing (9.3.2.2) by 

awn +1 

(Qt)* D Vie wt+1 + f3eQie at + 'YeQiePin+1 = (1 - E)Aie 

+E((Qt)* D Vie wt + f3eQie a:t + 'YeQiePt) 

(Qt)* DViePt+1 - f3edtQiePin+l + 'YedtQie a~~+1 = (1 - E)J-lie 

+E((Qt)* DViePt - f3edtQiePin + 'YedtQie a:t ) 

(9.3.3.1) 

(9.3.3.2) 
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where Aie' J.tie are given by (9.3.2.3), (9.3.2.4). We then introduce the local errors 

W n+1 = W n+1 - W,' , , , pn+ 1 = pn+1 _ P,' , , , 

where {(Wi, PiniEI is the solution of the global optimality system (9.2.1.2), 
(9.2.1.3), (9.2.1.11)-(9.2.1.15). The local errors satisfy the system (9.3.2.6)
(9.3.2.11) with homogeneous data 

Fi = 0, WOi = VOi = ZOi = Zli = 0, 'Vi E I (9.3.3.3) 

and with Aie' J.tie replaced by 

'\ie = (1- E)Aie(wn,pn) 

+ E((Qt)* DVie wt + f3eQie a:t + 'YeQiePt) (9.3.3.4) 

/-tie = (1- E)J.tie(Wn,pn) 

+ E((Qt)* DViePt - f3edtQiePt + 'YedtQie a:t ). (9.3.3.5) 

The above are valid for n ~ 1, while 

(9.3.3.6) 

As above, we may express Pin+1 in terms of a more regular variable Ri+1 according 
to (9.3.2.22), where Ri+! satisfies the system (9.3.2.23) with homogeneous data 
ZOi = Zli = 0, and with Pie replaced by 

((Q+)*D R-n a Q oRi Q aWt) + E ie Vie i - fJe ieTt + 'Ye ie-at (9.3.3.7) 

for n ~ 1, while 
P?e = P?e - Pie(W, R). 

For reference, we write down the complete system satisfied by Win+1, Ri+1. 

a2wt+1 _ ~ [Ae>/3(wn+l + B/3wn+l)] 
at2 aXe>' ,,/3 " 

+ (Bf)* Af/3 (Wi~r + Bfwt+!) + Ci wt+1 = ° in Qi, (9.3.3.8) 

in Qi; (9.3.3.9) 
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w n+1 R-n+l 0 ~ D i = i = on LJie, e E i, 

II w n+l II R-n+1 0 ~ Nint ie i = ie i = on LJie, e E i , 
(9.3.3.10) 

(9.3.3.11) 

{ 

;:)Wn+l ;:)R-n+1 
(Q+)*D wn+l ~Q u i QUi j,n 

ie Vie i + {Je ie _at + "Ie ie _at = ie' 
;:)Rn +1 ;:)Wn +1 

(Q+ ) * D jin+l ~ QUi Q U i -n ie Vie i - {Je ie ---at + "Ie ie at = Pie 
(9.3.3.12) 

on ~ie, e E Nln\ 

(9.3.3.13) 

We have the following convergence result. 

Theorem 9.3.3.1 Assume that /3e, "Ie == /3, "I are independent of e E Nint. Assume 
further that 

Qo := inf{Qie : i E I, e E N;ext} > ~ (-~ + J;~ + 1 ), 
(9.3.3.14) 

"I ",2_1 
->--. /3 2", 

(i) For any E E [0,1) we have 
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(ii) In addition, if E > 0, we have 

(-n OWin) (~n oRi) ([ 1 ) Wi '-at -7 0, Ri , Tt -7 ° in C 0, T ; Vi X Hi , Vi E I, 

(Qt)*DvieWinl~ie -70, (Qt)*DvieRil~ie -70, 

Q oWr I ° Q oRi I ° kl' L2(" ) W' 'T Nint ie-at . -7, ieTt -7 wea y zn LJie, vz E .Le, e E , 
E1.e Eie 

112:)Qt)* DVie wrll£2(~e) -70, II L (Qt)* DVieRill£2(~e) -70, 
iE~ ~~ 

owin oWp oRi oRj 
IIQie-at - Qje-atIIL2(~e) -70, IIQieTt - QjeTtII£2(~e) -70, 

Vi,j E Ie, 'Ie E Nint, 

where L:e := L:ie for any i E Ie (recall that L:ie = L:je for all i,j E Ie). 

Remark 9.3.3.1 The conclusions of Theorem 9.3.3.1 may be stated in terms of the 
dual variables Wr, Pin, and Wr, pr by recalling that pr = oRi/ot, oPin/ot = 

-AiRi, and pr = oRi / at, opr / ot = -AiRi-

Proof. The first step is to write the iteration step (9.3.3.12), where ~ie and Pie are 
given by (9.3.3.4) and (9.3.3.7) respectively, as the relaxed fixed point iteration of 
a mapping T that is defined in the following way. Set 

x = II II L2(L:ie ) X L2(L:ie ). 
iEI eEN;nt 

Let Wi, Ri be the solution of 

+ (Bn* Af{3 (Ri,{3 + Bf Ri) + CiRi = ° in Qi; (9.3.3.16) 
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Wi = Ri = 0 on ~ie, e E Vi, 

IIie Wi = IIieRi = 0 on ~ie, e E Njnt, 
(9.3.3.17) 

(9.3.3.18) 

(9.3.3.19) 

{
Wi (0) = 0::2 (0) = 0, 

ORi oWi 
Ri(T) = il:Wi(T), ot (T) = il:Tt(T). 

(9.3.3.20) 

We then define T : X f-+ X by setting 

TX = {(~ie'Pie): i E I, e E ~int} (9.3.3.21) 

where (cf. (9.3.2.3) and (9.3.2.24)) 

~ie = ),ie(W, ~~) = -: L (QjJ* DVje Wj + (Qt)* DVie Wi 
e JEIe 

2 oWj oWi 
+ d L !3eQjeTt - !3eQieTt 

e JEIe 

(9.3.3.22) 

Pie = Pie(W, R) = -: L (Qje)* DVjcRj + (Qt)* DVieRi 
e JEIe 

(9.3.3.23) 

With these definitions, we see that X is a fixed point of T if and only if {(Wi, Pi) : 
i E I}, where Pi = oRi/ot, is the solution of the global optimality system corre
sponding to the homogeneous data (9.3.3.3). It follows that the only fixed point 
of T is X = o. 
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For n :::: 1 let 

X n {(,n-l -n-l) . I Arint} v := Aie 'Pie : zE ,eEJVi EA. 

and let Wr, iei be the solution of (9.3.3.8)-(9.3.3.13) with n replaced by n - l. 
Then we may write 

so that the iteration step defined by (9.3.3.12), (9.3.3.4) and (9.3.3.7) is expressible 
as the relaxed fixed point iteration 

(9.3.3.25) 

We shall need the following Lemma. 

Lemma 9.3.3.1 Assume that (3e, "(e == (3, "( are independent of e E Nint. For X = 
{(Aie, Pie) : i E I, e E ~int} E X we may write 

IIXII7t- = £ + F, IITXII7t- = £ - F (9.3.3.26) 

where 

(9.3.3.27) 

F = L L {(f{ + : (1 - f{2)) II(Wi(T), a::;i (T)II~ixHi 
iEI eEN;nt "( 

(3 II aRi 112 + 2"( (Ri(O), at (0) VixHi 

+ r [(1+ (Yie(3)laRiI2+~aWi. aRi + (Yie(3l aWi I2]dI;}. 
lEie "( at "( at at "( at 

(9.3.3.28) 

In particular, T is a non expansive mapping. 
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Proof of Lemma 9.3.3.1. We have 

The function Wi satisfies the variational problem (9.3.1.2), (9.3.1.3) with Pi = 0, 
WOi = VOi = 0, and 

We formally set <I>i = 8W;j8t in (9.3.1.2) and integrate over (0, T). (This may be 
justified by approximating 8W;j8t by functions <I>f E C([O, T]; Vi) such that <I>f ---> 

8W;j8t in C([O, T]; Hi) and <I>flEie ---> 8Wi/8tlE,e in L2(Eie), \:Ie E N;int U N;ext.) 
We obtain 
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Similarly, Ri satisfies the variational problem 

'V<p E Vi, 0 < t < T, (9.3.3.31 ) 

R ( ) () 8~ti (T) = k" 8~ti (T). i T = ",Wi T, u .. u (9.3.3.32) 

If we formally replace <Pi in (9.3.3.31) by 8R;j 8t and integrate over (0, T) we 
obtain 

Since (3e, Ie == (3, I are independent of e, it follows from (9.3.3.30) and (9.3.3.33) 
that 

We next utilize the variational equation (9.3.1.2) with <Pi = 8R;j8t and 
integrate over (0, T). (Again, this may be justified by working with suitable smooth 
approximations of 8R;j8t and 8W;j8t.) The formal calculation yields 
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and, therefore, 

It then follows from (9.3.3.35) that 

(9.3.3.36) 

From (9.3.3.34) and (9.3.3.36) we thus obtain 

(9.3.3.37) 

IIXII~ =£+F 
with £, F defined by (9.3.3.27) and (9.3.3.28), respectively. 

The calculation of IITXII~ is lengthy but elementary and we will not show 
all of the details. One has 

IITXII~ = L L -f-l (l~ieI2 + IPie1 2 ) dI;, 
iEI eENlnt l' e I: ie 

where ~ie, Pie are given by (9.3.3.22) and (9.3.3.23), respectively. Since 

and I;ie = I;je := I;e 
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for all i,j E Ie, we may write 

(9.3.3.38) 

One has 

l),iel2 = ; 1 L (QjJ* DVje Wj 12 + I(Qt)* DVie Wi l 2 

e JETe 

After some algebra, one finds that 
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Similarly 

It follows that 

(9.3.3.39) 

(9.3.3.40) 

This concludes the proof of Lemma 9.3.3.l. 
Continuing with the proof of Theorem 9.3.3.1, we set 

En = L L 1. {2~ (I(Qt)* DVie wtl2 + I(Qt)* DVi)~rI2) 
iEI eENrt E,e 

(32 + "(2 (1 8Wt 12 18Rr 12) }dl:; 
+ 2"( 8t + 8t ' 

(9.3.3.41) 

(3 ~ 8Rn 2 

+ 2)i(Rr(0), 8; (O)llviXHi 

1 [( D:ie(3) 1 8Rr 12 (38Wt 8Rr D:ie(31 8Wt I 2 ]d"'} ( ) + 1+- - +-_._+- - u. 9.3.3.42 
E ie "( 8t "( 8t 8t "( 8t 
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From Lemma 9.3.3.1 we have 

(9.3.3.43) 

where xn is given by (9.3.3.24). From (9.3.3.25) and (9.3.3.43) we obtain in the 
usual way the fundamental recursive inequality 

which, by iteration, leads to 

n+1 
[n+1 ~ [1 - L Cp(E).FP (9.3.3.44) 

p=l 

where 

C1(E) = 1- 2E, Cn +1(E) = 1, Cp(E) = 2(1- E), p = 2, ... ,no 

The assumption (9.3.3.14) guarantees that the quadratic integrand in (9.3.3.42) 
is positive definite and that", + ,8(1 - ",2)/2,,( > 0. It then follows from (9.3.3.44) 
that for any E E [0,1) 

00 

LCp(E)FP converges and {[n}~=l is a bounded sequence. 
p=l 

In particular 

P -+ ° as n -+ 00, VE E [0,1) 

and, therefore 

From (9.3.3.45) and (9.3.3.13h we obtain 

Vi E I. 

This proves part (i) of Theorem 9.3.3.l. 

(9.3.3.45) 

(9.3.3.46) 

Now suppose that E > 0. Since X 
Proposition 2.3.7.3 we may conclude that 

° is the sole fixed point of T, by 

xn -+ 0, TX n -+ ° weakly in X. 
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Thus 

(9.3.3.47) 

(9.3.3.48) 

weakly in L2(~ie), Vi E Ie, e E Nint. We sum (9.3.3.49) and (9.3.3.50) over i E Ie 
and obtain 

(9.3.3.51) 

(9.3.3.52) 

weakly in L2(~e), Ve E Nint. If we now sum (9.3.3.47) and (9.3.3.48) over i E Ie 
and add the results to (9.3.3.51) and (9.3.3.52), respectively, we obtain 

aWn aRn 
(3 L Qie8t + 'Y L Qie at' ~ 0, 

iEIe iEIe 

hence 

L Qie a~i ~ 0 weakly in L2(~e). 
iEIe 

(9.3.3.53) 
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From (9.3.3.51), (9.3.3.52) we then conclude that 

2:)Qt)* DVie wt -+ 0, ~ (Qt)* D viJ1·r -+ 0 weakly in L2(~e). (9.3.3.54) 
iETe iETe 

It now follows from (9.3.3.49), (9.3.3.50), (9.3.3.53) and (9.3.3.54) that 

(9.3.3.55) 

(9.3.3.56) 

weakly in L2(~ie). From (9.3.3.47), (9.3.3.48), (9.3.3.55) and (9.3.3.56) we may 
conclude that 

Q. aRr -+ 0 
te at 

weakly in L2 (~ie), Vi E Ie, e E Nint. 

We next show that 

awn awn aRn aRn 
IIQieat - QjeafIIL2(Ee) -+ 0, IIQie att 

- Qje a/ 11£2(Ee ) -+ 0, 

Vi, j E Ie, Ve E Nint. (9.3.3.57) 

The conclusions in (9.3.3.57) are a consequence of Proposition 2.3.7.1, which tells 
us that 

II~n Xl _ ~n-l Xllix = (1 - t)IITXn - xnllx -+ O. 

From (9.3.3.43) we have 

To obtain the value of the right-hand side we use the following result. 

Lemma 9.3.3.2 For any X = {P'ie,Pie): e E Nint, i E Ie} E X we may write 

where Wi, Ri is the solution of (9.3.3.15)-(9.3.3.20) and [ is given by (9.3.3.27). 

Lemma 9.3.3.2 is proved below. 
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We apply Lemma 9.3.3.2 with X = xn given by (9.3.3.24) and conclude that 

III)Qt)* DlIie wtII L2(I;e) --.0, Ill)Qt)* DlIi)l~IIL2(I;e) --.0, 
iEIe iEIe 

aWt aWp aRi aRj 
IIQieat - Qjeatll£2(I;e) --.0, IIQieTt - Qj eTtIIL2(I;e) --.0, 

Vi,j E Ie, Ve E Nint. 

The conclusions in (9.3.3.57) follow immediately since 

where {Wi, PdiEI is the solution of the global optimality system (9.2.1.2), 
(9.2.1.3), (9.2.1.11)-(9.2.1.15), and where Pi = aRi/at, aPi/at = -AiRi. 

To complete the proof of Theorem 9.3.3.1 it remains to show that 

(wn aWr) --. ° 
"at ' 

( -n aRi) . C([ 1 ) Ri ,Tt --. ° III 0, T ; Vi X Hi . 

To do so we employ the following result, analogous to Proposition 6.4.2.1. 

Proposition 9.3.3.1 For i E I let <I>i satisfy 

D <I>n a<I>i fn lIie i + O!ieTt = ie 

a<I>i (0) = inn to '1'1 in Hi, 
at ' 

where 

Assume that 
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If 

for all i,j E Ie and e E Nint, then 

a<I>n 
(<I>r, at') ---+ ° strongly in LOO(O, T; Vi X Hi), Vi E I. 

The proof of this proposition is given bel~. 
We apply Proposition 9.3.3.1 with <I>r = Win. In this case, 

f n = _ aRri 
te at . 

:Eie 

Condition (9.3.3.58) is satisfied by virtue of the bounded ness of En, and (9.3.3.59) 
has already been established. Thus we may conclude that 

(wt, a:in ) ---+ ° strongly in LOO(O,T;Vi x Hi), Vi E I. 

Similarly, after the change of variable t f--t T - t, we may apply Proposition 9.3.3.1 
to Rr. In this case 

olin 
<POi = lir(T), <Pli = ott (T), fi~ = 0. 

Again, condition (9.3.3.58) is satisfied by virtue of the bounded ness of En, and 
(9.3.3.59) is satisfied by virtue of what has already been proved. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 9.3.3.l. 

Proof of Lemma 9.3.3.2. We have 

(9.3.3.60) 

where ).ie and Pie are given by (9.3.3.22) and (9.3.3.23), respectively. We may 
write 
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The calculation of (9.3.3.60) is elementary but tedious. One finds after some com
putation that 

Similarly, 

21'2/ '" Q. aWi /2 _ 2'" /Q. aWi /2 + d ~ te at I' ~ te at 
e iEIe iEIe 

It follows from (9.3.3.61), (9.3.3.62) and the definition (9.3.3.27) of [, that 

We obtain the conclusion of Lemma 9.3.3.2 by noting that 

2~ ~ lai - ajl2 = ~ lail 2 - : / ~ ai/ 2. 
e i,jEIe iEIe e iEIe 

Proof of Proposition 9.3.3.1. Set 

n (Q+)* D <I>n j3 Q a<I>i I N}nt gie = ie Vie i + e ie 8t ' e E i , 
Eie 
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where f3e > 0 is constant. Then <J>i satisfies the abstract equation (cf. (9.3.1.6)) 

d2<J>i [3 [3* d<J>i A <J>n [3 (fn n). V* 
~ + i i dt + i i = i in' gi(3 III i· 

By using a standard multiplier method, one easily obtains the a priori identity (cf. 
(9.3.1.7)) 

= 11(<J>~i' <J>~i)ll~iX'Hi + L lt 1 0;1 If:;; 12 dfdt 
eEN;xt 0 r ie ,e 

+ L 2f3e lt 1 (Qt)* DVie <J>i . Qie O!i dfdt, 0::::: t ::::: T. (9.3.3.63) 
eENjnt 0 rie 

We sum this identity over i E I. After summation, the last term on the right may 
be written 

We have 

(9.3.3.64) 

It follows from assumptions (9.3.3.58) and (9.3.3.59) that the right side of 
(9.3.3.64) converges to zero in Ll(~e) as n ---+ 00. We may then conclude from 
(9.3.3.63) and (9.3.3.59) that 

sup ~II (<J>i(t) , o;i (t)) Ilv 'H ---+ o. 
O<t<T L....J ut ,x , 

- - zEI 

This completes the proof. 
We close this chapter with some numerical experiment on optimal null

controllability by the way of so-called instantaneous controls explained at the end 
of Chapter 5. Here we concentrate on a very simple example of three square shaped 
domains coupled in order to form an L-shaped domain. For the sake of simplicity 
we consider a scalar out-of-the-plane wave equation. The boundary conditions are 
given by uncontrolled (Figures 9.1 to 9.3) and controlled Neumann conditions Fig
ures 9.4 to 9.6) along the L-shaped boundary on the 'right side' (the one opposite to 
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the re-entrant corner). Along the remaining boundary (the one including the edges 
forming the re-entrant corner and the two corresponding adjacent edges) we im
pose Dirichlet conditions. This setup represents an exactly controllable situation. 
The numerical simulation is based on the standard relaxed domain decomposition 
technique discussed in this chapter and throughout this monograph. The time 
discretization is performed using the (conservative) Newmark method. The first 
set of figures (Fig. 9.1, 9.2, 9.3) show the free evolution of the waves. The total 
energy is conserved. The second set of figures (Fig. 9.4, 9.5, 9.6) show the effect of 
the boundary controls. It is evident from the pictures, and can be demonstrated 
also by error plots, that the controls completely absorb the energy and steer the 
system to rest. As mentioned above, the technique employed here is a suboptimal 
one based on the concept of instantaneous (or receding horizon and, in particular, 
rolling horizon) controls. Such a control strategy is real-time capable. See Hund
hammer and Leugering [47] and Hundhammer [46], and the references therein, for 
further information. We note that we have also performed numerical simulations 
of scalar wave equations on 2-D networks in three-space. The results are, however, 
more difficult to visualize in the format of this monograph. The result displayed 
below, and many more, can be seen in [47] and [46]. 
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Figure 9.1: Simulation of a vibrating membrane on an L-shaped domain using 
domain decomposition: t = 0.0 . .. t = 0.3 
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(b) t = 0.75 

" 

.. 
(d) t = 1.500 

Figure 9.2: Simulation of a vibrating membrane on an L-shaped domain using 
domain decomposition: t = 0.75 ... t = 1.5 
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. .. 

~ .. , 
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(b)t=2.5 

(d) t = 12.0 

Figure 9.3: Simulation of a vibrating membrane on an L-shaped domain using 
domain decomposition: t = 1.65 . .. t = 12.0 
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(b) t = 0.125 

(d) t = 0.275 

Figure 9.4: Instantaneous control with domain decomposition: t = 0.0 ... t = 0.275 
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Figure 9.5: Instantaneous control with domain decomposition: t 
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0.35 ... t 
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Figure 9.6: Instantaneous control with domain decomposition: t = 1.65 ... t = 12.0 
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